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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

Background of the Study 

Steele MacKaye is a name vaguely recalled by most students of the theatre from 

having been mentioned in an introductory theatre history class. When the name occurs in 

theatre history texts it is often included within a short paragraph listing a few of his 

accomplishments in theatre and perhaps his birth and death dates. Among those 

accomplishments mentioned are his roles as inventor of the elevator stage at the Madison 

Square Theatre in New York during the early 18 80's, his authorship of the play Hazel 

Kirke. and his part in founding the forerunner of the American Academy of Dramatic Art, 

the Lyceum School of Acting. Although each of these contributions is significant in its 

own right, it is interesting to note that regarding the first, MacKaye was fired; regarding 

the second MacKaye received no significant compensation for his most successful play; 

and, regarding the third, in none of the current publications of the American Academy of 

Dramatic Art is MacKaye mentioned as contributing to its founding. 

Most students in the field of theatre quickly trivialize the aforementioned brief 

historical sketches of MacKaye. It is only the rare advanced student of theatre history 

who would remember MacKaye apart from the accomplishments listed above. Steele 

'Steele MacKaye was christened James Morrison McKay. He adopted the middle 
name "Steele," his mother's maiden name, before he was eighteen, sometime before 
1860. By the early 1870's he had dropped the first name James, and restored the 
ancestral spelling of his family name. He rarely used his middle name, Morrison. 
Throughout his early career he used various combinations of his name, and, at one point 
published a play The Vagabond under the pseudonym Arthur Loring. Throughout the 
study, "MacKaye" will refer to Steele MacKaye while other members of the MacKaye 
family will be distinguished in reference by both given and surname. 



MacKaye is primarily thought of today as a playwright, a manager and an inventor. 

While MacKaye made significant contributions in each of these areas, there are other 

areas that, upon investigation, reveal MacKaye's more significant contribution. 

During his lifetime, MacKaye was best known as a disciple of Fran9ois Delsarte, the 

renowned French teacher. A number of articles in various publications appear between 

1871 and 1900 concerning MacKaye's connection with Delsarte. During the 1870s and 

into the 1880's MacKaye was the principle advocate of Delsarte's teachings in America. 

Fran9ois Delsarte was the proponent of a system that purportedly provided a 

scientific basis for the comprehension and creation of art. Delsarte sought codification of 

those principles by which both the spiritual and physical worlds operated in relationship 

to artistic expression. Through his reference to the natural world in aesthetic education 

Delsarte's work is significant in Speech and Actor Training in America. Garff B. Wilson 

in A History of American Acting summarizes the role of the natural in Delsarte's System 

when he says: 

It may be surprising to many readers to learn that this theory [Delsarte's] 
of expression, which later became so mechanized and distorted, was 
designed to produce greater sincerity and naturalness in acting. MacKaye 
introduced the system to America believing that it would render an actor 
more life-like and would eliminate the posturing and artificiality too often 
observed on the stage... The purpose of Delsarte's research was to 
discover natural physical movements, the responses of real people to real 
situations. To this end, he studied anatomy and physiology, he visited 
hospitals and dissecting rooms, he spent endless hours observing people in 
all walks of life, and he scrutinized the masterpieces of painting and 
sculpture in the Paris galleries. The aim of the system which resulted from 

^Walton Pritchard Eaton, "Steele MacKaye, or. The Dreamer Delivered," Theatre 
Arts Monthlv. 11, no. 11 (November 1927): 827-837. 

^Garff B. Wilson, A History of American Acting (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana 
University Press, 1966), 99-103. 



his research was the elimination of the artificial and mechanical in 
movement and the substitution of the real and the true as nature revealed 
them. 

As the movement toward naturalism began to find popular fruition in the late 

nineteenth century, this reference to nature proved to be ver\ popular in the then newly 

developing methods of actor education in this and other countries. According to Claude 

Shaver, the Delsarte System as part of this search for the natural in expression proved to 

be very popular. Shaver states: 

Although Delsarte was never in America and never published his theories 
in any form, the so-called Delsarte system of expression was probably the 
most popular method of speech training in America during the thirt>' years 
from 1870 until 1900.̂  

While there is some doubt about the dates offered by Dr. Shaver (the very first 

introduction of the system was a lecture by MacKaye in 1871), there can be little doubt 

that at its peak the Delsarte system proved immensely popular in America. S. S. Curry. 

an immensely successful teacher of oratory in his own right, the founder of the School of 

Expression in Boston, and a student of MacKaye, says: 

One cause of its [Delsarte's system] being received so enthusiasticall} was 
no doubt the almost universal dissatisfaction with the mechanical methods. 
Teachers were eager for anything that might give promise of a 
philosophical basis for a better method. Another cause was the able 

Wilson. A History of American Acting. 101-102. 

Claude Shaver, "The Delsarte System of Expression As Revealed Through the 
Notes of Steele MacKaye" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Wisconsin, 1937). 1. 



lecture delivered by Delsarte's favorite pupil, Mr. Steele MacKaye, in 
different cities of the United States. 

Apparently at least some of the popularity of the system resulted from MacKaye's 

introduction of that system through a series of lectures. The gospel of Delsarte spread 

fiirther through MacKaye's founding of at least five separate schools to further those 

principles.' 

Some years after MacKaye introduced the Delsarte system to this country a Delsarte 

craze hit the public. Many a supposed expert came forward claiming he, and only he, was 

the one v^th the vast knowledge of the system necessary for its teaching. The matter 

became more ludicrous in the late nineteenth century when speculating entrepreneurs 

offered to the public everything from Delsarte artificial limbs to Delsarte corsets. 

Primarily due to a lack of knowledge on the part of both charlatans and instructors, 

Delsartism fell into a "series of prescribed gestures." 

The few remnants of Delsarte's own writings did little to dispel this craze. The 

principle writings left include "Address Before the Philotechnic Society of Paris" 

published in Genevieve Stebbins in Delsarte System of Expression, and "The Attributes 

of Reason" published in Delsarte System of Oratory by Abbe Delamousne and 

'S.S. Curry, The Province of Expression (Boston: The Expression Company, 1891), 
336. 

Ĵames McTeague, Before Stanislavsky: American Professional Acting Schools and 
Acting Theory. 1875-1925 (Metuchen, New Jersey: Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1993), 1-43. 

Oscar G. Brockett, History of the Theatre (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1968) 
505. 

^Genevieve Stebbins, Delsarte System of Expression (New York: Edgar Werner 
Publishing, 1893). Hereafter this work will be references as "Stebbins, Delsarte 
Expression." 



Angelique Amaud. The articles have never been fiilly authenticated, and neither fully 

discussed the Delsartean philosophy nor practices of the Delsarte system. 

There has been controversy as to whether either article truly expresses the basis of 

the Delsarte system. During the time of this controversy, the late 1800's, MacKaye was 

an active force in the theatre. Apparently he was too preoccupied with his own ventures 

throughout the era to write and publish concerning his understanding of the system as 

taught by Delsarte. Those seeking to dispel the charlatans made note of the absence of 

such publication. Around 1890 the following appeared in Werner's Voice Magazine the 

leading voice and speech publication of the day: 

Mr. Steele MacKaye has been charged with selfishness because he does 
not publish what he knows about the Delsarte Philosophy. Bitter 
complaints are made by those who believe in the system, and who are 
anxious to learn more of it, but, who caimot obtain satisfaction from Mr. 
MacKaye, who is considered to be the ablest exponent of the philosophy. 

MacKaye was aware of this pressure to provide definitive material on the Delsarte 

system. In the same article referenced above, and with reference to his own attempts to 

portray the Delsarte system he states: 

Everything thus far is very fragmentary, and calculated to do more harm 
than good. For several years I have been devoting all the time I could take 
from other necessary occupation to working out to its completion the 

'̂ Abbe Delamousne and Angelique Amaud, Delsarte System of Oratory, trans. Abby 
Alger, ed. Edgar Wemer, 4th ed. (New Jersey: Wehman Bros. Publishing, 1893) 381-529. 
Hereafter this work will be referenced as "Wemer, Delsarte Oratory." 

11 Shaver, "Delsarte System. 

'̂ "Steele MacKaye and Delsarte," Wemer's Voice Magazine, no date.., no author, 
Scrapbook, "Personal," MacKaye Collection, Baker Library, Dartmouth College, quoted 
from Judy Ann Miller, "Steele MacKaye's Contribution, As Teacher and Lecturer, to 
American Acting" (Master's Thesis, Southem Illinois University, 1971), 134-135. 



philosophy founded by Delsarte... If I live, it will take me many years to 
complete the task in a manner worthy of the tmth which such a philosophy 
would unfold. Meantime I must continue to do what I have always been 
obliged to do, viz.: to refuse to contribute anything until I can give all. 

Eventually, either because of this pressure, or because of financial need, MacKaye 

did forward to Edgar Wemer, publisher and editor of Werner's Voice MagaTine. a list of 

proposed volumes on Delsarte's aesthetic system. As reported by his son Percy, 

MacKaye proposed the following list and description in a letter dated September 15, 

1890: 

Mr. Edgar S. Wemer,- Dear Sir: 1 am about to commence the publication 
of the following volumes:-

I. Delsarte's Work as Revealed by His Own Manuscripts. 
II. Delsarte and Delsartism. 
III. Science and Expression in Nature. 
IV. Philosophy of Expression in Art. 
V. Harmonic Expression. 
VI. Evolution of the Harmonic Man 
VII. Harmonic Gymnastics. 

Vol. lst.~ Formative Course— for Begirmers 
Vol. 2nd— Co-operative Course- for Advanced Students. 

VIII. Practical principles of Stage Art. 
These works will be complete in nine volumes, and will contain charts, 
illustration, of the most novel and fascinating character. They will treat, 
thoroughly, the most important subject of modem thought, — and in a 
manner that wdll rebuke those who have brought ridicule upon a great man 
and a great science... 

13 Ibid. 

''̂ Percy MacKaye, Epoch: The Life of Steele MacKave. Genius of the Theatre. In 
Relation to His Times and Contemporaries. A Memok by His Son. Percy MacKaye fNew 
York: Boni and Liveright, 1927) 2:267. 



Of particular note in the list is Volume VII. According to Mrs. Steele MacKaye, the 

two volumes listed under Harmonic Gymnastics were of MacKaye's own principles and 

design. According to Mrs. MacKaye: 

Mme. Geraldy, Delsarte's daughter, has expressed great surprise in finding 
that "gymnastics" were taught as a part of her father's system and she has 
declared that Delsarte never taught them. . . .The whole system of 
Aesthetic or harmonic gymnastics, is, from the first word to the last, 
entirely of Mr. MacKaye's invention.. . while Delsarte never taught 
gymnastics, he recognized the significance and value of the principles 
which Mr. MacKaye had discovered, and which .. .underlie this whole 
system of training 15 

Because of lack of authorization and of authority, much about the Delsarte system 

was misunderstood and mis-taught. It degenerated on one hand into a stylized parody of 

itself, and on the other to a system of physical culture. Many who used Delsarte methods 

to teach expression and acting began to think of the gymnastic or physical aspects of the 

system as the end and not the means of expression. The intemal facets of the system 

became a casualty of a simplistic purely physical approach. Aima P. Tucker stated in an 

address to the National Educational Association in 1897: 

Much has been said and written for and against Delsarte. Those who have 
given it study, believing strongly in its possibilities, regret that there 
should ever be a teacher who, mistaking the form, such as posing and 
aesthetic gymnastics, for the spirit, has put these forth as Delsarte, instead 
of using them simply as a means to an end, and that end the cultivation of 
the individual according to a larger ideal... 16 

'̂ Mrs. Steele MacKaye, "Steele MacKaye and Fran9ois Delsarte," Wemer's Voice 
Magazine, 19 (July, 1892): 188. 

'̂ Airna P. Tucker, "Delsarte and His Contribution to Physical Education," National 
Education Association Joumal of Proceedings and Addresses of the Thirtv Sixth Meeting 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1897): 880. 



There was a wide range of misunderstanding and misinformation about the Delsarte 

System. Through it all, however, one man seemed uniquely qualified to offer this system 

to the public- Steele MacKaye.'̂  M. Alfred Giraudet, a former pupil of Delsarte, said in 

an interview in the Boston Joumal that".. .the numerous documents which the DelSarte 

[sic] family have given him [MacKaye] have certainly rendered him the most ieamed 

man in America on the subject."'̂  

MacKaye introduced Delsarte to the United States and sought most of his 

professional life to establish an institution that would systematically teach and improve 

the state of the art of acting in this country. To this end, MacKaye established five 

separate schools to serve as a conduit for actor education. One of these, the American 

Academy of Dramatic Art, survives today after a stormy beginning under MacKaye and 

Franklin Sargeant. Further, as Mrs. MacKaye pointed out, he adapted and modified the 

Delsarte system to fit the needs of the American stage. Although he is principally 

known today for his technical innovation in theatre and, to a lesser extent, for his 

contributions as an actor, manager and playwright, perhaps no other nineteenth century 

figure had a larger impact on the actor training in the United States than MacKaye.̂ ^ 

MacKaye, like his mentor Delsarte, wrote very little in his lifetime about the 

Delsarte system. He was more occupied with the practical application of the techniques 

by which theatre came into being. Existing writings by MacKaye seem drawn from his 

notes as a student of Delsarte, and from drafts of lectures. His notes and correspondence 

'̂ Curry, Province of Expression. 337. 

'̂ The Boston Joumal. March 26, 1892, Scrapbook VIII, MacKaye Collection, Baker 
Library, Dartmouth College. 

'̂ Mrs. Steele MacKaye. "Steele MacKaye and Fran9ois Delsarte," 188. 

20 McTeague, Before Stanislavsky. 41-42. 

8 



do seem to indicate that MacKaye intended to formalize his training methodology into a 

manuscript. In a letter to his wife dated July 10, 1891 he states, "I am eager to get to 

work, with May Monroe's help and get out a book that wdll properly rebuke the 

charlatans and thieves who have so long traded upon the name which my labours have 

given Delsarte in this country." '̂ May Monroe was the daughter of Professor Lewis B. 

Monroe of Boston, and had been a pupil of MacKaye for a number of years. 

MacKaye had made such a proposition to publisher Edgar Wemer to write a series of 

books on Delsarte and Delsarte's methods. Wemer rejected that offer. MacKaye died 

in Timpas, Colorado, while enroute to California at the age of 53. Though a number of 

notes and fragments do exist, neither completion of the manuscript nor its publication 

ever occurred. 

Need for the Study 

In order to fully understand American actor education before the introduction of 

twentieth century methods, it is necessary to explore the philosophy and methods of one 

of the pioneer proponents of that education, Steele MacKaye. Most existing studies on 

MacKaye center on his roles as manager, playwright and inventor. Of particular note in 

this material is the body of work dealing with MacKaye's concept and design for the 

1893 World's Fair Spectatorium that took place in Chicago, Illinois. The project, though 

never fiilly realized, was to have a major impact on scenography in this country during 

the twentieth century. !:> 

'̂Percy MacKaye. Epoch. 2:270. 

'"Percy MacKaye, Epoch. 2:269. 

^̂ Percy MacKaye, Epoch. 2:353-354. 



A number of studies to date deal with the development of the Delsartean System, 

particularly as related to the rise of actor education in the late nineteenth century. 

Notebooks and materials of students who studied with Delsarte, Steele MacKaye's among 

them, serve as source material for most of this work. Much of this original material 

resides in the Hill Memorial Research Library at Louisiana State University in Baton 

Rouge. Many of the studies drawn from this material outline the theoretical basis of an 

aesthetic system as forwarded by Delsarte. 

Apparently few of Delsarte's writings on his system survive him. Similarly, 

MacKaye failed to write significantly on either his own or Delsarte's philosophy and 

teachings. With this lack of formalization from either of the two, there appears to be a 

paucity of organized practical information on the methods of teaching one of America's 

first acting courses. 

Steele MacKaye endeavored throughout his life to establish an artistic conservatory 

to explore the actor's craft. While some study exists on MacKaye and his contribution to 

American actor education, none investigate his actor training methodology during the 

latter part of his career. To date MacKaye has not received his due as contributor to the 

development of systematic actor education in this country. 

This study seeks to describe the actor training program built by Steele MacKaye 

upon the Delsartean aesthetic basis. That program, of which we currently know relatively 

little, was in the late nineteenth century considered a radical and realistic approach to 

actor training. An understanding of this training program will provide valuable insight, 

previously unavailable, into one of the first attempts to teach the craft of acting in a 

"̂̂ Shaver "Delsarte System..." 

^^Toby Cole and Helen Chinoy (editors). Actors on Acting. (New York: Crown 
Publishers, 1973): 187. 

10 



classroom environment. A fiirther benefit of this investigation will be a clarification of 

the often misunderstood and ridiculed teachings of Delsarte and his pupil, Steele 

MacKaye. 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study is to identify the contributions to training principles of 

acting developed by late nineteenth century teacher Steele MacKaye. The objective of 

the study is to critically describe and analyze representative course work attributed to 

MacKaye in the latter part of his career. Consideration of the basic tenets of the aesthetic 

system of Fran9ois Delsarte will serve as background for the description and analysis. By 

examining one of the first efforts to offer a formal course of study in the field of acting, 

valuable insight will be provided into the state of performance education during the 

period when actors began moving from apprentice to classroom training in acting at the 

close of the nineteenth century. 

Limitations of the Study 

The present study will not seek to further explore the already substantially 

documented technical and theatrical innovations MacKaye offered the theatre during his 

lifetime. It will not endeavor to explore MacKaye's contribution to the field of 

playwrighting and his part in the rise of realistic drama in this country. The biography of 

Steele MacKaye, while significant to the understanding of the aesthetic perspective he 

held, is not the focus of this study, except as such information relates to the specific 

material under consideration. Similarly, though the study contains a chapter on the basic 

tenets of the Delsarte system, that material is far more completely covered elsewhere, 

most notably in the work of Dr. Claude Shaver. 

11 



The present study seeks to describe and analyze in some detail a specific course of 

study in acting offered by Steele MacKaye. It will not endeavor to explore the 

relationship of this material to the development of actor training methodology in the 

twentieth century. It will serve as a starting point for further investigation into actor 

training methodology utilized in this country in the late nineteenth and early tw entieth 

centuries. 

Sources 

This study has been drawn from selected extant materials of Steele MacKaye, from 

materials written and published by his students, and from publications, articles, 

dissertations and theses concerning MacKaye and his role in the American theatre. 

Central to the study is a series of notes from a thirty-five lesson course prepared by 

MacKaye entitled "Harmonic Gymnastics— Simple and Complex Expression and Stage 

Business— 35 Private Lessons by Steele MacKaye." The course was presented to 

MacKaye's actor son, William Payson MacKaye and May Monroe, long time student, 

family friend, and daughter of Professor Lewis B. Monroe of Boston.. 

This work is the best available resource for understanding MacKaye's course. He 

says just this in correspondence with his wife. In early 1890, Mrs. Steele MacKaye was 

preparing to teach some aspects of MacKaye's system of Harmonic Gymnastics to help 

the family financially. In a letter to his wife dated February 9, 1890, MacKaye stated: 

.. .About the Delsarte work— the typewritten book which you have of 
Will's lessons with me is the best set of notes you could have... May 
Monroe, as a special pupil of mine, is better fitted than any one except 
myself to teach the Science of Expression in Pantomime and my system of 
Harmonic Gymnastics 26 

26 Percy MacKaye, Epoch, 2:239. 

12 



This typewritten book referred to by MacKaye is the Thirty Five Lesson manuscript 

of concern in this study. MacKaye's oldest son, Arthur Loring MacKaye, typed the 

manuscript as a Christmas gift for his younger brother William Payson MacKaye in 

1886 27 

Other primary material written by MacKaye utilized in this study includes "Dramatic 

Expression in the Anatomy of Gesture. The Analysis of Movemenf (a lecture), "School 

of Expression (or) Conservatoire Esthetique In Dramatic, Oratic, Graphic and Plastic 

Arts, Etc." (a prospectus for MacKaye's second attempt at the formation of a school), 

"Delsarte's Scientific System of Dramatic Art" (a lecture), and "Expression in Nature and 

in Art— Four Lectures." 

Another valuable resource in the study is Harmonic Gymnastics and Pantomimic 

Expression (1895) edited by Marion Lowell. This book is apparently a verbatim 

reprinting of notes from course work with Steele MacKaye. According to Ted Shawn in 

Every Little Movement (1963). while the author cannot be authenticated, the work is too 

close to the format and material of MacKaye to be anything other than the result of his 

teaching. According to Shawn, "This Lowell book comes closest to the best source— 

28 

Steele MacKaye himself" Patsy Hecht in her doctoral dissertation "Kinetic Techniques 

for the Actor: An Analysis and Comparison of the Movement Training Systems of 

^̂  William Payson MacKaye died in 1889 at age 20 of malarial fever contracted in 
Texas while with a touring company. (Percy MacKaye, Epoch. 2:201) 

^^Ted Shawn, Every Little Movement. Second Edition. (Pittsfield, Massachusetts: 
Eagle Printing and Binding, Inc., 1963, Second Edition), 97. 

13 



Fran9ois Delsarte, Emile Jaques-Dalcroze, and Rudolf Laban" labels Lowell as a student 

of MacKaye. This writer could find no record of such a relationship. 

Educational Theatre (1913) by Emma Sheridan Fry provided valuable insight into 

the teachings of MacKaye. It is one of the few publications found by a student of 

MacKaye that addresses, albeit briefly, dramatic theory. Emma Sheridan was a student of 

MacKaye in the 1880's, enjoyed a modicum of success as an actress, and established the 

Children's Educational Theatre of New York. 

Although blatantlv biased. Epoch: The Life of Steele MacKave (1927) by 

MacKaye's son, Percy MacKaye, offers a wealth of material and references that serve this 

study well. The one thousand or so pages of this work (in two volumes) make up an 

extended eulogy of Steele MacKaye. The volumes serve as an excellent source for 

tracing primary materials, bibliographic reference, correspondences and backgrounds. 

Apart from the bias, and perhaps even apart from Steele MacKaye, this biogrq)hy serves 

incidentally as one of the most complete records of the theatrical period between 1870 

and 1894 ever assembled. 

James H. McTeague's Before Stanislavsky: American Professional Acting Schools 

and Acting Theory: 1875- 1925 (1993) offers valuable perspective on the development 

of actor training in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. McTeague provides 

an outstanding study of eleven professional acting schools in America between 1875 and 

1925. Of the eleven, McTeague credits MacKaye with involvement in four. The study 

offers a history and the theoretical bases of each of the schools. The present study seeks 

to offer a more detailed description and analysis of MacKaye's specific course and will 

^̂ Patsy Arm Hecht, "Kinetic Techniques for the Actor: An Analysis and 
Comparison of the Movement and Training Systems of Fran9ois Delsarte, Emile Jaques-
Dalcroze, and Rudolf Laban" (Ph.D. diss., Wayne State University, 1971), 18. 

14 



refer to a number of the theoretical bases and historical perspectives offered by 

McTeague. This work is a more fiilly realized version of McTeague's 1963 University of 

Iowa doctoral dissertation "A New School of Dramatic Art- An Analysis of Nineteenth 

Century Schools of Theatre." 

"Steele MacKaye's Contribution As Teacher and Lecturer to American Acting," 

Judy Miller's 1971 Southem Illinois University Master's thesis offers a historical 

overview of Steele MacKaye's contribution to the field of acting in America. This study 

provides perspective on the career of MacKaye and its relevance to actor education. 

Because of its scope, the study fails to provide detail on the specifics through which 

MacKaye's applies theories in his course work. This study seeks to address this 

deficiency in the literature. 

Further background information for the present study was provided by A History of 

Speech Education in America (1954) edited by Karl Wallace. Of particular interest in the 

volume are articles by Claude Shaver ("Steele MacKaye and the Delsartian Tradition") 

and Francis Hodge ("The Private Theatre Schools of Late Nineteenth Century"). Both 

provide valuable information on the theoretical bases of actor education in the late 

nineteenth century. 

A number of theses and dissertations, each different in focus from the present study, 

present useful background information on MacKaye. Among these are Harold Seymour 

Marienthal's "A Historical Study of the New York Lyceum Theatre Under the 

Management of Steele MacKaye, 1884- 1885." This dissertation, though limited in 

scope, is a thorough investigation of MacKaye's short lived and fiery association with the 

Lyceum Theatre and with the organization's school. That school became the American 

Academy of Dramatic Art. 

Wade Chester Curry in his 1958 dissertation "Steele MacKaye: Producer and 

Director" focuses upon MacKaye's contribution in the development of the evolving role 

15 



of the modem director in the nineteenth century. While the aforementioned £pQ£h places 

MacKaye in his best light, Curry tends to offer a contrasting, negative view of 

MacKaye's role in the development of realistic drama. 

Similarly Mark Jerome Malinauskas' dissertation "The American Academy of the 

Dramatic Arts: A History (1884-1897)" portrays MacKaye's faithfulness to Delsarte 

and his overall contributions to American theatre in an unfavorable light. Malinauskas 

offers a history of the American Academy of Dramatic Art in its early years, including 

MacKaye's controversial relationship with the school and his departure from it m 1885. 

Beverly Brum's 1973 dissertation "A Survey of Professional Acting Schools in New 

York City: 1870- 1970" offers a more balanced treatment of the relationship between 

MacKaye and the American Academy. Brum also gives a very good account of 

MacKaye's relationship to Delsarte and the process by which the Delsarte system came to 

vogue in this country late in the century. 

Any study of MacKaye must account for the theories and philosophical basis of 

Delsarte. There appears to be a wealth of material available on Delsarte, though much of 

it is misinformed and often has been misapplied. Without judgment on these materials, 

and for the purposes of this study, derivative texts have as much as possible been 

excluded in reaching that accounting. Studies utilizing and relying upon primary 

materials of and on Delsarte have been favored. 

Most notably among these is Dr. Claude Shaver's 1937 dissertation "The Delsarte 

System of Expression As Seen Through the Notes of Steele MacKaye." This work draws 

primarily upon MacKaye's notebooks while studying with Delsarte in Paris between 

October 1869 and July 1870. The dissertation provides an outline and description of the 

Delsarte System drawn from the voluminous but relatively unorganized holdings on 

Delsarte and MacKaye currently held in Hill Memorial Library at Louisiana State 

University. 
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Other Masters theses drawn from this same material, which also contributed to the 

present study include "The School of Delsarte: Based On An Original Notebook" by 

George Albert Neely, "The Pupils of Fran9ois Delsarte" by Rayda Wallace Dillport, 

"Delsarte's Cours D'Esthetique Applique" by Edwin Lewis Levy, and Virginia Morris' 

"The Influence of Delsarte in America As Revealed Through the Lectures of Steele 

MacKaye." These theses are drawn primarily from writings and notes of MacKaye as a 

student early in his career before he made any substantial progress as a professional actor 

and teacher in the development of his own philosophy and theories. 

Other studies that made contributions by providing information on Delsarte and his 

system include "Kinetic Techniques for the Actor: An Analysis and Comparison of the 

Movement Training Systems of Fran9ois Delsarte, Emile Jaques-Dalcroze, and Rudolf 

Laban" by Patsy Arm Hecht and "Movement Training for the Actor: A Twentieth 

Century Comparison and Analysis" by Claudia Norene Sullivan. Both offer additional 

perspective on Delsarte's efforts, particularly as concems physical training of the actor. 

Although offered from the perspective of modem dance, Ted Shawn's Every Little 

Movement (1964) provides this study useful insight into Delsarte, the Delsarte system, 

and the efforts of Steele MacKaye. Shawn's book is the most recent of texts published on 

the Delsarte system. The work was first published in 1954. The 1964 republication is 

cited and utilized herein. 

Other sources consulted on Delsarte include Edgar Wemer's Delsarte System of 

Oratory (Fourth Edition, 1893), Genevieve Stebbins' Delsarte's Svstem of Expression 

(1893). While each is tainted, for the purpose of this study, as being contributors to the 

over mechanization of Delsarte, both offer background and writings on Delsarte's system 

that assist in its comprehension. Delsarte System of Oratory provides the purported 

literary remains of Fran9ois Delsarte, though these have never been fiilly authenticated. 

Most of these have been synopsized in Cole and Chinoy's Actors on Acting. Genevieve 
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Stebbin's Delsarte's System of Expression includes a brief history of the life of Delsarte 

written by Steele MacKaye. 

Five periodical articles contributed to this study. Each is the result of and reflective 

of the perception of Delsarte in the era in which each was written. These five are 

"Delsarte" published in Atlantic Monthly ri87n. "The Delsarte Philosophy of 

Expression" published in Joumal of Proceedings and Addresses of the National 

Education Association (1882), "The Delsarte Theory" published in Munsey's M ĝ̂ ^̂ "̂  

(1893), "The Delsarte Method: Three Frontiers of Actor Training" published in The 

Drama Review (1972) and "Commedia Delsarte" published in Performing Arts Joumal 

(1993). 

A number of other dissertations, theses, and histories have been consulted in the 

completion of this study. Notable among these are A History of American Acting and 

Three Hundred Years of American Drama and Theatre by Garff B. Wilson, Theatre in 

America by Mary Henderson, Representative American Plays and A History of American 

Drama from the Civil War to the Present by Arthur Hobson Quinn, and The American 

Dramatist by Montrose Moses. 

Methodologv 

The method of the present study relies principally on bibliographic research. The 

following steps were taken in conducting that research. First, a review of available 

bibliographic materials was completed. This review included utilization of local library 

resources, search for applicable abstract material both electronically and manually, trips 

to Hill Memorial Library at Louisiana State University that houses a Delsarte collection, 

and searches of major library databases that were known to hold significant information 

on Steele MacKaye. Most notable among this latter is the Baker Library at Dartmouth 

University that houses the papers and writings of the MacKaye family, including those of 
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Steele MacKaye. Secondly, materials were extracted and obtained which are clearh' 

identified as course work taught by MacKaye. Material that was pertinent to application 

of the philosophies and theories of MacKaye in a teaching environment was selected. 

Further, material was extracted that was necessary for the understanding of the 

philosophical bases of both MacKaye and Delsarte. Third, on the basis of germane 

materials, an attempt was made to offer a description of course units taught by MacKaye. 

Further analysis is offered with consideration of the philosophical basis of the teacher, 

MacKaye. Finally, non-objective conclusions are drawn concerning the specific course 

work described and analyzed. The present study attempts to offer the scholar, the 

educator and the actor insight into an often misunderstood actor training system by 

providing information on one practically realized example of that system. The present 

study is intended to be a descriptive analysis as discussed in Graduate Study in Speech 

and Theatre 31 

Organization of the Study 

Chapter I presents the background of the problem, a statement of the problem, 

sources consulted, limitations and justification, methodology and organization. Chapter II 

focusses upon the aesthetic and philosophical elements that contribute to the actor 

training background of Steele MacKaye. Chapter III includes an examination of the 

Delsarte System of Expression. Chapter IV offers a description of specific course work 

^ f̂or a listing of the materials of the MacKaye family through 1931 including all 
holdings on Steele MacKaye see Edwin Osgood Grover's Annals of An Era: Percy 
MacKave and the MacKaye Familv (Washington, D.C: Pioneer Press. 1932). 

^'Clyde H. Dow, ed. Graduate Study in Speech and Theatre (East Lansing, 
Michigan: Michigan State University Press. 1961), 175. 
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offered by MacKaye with consideration of materials presented in Chapters II and 111. 

Chapter V provides summary and conclusions on the materials examined. 
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CHAPTER II 

STEELE MACK.AYE: BIOGRAPFDCAL 

CONSIDERATIONS 

Early Life 

James Morrison Steele MacKaye was bom near Buffalo. New York, on June 6, 1842. 

He lived there for the first eight years of his life, after which the family moved to New-

York Cit>. As a child MacKaye developed earh in his life an affinit>- for study. 

According to elements of his own unpublished biography, he was somewhat of a child 

prodigy. According to that report at three years he was sent to school. At five he started 

on a study of Latin, and at eight he was deep into the study of mathematics and geometry. 

.At the age often, he selected engineering as a profession, and purportedly by the age of 

fifteen he had completed his academic training in the engineering field. 

MacKaye was a sickly child and teenager, and during his teenage years was subject 

to a "\iolent attack of brain fever." As a result of this affliction, MacKaye was sent 

abroad for a change of scener>'. This trip was the young MacKaye's first exposure to 

European arts. 

Artistic Backgrounds 

According to son and biographer. Percy, Steele MacKa> e was a brilliant student. He 

was soon considered to be among the most promising of the young .American painters." 

In 1857, at the age of 15. MacKaye began the study of painting under William Morris 

* Shaver, "Delsarte System..." 

" Percy MacKaye. Epoch, 1:73. 
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Hunt. That study continued for approximately iw o > ears It is probably through his 

association witfa Hunt that MacKaye became in::ocuced to the French artist Couture, 

under whom Hunt had studied. Hunt was also greaii) iiilluenced by the work of Millet. 

While MacKaye was abroad he becair.e iasci:.a:ed with the fine arts. Paris of the 

mid-nineteenth century provided a fertile ground in which that fascination grew into 

serious study. With an energy that was characteristic of his entire career, he began the 

study of painting and sculpture. 

The teenage MacKaye spent a year in Pans. s:ud> ing with such prominent artists as 

Couture, Meissonier, Bourguereau and Tro\ an The principle location in i ^ d i this 

study took place was at the Ecole dcs J5C j . a .-: >:> The Ecoie des Beaux Arts was a 

bastion of the Academic School of Painting, with its classical and romantic traditioiis. 

Couture and Bourgereau were painters of this acadeir.ic school and typified heritage and 

tradition. Troyon and Millet did not tit neaii} i:::o those traditional categories. They are 

considered to be apart of the Barbizon School :ha: produced work tr\ ing to picture 

nature's actual appearance in realistic la::dscares. 

Closer examination of the work or the Barbizon painters. re\eals that while surface 

texture and detail are present, almost in\ ariably. the w orks imph a mystical \isual 

subtext reflecting the states and elements be> ond the natural. This super-natural offered 

an unseen aura that seemed to mesh well with MacKaye's transcendental conception of 

• ^ ade Chester Curr>. "Steele .MacKaye: Producer and Director' (Ph.D. di: 
Universit>-of Illinois. 1958), 10. 

^ Percy MacKaye. Epoch. 1:57-131, passim. 

' Percy MacKaye. Epoch. 1:72-75. passim 

' W ade Chester Cuny, 10. 
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the existence and states beyond that wtiich observers can physically sense. The Barbizon 

school with iXsplein air technique and projection of more than substanti\e detail was one 

of the principle precursors of Impressionism. 

In 185^. .\lacKa\e returned to .America, He began shortly thereafter to study with 

George Inness of the Hudson River School. Irmess at this time in his career painted 

realistic landscapes that were filled with details.' While stud>ing with Irmess. who had 

become one of .America's leading painters. MacKaye established his own studio in New 

York. Hunt. Troyan and Inness seem to ha\ e exerted the most influence on MacKaye. 

Had he stayed with his \isual art endeavors. MacKaye might well have become an 

excellent painter. What legac> he might have left in \isual art, however, w as mostly 

destroyed in the 1870 Franco-Prussian War in Paris, as in\ading Pnissians ransacked and 

burned much of Paris, including MacKaye's smdio and apartment The few sketches and 

landscapes that sur\ive are nearly all of domestic animals and reaUstic landscapes. 

During this period, how e\ er. MacKaye was still searching for a satisfactor>' method of 

self expression. 11 

' Perc> MacKaye. "Steele MacKa> e - Ehnamic .Artist of the Stage." The Drama, 4 
(November 1911): 157. 

' Ralph Mayer. Dictionar\ of .Ar: Terms and Techniguef; (New York: Thomas Y. 
CroweU Company, 1969), 299. 

^ Wade Chester CunA. 10-11. 

10 Shaver, "Delsarte Svstem ....'' 10. 

"Ibid. 10-11 
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(source: Percy MacKaye. Epoch, i 

Figure 1: Photograph of MacKaye. 
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Eh". Wade Curry has suggested that MacKa\ e s earl\ training in the \isual arts may 

have influenced his emphasis on visual detail later ir. his directing career. He contends 

that MacKaye's realistic stage settings were a d rec: result of this study of the visual 

arts. " Curn- fails to acknowledge that MacKa\ e s visual bias is the direct result of his 

conception of the visual as a reflection of aesthetic states. The aesthetic is the motivating 

force in creation to MacKaye. not a pale shadow of that creation. One of the principle 

tenets of the Barbizon school is the subtexiuai implication that what is seen is a portion of 

and a reflectioo of a larger aesthetic whole. It w ould take the development and fruition of 

Impressionism in the second half of the ce:.:ur> to release the artistic conmiunity fix)m the 

confines of reaUsm in the expression of that w hole. As this realization by artists gathered 

momentum, the restless MacKave had sou2ht and fou:.d other a\enues of artistic 

expression. 

Dramatic Inclinations 

MacKaye served a short term as instructor of pamtmg at the Weld school near 

Eagleswood, New Jersey. He also served uvo terms of ser\ ice with the Union Anny 

during the Civil War. Both of these ventures were interrupted b> illness. " It was at 

Weld and during service in the army that MacKaye made his tlrst appearances on the 

staee. '•* It was also during this time that MacKaye divorced his first wife, Jenny, and 

married one of her best friends. Marv Keith. 

'-Wade Chester Cun '̂. 11 

13 ' Shaver, "Delsarte System...," 11. 

'̂  Percy MacKaye. Epoch. 1:93-95. Specific attention is called to the Tribune 
reference. 
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In his early twenties, MacKaye had elected to pursue a career on the stage. His 

father. Colonel James MacKaye, was vehement!) opposed to this choice. This career 

choice served to intensify what had to date been a tumultuous relationship between father 

and son. Finally, in 1869, Colonel MacKa\ e withdrew his objection to his son's plan to 

become an actor. Having relented, he accompanied MacKa\ e to Paris with plans to study 

under Fran9ois R^nier.'^ 

Shaver canfinns the relationship and career choice w hen he states: 

.After carefiil consideration he (MacKa> e) decided to commence the study 
of dramatic art with the serious eamestness of a professional. In this art he 
had achieved many successes as an amateur-- and w ould long before this 
have adopted the dramatic profession-- for the strong prejudice of his 
family against the stage. ̂ ^ 

At his fidfaer's suggestion, MacKaye reluctanth sought out and met a little known 

teacher of the performing arts in Paris during October of 1869.' A partial account of 

that first meeting is reported here from a presentation b> Mrs. MacKaye to the Curry 

School of Expression in 1888. 

Mr. MacKaye had been shown into the parlour. The shutters were closed 
and it was almost dark. He was kept waiting for a few minutes, and had 
just opened a shutter for hght to examine CMie of the many curios in the 
room, when he heard a voice behind him cry: 'Mon fils! Mon fils?' 
Turning, he saw the tall figure of Delsarte, wrapped in a long dressing 
gown, standing in the door as if transfixed, still repeating the words, 
'Mons fils! Nfon fils' So the tall form came forward, pointing to a bust in 

15 

16 

^'ade Chester Currv, 11. 

Shaver. "Delsatre Svstem...." 16. 

Percy MacKaye. Epoch. 1:134. 
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one coiner of the room, and in anoL-.er mcme ic -^ .r„- .r. h:s arms 
about Mr. MacKaye and w:as almost sobbir_ : r i.s sr: -iier 
To one who has seen the b̂ os: of X -̂. :e: Dei^ar.e :r.:s emotion will not 
seem unaccountable, for its resemriar.we :: M: MacKa>e was mdeed very 
striking. Xavier was the son in whom. Deisarte had placed his fondest 
hopes: he was to succeed his father m the • •• c:k he had begun; but his 
sudden death, verv shorth before :r.:5 n.eev.-.g. had alm ôst broken his 
father's heart. So— as Delsarte after-vards exriair.ed-- :o enter the room. 
and seemingly to see his XaMer s:ar.a:r.g :r.e:e .r. :r.e m> sterio'js shaft of 
light, w:as a poignant experience :: ex. -se ^.-r:. s: ar.> cu: burst 

Then began a long talk, and Deisar.e : ..r.̂  .:. ..e j^i^is ccmrrehension 
and ardent appreciation of this young .Am.ercar. a mer.ui ana spintuai as 
well as physical likeness to h:s rei:-. ea >::: •.•...;•. awoke once more his 
own hopes and enthusiasm. \^'ha: •••. :r.ae: :::-:•.. .r. :in:s e\ entful meeting. 
carriages, ̂ jpointments and all else were fcrgor.en! 
.After this there ŵ as no longer ihougi".: : : Regrier or the 
Consers-atoire...DeLsane at once acceptea Mr MacKaye as a pupil, and 
the following week he had his first lesson ' 

.After a mere five months of lessons. \'a:Kaye began teaching in Delsarte's smdio. 

He continued his studies with Delsarte until .̂ ul> . S~ J when the Franco-Prussian War 

intervened- MacKaye lost contact with Delsarte as a resu.: of ±at w ar. It forced him and 

his family to retum to .Amenca, wiiile Delsarte. who was made penmless by his 

circimistance. fled to his native village of Solesmes. France. 

Upon learning of Delsarte's destitute situation, and at the suggestion of the Reverend 

Wiiiian: .Alger aod Professor Lewis B. Monroe, MacKaye began to plan for a series of 

lectures through wiiich financial rehef could be provided to his teacher. .Alger and 

Monroe had been introduced to MacKaye and to the work of Delsarte inrough Francis 

Duriv a£e wiio had come to know bo± MacKa} e and his teacher while in Paris. Ehnivage 

*• Percy MacKaye, Epoch. 1:134-135. 



had been the first to introduce the name Delsarte to the American academics and others 

through a magazine article written for the Atlantic Monthh' 19 

During this same time MacKaye began to develop the idea of bringing Delsarte to 

.America in order to set up a conservatory which would offer Delsarte teaching in a 

structure similar to the Paris Conservatory. 

Delsarte upon learning of these efforts gratefully indicated a willingness to accept 

the support, and pleaded for immediate assistance. In a letter fix)m Solesmes, France 

dated December 30, 1870 Delsarte states: 

.. .1 am vegetating here far from ev erv' kind of resource, deprived of 
clothing and of the many things necessary in this rigorous season, looked 
down upon bv those I meet.. .1 am only a poor devil whose v erv poverty is 
taken here as a measure of his merit.."̂  

To assist. Reverend Alger immediately donated 2,000 fr-ancs which was immediately 
-i 1 

sent to Delsarte." With other friends in the Boston area .Alger generated an interest in 

Delsarte and his artistic philosophies until on March 13. 18*̂ 1, MacKaye received a 

request to deliver a lecture upon Delsarte. That invitation was signed bv̂  the Gov emor of 

Massachusetts, the mayor of Boston, the poet Henry W. Longfellow, Louis .Agassiz and 

others. It read as follows: 

Mr. James Steele MacKaye.- Dear Su*: 
Knowing, either directly for ourselves, or through the testimony of good 
judges, how thorough a proficient > ou are in the science and art of 
dramatic expression, as developed by Fran9ois Delsarte— acknowledged to 

•̂  Francis Durivage, "Delsarte," Aflantic Montlv. 27. (May 1871): 613-620. 

-° Percy MacKaye, Epoch. 1:142-143. 

21 Ibid.. 144-145. 
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be. in this department, the greatest master who has ever lived— we join in 
asking you to favour us. and our fellow citizens, at your earliest 
convenience, with an illustrative lecture on this subject, showing 
especially the connection of the laws of dramatic expression in the system 
of Delsarte. with character, moralitv. esthetics and religion."" 

Through this lecture. MacKaye began his public career in America. The event was 

the first presentation of Delsarte to the American public. It was held in the St. James 

Hotel (which later became the American Academy of Music) on March 21. 1871. E.P. 

>Miipple reporting in the "Boston Transcript" reported: 

Mr. MacKaye's lecture last evening was in ev erv' respect a brilliant 
triumph....We do not believe that a lecture on the scientific basis of 
dramatic art. so rich and valuable in the finits of the ripest studv and skill 
as this one. has ever before been delivered." 

The following month the lecture w ŝ repeated twice in Boston, first at the Tremont 

Temple to a large audience, and then it w^s given a second time at Harvard Univ ersitv. 

The lecture at Harv ard was chaired by Henrv" Wadsworth Longfellow, and was presented 

in the v erv room wiiich was later to gain fame as the classroom of Professor George 

Pierce Baker." Among those present at this latter were Charles Emerson, S.S. Curry, and 

Franklin Sargeant. 

In .April. MacKaye received an invitation to deliver a series of lectures on Delsarte 

at Steinwav Hall in New York Citv.""̂  .MacKaye. in addition to lecture was developing 

Ibid.. 149-150. 

-'Ibid.. 151-152. 

"̂  Walter Pritchard Eaton. "Steele MacKaye, or. the Dreamer Deliv ered" Theatre 
A,|t<; Monthly 11. no. 11 (November 1927): 828. 

*• Percy MacKaye. Epoch. 157-158. 
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plans for an American School of Acting to be led by Delsarte." .A number of other 

invitations to speak arose fix)m these initial talks, including one fit)m clergvman and 

abolitionist Henry Ward Beecher to speak in Brooklvn. 

This sequence of events led MacKaye to become the initial authority in America on 

spreading information about Delsarte. The purposeof these initial offerings was to 

generate funds for an impoverished Delsarte m France, and to generate excitement that 

would lead to the establishment of a conserv atorv̂  in which Delsartean principles could be 

forwarded. L'nfortunately. before either objective could be accomplished Delsarte died 

in Paris during July 1871. 

Professional and Educator 

MacKave considered Delsarte's teachins to be a great and noble calling and fiillv 

intended to carrv on that work. Once Delsarte had passed aw^v, the .American MacKav e 

lost much of the incentive to continue Delsarte's work, and soon became in\ olved in the 

practicalitv^ of producing theatre. Each of NfacKaye's artistic ventures, schools, and even, 

to some extent, his productions began with the noble notion of forwarding and expanding 

I>elsarte's ideas and theory in advancement of the actor's art This noble purpose seemed 

often forgotten, or set aside, when each of the venture's became immersed in the dailv 

problems of survival. 

\̂ Tien he entered the theatre professionallv MacKav e was dedicated to the noble and 

sacred purpose of art. What he found upon that entry w^s a profession that offered less 

than his high social and moral expectations. According to his son Perc}: 

_e Ibid.. 158. 
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.. .he found it Bohemian, cmde, commercial, unorganized, and- except for 
the art of acting.. .brilliantly exemplified by such men as Booth, Wallack, 
Gilbert. Boucicault— strangely unrelated to the large traditions of art. or to 
civic life. '̂ 

In the 1872 theatrical season in New York, MacKaye rented the old St. James 

Theatre on 28th Street at Broadway. He was attempting during this season to implement 

Delsartean theorv- in production. He met with mixed success artisticalh with the 

production of his first play Monaldi. and with no success financially." As a part of this 

venture, at the age of 29. MacKaye sought to establish a formal school for actor training. 

He published a pamphlet entifled "A Plea for a Free School of Dramatic Art" in which 

he savs: 

As has already been armounced, this theatre [St. James] will be a school 
for the player and the public, having no less purpose than the elevation of 
both. If dramatic art retains any of the potency which the pulpit and the 
press have alvv ays urged in its behalf, then this experiment becomes one of 
social no less than esthetic importance. 
It now remains to be seen if the intelhgent and scmpulous community will 
regard an effort to remedy the defects of the drama with favor. 

Given his circumstance MacKaye decided that in order to achieve this "elev ation." he 

should further his studv. 

-" Percy MacKaye. "Steele MacKaye-Dynamic .\rtist of the Stage," The Drama. 4 
(November 1911): 142. 

^^ Oral Sumner Coad and Ed Mim, Jr.. Pageant of America Series: The .American 
Stage 14 (New Haven, Connecticutt: Yale Univ ersitv Press, 1929): 225. 

'"̂  Percy MacKaye. "Steele MacKaye—Dvnamic Artist of the Stage," The Drama. 4 
(November 1911): 148 
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In .August of 1872. MacKaye retumed to Paris where he sought to study with 

Regnier at the Paris Conservatorv-.' Through his study with this French master while at 

the Theatre Fran9ais MacKaye became acquainted with Sardou, Sarah Bernhardt, and 

others associated with the company.^' .\fter spending the fall studying a v arietv' of 

classical roles Regnier had much enthusiasm for MacKaye's work onstage. He cast and 

directed MacKav e in a French production of Hamlet at the Conservatoire. He was one of 

the verv- first Americans to be so honored. Regnier wrote. 

You have it in you to become one of the greatest of French tragedians. 
But you are an .American; and in the high art of tragedy. Paris is too 
conservative of its own, to permit a foreign artist fix)m America to 
succeed, without confixjnting him with staggering opposition.^" 

Regnier suggested that MacKaye first make a name for himself in the English 

speaking theatre world. To that end, in 1873 MacKaye traveled to England. W ith the 

recommendation of Regnier to Tom Taylor.'' and probably with the financial backing of 

Colonel MacKave. MacKaye made his debut as Hamlet at London's Crvstal Palace on 

Mav 3. 1873. That performance was another first for an American. 

Percy MacKaye writes glowingly of the work of his father in this and other British 

productions. 

Thus, in Shakespeare's England, warmly acclaimed by the leading English 
critics and dramatists, and ranked with the historic leaders of his 

30 Wade Chester Currv. 16. 

'Percy MacKaye. Epoch. 1:184. 

"Ibid.. 1:185. 

33 Wade Chester Currv. 22. 
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profession, as an actor of "indisputable genius" in the greatest of 
Shakespeare's roles, MacKaye- at the age of thirtv-one— had indeed, as 
one of the critics wrote, "leapt to the top of the ladder- a master workman, 
without apparently serving an apprenticeship.' 

Critics of England made note of MacKaye's youth, his naturalistic tendency and his 

non-traditional rendering of the character. The "London Times'' of Mav 5 said. 

The most sanguine expectations must have been more than safisfied by the 
crowded state of the theatre, and the vociferous applause that brought to 
the fix)nt .Mr. J.S. MacKaye and Mr. Tom Taylor. Never was the progress 
of a dramatic work watched with more eamest attention than was 
bestowed by this vast and well dressed throng, in their manifest delight 
with Mr. MacKaye's Hamlet. We have everv reason to believe that this 
zealous endeavour will be amply rewarded, in its departures from 
tradition.'̂  

The London "Morning Post" of May 5 stated. 

Hamlet no longer stalks across the stage with funereal step, nor howls 
forth with stentorian voice his questionings against the all ruling powers. 
The famous monologues are now delivered in easy and natural attitudes. 
with no use of customarv- expedients 36 

After the London Shakespearean production MacKaye with Taylor's company 

toured the English provinces with Awkwright's Wife, a play by .MacKav e and Tav lor. 

Results were mixed. .MacKav e left the tour with illness, and never retumed after his 

recover)-. However, vviiile in England, MacKaye collaborated on plays with Charles 

Reade. Tom Tav lor and other dramatists. 

^ercy MacKaye. Epoch. 1:200. 

'̂Percy MacKaye, Epoch. 1:197. 

^^bid. 
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The extent of his collaboration is open to debate. International copviight on works at 

the time was virtually non-existent. In order to secure copvxight in America, it w as 

necessarv- for an American citizen to prove authorship. On the 24th of Januarv. Taylor 

and .MacKaye executed a contract appointing MacKaye as Tom Taylor's sole 

representative in the United States and Canada to produce, sell and rent the plays which 

they had "co-authored.""' While MacKaye may well have contributed to these scripts, at 

least a few of these plays, mcluding Awkwright s Wife, were completed if not before, 

then almost immediately after MacKaye's arrival in London. MacKaye's name may 

have been simply attached to the works with minimal artistic contribution in order to 

secure the royalty in future .American productions. 

Tom Taylor provided more influence on MacKaye as directorial auteur than any 

other individual with wiiom he had worked. .According to \\'ade Currv. Tom Tav lor* s 

pamphlet, "The Theatre in England," sought an English theatre that would combine the 

'^irtues of Comedie- Francaise with those of the Conservatoire." When MacKav e sought 

to establish similar organizations in America, he used may of the arguments that Taylor 

had presented in his earlier pamphlet.' 

Eighteen seventv-four saw the retum of MacKaye to America, Upon his arrival he 

took to the Redpath lecture circuit' to generate funds and to spread interest in the 

' Percy MacKaye. Epoch. 2:xlii-xliii. 

'^ Wade Chester Currv. 22. 

'̂  James Redpath, originator of the Redpath Lecture Bureau, was a pioneer in the 
development of a booking svstem to serve the many Lyceum presentation series 
throughout the country. This series of educational and cultural lectures was a major 
avenue for the dissemination of information, ideas and art in nineteenth century .American 
culture. Lyceum presentations were principally a winter events as they were replaced 
during the summer by Chautauqua presentations. See Glvnn Hughes. .A History of the 
American Theatre. (New York: Samuel French. Inc.. 1^51). 315-316. 
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teaching of Delsarte. His apparent goal was the establishment of a Conservatorv- of 

Acting in .America. He taught individual studio lessons across this time j>eriod as well, 

and wrote and distributed a prospectus. "Conserv atoire Aesthetique. or School of 

Expression." for a more organized school wiiich was established shortly thereafter in New 

York City. ^ This pamphlet serv ed as a clear presentation of MacKav e's conception of 

the state of the theatre, and of how he intending to address some of its wrongs."*' Three 

years later MacKaye sought to realize these efforts in the School of Expression located at 

23 Union Square in New York Citv'. " 

MacKaye's first individual attempt as a playwright was registered with the U.S. 

CopvTight office in 1875. That effort was a romantic drama in five acts entitled 

Vagabond. This first attempt met with limited success, but his second. Rose Michel, 

became a verv* popular play in New York Citv during the late 1870's. 

The establishment of the Union Square School, the success of Rose Michel, and 

MacKaye's success on the Redpath circuit led him to assemble his students into a touring 

company in .April of 1878. The company included students such as C.W. Couldock, Ida 

Gray, and Blanche Meda. MacKaye's training methods began to coalesce into effective 

production. The tour offered the ideal medium for touting the new natural Delsarte 

methods being fonvarded by MacKave. New York dramatic critic Stephen Fiske said, 

...Here was a company whose theatrical prestige was insignificant...> et 
there was no mistaking the improved efficacy: a subtler meaning had been 

40 Coad and Mims, 255. 

^ .McTeague. James H. ".A New School of Dramatic .Art: .An .Analv sis of the Acting 
Theories and Teaching Practices of the Best Known .\merian .Acting Schools. 1875-
lo:5." (Ph.D. diss . University of Iowa, 1963). 23. 

42 Percy MacKaye. Epoch. 1:266. 
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given to the balance, relative beautv- in the wiiole: more sinceritv. 
spontaneitv' and nature in the several parts... . ^Tien I saw Miss Meda's 
debut in another play iq)town, I despaired of her ever doing anvihing on 
the stage. W^en, therefore. I saw the skill, repose, simplicitv-. cogency of 
her work in Won At Last. I gave in to Mr. MacKaye and his system.' 
\ow it follows there must be something to this fellow.'*^ 

MacKaye had by this time estabhshed through individual lesson, the Union Square 

school, and through direction of his plays a training methodologv- deri\ ed fipom Delsarte 

wiiich was proving quite successful. He would retum to these methods through the next 

twentv five years of his life as he taught and lectured. 

These achiev ements in production led to an association with the Mallorv- Brothers at 

the .Madison Square Theatre between 1879 and 1882. MacKaye was hired as manager 

and plav-wright for the theatre wiiich was undergoing extensiv e renov ation. His energy 

and engineering background serv ed both him and the Mallory s well. He was responsible 

for many technical innovations in the renovation, including his most famous, the elevator 

44 
stage. 

The first production of the new companv was the domestic comedv -drama Hazel 

Kirke. This play proved to be an overwiielming hit It ran for 483 performances between 

Februrarv 4. 1880 and .May 31. 1881.' At its peak the show generated five touring road 

productions wiiile the original ran in New York. Hazel Kirke held the record for the 

longest running show in New '̂ork Citv- until well into the Twentieth centurv-. 

'^ id . . 1:283. 

^ercy MacKaye, 1: Ch^ter 12. passim. 

^•Ibid.. 1:383. 

^^Bordman. Gerald. Concise (Xford Companion to American Theatre (New York: 
Oxford Universitv Press, 1987) 212. 
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.A number of factors brought about the separation between MacKaye and the Mallorv 

Brothers. Perhaps the most significant was MacKaye's lack of remuneration for the 

mimensitv- of the success of this first production. .MacKaye resigned after realizing that 

the Mallory-'s intended to adhere to the letter of wiiat for him was a verv- inadequate 

contract. Realizing that he would receive no significant share of the financial success of 

the production, he left. Shortly after doing so, he brought suit against the .Mallorv 

Brothers, wiio held that the letter of his contract called for a specified payment regardless 

of success or failure of the production. Their point was upheld in court: MacKaye lost his 

case. At one point in the Htigation the brothers removed his name from the bill as 

plav-wright and sought unsuccessfiilly to remove his name fix)m the elevator stage patent. 

MacKaye receiv ed verv- htfle in the wav of financial reward, but gained two 

significant assets fix)m his association with the Mallory Brothers. Madison Square 

Theatre and Hazel Kirke. First MacKaye assembled at the Madison Square a stock 

company of superlative quahtv. Many with the company sought MacKaye's tutelage, and 

many would follow him into his next venture, the Lvceum Theatre and School of Acting. 

Among the members of the company were David Belasco, Franklin Sargeant and Daniel 

Frohman. Secondly, and perhaps more importantlv. for the first time significant numbers 

of both the theatrical community and general pubhc were shown just how effective the 

philosophies and tenets Delsarte could be. with its apparent subtlety and naturalness. 

New- York dramatic critic, Nvm Crinkle reported: 

The characters are sharplv individualised. In the Dunstan of Mr. 
Couldock, all the mellow power of this superb old artist is brought to bear 
upon this part.- .About the character of Hazel the author has thrown ev erv-
possible charm.- The play's oddest character, m wiiich Mr. MacKaye has 
shown the most originaUty is "Pity " Green— a wiiimsical, kindly fellow, 
who goes about declaring his own uselessness. making oddest play upon 
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(Source: Nelson-Cave. Broadway Posters.) 

Figure 2: Poster fix)m Hazel Kirke. 
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words and grotesque application of poetrv-. Green is a comedy creation sui 
generis- a character both relev ant to the play, and v aluable as a foil to 
Trawrs. 

Most of the general public viewing the production were not likeh to have even heard 

of Delsarte. The tlieatrical communitv-. hovvev er. realized this production to be different 

from the standard, relatively bombastic fare of the day. We may consider the production 

today a saber compared to our epee: but consider, further, that most productions of the 

day were broad swords. 

The play was and is melodramatic in structure and content. However. a svstematic 

approach to composition of character by the plav-wright/director afiforded the opportunitv 

for consistent natural and truthful character portrayal. The sy stem from which .MacKaye 

worked was that of Delsarte. The success of Hazel Kirke served to pique the interest of 

the prcfessional commuiiit> as to how- exactly the Delsarte sv'stem worked. This interest 

and opportunitv that arose from it led to MacKaye's next major venture, establishment of 

wiiat is known today as the .American Academy of Dramatic .Art 

Between 1882 and 1884. MacKaye continued his plav-writing. retumed to the 

mtelage of individual actors, and developed plans for yet another actor training school. 

During this time period he presented these individual lessons to his son. fourteen v ear old 

William Payson .MacKaye and to May Monroe, daughter of family fiiend and elocutionist 

Lewis B. Monroe. It is this set of lessons, tv-ped by another MacKaye son Arthur Loring 

MacKaye, wiiich is central to this study. William Payson .MacKaye in a lener to his 

father dated August 16. 1884 wTOte: "Dear Father- May (Monroe) and I are longing to 

renew our lessons. \\'e practise, ev erv̂  day. on a platform in the Cathedral ^'oods. 

'"ibid.. 1:342. 
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overlooking .Monadnock... It is assumed that the course was completed by the pair 

prior to Will's debut in In Spite of .Ail on .April 6. 1885. The \ ersion tvped b> Arthur 

Loring MacKaye was presented to Will as a Christmas present in 1S86. Mav Monroe 

was well respected as both a student and rami!}' fiiend. On July 10. 1891 MacKav e wTote 

to his wife, 

I am eager to get to work, with May Monroe's help, and get out a Kx>k 
that will properly rebuke the charlatans and thiev es wiio have so long 
traded upon the name wiiich my labours have given Delsarte in this 
countrv.'̂  

The course, as presented to Wilham Payson .MacKaye and May Monroe is part of this 

document as .Appendix C. 

In 1884. MacKaye was venturing again into management teaching, directing, and 

plavwriting. The project this time was the creation of the Lvceum Theatre Stock 

Company, the Lyceum Theatre School of .Acting, and the renovation of the Lyceum. 

Theatre. With typical ov er extension MacKaye intended to pull all these diflfering 

elements together, wiiile at the same time opening a play that he authored, Dakolar. In 

the Fall of 1884. as production of the drama and renovation of the theatre pressed upon 

bus time, the management of the school generally fell to Franklin Sargeant Financial 

concems arose, salaries wient unpaid, and students began to complain that first. :he> were 

promised participation in dne professional production and. secondly. Aey were promdsed 

tutelage fix)m MacKav e. Duress and confusion led to mis-allocation of tuition funds, and 

by the end of the year MacKaye resigned from, has position, MacKaye did deliver an 

occasional lecture, including the opening address for the school session In that 

^ i d - . 1:465, 

'" Îbid. : 2^0. 
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presentation he stressed the importance and significance of a calling to the stage. The 

speech nobly outlined expectations of the acting profession, and expectations leading to 

the acting profession.̂ ^ 

Spectacle and Spectatorium 

MacKaye. after leaving the Lyceum, worked on a number of projects including 

authorship of William Cody's (Buffalo Bill's) successfiil W ild West Show, The Drama 

of Civilization .̂  A number of other pla> s were either written or revised during the next 

few years. The most significant of these, Paul Kauvar. was presented in 1888 and was 

inspired by the trial and executions resulting from the Chicago Hav-market riot." 

Paul Kauv ar. set in the French revolution, called for large mob and crowd scenes. 

The play is by today's standard excessively dramatic, but for the first time audiences saw 

on-stage the success of crowd scenes developed through consistent and sv stematic 

appUcation of aesthetic principles. In this case the principles applied were a MacKaye 

adaptation of the Delsarte System of Expression. Where most large crowds on stage were 

previously unruly. MacKaye's crowd scenes were focused and controlled. Effectiveness 

replaced mayhem, principally because all involved in the performance were operating and 

applv ing the same principles. 

"̂  Judy .Aim Miller. "Steele MacKaye's Contribution. .As Teacher and Lecturer, to 
American Acting" (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Southem Illinois Universitv-. 
Department of Theatre, .August 1971). 

•' Don Russell, The Wild West or A History of Wild West Shows. (Fort Worth: 
.Amon Carter Museum of Westem Art 1970). 25-26. 

'" Arthur Hobson (̂ uinn. Representative .American Plays: From 1767 to the Present 
Day. (New York: D.Appleton-Centtirv Company. Inc. 1938). 435-437. 
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Bolstered by the success of Paul Kauvar. buoyed by the grandness of his creation 

with W illiam Cody, and, to at least some extent, despairing of his deahngs with the New 

'̂ 'ork management communitv. in the latter part of his career .MacKaye developed a 

penchant for spectacle. Seeking an outlet for a newer and bigger means of expression. 

MacKaye tumed west. He found his outlet in Chicago with wiiat was to be the crowning 

achievement of his career, the 1893 Colombian Worid's Fak Spectatorium. 

Such a grand spectacular production had never been previously anempted in 

America- The presentation MacKaye wrote for the Spectatorium was The Worid Finder. 

a spectacular retelling of the voyage of Columbus in discovering the New World. The 

technology of the facilitv was designed to be the most modem and innovativ e possible. 

Anton Dvorak was commissioned to write music for the presentation, the piece later 

became the "New World Svmphony.*^ No expense was to be spared. 

L'nfortunately with the financial panic of 1892. the Citv of Chicago renounced a 

pledge to provide one milhon dollars and the entire project collapsed. The production was 

presented on a much smaller scale in Chicago in a modified theatre, but a discouraged 

MacKaye left Chicago m Februarv- of 1894. He was enroute to California, where he 

hoped to rest and recover frt)m the stresses and tribulations of the Chicago venture. Near 

Timpas. Colorado. MacKaye died verv probably of the same seizure affliction wiiich 

plagued him for most of his life. 

Summarv̂  

Verv' few individuals have had as much impact upon the theatre of his or her 

particular time than MacKaye. ^'alter Meserv e states: 

'̂ Kenneth Spritz. Theatrical Evolution. 1776-1976. (Yonkers, New York: The 
Hudson River Museum, 1976). 59-71. 
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No .American theatre personality before or after MacKaye (sic) has been so 
versatile or involved in so many aspects of the .American theatre. .As an 
actor, though not a major actor, he concentrated on the smdy of bodily 
science and introduced the Delsarte svstem to America in 1871 .̂ ^ 

MacKav e's career direction in the theatre began to form when he began smdy with 

the French vocal coach Fran9ois Delsarte. He studied with the French master in 1869 and 

1870. So rapid was his progress with Delsarte that MacKaye was after verv- few months, 

teaching along side Delsarte in his Paris smdio. MacKav e did not enter this relafionship 

as a novice. He had completed a number of years of engineering study. He had also 

completed a number of years training in the visual arts. According to his son Percy, 

.MacKaye had an early interest in the dramatic arts. Percy points out that he was self 

disciplined and self taught in many aspects of drama. Apparenfly he was particularlv 

adept in the aspects of expression dealing with physical expression. He had made a 

number of brief forays into dramatic performance prior to his initial encounter with 

Delsarte. and had before that first encounter decided to pursue drama as a career. 

MacKaye was also considered a brilliant pupil, and was considered "one of the more 

talented of the younger American painters.""^ 

These factors led MacKaye to embrace the teaching of Delsarte enthusiastically. 

MacKaye could understand and grasp the complexities of Delsarte's philosophy and 

svstem. He understood Delsarte's conception of the noble purpose of art and as near as 

can be determined, agreed with it enthusiasticall}. 

"̂* Walter Meserve, "MacKaye. James Steele" in Intemational Dictionary of Theatre-
pi avwTights. Mark Hawkins-Dady (editor), (Detroit Michigan: St James Press, 1992). 

Shaver. "Delsarte Svstem...," 27. 
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MacKaye adamantiy believed that the role of the actor was to recognize the 

significance of his craft, and to provide with that craft professional and moral excellence. 

He states in his "Pleas for a Free School of Ehamatic Art:" 

WTien managers can produce fine art with success, personal pride and self-
respect will lead them to prefer it to all others; but actor and actresses of 
inferior culture and character can only give life to plays on a level with 
themselves; and the public, though quick to sv-mpathize with what is 
aspiring, and anxious to applaud what is good, can nev er be induced to 
patronize a play, however noble in itself, whose ideals are onh' half 
realized, or are rendered ridiculous by those who attempt to interpret them. 
It is far more agreeable to see something commonplace well done than to 
see something fine unworthily done; for nothing is more revolting than the 
abasement of the sublime from its high and modest simplicitv by the loud, 
vulgar, or weak action of the mediocre and trivial actor."̂  

Delsarte acknowiedged MacKaye's enthusiasm and rewarded it by repeatedly 

referring to him as his "best'' pupil, and his heir apparent. From the simple fact that 

MacKaye was an instmctor in Delsarte's studio, it is safe to assume that Delsarte felt that 

Steele MacKaye grasped at least essential elements of the sv stem. .According to 

Professor Shaver: 

It seems reasonable to conclude that MacKaye had sufficient background 
and abilitv- to understand the svstem [of Delsarte] and record it 
accurately.. .and that his [MacKaye's] notes are.. .a reasonably accurate 
record of the Delsarte System." 

^ Percy MacKaye, Epoch. 1:352. 

^̂  Shaver, "Delsarte Svstem...." 29. 
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CHAPTER III 

FR.AN(;OIS DELS.\RTE 

Biographical Information 

Fran9ois Delsarte was a teacher of vocal music, expression and all the fine arts in 

mid nineteenth centurv̂  Paris. Biographical information on Delsarte is often 

contradictory'. The mformation available is primarih- derived from students and disciples 

of Delsarte and often verges on mystical and mysterious. 

We know that Delsarte was bom in 1811 in Solesmes, France, a small village 

approximately 100 miles northeast of Paris. His birth date has been variously reported as 

Nov ember 8, 11. 19 and December 11. Apparentiv Delsarte's father was a physician who 

at some point became destimte. According to Amaud, the senior Delsarte was a man 

"tormented by a genius for invention" ' and that he "spent his time and money in studies 

and experiments. "̂  The strong implication fix)m Amaud is that this preoccupation left 

the Delsarte household in serious financial situation. 

Regardless. Marie Delsarte and her two sons either deserted the senior Delsarte. or 

he had died by the time Fran9ois was six. His mother, "a woman of rare abilities, wiio 

taught herself to speak and write several languages.' traveled to Paris with her sons to 

find a means of support for the poverty stricken family. After a time in the citv. povertv 

and hunger took their toll. Durivage reported in the ".Atlantic Monthly ": 

'HVemer. Delsarte Oratory-. 271 

-"Ibid. 

durivage, 615. 

^'lbid..614. 
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Delsarte's early years were passed in the midst of cmel privations and 
domestic troubles, for even love forsook a home blighted bv pov ertv-. His 
father, naturally proud and imperious, irritated by straitened circumstances 
out of wiiich there seemed no issue, crushed by the weight of obligations 
to others, lost heart and hope, became morose, sceptical (sic), and bitter, 
and treated his wife and family with such harshness and injustice, that 
Delsarte's mother was finally compelled to abandon her husband. She fled 
with her two boys to Paris, hoping there to make her talents available. All 
her efforts, however, were finitiess. and she found herself on the \ erge of 
starvation. 

62 

Fran9ois' mother died suddenly, leaving Delsarte and his brother alone in Paris. His 

brother died a short time later of exposure and starvation. 

The accounts of Delsarte's life varv' drastically from this point. According to 

MacKaye. a Paris ragpicker took in the > oimg Delsarte after the death of the youngster's 

brother.*̂ ' Delsarte became an apprentice porcelain painter, according to Angelique 

.Amaud.. Ted Shawn, the American modem dancer, claims that Delsarte became a 

baker's apprentice.''" All accounts of Delsarte's life account for his meeting, after 

wiiatever apprenticeship he may have held, with the musician and cleric Pere (Father) 

Bambini. Bambini took Delsarte home as his promising apprentice. The elder priest 

began to nurture the musical talents of the youngster. 

They had faith in each other: the child, because he saw that his master 
reallv lov ed his art the old musician because he realized that his scholar 
had a genuine vocation and would be a great artist. 

62 

C J - ' 

Durivage. 615. 

Ibid.. 616. 

^4 Wemer. Delsarte Oratory. 27S. 

Shawn. 15. 

^ \ emer. Delsarte Oratory. 279. 
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Through Bambini, Delsarte found an appreciation of the music of the church and of, 

among others, the German composer Gluck, whose work he had a role in revitalizing later 

in life.̂ ^ 

It is during this period of tutelage that Delsarte also studied with another musician 

and teacher, a M. Deshayes. M. Deshayes perhaps provided an early impetus for 

Delsarte's later systematic investigation of expression. Amaud recounted the following 

anecdotal incident: 

One day, as the young man [Delsarte] was studv ing a certain role, M. 
Deshayes, busily talking with some one else and not even glancing toward 
his pupil, exclaimed: 
"Your gesture is incorrect!' 
When they were alone Delsarte expressed his astonishment. 
*You said my gesture was incorrect,' he exclaimed, 'and v'ou could not see 
me.' 
T knew it by your mode of singing.' 
This explanation set the young disciple's brain in a whirl. Were there, 
then, affinities, a necessary concordance between the gesture and the 
inflections of the voice? And, from this slight landmark, he set to work, 
searching comparing, verifying the principle bv the effects, and vice 

69 

versa. 

Through Bambini's influence, Delsarte sought and received a pensioner position 

with the Paris Conservatory. In 1825. at age fourteen, he became a part of the 

Conserv atory. According to his obituary notice in "Le Soir," Delsarte attended the 

^Vemer, Delsarte Oratorv. 277-278. 

^^Claude Shaver. "Steele MacKaye and the Delsartian Tradition," A History of 
Speech Education in America: Background Smdies. edited by Wallace, Karl (New York; 
Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc., 1954), 204. 

^^\'emer, Delsarte Oratory. 279-280. 
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school between 1S26 and 1830.'° The Consenatoire de Paris was. according to 

Napoleonic decree, the official actor and musician training program of the country. That 

training program was composed of two aspects, those being dramatic and musical 

training. .Actors were trained by sociciaircs, or share holders, of the Comedie Francaise. 

These teachers were senior members of the companv who were paid a portion of the 

company's proceeds. Part of the responsibility- of the societaires was the education of the 

younger apprentices. Pensionaires were paid apprentices within the company. Singers 

and musicians were similarly trained by members of the National Opera, wiiich was also 

a part of the same institution. Presumably. there was cross training between the 

disciplines of music and drama.' WTiile Delsarte did receive actor training, it is likely 

that he was admitted to the school as a vocalist. 

Classes in the conservatory varied according to each instructor's bias and 

ability-. " Students firequenflv received contradictory- instructions. Delsarte. in one of his 

few manuscripts, rev eals a particular incident that occurred wiiile he was preparing a role 

at the school. He had studied an assigned part diligentiy and was rewarded with four 

different and often contradictory sets of instruction fix)m four professors. His frustration 

mounted as he realized that none of the four had any basis, apart fix)m intuition and 

experience, by wiiich to ex-plain the instructions. Delsarte said: 

I was often called upon to recite the same scene to four masters of 
declamation, from wiiich I received altemate lessons. I was forced to 

^ayda Wallace Dillport, "The Pupils of Fran9ois Delsarte." (unpublished Master'i 
Thesis. Louisiana State University. Etepartment of Speech. Febraar>' 1946). 15. 

'Shav̂ er. History of Speech Education. 15. 

"Oscar Brockett History of the Theatre. Sev enth Edition. (New York: .Allvn and 
Bacon Company. 1*^5). 387. 
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render, tum bv tum, this scene according to the dictum of each one. Now 
it happens to me, sometimes, either by thoughUessness or mischief, to 
represent to one the manner of the other. I was certain, then, to be thought 
detestable, and on that occasion it was upon my head that rained the 
numerous blows that these gentlemen did not hesitate to strike at one 
another ' 

Delsarte found the conservatory more confusing than enlightening. His disgust is 

confirmed in another Delsarte manuscript located in the Delsarte Collection at Louisiana 

State Universit>-. 

Is there a more erroneous, a more arbitrary' principle, one w hich results in 
more unfortunate consequences for art? \Miy must one, in astonishment, 
observ e that at the same school (and I am speaking of the Conservatoire) 
one professor censures at ev erv- moment and in all respects that wiiich 
another approves.. .without ev er giving the confused student any reason 
other than those suggested by a purely instinctiv e individual sentiment 
which has not other basis than the inspiration of the moment. 

Delsarte, while still a teen, began to realize that the fault may lie in the instmctors and not 

the student. Hecht summarizes one such path to realization: 

.. .Delsarte describes another exceptionally trying experience at the 
Conserv atoire. \Miile rehearsing a play entitied Les Maris-Gar9ons. he 
became particularly- concemed with finding the most appropriate 
movements for his role. He seemed unable to surmount the initial line, 
* Ah! How are you. Papa Dugrand?' For fiv e months he tried to find the 
right physical attimde and blocking for that one phrase. Once again his 

"'Fran9ois Delsarte, "Address Before the Philotechnic Society." Stebbins. 45-53. The 
name of the translator is not provided. 

^Fran9ois Delsarte, unpublished French manuscript, Delsarte Collection. Louisiana 
State University, Hill Memorial Library, box 1, folder 26, item 7. Translated by Patsy 
Hecht. Items referenced fix)m this collection hereafter referred to as "LSU Delsarte 
Collection." 
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professors proved contradictory and conftising. Finally sheer chance, and 
accidental encounter with a cousin, produced an idea which led to a 
desired result'^ 

The result of the encounter was a realization of the unnatural quality of the 

instruction received. .A chance, unanticipated encounter with a dear relative brought the 

response he had been unsuccessfully seeking for fiv e months to place on the stage. 

In seeking explanation for the logical basis of instruction, Delsarte became 

unpopular with both professors and students at the Conserv atorv'. Ted Shawn 

summarizes when he sav s in Ev erv Little Movement: 

He [Delsarte] found in the Conservatory-, that all his teachers were 
ignorant of any principles of art, and that their instmction was entirely a 
matter of passing on personal stvles or idiosyncrasies to their pupils. 

Shawn tells us that because of Delsarte's dissatisfaction with the methods presented 

him, he sought to formulate a more exact scientific and, perhaps most importantlv. a 

more consistent method of training for music and the stage. Shawn also tells us that this 

effort was more than self serving, that Delsarte intended from the outset to assist future 

students with the same quandary- by "discovering great general laws and principles of art 

and expression. 

Delsarte left the Conservatorv in 1829 or 1830 after having been rejected for degree 

status." He sang and performed for several vears in different venues. Among these were 

'-'Hecht 56. 

'Shawn, 15. 

77 Ibid.. 15 

^^Durivage. 616-617. 
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/ 'Opera Comique, the Ambigue-Comique and the 1 'arietes. He also performed at manv 

priv ate functions and religious concerts. For a while he became choirmaster at the .Abbe 

Chatel. a 'Vork worthy of him, and which pleases him." 

Delsarte, after several years, was forced to leav e his career upon the stage by a 

failure of his voice. He blamed that failure on the vocal methods taught by those at the 

Conservatory-. According to MacKaye. "Delsarte became convinced that his loss of voice 

was owing to the pemicious methods of v ocal training then in vogue at the 
81 

Conservatory'." Durivage points out that Delsarte was forced to leave the stage by 

1834.̂ " 

Ted Shawn tells us that after leaving the stage, Delsarte was able to obtain some tv pe 

of sinecure with the theatre. He describes it as 
.. .a job which carried with it an annual stipend sufficient to take care of 
his minimum hving expenses, but which left almost his entire time free to 
pursue what had become his major goal and objective in life- the discovery-
and formulating of the laws of expression. 83 

In 1833 another significant event occurred in Delsarte's life. He met and married 

fellow musician and pianist Rosina Andrien. The couple parented sev̂ en children, and. of 

^Wallace Dillport 15 

^ '̂Obituarv of Fran9ois Delsarte" in Le Soir.fJune 26, 1871) as seen in \^'allace 
Dillport 16. Reference cited as documented. Note that it is likely a typographical error 
on the part of Wallace Dillport Delsarte did not die until almost one month after the date 
cited, on July 20, 1871. 

'''James Steele MacKaye. "Fran9ois Delsarte." in Delsarte Recitation Book. 4th ed.. 
edited by Elsie M. Wilbor (New York: Edgar S. Wemer & Company. 1905). pp. xi.-xii. 

^^Durivage, 617. 

-̂'Shawn. 15. 
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the seven, three later participated in teaching the s> stem of Delsarte- Xav ier. Gustave and 

Marie. Xavier was Delsarte's best hope for continuing his work. Unfortunately. Xa\ ier 

died of cholera before this work could begin. It is this son, to whom .MacKaye bore a 

striking resemblance that as noted in Chapter II. 

Early in the decade of the I830's, Delsarte began in eamest the anecdotal research 

that would form the basis of his system of expression. He devoted his eamest efforts to 

what he considered to be a scientific inquiry- into the nature of art. In seeking to find 

something better than the excessively stvlized physical and vocal techniques of the 

theatre of the day, Delsarte sought to find exactiv how people move and speak naturally 

in differing situations. He dedicated his time to assembling a vast amount of data on how 

human beings of all physical tv-pes, temperament, ages and social station respond to 

emotional situations and stimuli. Shawn gives us an idea of the breadth of this 

observation when he sav s: 

He [Delsarte] observed children at play in the parks, their nurses and 
mothers; he watched the poor and the outcast, the rich and arrogant. He 
traveled great distances to observe, as on one occasion, a mine disaster— to 
study as a dispassionate scientist the attitudes, gestures, tone of voice and 
manner of speech of those wsiiting at the surface while rescue crews were 
endeavoring to excavate the entombed miners: the suspense, fear, hope 
and eventually the joy or grief, of wives, mothers, and children of the 
victims. He managed to go through a complete course of medical school 
to know the anatomy of the human body; he dissected corpses, he studied 
the insane in asv lums; in fact he observed human bemgs in ev erv aspect 

8^ 

and condition of hfe and death, normal and abnormal. ' 

^Werner. Delsarte Svstem. 300. 

^-Shawn. 16. 
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According to E. T. Kirby, Delsarte sought to codify the laws that govern the nature 

and expression of emotion. Towards achieving this goal, Delsarte first sought to 

establish through observation and notation the constituent elements involved in human 

expression, from which he could derive principles for consistent artistic application. The 

arrangement of this data relied to some extent on his limited pseudo-scientific methods. 

To a greater extent, the arrangement relied upon profound and deep religious conviction, 

a conviction that provided a Catholic westem European schema through which factual 

observation could be ordered and explained. 

During the 1830's, Delsarte was a man who saw his vocal talents slipping away, a 

young father seeking to provide for his family, and, for at least a time, choir master at a 

church in France. Against this background, Delsarte entered a period in which he became 
87 

a devoutly religious man. This devotion to Divinity had a direct bearing on not only 

Delsarte's conception of art, expression and emotion, but, also on the nature of human 
oo 

existence itself As with his contemporaries in the forest near Barbizon the temporal 

came to be considered by Delsarte but one reflection of a larger reality. 

From the time that he began questioning the logical basis of instmction, Delsarte 

began to note and record how human emotion manifests itself in expression. This 

inductive process gave rise to the recognition on Delsarte's part of natural pattems from 

which were educed natural principles. When these natural principles were inserted into 

Delsarte's religious schema, an elaborate system was developed through which additional 

and more complex principles could be induced and tested. Expression on stage could, for 

^^Kirby, 55. 

^^Durivage, 618. 

88 Cf Chapter II discussion of the Barbizon painters. 
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the first time, draw upon a systematic approach to the craft of expression that, would 

provide consistent and logical teaching methods. 

The Delsarte system was simplistic and blatantly unscientific by late twentieth 
go 

century standards. It should be remembered, however, that the system was designed to 

offer a consistent and logical method of natural expression. The initial goal of the system 

was twofold. First, it sought to first provide altemative to the many false and prescribed 

"grand declamation gestures taught as being natural during this period."^^ Furthermore, it 

sought to provide a logical and rational basis through which the arts, including the 

performing arts, could be taught. In the ninteenth century context in which the Aesthetic 

System of Delsarte was developed, it achieved both. 

91 

Teaching 

Although it is likely that Delsarte gave private lessons during the 1830's,'" the first 

92 

formal school he founded opened in May of 1839. The constitution of that school 

survives today, and indicates the basis of the Delsarte system as initially formulated. 

Shawn describes the school as follows: 

^̂  Shaver, 40. 

^%hn Zom. The Essential Delsarte. (Metuchen, New Jersey: Scarecrow Press, Inc., 
1968), 21-25, passim. 

^'See Wallace Dillport, 15-16 passim. 

^^Hecht, 58. 

^̂ See George Albert Neely, "The School of Delsarte: Based on an Original 
Notebook," (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Louisiana State University, Department of 
Speech, August 1942), 4-5; 11. 
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Sometime before 1839. firom this almost ovenvhelming accumulation of 
facts and information, a great pattern of a network of laws had become 
visible to him. and he began to teach and lecture in his own studio to a 
group of students and disciples. These lessons were given in a course of 
lectures, generally about twenty- to the course, and he called it a "Cours 
d'Esthetique .Applique." This science of applied aesthetics. Delsarte 
believed, included all the basic principles that affect every- form of art— the 
graphic and plastic arts, music, both instrumental and vocal, as well as 
acting and oratory. .And indeed, the list of his known pupils includes 
painters, sculptors, composers, as well as opera singers, actors, lawyers, 
statesmen, clergymen, and critics. The most famous artists of the period 
the politically and socially eminent and writers and composers of world 
fame attended his salon, manv comine v ear after vear. 

Between the years 183^ and 185^. Delsarte was actively involved in teaching. 

.According to Amaud, these lessons and lectures were giv en in Rue Lamartine and Rue de 
Q -

las Pepinere. The sessions were attended bv the public as well as students. Delsane's 

fame spread, and, wiiile he was not apparenfly ov ervviielmed b> students, he did receiv e a 

steady stream of them from all the arts. The European vocahst Henrietta Sontag. for 

example, sought to find more realism in her plaimed performances of the operas of 

Gluck.*** She sought Delsarte as vocal coach for two reasons. His stature as a teacher of 

aesthetics, as well as. the deep understanding of Gluck instilled in him by Bambini K?th 

"^Shawn. lt> 

Neeley. 3 

"̂ See Edwin Lewis Levy. "Delsarte's Cours d'Esthetique .Apphquee Based on an 
Original Note Book," (unpublished .Masters Thesis . LSU Dept of Speech, June I'̂ -iO . 
16.^ 

''"Wemer. Delsarte Svstem. 2^1-292 

<w WaUace Dillport, 2: 
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served as reasons to seek him as a mentor.. The sociahte salon singer Lillie de 

Hegermaim-Lindercrone also studied with Delsarte. 

Actors who had studied with him include Rose Cheri.'°*̂  Wilham Charles 

MacCready.'°' Coquehn,̂ '" Steele MacKaye.' ' .Marie Pasca,'^ .Madeline Brohan,'^ and 

-̂ ose Diq)uis. ^ .\maud reports that "Jenny Lind made the journey from London to Paris, 

especially to hear the great singer. [Delsarte]" *̂ ' The great French actress Rachel (Marie 

Malebran) was among Delsarte's students. Edgar Wemer stated, "Rachel drew 

inspiration from his counsels, and he became her guardian of the sacred fire. He was 

urgently sohcited to appear with her at the Theatre-Francais. 

the new spaper Le Soir dated July 26. 1871 sa> s in part 

..;o9 Delsarte's obituary in 

ni-iUie de Hegeman-Lindecrone. In the Courts of Memory. 1858-1875: From 
Contemporary Leners. (New York: Harper and Brothers Pubhshers. 19121. 78-80. 
passim. 

'°Vallace Dillport, 11. 

10! Ibid.. 11 

i : : Ibid.. 11 

''•'Percy MacKaye. Epoch, 1:132-1 

'̂"̂W aUace DiUport, 11. 

1€: Ibid. 11 

"•^id., 11. 

IC ' Werner. Delsone Oratory. 333 and 337. 

10* j -Shaver. "Delsarte Svstem...." 17-18. 

i^»i Wemer. Delsarte Oratory. xviii. 
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While Rachel wanted him at the Theatre Francais, the Theatre Italien 
sought him to replace Bordogni. Thus both Tragedy and Opera fought for 
him, but nothing could tempt him to abandon his own liberty' to study even 
more deeply the secrets of nature... 

Musicians and composers were among his students, including Giacomo 

Meyerbeer, Gioacchino Rossini,''" Georges Bizet,' *' and Gabriel Faure.' '"* Authors 

and dramatists of the studio, besides .MacKave. included Alfi^ de Musset""^ .AJexander 

116 II 118 Dumas. Henri Lasserre. and Angelique .Amaud. Visual artists who smdied with 

Delsarte include Horace Vemet'*^ (jerdinand Delacroix, " and Paul Delaroche.'"' 

After 1859. with declining health, Delsarte sought a less rigorous schedule and relied 

upon private studio lessons by wiiich to eam a liv ing. ~ He was becoming known as an 

10 

11 

i: 

Shaver. "Delsarte Sv stem...." 18. 

Wallace Dillport 12. 

Ibid., 12. 

13 'Ibid., 12. 

14 Ibid., 12. 

15 Ibid.. 12. 

'^id.. 12. 

i ; Ibid.. 12. 

'̂ Ibid.. 12. 

•''Ibid.. 12. 

-Ibid.. 12. 

-'ibid., 12. 

"Hecht. 59. 
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eccentric and brilliant teacher, wiiose woric while interesting was not readily accepted. 

Among those few smdents that Delsarte taught during this last decade of his hfe was 

socialite and vocal musician Lillie de Hegemann-Lindecrone. She describes in detail her 

initial visit to Delsarte's smdio. The citation. frx)m correspondence dated March 1865 

provides a description of Delsarte's smdio and a notion of his studio teaching methods 

She said in her letter: 

I have a new- teacher called Delsarte. the most unique specimen I hav e ev er 
seen. My first impression was that I was in the presence of a concierge in a 
second-class estabhshment: but I soon saw that he is the great master I had 
heard described so often. He is not a real sinsine teacher, for he does not 
think the v oice worth speaking of: he has a theory that one can express 
more by the features and all the tricks he teaches and especially by the 
manner of enunciation, than by the voice. We were (.Auntie and I) first led 
into the salon, and then into the music-room, so called because the piano is 
there and the stand for music, but not other incumbrances as fiimiture. 

On the walls were hung some awfiil diagrams to illustrate the 
master's method of teaching. These diagrams are crayon-drawings of life-
sized faces depicting every emotion that the human face is capable of 
expressing, such as love, sorrow, murder, terror, joy. surprise, etc. 

It is Delsarte's way, wiien he wants you to express one of these 
emotions in your voice, to point with a soiled forefinger to the picture in 
question wiiich he expects you to imitate. The result lends expression to 
V our voice. 

The piano is of a pre-Raphelite constmction, and stands in the 
middle of the room like an island in a lake, with a foot stool placed over 
the pedals (he considers the pedal as useless i The hd of the piano was 
absent and to judge from the inside, I should say that the piano was the 
receptacle for ev ervlhing that belonged to the Delsarte homestead. There 
were inkstands, pens, pencils, knives, wire, matches, toothpicks, half-
smoked cigars, even remnants of his luncheon, wiiich seemed to have been 
black bread and cheese, and dust galore. Delsarte had on a pair of much-
worn embroidered shppers. a velvet calotie. the tassels of which swayed 
with each of his emotions, and a dilapidated robe de chamb^e wiiich 
opened at everv movement disclosing his soiled plaid foulard doing duty 
for a coUar. 

On my telling him that I desired to take some lessons of him. he 
asked me to smg something for hiir.. Seeing the music of Duprato's Tl 
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etait nuit deja,' I proposed singing that, and he sat down at the pedal-less 
piano to accompany me. When I arrived at the phrase 'Un souffle d'air 
leger apportait nous I'odeur d'un oranger,' he intermpted me. 'Repeat 
that!' he cried, Tl faut qu'on sente le souffle d'air et I'odeur de Toranger.' 
I said to myself,'.. .no one could sentir un oranger' in this room; one 
could only smell Delsarte's bad tobacco.' 

He begged me to sing something else. 
'Will you accompany Gounod's *Medje' for me?' I asked him. 
*No,' he replied. T will listen; you must accompany yourself, 

there are certain songs that carmot be accompanied by any one but the 
singer. This is one of them! You feel yourself, dont you. that it is 
absolutely necessary for you to clutch something when singing this? A 
weak chord or a too powerful one stmck in a wrong place would spoil 
entirely the effect and ev en the best accompanist cannot foresee w hen that 
effect is going to be produced.' I think this is so clever! 

'*Voi che sapete' can be accompanied by anv schoolgirl,' he 
continued. Tt is plain sailing; but in 'Medje' the piano must be part of the 
singer and breathe with him.' I sat down at the piano and sang. WTien I 
came to 'I*rends cette lame et plonges la dans mon coeur,' he stopped me 
short, and pointing to a horrible picture on the wall indicating bloody 
murder ant terror (No. 6). he cried, 'Voila I'expression qu'il faut avoir.' I 
sang the phrase over and over again, trying to imagine wiiat Medjes lover 
must hav e felt; but I could not satisfy Delsarte. He said my voice ought to 
tremble; and, in fact, I ought to sing false wiien I say. "Ton image encore 
vivante dans mon coeur qui ne bat plus.' "No one,' he said. *in such a 
moment of emotion could keep on the right note.' I tried again, in vain! If 
I had had a dagger in my hand and a brigand before me. I might perhaps 
have been more successful. However, he let it pass; but to show that it 
could be done He sang it for me, and actually did sing it false. Curiously 
enough, it sounded quite right tremolo and all. There is no doubt that he 
is a great artist. One can see that Faure and Coquelin (the actor) have 
both profited by his unique teaching. He assured me that there is no art 
like that of making people believe wiiat you want them to. For instance, 
he pretends that he can sing Tl pleut, il pleut bergere,' and make vou hear 
the patter of the bergere's heels on the wet sod, or wiierever she was 
trying to rentrer ses blancs moutons. he sang it with the fullest conviction 
and asked me wiiat I thought of it I shut my eyes and tried to conjure up 
the bergere and her heels. My head began to whirl with all this talk, and. 
in taking leave of my new master. I promised him that I would trv to sing 
false until the next lesson. Another thing he said was: 'Never trv' to 
accompany yourself when the accompaniment is difficult. There is 
nothing so painful as to see a singer stmggling with tremolos and 
arpeggios.' How right he is! 
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He has one theory about the tremblmg of the chin. It certainly is 
very effective. ^Tien in 'Medje' I say. 'Tu'n'as pas vn mes larmes, tout la 
nuit j'ai pleure.' Delsarte says. 'Make your chin tremble; just trv' it once,' 
pointing to a diagram, and everv' one will be overcome.' I have tried it 
and have seen the effect. But I am letting vou into all Delsarte's most 

123 

mnermost secrets. 

Delsarte was significantl} recognized for his work during his life time. Amaud tells 

us that he was awarded both the cross of a Chevalier de L'ordre des Guelphes and the 

Hanoverian Medal of Arts and Sciences by the King of Hanover in recognition of his 

1 -'4 

work. - This King of Hanover is to whom Delsarte offered dedication of his never 

completed master work that was to oufline his system. "' Shaver also points out that 

Delsarte received a Chevalier de Legion d'Honneur by order of Napoleon III. " It is 

apparent from the memoirs of Hegeman-Lindecrone that Napoleon had not heard of 

Delsarte before November 27, 1866. It was on this date that she lauded Delsarte's 
teaching methods while seated next to Napoleon at a formal banquet. She reported the 

encounter in correspondence dated November 28, 1866. 

Nov ember 28 
Dear A., —To-day I was verv high up. May up in the clouds, for I sat next 
to the Emperor. 

Davilliers, one of the chamberlains, gave me his arm and 
conducted me to my place. The Emperor's first words were: 

*I cant thank you enough for the pleasure vou gav e us last 
evening.' 

I tried to express my pleasure at these kind words. 

'Hegemaim- Lindecrone, 78-80. 

'-"̂ Shaver, "Delsarte System...." 18. 

*-̂ Wemer. Delsarte Oratory , 384. 

•'̂ Shaver. "Delsarte Svstem...." 18. 
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"Did vou see how we were affected wiien you sang 'Suanee 
River? I thought to laugh, instead of which 1 cried; how could you make 
it so pathetic?' 

"That is m> teacher's art,' I replied. 
'Who is your teacher?' 
'Monsieur Delsarte. Your Majesty has perhaps heard of him?' 
No.' answered the Emperor. '1 have never heard of him. Is he a 

great singer?' 
'He cannot sing at all v our Majesty-; but he has wonderful theories 

which go to prove that one does not need any voice at all to sing; one only 
needs features to express one's emotions." 

He must be wonderful,: the Emperor remarked. 
'He is, your Majesty, and quite unique in his way.'" 

Delsarte continued teaching on a reduced scale fitjm 1859 until his departure from 

Paris in 1870. His popularity- among the artistic community had begun to wane. By 

1869. he was "already becoming the loneh giant of a great regime in art that was being 

superseded by the schools of a new generation." " 

In 1869 Delsarte met Steele MacKaye wiio studied with him for approximately seven 

months. The violent invasion of France during the Franco-Prussian war intermpted 

MacKaye's smdy. as well as much else in Paris. Delsarte and his family fled as a result 

of that invasion. His route took him 100 miles to the northeast, to the v erv- village fixjm 

which he had sought Paris one half century earlier. Solesmes. He remained in that village 

unhappily staying with relatives until after the fall of Paris. 

On .March 10, 1871. Eklsarte returned to Paris. On March 24, according to a memoir 

report fixjm Hegeman-Lindecrone, Delsarte and others were guests at a small dinner that 

'•^Hegemann-Lindecrone, 145-146. 

' -*Percy MacKaye, Epoch. 1:133. 

'-^ercy .MacKaye, Epodu 1:142-143. 
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she hosted. At this engagement he. according to her descriptions, appeared befuddled and 

lost.'' Delsarte died in Paris on July 20. 1871, at the age of 59. According to 

Delamousne. he was "attacked by hypertrophy of the heart wiiich left his rich 

organization in ruins.*' ^ 

Delsarte left no published accounts of his sv stem. His few personal manuscripts and 

papers that did survive were disorganized. Understanding of the Delsarte svstem of 

expression is made difficult by the inaccuracies and inconsistencies of his students in 

attempting to document preserv e and record his sv stem. Ironically, these well-intended 

efforts on his behalf by loyal students often resulted in the verv' iiKonsistency and 

inaccuracy against wiiich a teenage Delsarte had rebelled at the Paris Conservatoire one 

half century- earher. 

The Delsarte System of Expression 

The Delsarte Sv stem of Expression was not wiiat we would consider a scientific 

svstem. The philosophical and rehgious assumptions upon which it rests do not lend 

themselves to empirical scientific inquiry'. .A.ccording to Shaver, "The system was...not a 

science in the modem sense of the word, but was purely philosophical and 

speculativ e.*'''- Though simphstic. the sv stem did ofter a consistent and logical approach 

to an understanding of aesthetics and expression. 

The works of the students of Delsarte (and the students of those students) leave the 

impression of a highly artificial and mechanical system of expression. .According to 

13 Hegemann-Lindecrone. 178-186. 

131 

i;-" 

Werner. Delsarte Oratory, xxi. 

Shaver. -0. 
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Delsarte, MacKaye and others who used and taught aspects of the system, this 

mechanistic impression is exactly at odds with what the system seeks to achieve. The 

goal is natural and consistent expression. The perception of the Delsarte approach as one 

of falsit}' and prescription arises from shallow comprehension, misinformation, and, in 

some cases, disinformation about the system. 

Many have maligned Delsarte ov er the years since he taught. There have been recent 

attempts by .McTeague,'̂ ^ Kirby'^ and Dagsputa'̂ ^ to re-examine the validity of 

essential components of the Delsarte svstem. MacKaye apparentiv understood and taught 

many of these essential elements. Before continuing, it is beneficial to examine these 

essential components of the Delsarte System of E.xpression. 

Ra-sic Dogma 

Nineteenth century Roman Cathohc theology is a major influence upon Delsarte's 

work. Delsarte did not develop that theology, but, rather used it to serv e his schematic 

purposes in the codification of components of expression. Genevieve Stebbins wrote: 

My reason for writing all this is to shoŵ  that Delsarte's philosophy is not 
original. It was not the outgrowth of his mind, as the Rev. \̂ '.R. .A.lger 
seems to think. I have delved too deeply in this labv-rinth not to know the 
source of Delsarte's inspiration. He borrowed both his rehgion and his 
philosophy, and the, assuming both as absolute, he originated a v aluable 

''^See James H. McTeague. Before Stanislavskv: .American Professional Acting 
Sehools and Acting Theory. 1875-1925 (Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press. 
Inc., 1993). 

'-'"̂ L.T. Kirby. "The Delsarte Method: Three Frontiers of .Actor Trammg." Jhs. 
Pf^pia Review, 16, no.l (T-53) .March 1972. 

'̂ "Gautam Dagsputa. "Commedia Delsarte," Performing -Arts Joumal. 15, no. 3 
(September 1993). 
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system of expression, based on self-evident principles in nature, which. 
wiiile not contradicting his philosophy, are absolutely independent of it 136 

Central to Delsarte's understanding of expression in the arts were the spiritual 

concepts of Trinity- and Correspondence. Both Trinity- and Correspondence, according to 

Delsarte's Catholic theology, have corollarv or related concepts that are inherent in the 

nature of each. Trinity, by its nature, offers the notion of Circumincession; 

Correspondence, by its nature, oft'ers the notion of Chialitv. 

I>elsarte sought to reduce all things to units of three in his schematic paradigms.'^ 

This triunal imposition resulted from his conception of trinity- as retlecting three states, at 

once. The triune applied all things fix)m the broadest to the minuscule as EXelsarte 

understood the arrangement. The differing triunal arrangements found definition and 

meaning in terms of a series of hierarchies. .At the head of this series of triunal 

relationships is the triunal relationship of Father/Son Holy Ghost. The Godhead, to 

Delsarte. is the prime example of how all three exist at once and reflect as one. Delsarte 

beheved that it is only in our linear perception of meaning that one of the three aspects of 

trinity dominates. 

Each aspect of the trinity. wiiile co-dependent on the other two. fav ors those 

purposes that are i.nheren: in its individual nature. Delsarte believed that with the 

Godhead, for example, we find considerations of life in the Father, considerations of 

thought in the Son and considerations of soul in the Holy Ghost. .AJl triunes recognized 

bv Delsarte in his understanding of expression, detined each of the three components of 

that triune in terms of life, thought or soul, respectiv ely. There was no mv stery to 

13c 

13" 

Stebbins. 384. 

Shaver. "Delsarte Svstem...." 42. 
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Delsarte in his conception of Trinity. His faith was absolute to the point wiiere faith, for 

him. became scientific fact 

Ted Shawn describes Delsarte's conception of Trinity as the "Unity of three things 

138 

co-existing in time, co-penetrating in space, and cooperative in motion." Delsarte 

summarizes when he states, "Man, made in the image of God, manifestly carries in his 

iimer being the august imprint of his triple causality."'̂ ^ Essential to the realization of 

Trinity in expression is the notion that there are simplv three natures of action, change or 

movement These three are positive, static and negative. All processes find definition as 

primarily one of these three. 

Related to the concept of Trinity is the notion of Circumincession. Samuel Silas 

Curry refers to this as the principle of "intertwining." " Shaver provides the most 

concise summary of Circumincession wiien he says 

Bv another principle, the "principe du circumincession," which Curry-
translated as "principle of intertvsining," the body expressses not only 
soul, but to a degree, both life and mind. Thus giving rise to the familiar 
trinitary division of the zones of gesture and movement Each of these 
major zones divides into three minor zones, making in all nine zones of 
gesture. 

138 Shawn, 28. 

*''*̂ Fran9ois Delsarte, unpublished manuscript L.S.U. Delsarte Collection, box 1 
folder 24. 

!44. 
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S. S. Curry. The Province of Expression. (Boston: Expression Company, 1891), 

Shaver. History of Speech Education. 205. 
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The principle simply stated is that there is no cause, effect relationship in Trinity. 

Instead each is by definition a dependent part of the whole. The triunal legs are not 

separable. Each relates in such a way as affects the other two. Shav er tells us 

"Circumincession means the reciprocal impression of the three elements of the trinity-." 

Circumincession describes the relation of each portion of the triune to the other. 

In expression, one aspect of the triune is at the center of expression, but is affected 

and modified by the other two aspects. It is this modification by subordinate elements 

that led Delsarte to the development of his nine fold accord. That accord is a two 

dimensional paradigm signifying in nine stations the varying potential triunal 

relationships in particular instances of expression. Each aspect of the triune has its 

characteristic motion. \ ital is eccentric (or away frx)m a center), .Mental is concentric (or 

toward a center) and Motive is Normal (or around a center). 

.Another central dogmatic behef to Delsarte was the concept of Correspondence. 

Delsarte beheved that man has a dual nature. That duality- consists of the physical or 

organic and the Spiritual of Immanent The organic is at once a reflection of the 

immanent and an inherent part of the immanent. Stebbins. in discussing the nature of 

Correspondence offers the following: 

The material form should correspond to the irmer form...Correspondence 
is not arbitrary relationship like metaphor or figure, but one founded alike 
on the inward and outward nature of the things by wiiich we are 
surrounded. " 

142 Shaver, "Delsarte Svstem...." 47. 

143 Stebbins, 139. 
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For Delsarte, it is through Correspondence that the dual natures, that is. the spiritual and 

the physical, link. He found that in expression, each spiritual function responds within a 

part or portion of the body, and each grand function of the body corresponds to a physical 

action. Further, Stebbins expanded the concepts wiien she said: 

Every created thing is composed of two parts: a life-power or energy, and 
a form to show- this power in effect. This demonstrates to us an important 
fact, namely, that there must be a union of uvo forms- one spiritual, the 
other material; the spiritual form being the life-power or energy, and the 
material form being the one which spears to the senses. The latter is the 
form bv wiiich life-power or energy is brought into action. '*'* 

In human expression and art, there is an inherent Duality-. Termed another wav'. 

Correspondence is composed of two corresponding aspects. The first of the two 

correspondents is the .Aesthetic Proper. In the Aesthetic Proper we find the intemal 

elements and the immanent portion of humanity-. The second of the uvo correspondents 

is that of the Semiotic. The Semiotic is the external organic reflection of the Aesthetic 

Proper. It is translative of the intemal states of the being. 

Central to Delsarte's svstem was the two dogmatic concepts of Trinity and 

Correspondence. The first is a conception of the triunal nature of existence; the second is 

a conception of the dual nature or the relationship between the corporeal and the non-

corporeal. Essential to both concepts is simultaneous co-existence of each's defining 

attributes. Cfrcumincession refers to this co-existence as relates to Trinity: Duality refers 

to this co-existence as relates to Correspondence. 

144 Stebbins. 109. 
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Table 1: Primary and Modifying Reflections of the Nine-Fold Accord 

Mental 

Modifying 

Gesture 

Motive 

Modifying 

Gesture 

Vital 

Modifying 

Gesture 

Vital 

Primary 

Gesture 

Concentre/ 

Eccentric 

Normo/ 

Eccentric 

Eccentro/ 

Eccentric 

Motive 

Primary 

Gesture 

Concentre/ 

Normal 

Normo/ 

Normal 

Eccentro/ 

Normal 

Mental 

Primary 

Gesture 

Concentro/ 

Concentric 

Normo/ 

Concentric 

Eccentro/ 

Concentric 
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Eccentric/ Vital 
Fingers Modify 

Mental 
Concen. 

Palm 
Primary 

Normal 
Motive 

Palm 
Primary 

Normal/ Motive 
Fingers Modify 

Convulsive Action 

Expansiveness 

Concentric/ Mental 
Fingers Modify 

Authority 

Abandon 

Stmggle 

Prostration 

Eccen. 
Vital 

Palm 
Primary 

Exasperation Exaltation Wretchedness 

Figure 3: The Hand as a Reflection of the Nine-Fold Accord. 
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Axiomatic Assumptions 

Delsarte believed there are certain assumptions, universally applicable, that he 

discovered through his studied observation. These discoveries were made in the context 

of the previously described dogma that he accepted as fact. Many of these assumptions 

relate to his conception of trinity; many relate to his conception of correspondence. Some 

relate to neither and are simply logical assumption. 

First, Delsarte assumes that Trinity is all pervasive. There is nothing either of this 

corporeal earth or otherwise to which the concept of Trinity does not apply. Another 

assumption, related to the pervasiveness of Trinity, is that every process is one of three 

types. Process is a movement of some type from some thing to some thing else. The 

three types are positive, neutral and negative. All relate to the center from which 

movement occurs. Positive movement invariably is up, out, proactive, away, higher, and 

labeled by Delsarte as Excentric. Neutral movement is centered, balanced, and is labeled 

by Delsarte as Normal. Negative movement is down, contracting, in, lower, and is 

labeled by Delsarte as Concentric. Excentric movement is expressive of the sensual, 

normal movement is expressive of the emotional and concentric movement is expressive 

of thought. E. T. Kirby has written: 

All of Delsarte's vocal and gestural laws were based on a tripartite system. 
A normal state was contrasted with the eccentric (active or forward) and 
the concentric (passive or backward). One is reminded of the contrast 
between inner-directed and other-directed categories, or of the body types, 
Endomorph, Mesomorph, Ectomorph. Polarities consistently exist, and 
such a division of gesture therefore seems reasonable. 

'Kirby, 64. 
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The nature of that giving rise to the expressive manifestation determines wiiich 

aspect of the triunal paradigm will dominate in that manifestation. One aspect of the 

trinity is the primary' generator of the embodiment, and each aspect has a tv-pe of process 

(eccentric, normal, or concentric) which naturally associates itself with that generating 

force. The primary embodiment is modified and simultaneously offered definition by the 

relative value of the other two triunal aspects and their resulting manifestation. 

A third identified assumption is that Nature inherentiy seeks equilibrium and 

balance. Further, for Delsarte. this equihbrium rev eals beauty, tmth and good. Note that 

s>-mmetry is not the only avenue for the achievement of balance. In the physical world 

symmetry is simply the easiest such form of balance to achieve. In keeping with 

Delsarte's conception of the physical as simply the corporeal aspect of a larger triunal 

arrangement the balance sought by Nature deals with more than physical manifestations. 

It also deals with emotional and mental forms of balance. 

Fourth, Delsarte assumes that every- intemal. or as he phrases it immanent process is 

in some wav reflected in a physical result Conversely ev erv- physical result derives and 

reflects an immanent process. In expression of anv tvpe, the latter without the former 

inv̂ ariably appears contrived and false. The failing of Delsarte disciples in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century- results frx)m the lack of comprehension of the 

important, essential consideration. 

Fifth, Delsarte tells us. with tv-pical nineteenth century- certainty. that Man is the 

highest form of Nature. .As that highest form, Man has an inherent tendency to seek tmth. 

Art bemg the ultimate expression of tmth to Delsarte. it follow*s that the Artist is the basic 

instrument of investigation, examination and expression of that tmth. This was one of the 

most attractive elements of the Delsarte system to MacKaye. 

MacKaye tells us that tmth, or its perception, is possible only through careful and 

thorough examination. Further. MacKaye believed the imaginative act threatened bv' the 
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actor's inabihty to communicate effectively and well. .Although MacKaye did modify 

and adapt the Delsarte sv stem to his needs, he. at least initially, accepted the system 

wholly. According to MacKaye it gave the actor "possession of a criterion of 

examination against which no fact can protest."" 

A sixth assumption of Delsarte is that the human physique is the primary- agent of 

semiotic communication. Further, the physical manifestation of the aesthetic 

communication is subject to three factors. Those factors are biological, environmental 

and passional or transitory. The biological refers to those factors that define the 

individuals physical constitution, that is. the basic body mechanism determined at birth. 

Environmental factors are those that are Ieamed as a result of the environment in wiiich 

one has liv ed. The third is Passional or Transitory- factors. These factors derive fit)m 

specific response to situational elements such as emotion, immediate circumstance, or 

safety. Shaver tells us "From [the] aesthetic point of view man is divided into three 

tv"pes: the constirutional or natural tv-pe. the artificial or habiraal tvpe; the passional or 

emotional tvpe. "• Though presented fix)m the perspective of observ ation, this assumption 

appears to have been observed and tested along the scientific and logical nineteenth 

century indiictive methods discussed b\ John Stuart Mill. 

Building upon this tripartite assumption, Delsarte reasoned that each of the three 

£actors contributing to the human physique in expression correlate to a dominance of 

particular expressive characteristic. The natural or biological aspects contribute 

dominanflv to those elements of expression dealing with Ae vital or bodily. The habitual 

aspects contribute dominanflv to those elements of expression dealing with mind or 

Shaver. "Delsarte Svstem...," 40. 

Ibid., 54. 
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thought. The transitory- or passional aspects deal with emotional contexts that are 

expressive of the soul. Significanfly, it should be noted that in utihzing the Delsarte 

sv stem both as an expressive, recreative tool and as a model of inquiry. humans have no 

control over the first aspect (biological), limited control over the second aspect (habitual). 

and control of the third (passional) only through understanding, study, control and 

balance. 

To maximize expressive possibilit>-, the actor must become aware of each of these 

forms and of how- each manifests itself. He must be knowledgeable of constitutional 

forms, including his own. He must be knowledgeable of habitual form. Through 

discipline and training, he must be able to release himself from his own habitual 

tendency. He must also be able to manipulate his form in the creation of the habitual 

tendencies of character. He must be knowledgeable of transitor>' form and through 

phv sical as well as emotional study be able to readily manipulate his form as the 

circumstance and purpose dictate. 

The .Aesthetic Proper and the Semiotic 

There are a number of assumptions of Delsarte relating to Correspondence. The 

most central of these is that there are co-existing in any expression the intangible 

aesthetic and its tangible manifestation. Aesthetic and manifested aspects of human 

nature are mutuaUv inclusive; one does not exist without the other. Stebbins sav s. 

.Aesthetics determines the inherent forms of sentiment in view of 
the effects whose truth of relation h estimates. 

Semeiotics smdies organic forms, in view- of the sentiment which 
produces them. 

To sum up: 
1. If, frx)m a certain organic form, I infer a certain sentiment that 

is Semeiotics. 
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2. If, firom a certain sentiment, I deduce a certain organic form, 
that is .Aesthetics. 

3. If. after smdving the arrangement of an organic form whose 
inherent fimess I am supposed to know. I take possession of that 
arrangement under the titie of methods, invariably to reproduce that from 
by substimting my individual will for its inherent cause, that is Art. * 

The .Aesthetic, to Delsarte, is the smdy of expression of the spiritual through the 

organic. The .Aesthetic has two aspects, the Aesthetic Proper and the Semiotic. Both 

aspects are wav s of approaching the wiiole problem of expression. The .Aesthetic Proper 

feels the emotion, stimulates the imagination and expresses itself through certain organic 

movements. Semiotic defines the emotion from the organic acts. The Aesthetic Proper is 

the ouuvard expression of the irmer state. The Semiotic is the manifestation of the 

.Aesthetic Proper. Both are an inseparable part of the larger .Aesthetic. 

The Aesthetic proper is inv entiv e. the Semiotic translates that invention as 

manifestation. Semiotics is the only human avenue for the discovery- of communication 

fix)m the Aesthetic Proper. .As such, it is the foundation of our understanding of the 

-Aesthetic. The Aesthetic Proper is the harder to comprehend and utilize in recreativ e 

expression. Even with the preponderance of focus on the physical and gestural elements 

in the teaching of the Delsarte svstem, we must remember that for Delsarte 

physicalizations and gestures (the Semiotic) are simply a mechanism through wiiich the 

inner state (the Aesthetic Proper) finds realization and recognition. 

In the Delsarte system both the semiotic and the Aesthetic Proper seem to 
be used. The Semiotic is useful in analv-zing expressiv e movement and as 
a method of studv, but the smdv should be so well assimilated that the 

^Stebbins. 136. 
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movements become spontaneous expression of the irmer state of the mind, 
and thus purely aesthetic. 

Most Delsarte materials seen m America emphasize the Semiotic and have a minimal 

consideration of the Aesthetic aspects of the Delsarte system. Though the Semiotic 

aspect is a cmcial part of the system, it is onlv a part. Aesthetic considerations are critical 

to a fiill understanding the system. These Aesthetic considerations do not lend 

themselves well to textual explanation. The Delsarte system of expression may well have 

collapsed when faced with demands of verisimilimde because of an over reliance on that 

most readily taught and shown, the Semiotic. .MacKaye. probably the most certified 

Delsarte expert in this country. also relied heavily upon detailed charts, phv sicalizations. 

complex paradigms, etc. for varv ing parts of the body. WTiat MacKaye knew, but mostly 

failed to impart to his smdents. was that these physicalizations fail to serve "as a means of 

observing (through Semiotics) the irmer or spuitual state (the Aesthetic Proper) without 

grounding into the philosophy of the aesthetic basis of the svstem.' 

.According to MacKaye. the Delsarte system advocated spontaneous creative 

expression that is aesthetic in nature. He considered the study of Semiotics as a means 

and not an end that would enable the actor to fi^e the channels of expression. A 

thorough knowledge of body positions, attimdes of bodilv agents, and signs generated by 

the body would create an expressive situation that allows for imagmativ e creativity'. By 

learning control of his expressive mstrument, the actor gains "a criterion and standard 

against which his expression can be judged." The Aesthetic Proper evokes spontaneous 

"Shaver, "Delsarte System...," 55. 

^bid., 56. 

"McTeague. Before Stanislavski. 14. 
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expression, the actual physical creation, and is the generator of the actual physical 

accomphshment 

MacKaye. and we assume Delsarte. beheved that the actor must completely absorb 

the process of the Semiotic to give the aesthetic and creative aspects free rein in the 

discovery- of artistic expression. While the comprehension of the Semiotic vocabulary 

should be as complete as possible, that vocabulary- is subservient the Aesthetic Proper. 

Shaver states. 

.. .the wiiole Delsarte sv stem is prima.n!> a method wiiich enables the actor 
to achieve complete fi^edom of Ae imagination and the spontaneous 
expression of the emotional irmer state in the tmest possible ma.nner.' 

.A further assumption of Delsarte is that it is possible to observe and categorize 

manifestation of human expression. Additionally. Delsarte assumes that a logical 

consistency is discoverable between physical manifestation and the aesthetic that impels 

that physical manifestatioit Delsarte considered Nature and natural process as the path to 

discovery of consistency in e>q)ression. Nature also serves as his referent in 

categorization and observation. Nature to Delsarte was a path and not an end. He stated, 

"No art is not an imitation of Nature. It is better than Nature, it is Nature illuminated.""^ 

Delsarte made a further assumption that Man is bv his nature revelatory- and 

expressiv e. Man has a normal tendenc} to seek and express that which is true and 

beautiful. Rose O'Neill wrote: 

Shaver. "Delsarte System...." 55-56 

^Toby Cole and Helen (Thinoy (editors). Actors on .Acting (New Revised Edition) 
(New York: Crown Pubhshers. 1970). 190. 
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The development of the smdy of human nature that Delsarte made 
proceeds along the following lines. 

.Man is revelatorv-. Consciously, or subconsciously, he is rev ealing himself 
all the time. 

Even his efforts at concealment are revelatory to those wiio can read, and 
mark a state of mind out of harmony with the state of life, as when we are 
happy and at peace with ourselves we are alwav s easy and 
unselfconscious.'° 

Further, the best means for understanding expressiv e processes is through 

hierarchical organization. This svstem of organization was not a conscious choice by 

Delsarte but rather was inherent in the human understanding process. 

.A further assumption of Delsarte was that all processes, including that of expression, 

occur in a logical sequence of its components. Creation of processes on demand requires 

an understanding of the chronological sequencing of its constituent physical 

manifestations. 

Self awareness was a goal of Delsarte in expression. Realization of this goal is 

through awareness of manipulation and control of physical manifestation through bodily 

sequences, wiiile realizing the nature of the aesthetic process that generate and impel 

those manifestations.. In this regard his approach is similar to that found in some 

Oriental rather than traditional Occidental methods. Kirby writes. 

The gestures [of Delsarte's system] are melodramatic, in the Westem 
tradition, but the concept of a rhvlhmic series, particularlv in its 
understanding that musical gesture is an intrinsic function, relates direcfly 
to the Chinese. T'ai Chi Ch'uan, a continuous movement sequence, and 

'^ose O'Neill. "The Living Work of a Forgotten Master." m The Occult Review 
Julv 1925.46. 
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demonstrates applicability to dramatic action ev en more clearly than does 
flie T'ai Chi.'* 

Awareness of the intemal self as expressed through learned control of the extemal self 

guides the artist and the actor to the awareness taught by Delsarte. 

With Delsarte's hierarchical and triunal arrangements, sequencing of physical 

manifestation comes to realization in a natural order. There is a natural order in human 

interactiv e expression which Delsarte identifies. He tells us that gesture, inflection and 

speech comprise the three components of expression. The three are shown in the natural 

sequence. Gesture is the physical manifestation of the Aesthetic Proper; inflection is the 

vocal manifestation of the Aesthetic Proper; and, speech is the articulative manifestation 

of the Aesthetic Proper. In the natural sequence of expression physicalization precedes 

vocalization which, in turn, precedes articulation. Each of the three components 

correlates respectively to the Moral, Vital and Mental aspects of the Aesthetic proper. The 

expressive medium assumes these three reflections of the intemal state in the expression. 

The nature and primacy of each of the three changes according to that expressed. 

Howev er, each of the three intertwines with each of the other two at all times. 

.Again expressed as a triunal arrangement, Delsarte identifies elements of the 

.Aesthetic Proper as being composed of Moral, Vital and Mental components. Moral 

components find expression as emotional response. They are affectional and affective. 

They are manifestations of the will and reflect the soul. Through the moral component 

the individual seeks balance and equilibrium in expression. The Moral component 

reflects the spiritual aspects of the bemg in manifestation. It is the tersest form of 

expression and in primarily pantomimic in nature. .Moral components of expression are 

"Kfrbv. 57-58. 
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the most inactive of the triune. In physical sequencing, reflection of .Moral components is 

primarily by pantomimic expression. Pantomimic expression is first in the natural order 

of human expression. 

Sensual, base and primal elements express Vital components. Reflection of the \'ital 

finds itself in desires, in pain'pleasure, and/or in animalistic or appetitive behaviors. It is 

most reflective of the base state of the being. The Vital component is the most reactive 

aspect of the triune. In physical sequencing the primary reflection is v ocal. which is 

second in the natural order of human expression. 

The Mental component reflects the thought and logic of the individual. It reflects 

reasoning and rationality. The Mental more than either of the other two components of 

the triune changes according to race and culture. It is artificial in form, and is the most 

proactive of the three components. In physical sequencing the reflection is primarily 

through the articulative elements of language, wtiich is third in the natural order of human 

expression. 

.Another assumption by Delsarte regards the relationship between life processes and 

art processes. Delsarte assumes that the processes by which natural expression in life 

occurs and the process by wiiich pre-conceiv ed expression in art occur are the same. The 

distinction between the two is that the former is under the control of wiiat natural reality 

presents to us. the latter operates in the designed imagined reality that the artist creates. 

The accepted environment, wiiether imagined or real, produces reaction in the Aesthetic 

Proper, whether imagined or real, which in tum manifests in viable and consistent ways. 

It is contingent upon the perceiv er of that Semiotic manifestation to determine the 

veracity and acceptability- of his reception. The critical issue is that the provider of the 

perception, if he wants to appear natural, must rely upon the same expressive processes, 

both intemal and extemal, in the imagined as in the real worlds. 
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Table 2: Characteristic Natures of the Three Expressive Forms of the Aesthetic Proper 

ASPECT 

EXPRESSED 

PRIMARY AGENT 

PRINCIPAL 

PRODUCT 

RESULTANT 

RESPONSE 

NATURE OF 

EXPRESSION 

ACTIVITY LEVEL 

NATURAL 

ORDER 

MOTIVE 

PHYSICAL 

GESTURE 

EMOTIONAL 

SPIRITUAL 

MOST INACTIVE 

FIRST 

VITAL 

VOCAL 

INFLECTION 

SENSUAL/ B A S E ; 

PRIMAL 

.ANIMALISTIC. 

APPETITFVE 

MOST REACTIVE 

SECOND 

MENTAL 

ARTICULATIVE 

SPEECH 

THOUGHT/ 

LOGIC 

INTELLECTUAL 

MOST 

PROACTIVE 

THIRD 
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Codification and rephcation of physical result in the place of codification and 

replication of the process by which physicalization results will invariably according to 

Delsarte produce an inferior and un-natural art. Emma Sheridan Frv. a smdent of 

.MacKaye. summarizes the process here: 

A simplified process in real life includes the following sequence: 
(a) Contact- the center becomes aware of the object stimuli 

through sense. 
(b) Investigation- the center defines the object^stimuli. 
(c) Identification 

defines relation of self to it. 
defines relation of it to self 
definition is tempered by anticipation and expectation 

at this point there is still no response emotional or 
otherwise. 

(d) Readjustment: center reconditioned as a result of 1-3. 
(e) Center generates impulse toward reflection of reconditioned 

state. 
(f) Expression 

Body physically responds to impulse generated in "real 
life' 

This is not a conscious response. 

Response includes 
aspect (attimde) 
movement 
speech 
action 

Readjustment involves the whole person i : 

The process described by Sheridan Frv is simplistic and Skinnerian, i.e., a process in 

wiiich human response is explained in terms of physiological response to extemal stimuli. 

'̂ Sheridan Frv, Emma, F.ducatinnal Dramatics. (New York: Moffat Yard and Co., 
1913), 20. 
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It fails to address the complexity of interpersonal human interaction. It does, howev er. 

recognize both the roles of the individual's intemal processes in the definition of the self 

within a dvnamic circumstance, and the totality of individual response in adjustment to 

and accommodation of a defined circumstance. This simplified process, as understood 

and taught by Delsarte. allows the artist to anive at a logical and consistent understanding 

of the natural intemal processes of expression, and with that understanding applv those 

processes to the imagined world of the artist 

Acquisition of the Delsarte system by the artist is a three fold process. First one 

must become aware of the processes of contact and reflection between the duality' of the 

inner person and his outward physical manifestations. Second, one must become aware 

of the laws and principles by wiiich spontaneous expression occurs, and seek to provide 

organization and hierarchy to these laws and principles. Third, one must firom the study 

of natural expression, estabhsh and apply those laws and principles that are critical to the 

artistic medium of choice. 

Elemental Laws of Human Expression 

Delsarte's few extant manuscripts provide no definitive list of the laws or principles 

of his System of Expression. He does reference several laws and their derivations in 

those writings. Depending on the translation, the bias of the author relaying the material, 

or the student of Delsarte or his followers, the terms of ""law" and ""principle" vary 

widely in their usage and interpretation. 

For the purposes of this study, "laws" are those elemental constiment rules that can 

be isolated into objective result Laws, to Delsarte. exist apart fix)m context and are 

defined according to form. They are not subject to interpretation and remain the same 

across humanity. .Again for this study, ""principles" refer to those guidelines by which 

elemental laws are manipulated. Laws can be isolated out of the context of expression, 
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principles caimot Principles usuaUy result in an effect that results from a particular 

process. Laws are the paints; principles are the use of those paints in the portrait. 

Isolation of principles are for the purposes of smdy only: they do not exist apart fit>m the 

process that defines them. To imderstand principles and their application. Delsarte relied 

upon explanation and comprehension of relative states of form across time. Such is not 

the case with laws; theh explanation lies in the comprehension of individual forms. 

According to the bias and understanding of the individual reporting, laws of the 

Delsarte system varv- in number and nature. What one individual might term the Law of 

.Altitude, another may term the Law of Extention. There are nine laws identified for the 

purposes of this smdy. These include the Laws of .Altimde, Expansion/ Contraction, 

Sequence. Direction. Reaction. Form. Force, Extention, and Velocity-. A brief summary 

and explanation follows for each. 

The Law- of .AJtitude suggests that there is a direct linkage between the altimde or 

depth of gesture and the positive or negative nature of those gestures. Positive gestures 

are upward and forward; negativ e gestures are downward and backward. The chart 

provided by Ted Shawn, and purportedly used by Delsarte calls for the division of arm 

gesture in particular into "Nine Degrees of Affirmation." Delsarte further rev eals that 

the upper affirmations reveal that wiiich is constmctiv e, tme and beautiful, and that the 

lower affirmations rev eal that which is ugly, destmctive and false. 

The Law of Expansion/ Contraction mdicates the natural and primary direction 

relativ e to a center which particular aspects of the .Aesthetic Proper (the .Motive, Vital or 

Mental) generate. N'ital actions, such as those of vitality and excitement generate 

' ' Hecht 92. Undocumented, unsigned version of chart found in L.S.U. Delsarte 
Collection, box 2. folder 24. 

14 Shawn. 55. 
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motions that expand fit)m the physical center of the person expressing. Those activities 

which contract toward the physical center of the person expressing reflect Mental activity 

Emotional activity-, for example love, is a refection of the soul or Motive aspect. Such 

activity calls for moderate actions at the physical center of the person expressing. 

Genivieve Stebbins refers to this law as the Law of Motion.'^ According to Hecht the 

law closely relates to the concept of trinity. The triumd relation has a direct influence on 

the direction of movement to, from, or about the center of the person expressing. 

Delsarte stated: 

Sensation or feeling tends to excite mvt[Sic] fix)m the centre to the 
circumference (excentric mov ement). Thought or mental processes tend to 
move firom the circumference to the center (concentric movement). 
Character in thought [have] tight movements toward the center, wiiile 
Character in emotion has expanding movements. 

MacKav e also supports the concept serving as the basis for this law wiien he said: 

In proportion to the superior force of the passional influence in the mind 
will be the expansion in expression. In proportion to the domination of the 

1X 

rational influence will be the concentration of expression. 

The Law- of Sequence, often referred to as the Law of Evolution, indicates that there 

is a specific sequence to natural processes. In expression, mov ement arises fix)m the 

15 Stebbins, 258-259. 

•^echt 93. 

' Tran^ois Delsarte, L.S.L\ Delsarte Collection, box 2. folder 54. 

"Steele MacKaye, "Expression m Nature and in .Art" .Appendix B. 
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center, that is the emotion, feeling or idea. The next stage realized in manifestation 

through the physical gesture, that is, face, bodv, attitude. The final step in expression is 

the utilization of speech. 

Steele MacKaye considered expression an evolutive series of actions, generated at 

the center and moving to the surface, the center being the Aesthetic Proper and the 

surface being where realization of the manifestation occurs. The nature of the expression 

focuses, according to MacKaye. the base manifestation in specific areas of the body. 

That base is then modified and defined bv other areas and agents of the bodv, the extent 

of these secondary contributors being dependent upon the qualities and strength of the 

impelling force. He says, with regard to the strength and tv-pe of manifestation. 

Order and degree of action in manifestation is proportional to proximity of 
the agent to center of consciousness and the susceptibility- of the agent to 
the nature of the interior influence 20 

For MacKave, with his Nineteenth century lav-man's conceptions, the "center of 

consciousness" refers to the area inside the human skull just behind the eyes. Further, he 

felt as Delsarte. that those forces that drive the physical manifestation of expression find 

differing phv sical centers in the body depending upon the tvpe and nature of the influence 

driving that manifestation. The movement is always in succession fix)m the center to the 

surface, and that there is always an area or zone of the body around which the 

manifestation bases or centers. Further, the focal point of expressive centers in the body 

is consistent regardless of the strength or degree of expression. 

Definition of the qualities of expression occurs according to placement and 

modification, in sequence, of particular agents of expression relative to the primary- agent 

19 Ibid. 

-Vid, 
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of expression. Expression of the quantity or strength of expression is in proportion to the 

actual physical length of radiation from the center of the primary expressive agent The 

distance from the center of expression to the extreme end of the sequence is directly 

commensurate with the quantity of strength of expression. MacKaye sav s, "... the 

lengths of the radiation are in proportion to the strength and nature of the radiating 

force ,,21 

To utilize a gestural example, normally expression begins in the eye area (center of 

consciousness) and radiates in succession to parts of the body in a natural order. This 

recognition generates, through the process previously described by Sheridan Fry, a 

response that is Moral, Vital or Mental in its nature, and which is reflected in the 

analogous appropriate agent of expression. This central agent of expression serves as the 

starting location for an evolutive sequence. The nature and strength of the impelling 

force from the Aesthetic Proper affects the selection of which agents of the body are 

utilized in the semiotic definition, in what manner those agents are utilized, and the 

length of extention of each from the center of this particular bodily expression. Note that 

the gestural sequence described is simply the first of three sequences. The other two, 

which occur simultaneously after starting in the natural order, are voicing and 

articulation. Each of the latter two offer radiations and sequencing peculiar to their 

natures. 

The Law of Direction tells us that both the rational and the emotional each has their 

characteristic expressive directions within the three dimensional, corporeal world. 

Lengths tend toward the passional; breadths tend toward the volitional; depths and 

heights tend toward the rational. Diagonals, as a combination of at least two of these 

21 Ibid, 
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three, can create tension. Shawn tells us that these translate to the performing stage: 

passional direction is considered upstage and downstage; the direction of the volitional or 

emotional by which things are transformed is lateral, and intellect is indicated through 

vertical relationship. Those manifestations that are rational by nature tend to move 

vertically, those which are primal or appetitive tend to move laterally, and those which 

are passional or emotional tend to move toward or away from the v iewer.̂ ^ 

The Law of Reaction tells us that every object that we encounter, both agreeable and 

disagreeable, generates recoil. The degree of that reaction and thus the quantity of recoil 

is in proportion to the degree of emotion generated. This law was the first Delsarte 

discovered according to his recounting in his "Revelatorv- Episode I.'"^ As Delsarte 

discovered in his encounter with his cousin, recoil is the instinctive occurrence in all 

communicative reception: it precedes assimilation. After information assimilation, the 

individual acts upon, or reacts to, his circumstance according to interior influence. 

The natural tendency upon reaction is to retum to a state of balance, which will 

invariably occur by seeking the extreme opposite. Extreme anger, for one example, leads 

naturally to a state of prostration. If one "'blows off steam" the natural tendency is to seek 

an "'expended'' state. The being when faced with extreme, seeks the opposite of that 

extreme. It is through this seeking of opposite that the individual strives for moderation 

and balance, wiiich is an inherent tendency in humans. Most reactions are not extreme, 

but nonetheless we do not mamtain balance and harmony upon reaction, however minor, 

without a counter reaction in the opposite direction. Expressional development in any 

direction calls upon the person to tend to the opposite direction in response. 

^Shawn, 48. 

-̂ Werner, Delsarte Oratorv. 385-391. 
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According to Claudene Sullivan this particular law of Delsarte's System is the area 

that intrigued Growtowski at his Polish Laboratory Theatre."^ To recognize and utilize 

this reactive generation of recoil is to investigate the visceral components of interpersonal 

encounter. Recoil is not a negative term, but simply the immediate response before a 

sequential contextual evolution occurs during which the assimilation of the encounter 

occurs in terms of safet>', self and environment. 

The Law of Form states that there is a distinctive form toward which the particular 

states of Vital, Motive and Mental tend. Straight forms tend to portrav Vital aspects. 

Circular forms tend to portray Mental aspects. Spiral forms tend to portray those aspects 

that are moral or mvstic, and thus Motive. Conversely all the forms, when realized, tend 

to imply one of the three impelling forces- Vital, Mental or Motive. 

The Law of Force tells us that the level of energy generated in the physical action is 

direcfly proportional to the strength of the Motive elements. MacKaye stated ".. .Force is 

that which results fix)m energy generated by the Will."""̂  MacKaye tells us that there are 

three types of action each of wiiich have in theh realization a certain level of force. These 

are muscular action, visceral action, and nervous action. He describes each: 

Muscular Action: Muscular action is in proportion to the intensity of the 
actors feelmgs and emotions... Visceral action: the product of the 
involuntary nervous system ....Nervous Action: Produces physical 
reaction. Abnormal nervous action always tends to produce reaction..."" 

•̂̂ Claudia Norene Sullivan. "Movement Traming for the Actor: A Twentieth 
Century Comparison and Analysis." (Ph.D. diss.. University' of Colorado, 1987), 93. 

•'Steele MacKaye. Harmonic Gymnastics: Simple and Complex Expressions and 
<̂ ^̂ ge Business. Appendix C. 

'̂ 'Ibid. 
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Regarding muscular action, MacKaye tells us that the greater the intensity of the 

motivating force the greater the action. He also points out that the reciprocal is tme- the 

greater the physical action the greater is the intensity of that which generates it. 

Generation of Visceral action occurs when the subject is overcome by emotion which 

obliterates rationality. The result is that primal vital elements find dominance in the 

expression. Visceral action is not a result of losing control of emotions, but, rather, being 

overcome by them. MacKaye tells us that in visceral action ".. .intemal organs come 

more into play, which in tum influences extemalization." Nervous action is the result 

of the experience of great emotion; it is the resultant rational reaction as Mental forces 

seek to overcome the emotion experienced. MacKaye tells us that great emotion often 

produces a stunning paralysis, which MacKaye refers to as a "Temporary Paralysis" or 

"protracting." This protracting is an inherent mechanism that allows the intellect to 

assimilate, evaluate and differentiate. 

The Law of Extention tells us that physical extention is in proportion to the surrender 

of the will in emotion. MacKaye stated, ".. .the more violent a performer's emotion, the 

more extended outward in space will be his movements." From a later manuscript of a 

presented lecture, he also says, "In proportion to the lack of control of the emotional force 

generated will be the amount of physical extention generated in the action.' In this 

lecture MacKaye tells us that the Law of Extention is subject to cultural, societal, and age 

^^Steele MacKaye, "Laws of Expression in Man," (Unpublished manuscript, L.S.U. 
Delsarte Collection, box 2, folder 54) 

'̂ Ibid. 

^^Steele MacKaye, "Laws of Expression in Man," (Unpublished manuscript, L.S.U. 
Delsarte Collection, box 2, folder 54) 

^^Steele MacKaye, Appendix C. 
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factors. In making his case he points out the differences between the characteristic 

ph> sical extention of an elderly man compared to that of a young boy. MacKaye implies 

through the example that the difference between those indiv iduals, as revealed in the 

typical motions of each, lies in the level of emotional control that is characteristic of each. 

Shawn discusses another element of extention. He tells us that extention can occur 

beyond the confines of physical gesture in space; there can be an implied extention. This 

form of descriptive pantomime occurs beyond the body at the moment of culmination of 

the gesture, and is giv en semiotic context bv that gesture. For example, the duration of 

both the holding of physical breath and the holding of tableau at that gestural culmination 

supports this implied extention. The length of the arrest unplies distance and/or time 

and or depth. 

MacKav e's notion of extention described above is a form of elliptic pantomime, or 

pantomime which is reflective of a state or condition. Shawn's notion of extention, as 

described, deals with descriptive pantomime, or that which defines dimension or 

object(s). 

The Law of Velocity states that rhythm and tempos are alwav s proportional to the 

mass, size, depth, and scope of that moved. Great or deep or large typically in a natural 

state of affairs calls for a slow or slower velocity' or tempo. Conversely, small or shallow 

or petty specifics call for a fast or faster velocity of tempo. MacKaye states, "Velocity- is 

in proportion to the mass moved and the force moving."" Further, the depth or 

superficiality of the emotion involved has a direct bearing on velocity^ According to 

' Steele MacKaye. "Laws of Expression in Man," (Unpublished manuscript, L.S.U 
Delsarte Collection, box 2. folder 54) 
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MacKaye, "Speed of the action is in proportion to the pettiness or superficiality of the 

emotion."^' 

Principles of Human Expression 

MacKaye. and we assume Delsarte, identified three tvpes of occurrences in nature.'̂  

These are the natural, the un-natural, and the super-natural. In realizing three analogous 

aspects of expression for each, MacKaye pointed out that all of expression is either 

"Theatric," '̂Realistic," or "Artistic." The Realistic he describes as that which is 

legitimately natural and thus interestmg and often instmctiv e. The Theatric he identifies 

as un-natural and he says that it is often ridiculous and degrading. The .Artistic infers or 

imphes that which is beyond the corporeal. It suggests infinite meaning to the finite. It 

according to MacKaye, "embodies the supernatural and ennobles both nature and the 

message." Delsarte stated that the Aesthetic (or .Artistic) both make the real ideal, and 

makes the ideal tangible. Central to this paradigm is the constant referent of Nature. It 

serv es as the guide that in the most profound expression of art is that w hich is. at once, 

tme to Nature and that which is graceful. 

The V eracitv in Nature is ^phcable to all elliptic human expressiv e action and 

interaction. Gracefulness, or charm, should be a goal according to Delsarte. Acquisition 

is throughthedevelopmentof repose (ease), precision, and harmony. Acquisition of 

gracefulness for artistic purpose is possible onlv through the conscious acquisition of the 

latter. According to MacKaye, ease is that wiiich "gives suavitv and repose." Precision 

"economizes force and eliminates confusion." Harmonv is that which "secures 

^"Steele NiacKaye, Appendix C. 

^Tbid. 
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completeness and renders significance."^"* All three are achieved through the utilization 

of certain principles of expression. 

When we recognize and apply the laws of human expression such as those 

previously discussed in a dynamic contextual environment, the result is that certain 

dynamic tendencies emerge. These tendencies can be observed, studied and ultimately 

repeated at will through the application of the laws of expression. The description of 

these tendencies is the bases of what we are calling the Principles of the Delsarte system 

of expression. 

The body, to offer expression through a wide range of processes, should undergo, 

according to MacKaye, "A severe and exceptional training." In this training certain 

principles determine how application of elemental laws occurs in expression. These 

principles, or guidelines for application, each fall into one of three categories: Static, 

Dynamic, and Psychic. Each of the three has three principles within it, thus making a 

total of nine basic principles of the system. 

Static principles are those which seek to maximize and perfect the actual physical 

machinery of the human body. Dynamic principles are those which perfect the phv sical 

activities of the body in expression. Psychic principles are those which perfect the 

significance of the pantomimic expression. As is appropriate for the concept of 

Circumincession, each of the three types interweaves with the others, and relies upon 

those others for its completion and perfection. 

Given the low general conception of the Delsarte svstem in the world today, perhaps 

the greatest contribution lies in the area of physical training of the actor. Delsarte, in his 

quest for a rational method of teaching art, recognized that consideration of the physical 

•'ibid. 
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elements of expression logically fell into three avenues of consideration. Those avenues 

constimte the three principles categorized as Static. The first of these, termed by 

MacKave as the Principle of Liberty, dealt with rela.xation and flexibility'. The Delsarte 

system, effectively utilized, demands relaxation of habitual, environmental and 

constitutional tensions in the body to provide the optimum mechanism for expressional 

possibihties. The principle of Liberty is the prime factor in the appearance of ease in 

expression. 

The second of the three Static principles is the Principle of Tension. .As the actor 

seeks to release those hindering tensions to maximize flexibility-, conv erselv the actor 

must be able to provide tension in whatev er degree necessarv', whenev er necessary-, to any 

portion of the expressive form. Muscles should be capable of assuming any tension upon 

demand. This second principle is necessarv for the controlled utilization offeree that 

provides economy and precision in expression. 

Perhaps Delsarte's greatest contribution to the physical training of the Occidental 

actor lies in the third of the three Static principles. Termed the Principle of .Adjustment 

bv̂  MacKav e, the principle calls for poise through centering and balance. Poise or 

centering is essential to effective expression in that it provides a balanced phv sical base 

around which precision can be achieved. 

The three Static principles of the Delsartean system, therefore, call for the removal of 

tension while maximizing bodily flexibilitv. for the acquisition of control over the tv-pes 

strengths and natures of tensions utilized in expression, and for the balance and centering 

of the human form in order to provide ma.ximum precision and economy- in expression. 

The three Dvnamic principles of the Delsartean svstem are the principles of Melody, 

Harmonv and Rh}ihm. As the term dvnamic imphes these three most specifically relate 

to how the achievement of action or actions occurs. Ted Shawn in Every- Litfle 
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Movement refers to these three as the "'Three Orders of Movement'̂ ^ and considers them, 

fix)m his perspective as a dancer/ choreographer, the greatest of the bases of the Delsarte 

svstem. 

The first of the three Dvnamic principles is that of Melody, referred to by MacKaye 

as Melody in .Action. The principle accounts for the dhectional nature of an action either 

towards or away fix)m a bodily center. This directional nature, completed in an 

appropriate order, is referred to as a Succession. .A succession occurs as a directional 

movement passes through a gestural agent and moves each component element of that 

agent as it comes to it. According to Shawn, successions are the greatest of the three 

Dynamic principles for the expression of emotion and serv e as the ""foundation of Modem 

Dance. •36 

.According to Delsarte there are two tv-pes of successions. Tme Successions and 

Reverse Successions. Tme Successions are those which move from a center outward, and 

are evolutive. Reverse Successions are those which move fix)m an extremity- toward 

center, and are involutive. .Again according to Delsarte, Tme Successions reflect the 

good, the tme. and the beautifiil, wiiile Reverse Successions reflect that which is evil, 

false and insincere. Successive gestures, those sequentially composed, should never 

occur simultaneously. To do so is to weaken that wiiich is being expressed. 

Successions is the single most misunderstood aspect of the Delsarte sv stem. Jennifer 

Martin in Movement for the Actor says: 

Because Delsarte's laws of movement were appropriate to acting styles in 
the United States, aspects of Delsarte's laws were systematized and wideh 
taueht during the earlv v ears of the twentieth centurv. Because it was used 

Shawn, 36. 

^ i d . 
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by those whose understanding was incomplete, however, the Delsarte 
system fell into disrepute.̂ ^ 

The lack of understanding of Successions bv individuals teaching the Delsarte sv stem in 

the late Nineteenth and early Twentieth century is the primary reason for the common 

conception of Delsarte's system as a compilation of static poses. 

The Principle of Harmony is the second of the Dynamic Principles. The harmony 

referred to here is realized through the utilization of equilibrium. Opposition is the 

critical factor in creation of equilibrium. Opposition for Delsarte is the basis of 

equilibrium, Shawn tells us that "...equilibrium evolves organically from opposition."' 

In music, a single note cannot provide harmony. Likewise in expression, a single linear 

gesture cannot provide harmony, A single linear gesture provides the basis of a 

Succession. It is through the simultaneous combination of opposed gestural elements that 

opposition and, thus, harmonv is achieved. 

To be most effective, co-operative movements must be opposite in nature, and must 

occur simultaneously. This principle when applied evokes the expression of force, 

strength and power. The principle is equally applicable to emotional and phv sical aspects 

of expression. Shawn goes so far as to tell us that ".. .no expression of strength is 

possible unless somewhere in the bodv an opposition is taking place." Further he 

points out that Opposition, especially when offered in conjunction with Successions, 

provides the most powerful of movements. 

^'janet Martm. "Successional Flow," Movement for the Actor. Lucille Rubm, 
(editor), (New York: Drama Book Specialists, 1980), 16. 

38 Shawn, 34. 

39 Ibid., 34. 
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Reciprocally, those gestures occurring simultaneously which reflect weakness, 

fragility and impotence are not in opposition, but, rather are in parallel. A parallel 

movement is one in which two parts of the body are moving sunultaneously in the same 

direction. Simultaneous parallel gestures are typical of the shallow and decorative. 

"Parallelisms [are] used in conventional classical ballet where decorative and designed 

uses of the body are dominant over the emotional expressive uses." 

The third of the dvnamic principles is that of Rh>ihm. The Principle of Rhythm or 

Rhythm in Action as MacKaye labels it, is the tempo at which the action occurs. There is 

a direct relationship between the speed at which the action occurs and the v olume or mass 

or size of that being moved. In parallel motions that velocity is in inverse ratio to the 

mass moved. In oppositive motion's velocity- is in exact proportion to the length of the 

gestural extentions utilized. 

The final three principles of the Delsarte system are wiiat MacKaye refers to as the 

Psychic principles. These are the principles of Precedence. Modulation and Antithesis. 

The principle of Precedence relates to the Law of Sequence that states that ev erv 

process, to be natural, occurs in a natural order. The principle simply points out that for 

even- action, or activity, there is a preceding action or activity-. Termed another way. all 

expression and gesture occur in a series of sequences- physical, emotional and mental. 

The principle of Modulation is discovered in the 2q)plication of control to the various 

elements of expression. It is through the aforementioned principles of ease, tension and 

centering that we are able to realize and recognize the varv ing physical possibilities of the 

human form. It is through the principle of Modulation that we apply discoveries in a 

controlled manner, and through that modulation we find economy and effectiv eness. 

^ i d . , 34. 
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Finally, it is through the Principle of Antithesis that we apply virtually all other 

principles in seeking balance through contrast. It is through contrast that expression 

achieves emphasis and focus. Meaning is magnified through this contrast. That 

contrast that arises naturally not only provides notable meaning, but also offers through 

the presentation of an oppositional polarity, a sense of balance, completeness and 

satisfaction. Note that this balanced result does not necessarily refer to the negativ e or 

positive aspect of that reflected, only to its sense of completeness or unity'. 

Summary 

Delsarte relied upon the Trinity and Circumincession as comerstones of his sv stem 

of expression. He felt that man was the highest form of nature, and that man was 

composed of two triune natures. Those two are the immanent which reflects the spiritual 

aspects of man, and the organic, which reflects man's animalistic traits. He conceived of 

the organic as the reflection of the immanent. 

Circumincession attempts to explain the intrinsic relationship of the 3 essences of 

any trinity. The principle is that a triimal relationship is not one of three causal objects, 

but, rather three things related in such awav that each affects the other two. Shaver tells 

us, "'Circumincession' means the reciprocal impression of the three elements of the 

trinity. One of the elements is always primitive and basic to the other tvvo.' " All 

trinities to Delsarte are mterrelated and are related to the physical manifestation which 

represents them. Each essence (soul, life, mind) exerts influence on physical actions 

related to the other two essences as well as upon themselv es. Shaver also said. 

''Steele MacKaye, Appendix C. 

42 Shav er, 47. 
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The principle of circumincession would lead to the conclusion that the 
controlling influences (soul, life, mind) of movements are so interwoven 
that any bodil> expression is not only under the control of a major 
influence, but also is operated upon by all the influences at work on the 
body. Thus each movement is made through a totality of control. 
Inversely, everv- part of the body probably exerts mfluences on every other 
part of the body through its major control.'^ 

Delsarte theory as applied to acting accounts for total integration of movement, voice and 

speech. The system offers an explanation (although speculative) of the "ideal" actor. To 

Delsarte that ideal actor is one who has complete command of the totality of the means of 

expression both intemal (Aesthetic proper) and extemal (Semiotic) aspects of expression.. 

The Delsarte System is based in nature. There is a tendency, when the sv stem was 

properly and effectively- utilized, to restrain and imply. Shav er said. 

The gesture should never attempt to express ftillv the emotion felt bv the 
actor, but should be restrained... The extemal gesture is nothing more than 
an echo of the intemal gesture which gives it birth; the extemal gesture 
should be inferior in development and one should see through it to the 
soul; in a word, it is a reverberation. 

The gesture or physicalization should be inferior or sub-ordinate to the emotion 

which gives it rise, but at the same time that gesture suggests the totality' of the emotion. 

Delsarte system sought to generate gesture which had an intemal basis and that w as not 

superficially devised. History has proven him to be less than successful. The fixed, 

formulaic tendencies, laws and principles of the Delsarte svstem were devised or 

discovered to accomplish specific things. 

43 Ibid.. 112. 

44 Ibid.. 103. 
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Delsarte sougnt to prov ide an understanding by the individual of the nature of man in 

relation to his univ erse, himself and his environment. He sought to prov ide an avenue 

for learning through which the interior aspect of the artists process could be explored and 

placed into perspectiv e in relation to the human expressive processes upon which it is 

based. 

More practically speaking, Delsarte sought to dev elop an extemal vocabulary- which 

once discovered would be at the beck and call of the artist, and at the same time to 

develop an intemal vocabulary which once understood would be at the imaginativ e beck 

and call of the artist. MacKaye was referring to both when he said: 

The exterior gesture, being only the feeble echo of the intemal gesture 
which gav e it birth and govemed it, ought to be inferior to it in 
dev elopment, and ought to be. in a sense, diaphanous, that is to sav that it 
sought to let the soul from which it emanates in movement, of which it is 
the rev erberation, be perceiv ed through its form. ^ 

Ultimately the svstem is designed to help the artist realize, in the utilization of 

extemal and intemal elements, the semiotic nature of the artistic act and the aesthetic 

nature of the semiotic act. .At the same time, Delsarte sought to provide a logical. 

consistent and economical basis for what was previously erratic and instinct driv en 

artistic processes. 

•*"̂ Steele MacKaye, original manuscript L.S.U. Delsarte Collection, handwritten 
Large French Notebook. 37. 
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CHAPTER I\' 

HARMONIC GYMNASTICS- SIMPLE .A.VD 

COMPLEX EXPRESSIONS AND STAGE BUSINESS -

A DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS 

General Observations 

Steele MacKaye as p>erformer, plav-wright, director and teacher thought the 

manifestation of expression sened as a reflection of inner states, or, as Delsarte termed it. 

a reflection of the Immanent. This concept recurs through the course here analyzed. 

MacKaye, whether through religious conviction or logic, accepted Delsarte's triimal view 

of existence, in general, and of human expression, in particular. He forwarded to his 

smdents the notion that there was an inherent dual relationship between that seen and that 

not seen. .MacKav e savs. 

Human expression is the rev elation of something, in its nature immaterial, 
and subjective, through something material, and objective. It is the 
manifestation of the .Mystic Human Being through the Manifest Human 
Bodv... 

MacKaye seems to tell us throughout the course under consideration that to create 

effectiv e expression, particularly in the imagined environment of the stage, the actor must 

recognize and understand a number of concepts and ideas concerning the namre of Man. 

The first of these is a realization of the nature of Man. as defined in MacKaye's 

interpretation of Delsarte's triunal arrangement. Second, there must be an investigation 

of the organization and function of the human body and its potential semiotic 

'.Appendix C. 170. 
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manifestations. Additionally, there must be a conscious exploration of the relationship 

between the first, Man's inherent nature, and the second, the physical body. 

With that exploration the student becomes aware and recognizes the nature of 

expressing. Each student to make the most utilization of the expressive possibilities, 

must recognize and minimize habitual characteristics of self in order provide a minimum 

of hindrance by that habitual self in the creation of stage character. The actor, like all 

other humans, has habitual response and emotional context. The use of these in character 

should be that of conscious choice and not of one by default. The avenue to such an 

approach, for MacKaye, lay in centering of the physical body and relaxation of habitual 

muscular tendency, or decomposing exercises. Relaxation and centering once achieved 

allows the actor to develop through recomposing, or proactive, exercises, a v ocabulary of 

actions suited to natural expression. MacKa} e termed the centering of the bodv as 

Harmonic Poise, and termed the system of relaxation, flexibility and proactive exercise 

Harmonic Gymnastics. 

Harmonic Gvnmastics does, for the sake of study by MacKaye's students, link the 

activities outlined with specific semiotic meaning. The recreation of that codification, 

however, was not the objectiv e of the performer or communicator. The objective, 

instead, was to develop and achieve an instinctive fluency in the physical vocabulary- of 

expressive portrayal. Through the smdy of typical manifestation, the student was to 

recreate a facsimile of the interior components, the Immanent, which driv es the 

manifestation within him or her self 

The objective tvpification by the teacher, derived from observation of what occurs m 

nature, was to prompt the student to his or her unique physicalization. The definition of 

that physicalization must fall within the parameters of wiiat is natural. Stated another 

way, the smdent should not accept the memorized Ieamed mechanics as the end of the 

process, but rather, that student should utilize those mechanics in the discovery- of the 
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motivating elements. With that discovery, manifestation simply becomes the utilization 

of the natural, unhindered, internally originated expressive process. 

Most of the thirty -five lessons reveal that indiv iduals learn the components of 

gesture through exploration of stereotypical natural manifestation. The lessons further 

consistenfly reveal the principles and elements that drive those natural manifestations. 

After having been individualized by the smdent through observation and experience, 

those manifestations are placed in a djnamic environment such as the stage, where 

interest and expression is created not by the mdividual static states of expression, but bv 

the dynamic transitions between those states. 

These transitions are a verv significant part of MacKaye's understanding of the 

process of expression. Each of these transitions, or successions, occurs in a natural order. 

Termed by MacKaye as either involutive or ev olutiv e, successions are the essence of 

dynamic interaction. Effectiveness of that interaction ties in communication of the 

processes of "becoming" by the actor, not in the resultant static mimicry of state. Shawn 

terms the two tv-pes of succession as Tme and Reverse Successions." 

The actor, in his unique position, further needs to recognize that stage portrav al is 

not a natural state. It is a re-creative process. MacKaye acknowledges this and spends 

time in the lessons explaining that the goal is not to be natural on the stage, but, wiiile 

effectively manipulating necessar>' elements in the performance environment to appear 

natural to an audience. .At the same time, the expression manifested derives itself from 

the same natural processes that drive natural expression. 

Another significant identification by .MacKaye in these lessons is the distinction 

between eUiptic and descriptive pantomime. To MacKaye expression is manifested as 

"Shawn, 35-36. 
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three distinct yet inseparable components- pantomime, voice and speech. Pantomime is 

the most significant of the three. It is the principle subject matter of this series of lessons. 

Pantomime is of two types. The first, elhptic. is "the outward expression of irmer life of 

the Being. It is the objective effect of a subjective cause."^ The second, descriptive, is 

"the illustration, or representation by the outward actions of the body, of some objective 

thing or action.' Significance of the dichotomy lies in the recognition of "irmer life" as 

a tool of the actor in character portrayal. The conception precedes the Brechtian notion of 

gestus by almost one half century. 

Ov erview of Lessons 

MacKaye begins his course with an explanation, in simple terms, of the 

philosophical basis of his approach. In Lessons One, Two and Three he explains the 

triunal nature of human expression, as well as, the nature of humans, the organization of 

the body, and the relation between the two. Further, he introduces the notion that there is 

for each aspect of the triune (vital, mental and motive) there is a consistent set of actions, 

modifications, qualifications, body centers, and forms with which each associates. 

Lessons Three through Thirteen commence concentration and development on activities 

that lead the actor to a release fit)m habitual physical tendency through a series of 

decomposing exercises. .A significant portion of these activities concem themselves with 

balancing and centering, which MacKav e terms Harmonic Poise, and alignment. 

.At Lesson Fourteen. .MacKaye begins a series of lectures and activities that deal with 

recomposing exercises. In douig so, the focus shifts from limbering, ahgning and 

'Ibid.. 6. 

Ibid.. 6. 
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centering to a more proactive exploration of the physical elements of expression. These 

Lessons, organized bv anatomical section, continues through Lesson Twent> -Eight 

Lessons Thirty-One and Thirt>-Two deal with the peculiarities of physical activ ity on the 

stage, and how relationships on the stage are best expressed while maintaining a 

semblance of naturalness. Lessons Thirtv -Three through Thirty-Four deal in detail with 

the recomposing and complex actions of the arm. Lesson Thirty-Five placing an 

emphasis on the recomposing actions of the nose, and, as difficult as it is to utilize in 

isolation, the v arv ing simple and complex actions that the nose mav effect. 

This beginning course by MacKaye concerns itself almost exclusively with 

physicalization and gesture. Much is said of the irmer motivations of that pantomimic 

gesture. Missing fix)m the course is work in the other two aspects of the expressive 

triune, vocal and speech components. MacKaye covered these in a later course entitled 

"Co-operative Course." No complete record of the latter course is known to survive, 

however, an incomplete sketch of the course appears m the Harmonic Gymnastics and 

Pantomimic Expression^edited by Marion Lowell. The text shows no author, and though 

it is very likely that it resulted firom the notebook of a MacKaye student, it was printed 

four years after MacKaye's death and was not authorized. The first and major portion of 

the Lowell book deals with the same material and in the same format and order as the 

Lessons under consideration here. Many of the elements of the Lowell text show 

smiilarity to the work of Frederick Matthias .Alexander, though it is not likely that neither 

Lowell nor Alexander were aware of the other's work. 

'see Harmonic Gymnastics and Pantomimic Expression, no author provided, Marion 
Lowell (editor), (Boston: Marion Lowell, 1895). 

^ See Richard Brennan, The .Alexander Technique Workbook. (Rockport 
Massachusetts: Element Inc., 1992) 
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Lessons One through Three: Philosophical Basis 

MacKaye begins the lessons with a description of the philosophical basis of his 

approach, and some explanation to the basic schema around which that approach is built. 

Lesson One offers an of expression in general and human expression in particular. 

Central to these explsinations are the Delsarte notions of trinit} and correspondence. 

Man, to MacKaye manifests semiotically the aesthetic proper, or immanent MacKaye 

tells us that humans can only experience three types of activity: sensations, reflections, or 

affections. Each associates, respectively, with the vital, mental or motiv e aspects of 

humans. All expression is a revelation of varying combinations of these aspects. He 

make a further distinction that these conditions are those that give attention, or receive an 

action, and those that pursue an action or goal. 

Further in the lesson MacKaye presents a triunal organization of the body with the 

differing aspects of expression, again associated with particular respective considerations. 

He considers the body physically composed of three components: the Physiological, the 

Physignomical and the Anatomical Organizations. Physiological has three distinct 

systems: the Visceral. Nervous and Vascular systems. Physiognomic consists of the 

linear forms (limbs), the cephalic form (head) and the torsal form (trunk). The 

Anatomical organizations consists of the bones, the skin and the muscles. In each case. 

Physiological, Physignomical and Anatomical- the first sub-categor>- provides sustenance 

to the organization, the second sub-category provides guidance to the organization and 

the third category provides impellmg force. 

In considering these physical organizations along with the vital, mental and motiv e 

aspects of humanity, MacKaye concludes that each physical aspect is most closely 

associated with an aspect of human expression. He states: 

In determining this relation, we are guided bv the following natural law-
namely- SIMILARITY OF FUNCTION IMPLIES SIMILARITY OF 
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NATURE, AND PRODUCES BY NATURAL SELECTION-
ASSOCIATION.̂  

In Lesson Two, MacKaye discusses forms of expression in Man. He introduces, 

although vaguely, the Law of succession and evolution. He identifies the three elements 

through which man expresses as being the pantomimic, v ocal, and speech. He tells us 

that while speech changes across cultures; the pantomimic and vocal do not.* The lesson 

makes the distinction between elliptic and descriptive pantomime. His major concem 

throughout the course is the elliptic and he describes its three forms- motion, position and 

bearing. Perhaps the best analogy he gives for this relationship is to consider motions 

verbs, and positions (or attimdes) as adverbs that modify or qualify the action. Bearings 

are the pantomimic adjectives that modify and qualify the subject doing the action. 

Lesson Three has MacKaye offering Charm and Beauty as that sought in all 

expression. Both result from the natural. Charm is the result of ease, precision and 

harmonv. Development and control of physical vocabulary is the key to realization of 

each.. MacKaye names the system by which he claims to approach this problem 

Harmonic Gvnmastics. When fully realized, MacKaye felt that Harmonic Gymnastics 

would result in instinctive, spontaneous and efforfless obedience to natural laws of 

9 

expression. 

Significantly, MacKaye also introduces in this lesson decomposing and recomposing 

exercises. The first removes habitual tendency; the second expands physical possibility 

in expression. Decomposing movements provide the basis of ease in expression. 

'Appendix C, 172. Capitalization presented as shown in tvped manuscript. 

*Ibid., 174. 

^Ibid., 175. 
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Recomposing movements provide spontaneous response to natural law s by the fit and 

able body. Another concept introduced here, related to the previous two tvpes of motion, 

is that of Harmonic Poise. Harmonic Poise is that position in wiiich the bodv. when 

normally upright centers, aligns and balances. 

Lesson Three also provides transition next series of Lessons as it is the first to offer 

physical activities in support of the topics discussed. Those seen in this lesson offer 

simple activities designed to find balance and poise. Much more detailed activities 

follow- in the next ten lessons. 

Lessons Four through Thirteen. 

MacKave presents three principles in varving combinations during the next ten 

lessons. The three, discussed in CYiapter 3. are the Principles of Liberty, .Adjustment and 

Tension. In Lessons Four and Fiv e. he provides more balancing exercises and presents, 

as well, a number of decomposing activities. The goal is apparenfly to bring the smdent's 

body into a state of readiness in wiiich he or she finds release fix)m physical habit and 

inhibition, and to find a method with that release to achieve a balance and centering in the 

body. Once the smdent achieves these uvo, under the guidance of the teacher, he or she 

begins to develop activities that are expressive. 

.A.dditionally. Lesson Five tells us that there are three tvpes of muscular activity-. The 

first of these is expansive, the second is contractive and the third is relaxive. The first 

two of these tvpes are volitional. Both lead to the development of muscular habit both 

good and bad. The third tv-pe, relaxive, releases the body fix)m the first two tv-pes. 

Without stating so. MacKaye introduces, through discussion of muscular activity-, the 

Law of Expansion and Contraction discussed in Chapter 111. 

It is here that MacKaye offers an elaboration on decomposing exercises. He tells us 

that relaxation is a critical element but perhaps more critical, is the surrender of the body 
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to natural response without the hindrance of self habit Decomposing exercises destroys 

old habits and develops flexibility. They open physical expressive potential while at the 

same tv-pe allowing a natural subtlets rarely seen on the ninteenth century stage. .An 

important element, according to MacKaye, the development of decomposing exercises 

was a recognition of and utilization of gravity. 

The focus of this series of lessons (Four through Thirteen) lies on decomposing 

activity- and achieving Harmonic Poise. In virtually all of these ten lessons, the 

decomposing exercises begin as the extreme, such as the fingertip or toe. and move 

toward the center of the body. Lesson 6 deals with the legs and their role and definition 

in the pantomimic form. Through the identification of differing '̂ faulty" walks, MacKav e 

states the need for flexibility in the hips, the need to train and control the legs, and the 

need for muscular development The lesson includes a number of exercises in support of 

the material presented. 

Lesson Sev en deals with the hand. Lesson Eight with feet. Both seek to provide 

flexibihtv each through the activities described. In each we see the introduction of simple 

recomposing exercise and the development of nine attimdes of expression. Lessons Nine 

and Ten deal with neck, shoulders and hips, and seek to provide decomposing exercises 

for each. Lessons Eleven and Tvvelv e provide further elaboration on the hands and feet 

Lesson Eleven goes into detail on an important element in .MacKaye's Harmonic 

Gy-mnastics. the gestures of the hands codified with relation to the Earth. The lesson 

savs: 

The gestures of the hand are aU produced by its various actions at the 
vvTist.- In order to describe the various gestures, and the different wav s in 
wiiich they unfold, it is necessarv to become familiar with the following 
relations of the hand to the arm, and to the earth. 

Relations of the Hand to the Earth. — 
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1 St- WITH E.AJITH The rim of the hand toward the earth, either with the 
thumb up, or down - the palm of the hand in either case being at right 
angles with the earth. 
2nd- TO EARTH - The hand is To Earth when the palm of the hand or the 
ends of the fingers tend toward it. 
3rd- FROM E.AJITH - The hand is From Earth when the palm of the of 
the hand, or the ends of the fingers tend upward, or fix)m the earth. 

Relations of the Hand to the Arm. — 
1 st- WITH ARM - the hand is \V'ith Arm when it is neither folded to, nor 
unfolded fix)m, but parallel with the arm. 
2nd- TO .ARM- The hand is To Arm when it is folded up toward the 
forearm. 
3rd- FROM ARM - The hand is From Arm when it is unfolded fix)m the 
forearm. 

The combination of these simple relations of the hand to the arm, 
and earth, giv e us the following — 
COMPLEX ACTIONS OF THE HASD .AT THE WRIST. -
1 st- W ith Arm - with earth. 
2nd- With Arm - To earth. 
3rd-
4fli-
5fli-
6fli-
7fli-
8fli-
9fli-

With .-Ann 
To Arm -
To Arm -
To -Arm -
From Arm 
From .Arm 
From .Arm 

- fix)m earth. 
with earth. 
to earth. 
fix)m earth. 
- with earth. 
- to earth. 
- firom earth 

Familiarity with these few actions of the hand at the wrist enables 
the student to acquire with great facility the knowledge of all the gestures 
of the hand, and the skill to make the significant motions wiiich the imply, 
with that ease and precision with is essential to grace. 

This sv stematic approach to the problem of consistency in natural expression 

allow ed smdents an avenue of investigation in solving particular expressive problems 

concerning the hand and arm. .At the same time, introduction of this particular 

component contributes to the flexibihtv and repose being sought. .Aiter having 

'^id. , 199. 
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mtroduced the component, MacKaye spends a great deal of time in the lesson running 

through the various permutations, both simple and complex, that the component can 

generate and labeling what perception each generation naturally implies. 

Lesson Twelv e deals with the feet and explains how they are utilized in the transition 

of attention and focus fix>m one object to another. MacKaye states that movement of the 

eye and movement of the head are the two stages that precede movement of the feet in the 

direction of attention. He further says that the feet are active in this du-ecting of attention 

as the supporting and balancing mechanism for the third physical element in the 

succession, the torso. It is likely that the reason MacKaye locates this simple exercise 

and the short discussion of physical transition in this lesson is to develop notion in the 

student that two laws. Sequence and Succession, are critical to effective expression. 

Lesson Thirteen considers the distinctive actions of the head as an agent of 

pantomimic expression. In the discussion MacKaye says that the head is one of the most 

important of the pantomimic agents, v et it is one that is often un-naturally used in stage 

expression. 

This entire series of Lessons introduces the smdent without so stating, to many of 

the Laws of Expression defined by Delsarte and modified by MacKaye. Throughout the 

series we see the utilization of the Laws of Expansion/ Contraction, Form, Force, 

Sequence, Succession. Extension and Direction. The first half of the series deals 

primarily with the Principles of Liberty and Adjustment. The second half of the series 

deals primarily with the Principles of Adjustment and Tension. 

EssentiaUy MacKaye has sought in the first Thirteen Lessons to make each smdent 

aware of his biological mechanism and of the role of that biological mechanism in human 

expression. He endeavors to have the smdent minimize habit to maximize physical 

potential in the manifestation of expression. In presenting these possibilities MacKaye 
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identifies for the smdent the aspect of human expression to which each associates most 

closely. 

Lesson Fourteen. 

The tifle of Lesson 14 is "Radiation in Gesticulation." Radiation is a critical item in 

the understanding of the fiinctioning of MacKaye's/ Delsarte's system of expression. 

Radiation is the movement of gesticulation fix)m something, through something, to 

something. For example, a radiation of the arm in gesture might move fix)m the shoulder 

evolv e through the elbow, and reach completion m the hand. Radiations are straight, 

circular or spiral. 

MacKave tells us that radiations obey certain basic laws of expression. First, they 

occur in a certain natural order. Delsarte considered this the Law of Sequence; MacKaye 

here calls it the Law of Order. In the example given in the previous paragraph, consider 

how un-natural it would be to have the arm's radiation begin in the shoulder, jump to the 

hand, and then be realized in the wrist. There are two types of order Evolutive and 

Involutive. The Law of Repose, stated here bv MacKaye, tells us that lack of directional 

focus creates a situation at odds with effective and economical expression. Delsarte 

would consider this to be a variation on the Law of Dhection, as discussed in Chapter III. 

MacKaye also terms here the Law of Transition. Through this last he says that economy 

of motion implies a greater physical and mental force. Elimination of excess movement 

leads to precision. .As a corollary to this last he adds that in pantomimic movement, 

when the extremes move, the center must be fixed, and vice versa. Lesson Fourteen 

concludes with a series of practical activities and exercises in support of the lecture 

material. 

I l l 
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Lessons Fifteen through Twents -Nine. 

This series of lessons. Fifteen through Twenty-Nine, concems themselves with the 

development and definition of expression. The previous lessons, wiiile they have been 

somewiiat concemed with expression, have primarily focused on the elimination of 

physical hindrance to expression while developing an awareness of the imp>elling or 

motivating forces of expression and an aw-areness of centers frx)m which expression 

radiates. This section of the course concerns itself with more sophisticated forms that 

expression might take. The assumption is that the actor is aware at this point in the 

course his or her physique, a vocabulary with wiiich to term that physique and its actions, 

and an understanding of the linkage between the body and the natural process bv- which it 

expresses. 

The Fifteenth Lesson concems itself with the expression of the head, as it relates to 

the torso. .MacKaye labels two tv-pes of attimdes that can be developed by the head, 

personal and impersonal. The impersonal is a reflection of the "manifest moods of the 

mind." '̂ The actions indicated in the lesson exercises do not show or imply a 

relationship beuveen the actor and the object or person addressed. It is rather a reflection 

of intemal consequence within the subject (actor). Thereare two series of exercises. The 

first ouflines expressions of simple moods, the second outlines expressions of complex 

moods. 

The Sixteenth lesson concems itself with transition in gesture. The short lecture 

portion of the presentation is essentially a reinforcement of the Law of Transition wiiich 

MacKaye had previously discussed in Lesson Fourteen. Simply stated accuracy and 

economy in gesture provide the most effective gestural transition and, thus, the least 

'*Ibid..48. 
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confusing communication. .Masterv of mechanics is an important component of this 

effectiveness. .MacKave savs. 

In proportion to the mastery of the mechanism of expression will be the 
disappearance of the material quality and the emphasis, and force of its 
mental meaning.'" 

He sav s further that in order to provide precision in action in transition a general 

consideration should be that to provide accuracy in movement of the extremities, the 

actor should fix the center of his body, and in order to ma.ximize the transitional 

movement of the center of the body, the actor should seek to fix the extremities. In 

Lesson 16 and through all of Lesson Seventeen, MacKaye presents a series of exercises to 

develop this mastery, as well as, to explore opposition of center and extremes in bodilv 

expression. 

In Lesson Eighteen we retum to the expressive possibilities of the head. In 

describing those attimdes .MacKaye tells us that there are two possibilities for expressive 

utilization of the head. The first is the subject center expression of mood. The second is 

the estabhshment of relationship between the subject and the object of his or her 

attention. The latter, the relationship of subject to other, relies upon the eve. The limits 

of ev es in movement are to the horizontal and the vertical. With those limitations 

MacKaye defines for the smdent the relationship resulting from various horizontal and 

vertical lines of vision. .As is logical, the combinations call for the directions of up. 

parallel, and down, to correspond to regard of the object as superior, equal or inferior. 

The altimde and direction of the eye. according to the lesson, simplv provide impersonal 

regard. Personal regard results fix)m the regard of the object defined by the eyes and 

'"Ibid., 51. 
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modified by the attimdes of the head. The lesson concludes with a series of expressions 

and actions through which varying combinations of the two. ev es and head, are explored. 

A number of critical elements appear in the presentation of this lesson. MacKaye 

provides in it a relatively simply grasped set of concepts and exercises through which he 

develops an understanding of the Law of .Altimde. the Law of Direction and the Law of 

Succession. .A.dditionallv. and perhaps most importanfly. he mtroduces the concept of an 

impersonal action, to which another action joins in modification. The result of the 

combination is a contextual expression. This concept of primary- gesture and 

modification is essential for the success of the Delsarte system as taught by MacKav e. 

Without a naturally generated agent of gesture as primary, the expressive triunal 

arrangement lacks focus. Without secondary' modification bv at least one other agent of 

expression to the primary, the resultant semiotic lacks definition or qualification. This 

concept of primary- agent modified into meaning is one that MacKaye carries through the 

remainder of the course. MacKave calls the combination of more than one agent a 

Complex Expression, as compared to a Simple Expression, which has because of its 

singularity, is limited in its potential. The focus of the primary- agent of expression, 

immanenfly generated, with the natural modification of secondary gestures, allows the 

natural richness and texture that the svstem intends to portray. 

The manifestation exercises are at this point presented in a differing format than 

previously seen. The scrivener presents each instance of activity- in a two line format 

The first line is preceded b> the abbreviation ""E.x." which would mean "Expression." 

The second line is preceded by the abbreviation "*Act" wiiich would mean ".Action" or 

** Activity'." These are apparent but, wiiat is significant is that each "Ex" line or 

Expression line is not the objective codification, it is a description of the interior state of 

the person expressing. The objective .Actions are manipulations of body. A. typical 

example of the tv-pe of entry follow-s: 
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ATnTLT)ES OF THE HE.AD - PECULLARLV PERSON.\L IN THE 
CHARACTER OF THEIR EXPRESSION. 

1st-
Ex. - Neutral, or indifferent personal regard of equal. 
.Act- Head erect-that is, inclined neither to, nor fix)m object- e> es 

oblique and level. 
2nd-

Ex. - Neutral, or indifferent personal regard of superior. 
Act.- Head erect - Ev es oblique and lifted. 

3rd-
Ex. - Neutral, or indifferent personal regard of inferior. 
.Act.- Head erect - Eyes oblique and lowered. 

4th-
Ex. - Sy-mp)athetic, or trustful, personal regard of equal. 
.Act- Head inclined toward object. Eyes oblique and level. 

5th'-
Ex. - Sympathetic, or trustful, personal regard of superior. 
.Act.- Head inclined toward object eyes oblique and lifted. 

6th-
Ex. - Sympathetic, or trustful, personal regard of inferior. 
-Act. - Head inclined toward object ev es obhque and lowered. 

7th-

Ex. - Antipathetic, or distrustful personal regard of equal. 
.Act- Head inclined firom object eyes oblique and level. 

8fli-
Ex. - Antipathetic personal regard of superior. 
.Act.- Head inclined from object eyes oblique and lifted. 

9th-
Ex. - Antipathetic personal regard of inferior. 
.Act- Head mclined fix)m object eyes oblique and lowered. 13 

Lesson Nineteen returns to decomposing exercises. This series concems 

decomposing and flexibihty activities for elbow and knee. In the last section of the 

lesson MacKaye returns to the utilization of the head in gesture, and its relation to other 

'Ibid., 58-59. 
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gestural elements. Particularly he says that effective simultaneous gesture of the head 

and of other gestural elements, such as the arms, is achieved in accordance with the Law 

of Opposition. It is through opposing or contrasting action that the two gestural agents 

become effective. Lesson 20 continues the series of decomposing exercises, this time 

focusing on the torso of the actor. 

Lessons Twenty-One and Twenty-Two concem themselves with decomposing 

actions for the jaws'lips and the face. In these two lessons MacKaye repeated points out 

the difficulty of these exercises, and the lack of initial result that is likeh to occur. Prior 

to this set of lessons MacKaye has covered those bodily agents that the smdent can most 

easily manipulate, flex and control. In Lessons Nineteen through Twentv -Two he turns 

to those agents not so easily- controlled. In this series of four lessons, MacKaye deals 

with portions of the body over which we either have limited control in manipulation 

(such as the torso, the nose, etc.) or, with portions of the body that have become deeply 

habitual in their activity (such as the jaw, the tips, the elbow, and the knee) through 

repeated muscular activ itv-. He teUs us through these four lessons that the success of 

isolations of these agents is dependent upon effort concentration, and perseverance. 

Lesson Twentv-Three finds MacKaye dealing in more detail with the attimde and 

gesture of the torso, after having previously worked on decomposing exercises for the 

same. He begins the lesson by pomting out that the torso is especially correspondent to 

the Motive aspect of expression. The Motive aspect is that which associates with 

emotion and the Will. He leads the smdents through a series of attimde dev elopments 

for the torso. Again, these serve to provide individual objective relations that, when used 

in conjunction with other attimdinal activity, or as modification of gestural action, 

prc)vide dv-namic expression. MacKaye proceeds through the remainder of the lesson to 

provide a number of more and more complex derivations and variations of the exercises. 

He offers complex attimdes of the torso with varving centers, and with vary ing 
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combinations of other agents such as the shoulders, the hips, etc. Some of the activities 

deal with the expressor (Subject) to himself, some deal with that expressor in relation to 

another. Forty-three such combinations are presented. Seven gestural examples follow 

these forty-three. It is interestmg to note that MacKaye states, and indicates in his 

gestural exercises, that activity of the torso invariably reflects weakness of Will or 

worthlessness. Specifically, he says that while art can effectively utilize such torsal 

activity, that activity is "to be avoided in daily life.""'̂  

The eyes are the topic of Lessons Twenty- Four and Tw enty- Five. In the first, 

MacKave discusses the expressive nature of the eye. The eyeball, according to him is 

passive, although he does discuss the nature of each zone of the eye: the white, the pupil 

and the iris. There is a second set of agents in the eye which MacKaye considered more 

active. These are the upper lids, the lower lids, and the brows. A discussion of each 

follows which defines each relation to the vital, mental and motive aspects of expression. 

He tells us that upper lid primarily associates with the motive aspect, the lower lid 

primarily associates with the vital aspect and the brows primarily associate with the 

mental aspect of expression. The remainder of Lesson Twenty-Four concems itself with 

the differing individual expression for each of the three active and three inactive agents of 

the eye. exercises which deal with varying combinations and modifications of the varying 

agents of the eve. Exercises that deal with varying combinations and modifications of the 

varying agents of the eve Lesson Twenty-Five and Lesson Twentv -Six. " 

•̂ Ibid., 78. 

'^Lesson Twenty-Six is not labeled as such by Arthur Loring MacKaye. The 
manuscript moves direcfly fix)m Lesson 25 to Lesson 27. Howev er, considering the 
volume of material and the detail of that material, it is likely that Lesson 25 is in actuality 
n\o lessons, Twenty-Five and Twentv -Six. 
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In considering these three Lessons- Twenty-Four, Twenty-Five and Twentv -Six, it is 

unlikely that MacKaye considered such minutiae as the contractive action of the lower 

left eyelid something that would be readily seen or perceived in the last row of a 

ninteenth century auditorium where his smdents would perform. There are two likely 

reasons for this detail these three lessons. Ffrst, MacKaye was seeking to expand the 

understanding of smdents through definitive, if minute, physicalization of those 

immanent elements that give rise to expression. If the actor could through these 

explorations associate and define that which giv es rise to expression in the body, then the 

remainder of the expression, which could project to the rear of the auditorium, would 

both foUow and appear natural. 

Second, there is an element of control that the smdent at this juncture in the course 

must assume. Not only the challenging physical control of manipulating the minute 

muscles of the eyes, but also a control and manipulation of consciousness. To this point 

in the course, the smdents have been lectured, and have run through a series of physical 

activities, and perhaps have ev en gained valuable insight into communicative processes, 

intemal and extemal, as occurs both m nature and on the stage. Verv- likeh', most of the 

smdents to this point have felt ov erwiiehned and acted upon in the course. It has been a 

great deal of material, and while most of it seems logical and reasonable there is a lot of 

it. MacKaye, perhaps realizing the perspective of his smdents, seeks an avenue by wiiich 

students can assume conscious ownership of all that has been presented. 

Humans wiien awake and conscious feel that consciouness resides at or near wiiat we 

each consider the primary' point of interaction with the temporal world, our vision. The 

effect of that primacy is that consciousness appears to each of us to reside just behind and 

beneath our brow. We feel, we hear, we smell, but when we see we are consciously 

aware of ongoing interaction with the world. Our eyes are the most sensitive of sense 

organs. They are the quickest to respond to environment and emotional context. If the 
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teacher, MacKaye, were able to successfiill} center concentration in the application of 

principles of expression into each smdent's seat of consciousness, the eves, that success 

would invariably provide the smdent with an ownership of the svstem that could not be 

equaled. Once achievement of that individual ownership occurs, natural expression 

through the system becomes an inherent part of the expressive mechanism. 

In Lesson Twenty-Seven MacKaye deals v\ith the utilization of the Law of 

Succession, referred to here as the Law of Order, through a series of thirty exercises and 

activ ities. Further, through the exercises he offers and isolates different aspects of 

circular radiation in gesture. Lesson Twentv -Eight begins bv treating that form of 

radiation that combines circular and straight, spiral radiation. MacKaye points out that 

spiral radiation is that which primarily associates with the poetic and ideal forms of 

expression. He closes the lesson with a treatment of transitions in both circular radiation 

and spiral radiation. 

Presentation of the Law of Velocity occurs in Lesson Twentv -nine. The lesson 

concems itself with the mechanical actions of the legs, and the relation of the legs to the 

torso in expression. .A significant number of exercises contained in the lesson deal with 

V elocity, rhythm and tempo. Particularlv. MacKaye seems to seek, through the exercise 

an understanding in the smdent of the relationship between velocity- and dynamic 

emotion. 

I essons Thktv and Thutv-One. 

MacKaye states at the beginning of Lesson Thirtv: 

In the smdy of Stage Business we have to consider, and reconcile 
two things :-

1st- The natural expression of the different persons on the stage. 
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2nd- The artistic presentation of these expressions in such a marmer as to 
most clearh reveal the relativ e rank of the different persons in the scene, 
as well as the relative importance of the different emotions each may have 

16 

to expres [sic]. 

Lessons Thirty- and Thirtv-One treat some general rules of stage business, most of 

which differ fix)m natural interaction in daily life. Significant to MacKaye was the 

portrayal of relative rank on the stage. Rank, however, encompasses more than that 

which is Social. It also mcludes Natural and Emotional Ranks. .MacKaye offers a series 

of rules. Through these rules the presentations on varj'ing stage arrangements seek to 

define dominance, equality-, or subservience. Each is reflected on stage with regard to the 

relativ e ranks of the individuals involved in the interaction.. Further, he offers 

information on the relativ e strength of positions within acting area, and the relative 

strength of planes of action that laterally transverse the stage. In doing so he offers 

information on degrees of attention and other descriptions of stage relationships. 

Lesson Thirty- One is a continuation of the previous lesson and includes additional 

information and general rules for staging. MacKaye also offers a discussion of the role of 

emotion in the determination or dominance on stage. The largest part of the lesson 

concems Stage Illusion. He terms Stage Illusion as that wiiich is ""created by the skill 

with which the artist conveys the idea that every- thing occurring is spontaneous and 

accidental. .17 

'^Appendix. C. 284. 

'̂ Ibid.. 292. 
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Lessons Thirty-One through Thirty-Five. 

MacKaye in Lessons Thirty-Two, Thirtv -Three and Thirty-Four turns to a portion of 

the human physique that is the most expressive in the pantomimic organization- the arm. 

In Lesson Thirty-Two he considers application of the philosophic bases of Delsarte to the 

particularities of expression in the arm. In Lesson Thirtv -Three he discusses the 

organization and the attimdes of the arm, and provides a number of exercises for their 

exploration. Lesson Thirty-Four returns to lecture and discusses gesture of the arm, the 

radial forms in expression and the characteristics of those radial forms. 

In these closing lessons, MacKaye seeks to explain the importance of the arms as a 

principle agent of expression. They are the most dvnamic of the physical agents. The 

arms depend almost entirely, in their particular expressions, on two Laws of Expression, 

that of Extention and that of Altimde. The arms are the best indicator of the outward 

radiation of expression and indicate the nature of the immanent center fix)m which it 

arises. Arm motion is of three tvpes outward (eccentric), inward (concentric) and normal. 

As with the entire aesthetic scheme of MacKaye and Delsarte, these three motions 

associate with vital, mental and motive aspects of Man. 

The Law of Extention is defined and recognized as reflecting the extent to which the 

vital dominates the motive and mental. The Law of Altimde is derived from the 

influence of the negative force of gravity. This last Law expresses positive in the degree 

to which the arm (or anv extention) overcomes grav itv. and negative in the degree to 

which grav itv' overcomes the arm. All extentions, as complete motions, originate in some 

center of the physical body. Thepointof origination colors the expression. Those 

centers are the Torsal center, which is motive in nature, the Facial center, which is mental 

in nature, and the Cephalic center, wiiich is mental in their nature. 

Lesson Thirty-Three deals with the organization of the arm and offers a number of 

Attitudinal exercises with which to explore their significance. The Thirty -Fourth Lesson 
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deals with gesture in the arm. MacKaye points m this lesson to the significance of the 

straight, circular and spiral forms of radial motion in regard to the arm. The vital, mental 

and motive nature of each is discussed and characteristics of each are described. 

The final lesson, the Thirty -Fifth, is a consideration of exercises of the nasal muscles 

and face. In the lesson MacKaye discusses the five distinct actions of the nose and offers 

a number of .Attimde exercises, both Simple and Complex, bv which each can be 

explored. In the latter part of the Lesson, .MacKaye offers what he terms a "Sunple 

(jamut of the Face," wiiich is a series of continuous expressions which flow fi^m one to 

the other. .A series of exercises on the Complex expressions of the Nose follows to 

conclude the lesson. 

Summary 

The actor training course by Steele .MacKav e offers significant irmovation for late 

ninteenth centurv- actor training methods. MacKave was a proponent of Francois 

Delsarte. and his interpretation of the Delsarte system forms the basis of his 

understanding of both the natures of expression and of the actor's process. Trinity' and 

Correspondence played a major role in that understanding by MacKaye. although the 

American did not appear throughout the course to be as philosophicaUy adamant as was 

his French teacher in their application. 

MacKaye claims to have invented Harmonic Gvnmastics in addition to that wiiich 

taught him by Delsarte. The literature seems to support his claim. No teacher of Delsarte 

seems to have used the approach unless his or her training could be traced to MacKaye. 

Harmonic Gymnastics seems one of MacKav e's significant contributions to actor training 

in the country-. Characteristic of the system are the valuable concepts of Harmonic Poise 

(centering) and Decomposing Exercise (relaxation and stretching). 
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MacKaye used many extemal codifications in order to present the sv stem. Those 

codifications serve as a means and not an end within his training methodology. His 

ultimate purpose was to reach the immanent or inner aspects of human expression and 

through their revelation in elhptic pantomime, voice and speech, provide a naturalness to 

the stage. 

The course analyzed is not a complete actor training program. It was nev er intended 

as such. It was simply the first of at least Uvo, and dealt with what MacKaye and 

Delsarte considered the primary mode of expression, the physical. The presentation of 

material appears logical and stmctured. Course work dealt first with purposes and 

reasoning, then physical introduction and release through decomposmg activities, 

followed by proactive recomposing activities leading to expression. MacKav e does label 

and discuss the occasional Law of Expression, but never throughout the course does he 

discuss any Principle of Expression. The learning of the Principles, and most of the 

learning of the Laws, of expression was incidental to the subject matter at hand. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Vers- few individuals have had as much mfluence on the theatre of his time than 

Steele MacKaye. He served as producer, director, playwright, teacher and lecturer in this 

country for most of the last quarter of the ninteenth century. James McTeague 

summarizes when he says: 

When Steele MacKaye has fi^uently been praised for his work as a 
playwright, inv entor. theatre manager and innovator, relatively little 
attention has been paid to his contribution to acting theory or to his role in 
the development of acting schools in America. There is little doubt that he 
was the most important single influence in the establishment of formal 
training for actor in America, but the development of acting theory and the 
establishment of a method of acting were his first great contribution to the 
theatre. ' 

MacKav e's career direction as a Renaissance man of the theatre began to form direction 

when he began his dramatic smdies with Fran9ois Delsarte in 1869. He continued these 

smdies into 1870. The smdent was apparently quite successful, and, after a verv' short 

while was teaching alongside Delsarte in his Paris studio. Perhaps what attracted this 

man of many interests to the French master was that Delsarte was the proponent of an 

aesthetic system applicable to all the arts. 

MacKaye did not enter the studio of Delsarte without some knowledge of the arts 

and sciences. Before joining the studio he had made a decision to enter the stage as a 

profession. MacKaye did have some experience on the stage, although most of it was 

amateur. Significanfly, his background before making that career choice included a 

'McTeague. Before Stanislavski. 1 
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number of years in the smdy of engineering and the visual arts with some of the notable 

American and French artists of the dav. Some considered MacKaye among the most 

promising of American painters. According to his son, Percy .MacKaye, the young 

Steele MacKaye. during that early smdy, had shown a pointed interest in the dramatic 

arts. MacKaye was self taught in many aspects of theatre. Physical discipline and 

training during his early years, combined with the training in both the logic of 

engineering and the expression through visual art had given MacKaye a deep, if 

unorganized, understanding of the nature of physical expression. The svstem of Fran9ois 

Delsarte provided the organization. 

These factors-- the quest for artistic expression, a physical understanding of natural 

expression, and a demand for logical mechanics— led MacKav e to embrace the system of 

Delsarte enthusiastically. .MacKaye seemed to grasp both the physical complexity and 

the intangible aspects of the Delsarte system. He understood and appreciated the notion 

of noble purpose that Delsarte claimed was the purpose of aU art and artists. 

MacKaye beheved that the actor needed to appreciate the significance of his craft. 

He claimed further that the artist was under an obhgation to seek not only professional, 

but also moral excellence. Delsarte acknowiedged MacKaye's enthusiasm by informally 

naming him his heir apparent MacKaye taught in Delsarte's smdio. If nothing else, that 

relationship implies both a positive conception by Delsarte of MacKaye and a significant 

understanding by MacKaye of the Delsarte system. 

Circumstance and war cut short MacKaye's smdy with Delsarte. During the next 

few years MacKaye founded his first school of acting, retumed to Europe to gain more 

training and experience, and saw- Delsarte deceased. Upon returning to America, 

MacKave began in eamest his professional career. .According to Garff B. \Vllson he 
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".. .returned to America to reform the American stage. He became the high priest and 

chief representative of the Delsarte principles in fliis country."^ 

During the next twenty years, MacKaye established five separate schools for the 

instmction of die actor- Union Square, the St. James, the Madison Square, the Lyceum 

(American Academy of Dramatic Art), and the Spectatorium. The first two were 

essentially schools with a faculty of one, the third and fourth were linked with oflier 

unsuccessful ventures that detracted MacKaye's efforts as a teacher, and the last was 

never fully realized. Yet when MacKaye set aside business, engineering and 

playwrighting duties, and took up the mantle of teacher or director, praise for his 

methods, and the resulting naturalness, subtlety and consistency abounded. The Irish 

actor John McCullough, for example, was not noted for his depth of character or subtlety, 

until taking acting lessons from MacKaye. The critic Nym Crinkle reported in May of 

1878: 

.. .Mr. John McCullough, looked upon now as the coming man of the 
American stage in Tragedy. When he played his last season at Booth's 
Theatre, everybody was amazed at the leap he had made in his art. His 
Othello and Richelieu astonished me by being entirely unlike his former 
impersonations of those characters. The native vigor, resonance, and fire 
were there, but they were disciplined and controlled. A nicer balance of 
faculty was apparent, the intelligibility of the subtler emotions had been 
made sharper and clearer. There were noble climaxes of passion, less 
waste of energy in making himself felt, a cleaner adaptation of tone and 
gesture to the exigent though ~ more repose, more dignity, more grace."* 

Wilson, A History of American Acting. 99-100. 

*see McTeague, Before Stanislavski, 1-43, passim. 

*Percy MacKaye, Epoch, 1:271-272. 
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When he applied himself to the teaching MacKaye was very successfiil. He had a firm 

grasp on those essential elements of the Delsarte system which made it successful. 

Trinity ^nd Correspondence 

The Delsarte system, upon which MacKaye based his teaching, relied upon Trinity 

and Correspondence as its basic dogmatic core. According to Hecht, 

The system's basis is the Christian trinity, and a study of the influence of 
that trinity upon human movement provides the foundation of the actor's 
training. 

Further, Delsarte considered all expression and all of art as simultaneously of two 

corresponding aspects. That which is tangible, the semiotic, and that which is not, the 

aesthetic proper. Shaver tells us, 

Delsarte approached the field of expression from two viewpoints: the 
semeiotic [sic] and the aesthetic. He probably did not consider his system 
primarily a mechanical one, for he says definitely that the aesthetic is the 
goal to be achieved through the semeiotic [sic]. 

The two corresponding triune natures of Man are the Immanent, which reflects the 

spiritual aspects of Man, and the Organic, which reflects Man's corporeal characteristics. 

The Organic is a reflection of the Immanent; the Immanent propels the Organic. 

Delsarte and MacKaye attempt to explain the intrinsic relationship of the three 

essences of any trinity through the concept of Circumincession. This concept is referred 

to by S. S. Curry as the concept of "intertwining." The relationship of the triune is not 

causal, but reciprocal. Each relies upon the other two for completion, definition and 

^Hecht, 131. 

^Shaver, "Delsarte System...," 112. 
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ultunately, reflection. Each aspect of the individual trinities associates with an aspect of 

the essential trinity. Those essential aspects to Delsarte are Soul, Life and Mind. These 

essential aspects, within the parameters of actor training, are labeled, respectively, as 

Motive, Vital and Mental. All trinities are thus interwoven, and all, in some degree or 

hierarchy, are related to the physical manifestation that reflects them. 

The Natural Science of Expression 

The Delsarte system offers a logical explanation for all aspects of expression. 

Whether that logic is rooted in scientific inquiry or spiritual speculation becomes a moot 

point, if a consistent and natural system is provided for the student of expression. A basic 

assumption by Delsarte and MacKaye is that natural human expression requires a total 

integration of body, voice and speech. The actor, in seeking to provide natural expression 

in a performance environment, needs to effectively use that same total integration. 

Further, the actor, who is in command of that totality, controls not only the extemal 

manifestations of expression, but, also the corresponding intemal aspect that causes that 

manifestation. The semiotic reflects the aesthetic proper; the aesthetic proper causes the 

semiotic. 

Nature is the basis of the Delsarte System. It was presentation to the young student 

Delsarte of the illogical and un-natural that drove him to its creation. The system when 

properly used relies upon restraint, subtlety and implication. For example, gesture, 

ideally, should suggest the totality of emotion. Only that embodiment that is naturally 

motivated, that is, arising from the Motive aspect, is appropriate. That reflection of the 

Motive is tempered, however, by simultaneous reflection of that which is Vital and that 

which is Mental. 

Formula and codification were the avenues through which the artist sought to 

recreate, explore and become versed in the intemal driving forces of expression. The 
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objective was the development of both extemal vocabulary and intemal possibilities to be 

used in the service of aesthetic expression. With this training and perspective, 

MacKaye's actor training course in the late ninteenth century America was a radical 

departure from the contemporary schools of thought in how to train the actor. 

MacKave and His Methods 

Trinity and Correspondence were central to MacKaye's methods as they were to 

Delsarte. MacKaye probably, because of who and what he did in his career, more 

definitively distinguished between the natural process of expression and the expression of 

nature onstage. Through the course examined he was, apparently, not as adamant about 

the application of triunal and dual forms in explanation and exercises as was Delsarte. 

MacKaye also effectively used one of the principal elements in the application of the 

Delsarte system, that of modification. All "attitudes" presented in isolation by MacKaye 

had limited or linear meaning as presented in the course. Through addition of modifying 

secondary and tertiary attitudes to the primary, enriched and natural expression results, 

called a Complex Expression by MacKaye, which can effectively mirror an interior state. 

The determination of primary is a function of the dominating triunal aspect of that being 

expressed: the Vital, the Mental or Motive. Each of the three aspects has its peculiar 

physical characteristic: eccentric, normal or concentric. 

For example, in consideration of the hand, if a primary attitude of the palm is 

characteristically concentric, and the secondary modifying attitude of the fingers is 

characteristically normal, the resultant expression would be delineated as "Normo-

Concentric." A three by three matrix of these possibilities could delineate nine such 

primary attitudes with secondary modifications. Each section of the matrix would offer a 

different gestural reflection. Such representations, in matrices of nine, could be devised 

for each gestural agent of the body. The addition of the tertiary level of modification, the 
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addition of the arm to our example, would raise the number of expressive possibilities to 

eighty-one, or nine by nine. It is important to note that these were not formulas to be 

generated from memory in performance. They were rather exploratory tools with which 

the actor could find intuitive expression. 

Perhaps the most significant contribution of MacKaye to actor training came with his 

program called Harmonic Gymnastics. MacKaye claims in a letter dated April 11, 1892, 

.. .In relation to Harmonic Gymnastics- or as I first called them Aesthetic 
Gymnastics, -they are, in philosophy as well as in form, absolutely my 
own alone, though founded, in part upon some of the principles formulated 
by Delsarte...^ 

A survey of the literature finds no teacher of the Delsarte system using the title 

Harmonic Gymnastics who at some time was not associated with MacKaye. The possible 
o 

exception would be Marion Lowell. Lowell's book, however, so closely parallels the 

course under consideration here that its source could be nothing other than MacKaye. 

Principal characteristics of the system include valuable current actor training concepts 

such as centering (Harmonic Poise) and relaxation/flexibility development (Decomposing 

Exercises). 

The course here described is not a complete actor training program. It is simply the 

first of at least two such courses. This course dealt with what MacKaye considers the 

primary of the three expressive agents, the body. The other two, voice and speech are 

likely covered in detail in later course work. 

^Percy MacKaye, Epoch. 2:270. 

^See Marion Lowell, Harmonic Gvmna.stics and Pantomimic Expression. 
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Presentation of course material by MacKaye appears to have logic and stmcture, 

both in overall presentation order and in individual lesson presentation. Overall, the 

course deals first with rational and philosophical bases, then move on to centering and 

decomposing exercises, followed by a set of proactive recomposing exercises. Additional 

materials, such as peculiarities of staging, are offered as the student nears the end of the 

course. The standard individual lesson begins with a lecture presentation. The lesson 

then continues with practical application of items discussed and covered in lecture. This 

method of presentation is similar to that used by Delsarte in 1869 France. 

No where in the lessons does MacKaye offer a list of laws and principles of 

expression. He consistently refers to the Laws by name, and implies principles in his 

presentation. The nine principals identified previously by MacKaye are the Principles of 

Liberty, Adjustment, Tension, Harmony, Melody, Rhythm, Precedence, Modulation and 

Antithesis. The laws to which he refers include the Laws of Altitude, Expansion/ 

Contraction, Sequence, Direction, Reaction, Form, Force, Extention and Velocity. 

Modem Acting 

The Delsarte system of expression has often been mis-interpreted and ridiculed. 

While much of it is speculative, it does offer valuable insight into one of the very first 

attempts to successfully systematize an approach to aesthetic expression. The method of 

observation and inference upon which Delsarte relied is not dissimilar to the method of 

inquiry used by Stanislavski to initiate his "Method of Physical Actions." The physical 

components of the Delsarte system, serve as the well spring for the Modem Dance 

^See Konstantin Stanislavski, Mv Life in Art. (New York, Theatt-e Arts Books, 
1927). 
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10 movement of the twentieth century. Delsarte's conception of Organic is more akin to 

the Affective Atheleticism of Artaud than to the comic conception of Delsartean gesture 

by most theatre practitioners today. His utilization of an Immanent aspect, though 

based in an Occidental Christian doctrine, hints at methods most consider Oriental. 

Steele MacKaye was the only American teacher of acting to have ever studied with 

Delsarte. He had a good understanding of the Delsarte system and added and developed a 

number of its components and aspects. That understanding, added to MacKaye's 

development and enhancements, has provided a framework upon which a student of the 

theatre can build a clearer understanding of the ninteenth century systemization that has a 

direct bearing on modem actor training. 

10 See Shawn, Every Little Movement. 

*̂Cf Antonin Artaud. The Theatre and Its Double. (New York: Grove Press, 1958), 
133-141. 

'̂ Kirby, 47. 
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APPENDIX A 

AN ADDRESS GFVEN BY STEELE MACKAYE AT 

THE OPENING OF THE LYCEUM THEATRE SCHOOL 

OF ACTING 

Young ladies and gentlemen, I propose to have another little talk with you this 

aftemoon in reference to the school and the work it has to do with you, and the work v ou 

have to do with it I think perhaps it would be a good thing for you to realize the 

difference between the opportunities that you have now, to-day, and those that were open 

to people who wished to go upon the stage twenty-five years ago. Twenty fiv e years ago 

there existed all through the country in the principal cities, regular stock companies. 

These stock companies were the schools of acting— schools of acting which it was 

exceedingly difficult to enter, except as a super. They had to begin, the gentlemen as 

supers, and the ladies as supers in the ballet. There flocked to the stage in those days, as 

in these days, a very promiscuous crowd of people, the majority of them atttacted there 

with the hope, not so much of gain, as for the gratification of vanity, and appearing before 

the public, for in those days the stage didn't pay the artist nearly as well as it pays to-day. 

I remember twenty-five years ago, when I was desirous of gomg upon the stage, that 

there was no school to which I could go to prepare, except the one which I found in the 

ballet. My father was very much opposed to the stage; he had a very great contempt for it 

and for the people upon it, and I had, clandestinely to go down to the Bowery Theatte and 

associate with, perhaps, the most debased crowd in New York City, and I had to dress 
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and undress with that crowd in a low, dark room filled with tobacco smoke, one of the 

filthiness places in the world. That was not a very pleasant way of beginning, but it was a 

very excellent test of my love of my art. If I hadn't the courage to contend with the 

difficulties I had to encounter, there would have been no hope; it was a splendid test, and 

the result of that test was this: - There was an actual selection from the crowd, and only 

the best were permitted to have a part; the result was that in those days this country was 

filled with stock companies superior to any stock company in existence to-day. 

Now these things have changed. In those days at the head of the theatre was an 

artist, a man who had been and actor; the money-changers hadn't crowded the temple 

than as they have now; but the money-changers cam, they soon discovered that the 

theatte was a very profitable investment. Plays obtained long runs and these long runs 

gave them ttade marks for the general public throughout the United States. Traveling 

companies circulated. 

These ttaveling companies offered opportunities for all sorts of people to go upon 

the stage, made it easier to go upon the stage and there flocked crowds of people who, 

from the beginning to the end never ceased to be amateurs, because you can get grounded 

in the mt of amateurism just as well as in any other. These companies were so 

successful, because of the advertising dodges resorted to by the managers, that they drove 

out, gradually, the stock companies that existed throughout the United States, and there 

ceased to be any regular school. 
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Now the situation is precisely this: There are a great many theatres and companies, 

but there is a great demand for actors and acttesses of any promise. In spite of all that 

you will find that it is far more difficult to get a decent opportunity upon the stage than to 

get a decent opportunity in almost any other profession; I will make an exception in the 

case of women, because the stage is the only art that has offered an equal opportunity for 

women with the men. Now then, we have organized this school, and I want you to 

understand why. It is not with the slightest desire or expectation of making any money. 

The money that is paid by the students of this school goes to the expenses of the 

school. The purpose for which we have organized is to open the way to the stage in a 

reputable manner, to give the best equipment possible under the circumstances of to-day; 

to secure the best professors we can find and gradually organize the school for your 

benefit This, however, has got to take time; it caimot be done in a day. We have taken 

upon ourselves certain obligations which we must meet.; whether you meet yours with us 

or not. We have taken certain risks, and every body connected with the school is working 

to secure great opportunities for you. Now then there is one thing you have all got to 

realize that we are not responsible for the distinctions in your talent and ability, with 

which you are endowed by nature, neither for the distinction that may exist in your 

characters, but for those who have been richly endowed by nature, I have this warning:-

It has been my experience that people who have fine organization for the stage, who are 

quick, who are bright and intelligent, are easily inclined to become conceited and 

arrogant; they forge that there is not credit due them for what nature has afforded them. 
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and that nine times out often wrecks their careers. When you are satisfied with yourself 

you may be very sure indeed that you will go no fiirther than you are at present. It is only 

a chronic condition of self dissatisfaction that develops anyone. Again, I have found 

people with fine organizations, nature has gifted them with a beautiful face, a fine voice, 

but they never did anything that amounted to anything, because they were satisfied with 

the beautiful face, voice, etc. 

I have seen others that were very poorly endowed by nature but in their organization, 

such as it was, there abounded a style of character so great, so tme, so ardent, that in spite 

of the poor organization they went way above those whom nature has richly endowed. 

Now then, I want to say to those who have not been richly endowed, no to be 

discouraged, that they may begin, and be compelled to begin at the very lowest round of 

the ladder. If they do that as well as they can, they will progress. It is not your desire to 

act, to go before the public, that is going to make you artists. The only thing to make 

artists is a desire to know your art;- nothing else. 

Now we are going to treat you as pupils are treated in every institution; we are going 

to organize you into classes, and gradually into companies and get you acting upon the 

stage just as fast as our knowledge of your abilities will permit; but it takes time for us to 

find out the individual abilities of each pupil; they may be nervous, and it will be difficult 

for them to let themselves out and know what is in them. Now is not our fault that a 

student is nervous, it is to be regretted, but they have got to overcome their self-

consciousness, and show what they can do before we can give it them to do. Now when 
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in art as in religion, there is one terrible enemy, and that is yourself- when you can forget 

yourself in you art; lose your self-consciousness in the contemplation of the work that is 

to be done, then you will have lost your worst enemy. I don't know that I strike 

individual cases- these are general tmths which you will have to take to yourself, but I am 

exceedingly anxious to see you do well, and I know none can do well is dissatisfied, and I 

know our capacity to satisfy you may be comparatively little. 

It will depend upon two things. First upon how much it takes to satisfy you; if it 

takes the earth, why probably you won't be satisfied; but if it takes only sincere 

endeavor, which you can easily judge for yourselves, I think we shall satisfy you, and I 

don't think there is anybody connected with the school who has not got an ardent desire 

to make you artists, as you are to be artists. 

In the beginning of a movement like this there are all sorts of difficulties for all of us, 

and you must bear in mind that you have difficulties now which five years hence will not 

have to be encountered. Also bear in mind that upon you rests the dignity of beginning, 

with us, a movement which we believe will do more to ennoble this art and to secure for 

it a place over all the other arts and institutions in the civilized world, than any other 

movement that has thus far been done. Now then, we must bear and forbear. 

Some of you when you come to be cast in a play, will have to play a small part, and 

while that play is being rehearsed you will be sitting around idle- and an idle man's head 

is the Devil's home, and you will think you are having a very hard time, but you must 

consider this also, that there are in the ballet, in the United States to-day, upon the stage. 
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stmggling women- women who have no one to help them in the world, who are trying to 

eam a pittance in that ballet, and live the lives of honest women. Think of their 

opportunities, think that they have been in that ballet some five, six, seven or eight years 

and have not yet got a part; just compare your opportunities with theirs and it will be a 

very usefiil thought to you. 

Now then, if you can find better opportunities than those we are stmggling to afford 

you here, you would be very foolish, and we very knavish, if you didn't take advantage of 

those opportunities, and if we didn't wish you "God Speed." If there is anyone of you 

who can suggest better facilities for going upon the stage, let him come to me and I will 

put him in direction of the school; but until he is satisfied let him have that one attribute, 

which is the greatest indication of real genius, "modesty." 

Now then, we want to make you artists. What is necessary to be an artist? You have 

got to have a body and a soul. A great soul with a poor body can do wonders, but a little 

soul with a great body will never do much. When nature has give you a body and a soul, 

you come to us, and it is our intention to give you knowledge such as we have. When we 

have given you that knowledge you must convert it into skill, we can't do it. For 

instance, in a gynmasium, I may raise a hundred pound dumb-bell with ever so much 

ease, you see how I do it, but if you don't practice you will never lift it. 

All we can do is to give you the knowledge, you must apply it, and just in proportion 

to the integrity and interest of your efforts will be your chances of success. 
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Now then, we have organized separate classes; some in voice, some in pantomime, 

some in articulation etc. The purpose of these classes is to help to an organization of its 

work; where a person's voice is weak, why the classes in vocal instmction are to serve 

them, but no person can do better work than their organism permits. If you were to take 

Paganini and give him a fife instead of a violin to play on, no matter how great his 

musical genius, he would never get such music from it as from the violin. Now then, 

some of you are bom fifers, and I generally find fifers want to play the part of the bass 

viol. 

Look at the nature of your ambition, if it is display and admiration that you want, 

don't go farther, but if it is a love of pure art which comes to that will take you a long 

distance. 

Now then, I think I have talked to you long enough. I thing that to some of you I 

may have given courage, because I know how deeply in need of consolation, inspiration, 

and courage every one is who seeks art as its master. Art is a hard task-master, and it is 

only a hard task-master that makes great men or women, like the great master himself 

Now don't be afraid, if you do not succeed in reaching exactly that point in your 

profession which you desire to succeed in reaching this year, there are many years before 

you, you are very young, the oldest of you has plenty of time to be an artist if you are in 

eamest One of the greatest artists didn't begin until he was forty-two. 

Bear in mind that in England there appeared an acttess who was hissed from the 

stage, and she retumed in two or three years and was welcomed like an Empress, and that 
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actress was Mrs. Siddons. Don't be afraid of hisses. I remember a very good point that 

Mr. Beecher made; he said that there were only two creature in the animal world that 

hissed, and they were the snake and the goose. 

Now you will find in life that that class of people who are inclined to hiss are either 

snakes or geese. We smile at the goose, and pass by on the other side and let the snake 

sneak into the grass. 

I shall soon be at liberty to come and help my brother instmctors, and I promise you 

the best we can do, we will do, we can do no more (great applause). 

Now, ladies and gentlemen, I have to introduce to you a lady who is going to give 

you a talk about the drama before the time of Sheikespeare. It is necessary for you to get 

as deep and broad a knowledge of this subject as possible, and I can promise you from 

Mrs. Richardson a genuine intellectual treat. 

I have the honor of inttoducing Mrs. Abby Sage Richardson. 
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APPENDIX B 

EXPRESSION IN NATURE AND 

EXPRESSION IN ART* 

(Only copy of this)̂  

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Tonight, I desire to emphasize the distinction which exists between expression in 

Nature, and Expression in Art. 

This distinction is one of vast importance, not only to the Artist, but also to the 

Moralist- because it provides a criterion for mans conduct, as well as his creations. 

Expression in Nature is spontaneous, and the result of an unconscious process in the 

man, as a creature. 

Expression Art is deliberate, and demands a conscious command of [the] natural 

resources in the man- that is creative. 

The most vulgar realities of life often assert this difference with the greatest force— 

For instance— 

' This lecture was first given by Steele MacKaye in 1887. The following is retyped 
from a xeroxed copy of the original manuscript in the MacKaye Collection, Baker 
Library at Dartmouth College as seen in Miller, 215. 

Parentheses, () , indicates hand written note on original manuscript. 
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When a small boy suddenly pricks his companion with a pin there follows and 

expression of pain from the companion which is spontaneous-1 mean by this that the 

pantomimic, and vocal activity of the small boy pricked, is produced involuntarily by the 

pain he experiences. -No small boy when startled by the unexpected prick of a pin pauses 

to consider how many expression of pain there may be - nor to select that one which he 

deems most becoming to his dignity under the circumstances. - He simply - in spite of 

himself - jumps, contorts his face, and howls. - This expression in the small boy is 

natural. - very natural. - If we follow this small boy through life, until he has grown old, 

and become a grave and reverend teacher of the Art of good manners, we will mark a 

very significant change in his expression - under the same exasperation from a pin. - He 

has assumed the solemn responsibilities of a schoolmaster.-His duty is to impart 

knowledge and maintain order among a crowd of mischievous, and merciless urchins. -

His face has grow haggard with the wear, and tear, of a teacher's life - stem with the 

consciousness of the trying nature of his vocation. - His hair is gray - his manners calm 

and stately - he enters, and as he sits at his desk, his person becomes a cushion for a pin, 

that emperils with its pain, the impressive serenity of his deportment. Does he jump? 

Does he contort his face and howl now? Not at all. - he has been there before. -

Familiarity v^th that pin has bred contempt for its penettation. - He rises with an awful 

calm, and seeks the safe seclusion of his study. - Then he relieves himself with more or 

less natural expression, then returns, apparently unperturbed to his desk. - The sublime art 

off self conttol enables him to swindle the boys out of the entertaining spectacle of his 
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natural expression. - They , not he, are humiliated - for they feel, that they have been 

guilty of the worst of crimes - they have failed - failed to purchase their fim at the 

expense of their teacher's manhood. 

This case reveals in a simple manner the expression between expression in Nature -

which is the involuntary one of the small boy - and expression in Art - which is the 

voluntary one of the schoolmaster. - The repetition of bitter experiences has taught the 

teacher the noblest lesson of life, and rewarded him with the power to master his 

emotions, and their natural expression for the sake of a manly manner. 

Expression in Nature flows unfettered from the primary impulses of natural passion -

Expression in Art - implies a mastery of the primary impulses of Natural Passion by that 

Rational, and Moral Substance in the individual which distinguishes man from beast - as 

a super-natural entity. 

Nature has her etemal laws -

Art has her immutable principles. 

I will endeavor to briefly suggest this by a condensed statement and illustration of 

the axiomatic facts associated with the phenomenal of expression. 

Expression, like all else in life has its fixed and Infallible Laws, which determine the 

unchangeable relations which the Emotions of the Being shall bear to the Motions of the 

body. The proof of this is easily obtained by assuming attitudes of the body expressive of 

one set of emotions and trying to call up in consciousness emotions of the Being 

belonging to an opposite order. Thus - fall into an attitude of prosttation and strive to feel 
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energetic; or with the action of an idiot be thoughtful and wise. Soothe the anger of an 

enemy by looks of defiance or contempt; encourage soldiers to fight with the craven 

manners of a coward; or woo a woman with gestures of hatted and disgust. These and a 

thousand other tests prove the existence of Laws governing all Natural Expression. The 

formulation and illusttation of these Laws constimtes the (foundation of a very noble) 

Philosophy. 

An Expression is the revelation of the Being by the Body, it is evident that the first 

step to its understanding must be the investigation of the various modes of Expression in 

Man. 

Investigation of the various modes of expression which Mankind employs in daily 

intercourse, reveals but three distinct ways of manifesting what we Fell, Think, and Love 

- which stated in the order of their evolution of Life are -

1st. - By Pantomime - that is, by the attitudes of the Body - the expression of the 

Face - and the gestures of the Limbs. 

2nd. - By cries, or inarticulate tones of the voice. 

3rd. - By Speech - that is, articulation; or the artificial formation of sounds into 

symbols called words. 

These three things - Tone, Speech and Pantomime co-operate to give a complete 

expression to the Bemg through the Body - but they each have a role to play that is 

absolutely distinct. 
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ARTICULATION 

Is the product of our reflective facuUies - Speech is the formation of Intellections 

into words - and is the outward form of thought - as thought is the inward essence of 

speech. It is peculiarly a Mental Mode of Expression, artificial in its form and differing 

with distinct races - but belonging to that conventional class of expression with which we 

have not time to deal now 

VOCALIZATION. 

Or the inarticulat[Sic] tones of the voice, reveal with great force as well as 

finesse[Sic] the sensitive or Vital conditions of the Being - indicating the pain or pleasure 

of the senses - the avidity of our desires - and the fiilness[Sic] or failure of our Vital 

essence. The tmth of this is obvious when we analyze the significance of our 

exclamations. 

Illusttate 

Pantomime 

Is the first mode of expression in life. Animals as well as men always move the face 

or form before they vocalize. Indeed vocalization only appears in the higher species of 

bird and beast - while the new bom babe contorts its face with pain sometimes before it 

breathes forth its first pitifiil cry. But this mode of expression which is first in appearemce 

is, as we shall see - last in perfection of development. 
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Pantomime is mute motion and by its very nature most intimately associated with the 

Motive or Affective principle of the Being. It manifests with special power the affections 

of Man's Will, it is the radiation of the Soul through the Flesh, and the most potent of all 

modes expression in Man - because it reveals in the tersest form the profoundest depths 

of Human Nature. 

Saying "I refuse" is less expressive than a repulsion of the hand. 

Hiding the face is more forcible than the words "I am ashamed". 

A grab of the hand more effective than crying "Give me some". 

Declaring "I am angry" less impressive than conttacted brows and lips, with eyes 

and nostril distended.-

Personal experiment will prove to anyone the superior potency of Pantomime to 

other modes of expression. 

Illustrate teaching animals - irony etc. 

In short, the special value of speech lies in its faculty of communicating what we 

know, while for the revelation of what we are we must depend upon Pantomime. In so 

far as character is of superior importance to knowledge - precisely to that extent 

Pantomime is a superior form of expression, to speech. 

So much has been said and written regarding vocal culture; and so little 

comparatively concerning the more important culture of manners - which are pantomimic 

in their nature that the limitation (of our attention) to this class of expressions will be 

wise. 
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Pantomime, being the most profoundly natural form of expression is obviously the 

most useful, in determining the distinction which exists between nature and art. 

Pantomime is of two distinct species -

1st. - Elliptic Pantomime - which is the manifestation by the outward action of the 

body of the inward life of the Being. 

2nd. - Descriptive Pantomime - Which is the illustration by the motion of the body 

of some outward object or action. 

ILLUSTRATE - DISTINCTION. 

Descriptive pantomime is immitative[Sic], and deliberate in its character, it therefore 

pertains more to the domain of Art than the Elliptic form, which is the spontaneous 

product of nature, therefore we will limit our attention entirely to -

ELLIPTIC PANTOMIME. 

This species of expression presents three forms of action. 

1st. - Motions, or Gestures - which manifest the emotions or intentions of the Being. 

2nd. - Positions, or Attitudes - which manifest conditions of the Being. 

3rd. - Bearing, or Habitual positions - which manifest those habitual conditions 

which constitute the characteristics of the individual. 

ILLUSTRATE -

Gestures, are psmtomimic verbs - and always imply a passing action. 

Attitudes are pantomimic adverbs - and always qualify gestures 
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Bearings, are pantomimic adjectives - qualifying the individual type of character 

which is in action. 

ILLUSTRATE -

Thus we see that pantomime, like speech, has its rhetoric. 

Add soul enough to the rhetoric of speech and you have and Milton, a Dante, or a 

Shakespeare - Add soul enough to the rhetoric or Pantomime, and you have in Plastic Art, 

a Michael Angelo [Sic], or a Phidias - In Graphic Art, a Raphael, or a Paul de la Roch 

[Sic] - in Dramatic Art, a Talma, a Garrick, a Rachel, or a Salvini. 

Tme Art utilized natural laws to interpret the supematural or etemal meaning of 

temporal life. 

The deeper and broader our knowledge of natural Law becomes, the greater will be 

the possible increase of our artistic skill. 

Let us glance then at a few of those elemental laws of expression which are most 

helpful in the creation as well as the criticism of fme art. 

The first series of laws to which I would call you attention are the dynamic laws 

which preside over the manifestation of the Being by the action of the Body - They are as 

follows: 

First Law. 

The Law of Evolution in Emotional Action. 

Evolution is from centte to surface. 

Involution is from surface to centte. 
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In the passage of the expressive impulse through the body from the centre of 

consciousness this law prevails. 

In proportion to the proximity of the agent to the centte of consciousness - and its 

nervous susceptibility to psychic influence will be the order and degree of its activity in 

manifesting emotion. 

Under the dominion of the law we discover that, in the normal man, expression 

begins in the eye - creeps through the face - into the arms - and only affects the body 

when the force of the emotion is largely developed. 

ILLUSTRATE -

Second Law. 

The law of extension in Emotional action. 

In proportion to the unconttolled force of emotion will be extension of its 

development in physical action. 

This law tests the culture of the individual. Distinguishes the deep from the 

superficial nature. -

It reveals itself very saliently when we note the difference between the tendencies of 

expression in infancy and old age. 

ILLUSTRATE. 

Third Law. 

The law of Altitude in emotional action. 

In proportion to the positive force of conviction is the altitude of the action. 
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Assertion of conviction carries action above the medium height 

negation of conviction leaves it below the medium height 

Medium degree - "It is probable". 

1st. Positive degree- "I believe". 

2nd. Positive degree - "It is so -1 assert it". 

3rd. Positive degree - "It is certain -1 know it". 

4th. Positive degree - "It is absolutely tme -1 swear if. 

1st. Negative degree - "It is possible". 

2nd. Negative degree - "It is improbable". 

3rd. Negative degree - "It is not so - Negation' 

4th. Negative degree - "It is impossible". 

Fourth Law 

Law of Velocity in Emotional Action 

In proportion to the pettiness or superficiality of the emotion will be the velocity of 

its expressive action. 

ILLUSTRATE 

Fifth Law. 

Law of Direction in Emotional actin. - reveals the predominance of the rational or 

passional mood in expression. 
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In proportion to the superior force of the passional influence in the mind will be the 

expansion in expression. 

In proportion to the domination of the rational influence will be the concentration of 

expression. 

ILLUSTRATE. 

Sixth Law. 

Law of reaction in Emotional action. 

In proportion to the extteme development of expression in one direction - will be its 

tendency to react in the opposite direction. 

The history of passion in action is as follows: 

1st. - Concenttation. 

2nd. - Explosion. 

3rd. - Prosttation. 

ILLUSTRATE. 

These are a few of the elemental decrees by which nature govems the phenomena of 

expression. 

The knowledge of these laws bestows a comprehensive understanding of the 

elements of expression in nature. 

Let us pass to the consideration of those practicsd principles which tend to develope 

[Sic] the highest order of expression in art. 
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In life we are confronted by three species of phenomena:- The Natural, - The 

Unnatural, - and - the Supematural. 

The natural reached its highest normal development in the animal. 

To man alone is reserved the faculty of being unnatural or supematural. 

The unnatural degrades nature. 

The supematural sublimates and ennobles Nature. 

Permit me to make myself clear by an illusttation. 

The matemal instinct is common to both the animal and human species, - but there is 

a very significant distinction between animal and human mother. 

The instinct of the animal mother is to nurture and protect her young until, it can 

nurture and protect itself- then the matemal instinct subsides in the animal. 

It is only human mothers who are guilty of the hortible crime of destroying their 

helpless offspring. - This outtage on the natural instinct illusttates what I mean by the 

term "Unnatural." 

Human mothers, however, in whom the matemal instinct is pure and sttong not only 

nurture and protect their offspring until they can care for themselves, but they also 

maintain with increasing solicitude their yearning love as long as life lasts. 

The animal is conscious of and cares only for the physical welfare of its young. - The 

human cares even more for its spiritual than for its physical condition. 

The animal nurtures only the carcass - The human nurtures also the character of its 

young. 
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The animal love is natural - the tmly human love is supematural. 

The unnatural in life uses nature only to desecrate and desttoy the natural. 

The supematural. while it always plays through and uses the natural, tends alwav s to 

purify, perfect and glorify it. 

In Art we are confronted with three forms of activity, which cortespond very closely 

with the foregoing classes of phenomena in nature. 

"All the world's a stage" as Shakespeare says, and in the art of the stage, whose tme 

province that great master declared was to hold the mirror up to nature, we perceive three 

distinct forms of expression. 

The Theatric form. 

The Realistic form. 

The Artistic form. 

The Theatric form is ridiculous, degrading and unnatural. 

The realistic form is legitimate, interesting, and very instmctive. 

The truly Artistic form, however, is idealistic, and interpretativ e. - It mirrors more 

than nature, because it suggests the infinite meaning of finite affairs. - it does more than 

interest and instmct- it refines and inspires. - it is this form only which embodies that 

supematural element in life which ennobles the very nature and message of all tme art. 

The Artistic form in art makes the real, ideal, and the ideal a tangible and convincing 

reality. - In doing this it begets a deeper love of the beautifiil - wins the will to a higher 
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worid - prophecies the progress of the race - and by developing good taste establishes 

good morals. 

Expression in Art produces its profoundest impression only when it is substantially 

tme to nature - and spontaneously charming in form. 

Charm - or Grace - has three distinct, but co-essential elements. -

1st. - The elements of ease - which gives repose and suavity to action. 

2nd. - The element of precision, which economizes force, eliminates confusion, and 

gives cleamess to expression. 

3rd. - The element of harmony - which secures completeness and gives potent 

significance to action. 

When expression is at one and the same time easy, precise and harmonic, it is perfect 

in form, and irresistible in its effect. 

To realize this high attainment in Art, it is necessary that the body - which is the 

instrument through which the Being radiates into complete expression - should undergo a 

very severe and exceptional training. The primary principles of Expression in Art which 

determine the character of this training are as follows :-

1st. - Static Principles, or those which perfect the Pantomimic mechanism of the 

body. 

2nd. - Dynamic Principles, or those which perfect the Pantomimic activity of the 

body. 
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3rd. - Psychic Principles, or those which perfect the significance of pantomimic 

activity. 

The static principles which perfect the pantomimic mechanism, are as follows:-

1st. - Principle of Liberty. -

Flexibility is the basis of freedom, and essential to ease in expression. 

Stiff joints are fettered - are not free to respond to the manifestation of noble and 

beautiful types. 

ILLUSTRATE. 

2nd. - Principle of Tension. 

Texture is the basis of force in action, and essential to precision in expression. 

Muscles should be capable of assuming any tension. When normally flabby their 

mechanism cannot respond to expression offeree - normally flinty they cannot respond to 

expressions of finesse. 

ILLUSTRATE. 

3rd. - Principle of adjustment 

Poise is the basis of effect in action, and essential to repose in expression. 

The peaceful poise of the center is essential to perfect ease and precision of action at 

the circumference. 

Axis of wheel - Limbs as related to Torso. 

ILLUSTRATE. 
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Pantomime can be absolutely musical in its motion, and this quality is secured by 

obedience to the Dynamic Principles, which perfect the Pantomimic Activity of the body, 

they are as follows:-

1st. - Principle of Melody in action. 

All parallel movements must be absolutely successive in their order. 

ILLUSTRATE. 

2nd. - principle of Harmony in Action. 

Opposition in action is the basis of equilibrium, and equilibrium is the basis of 

Harmony. - Therefore co-operative movements must be absolutely opposite in nature, and 

simultaneous in their action. 

Opposition the basis of symmetry in form, harmony in music, power in mechanics, 

unity in polarity - in life, etc. -

ILLUSTRATE. 

3rd. - principle of Rythm [Sic] in Action. 

Velocity in parallel or melodic movement, must be in the inverse ratio of the mass 

moved. 

ILLUSTRATE. 

Velocity in opposite or harmonic movements must be in exact proportion to the 

length of the Radii of the Agents co-operating simultaneously in action. 

ILLUSTRATE. 
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The Psychic Principles which perfect the significance of pantomimic activity, are as 

follows — 

1st. - Principle of precedence. -

Facial expression precedes gesture, and gesture precedes speech. 

2nd. - Principle of Modulation. -

Modulation economizes action, and conserves force. 

ILLUSTRATE. 

3rd. - Principle of Antitheses. 

Conttast emphasizes the nature of an expression and magnifies its meaning. 

Our times are prolific in the production of scholars, merchants and politicians; but 

each of these classes in their efforts to obtain votes, commercial pattonage, or intellectual 

approval, discover that the way they speak is often more important then what they say. in 

other words, that the manner is more potent in its influence than the matter of their 

discourse. In the face of this fact it seems sttange that in our schools we are taught 

almost everything but that knowledge which assists us to be manly in outward movement 

as well as in inward emotion. 

The consequences of this neglect are as deep as they are deplorable; and are seen in 

the brazen, loose and careless habits both of speech and address which disgrace our social 

life. 
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Character creates its own customs, but the outward custom reacts and creates 

chairacter. 

Every species of Manhood tends to beget its appropriate manners; so too manners 

develope [Sic] the Manhood with which they correspond. Careless, vulgar, or vicious 

manners, make careless, vulgar and vicious men. While noble manners have a magic 

power to conjure a noble manhood in the soul. 

Any system of mental or material activity, they that gifts us with a rational means of 

testing the nature or developing the characteristics of a harmonic humanity must be very 

precious to mankind, and supremely important to every institution, secular, or religious, 

that seeks the improvement of Man, or his redemption form degrading ways. 

To the philosophy of expression, therefore, I commend you most eamest attention, 

because it reveals, with marvelous precision the emotional meaning of Human motion 

and gives the infallible measures for manly manners, in doing this it discloses those 

subtle laws of nature that co-operate to so adjust the spiritual principles of our Being as to 

give symmetric proportions to our Manhood, and to those mode of expression by which 

Manhood manifests its divine and sovereign possession of itself 

Thus it is that this philosophy fumishes the most scientific basis for ethics as well as 

aesthetics, and appeals with as much force to the religious as to the artistic world. Indeed 

the sublimest secrets of this philosophy are reserved for those who combine a religious 

reverence for good with an artistic passion for Beauty and a scientific devotion to tmth. 
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In short, Science, Art and Religion find a glorious reconciliation in this Philosophy, 

which when practically applied to Life tend to purify the senses by it Beauty; to Enlighten 

the Mind with its tmth; and to inspire die Soul with the goodness of that Divine 

development which it prophesies for the Race. 
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APPENDIX C 

FLARMONIC GYMNASTICS 

SIMPLE AND COMPLEX EXPRESSIONS 

AND STAGE BUSINESS' 

[Next entry is a handwritten dedication on first page of manuscript] 

To Will 
with loving wishes for 
his happiness and success 
from his eldest 

Brother (Arthur) 

Xmas- 1886 

[End of handwritten entry.] 

[Original Page Break.] 

HARMONIC GYMNASTICS. 

SIMPLE, AND COMPLEX EXPRESSIONS-
AND 

STAGE BUSINESS. 

[Original Page Break.] 

'Appendix C is provided as closely as is possible to the style and layout of the 
original manuscript. Obvious spelling and grammatical error have been noted where 
appropriate. Headings, subheadings, lists and narrative are presented with the spacing 
and tabs seen in the original. 

^This notation occurs throughout this text of Appendix C and indicates original 
pagination as typed by Arthur Loring MacKaye. That pagination from the manuscript is 
within lessons and is not consistently applied. 
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GENERAL ELEMENTS 
of 

EXPRESSION. 
Expression is the revelation of something, in its nature immaterial, and subjective, 

through something material, and objective. It is the manifestation, in a material form, of 
a mystic substance. 

HUMAN EXPRESSION -
Is the revelation of human nature in human action.- The manifestation of the 

Mystic Human Being tiirough the Manifest Human Body,- In order to distinctly detect, 
and note its phenomena, it is necessary to carefully investigate-

1st- The nature of the human being. 
2nd- The organization of the human body. 
3rd- The relation between the two. 

NATURE OF THE HUMAN BEING. 
The nature of things can only be determined by the character of their actions, or 

fhiits. 
To understand the nature of the being it is necessary to investigate its activity. 
The field of its activity is human consciousness.- Carefiil observation of the 

experiences of common consciousness of mankind, reveals three distinct species of 
activity in the Being -

1st- Sensations - which excite feelings, either pleasant, or painful, and beget desires, 
sympathetic, or antipathetic. 

2nd- Reflections - which excite, thoughts - which develope (Sic) perceptions, and at 
last, establish reasons. 

3rd- Affection - which excite selections, determine motive, and beget volitions. 
Thus we perceive— 

1st- That man feels, and desires by virtue of a sensitive, or passional principle of 
Being. 

2nd- That he thinks by virtue of a reflective, or rational principle of Being. 
3rd- That he loves by virtue of a selective, or affectional principle of Being. 

Each of these principles of Being performs a function in consciousness that is 
distinctly its own. 

The functions of the Passional (Sic) Principle of Being, are vital in nature, and 
sustain the experiences of life. 

The fimctions of the Reflective, or Rational Principle of Being are mental in their 
nature, and supply the guidance of intelligence, or mind. 

The fimctions of the Selective, or Affectional Principle of Being are motive, or 
moral in their nature, and create the impulsive volitions of the soul. 
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It is obvious, therefore, that the Human Being, is in its nature— 
1st- Vital, or Sensitive and Passional. 
2nd- Mental, or reflective and rational. 
3rd- Motive, or selective and affectional. 
[Original Page Break.] 

All expression, therefore, is the revelation of the various vital, mental and motive 
conditions - attentive, and intentive - of the Being, through the actions of the different 
parts of the body. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE BODY. 

We have seen that the Being Is, by virtue of three distinct principles. 
Investigation of the organization of the body shows that it Exists by virtue of three 

distinct parts. 
1st- A Physiological Organization - by virtue of which the body is sustained. 
2nd- A Physiognomical Organization - by virtue of which the body is guided. 
3rd- An Anatomical Organization- by virtue of which the body is impelled. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL ORGANIZATION.-
Has three distinct systems -

1st-Visceral System - Consisting of the stomach, and its intestines, liver, kidneys, 
etc. This system performs the fimction of digestion, secretion, and 
generation, by virtue of which the material sustenance of the body is 
supplied, and the existence of the race sustained. 

2nd- Nervous System - Consisting of the cerebrum, cerebellum, and spinal cord, 
with their various nerves, and ganglia, which performs the functions of 
sensation, cerebration, and motation, by virtue of which all the 
physiological actions of the body receive their guidance, and direction. 

3rd-Vascular system - Consisting of the heart with its lobes, veins, arteries, and 
lungs, which perform the fimctions of circulation, purification, and 
assimilation by virtue of which the selective actions of the physiological 
organization are maintained. 

ANATOMICAL ORGANIZATIONS OF THE BODY 
Consists of three distinct forms -

1st- The Bones - which sustain. 
2nd- The Skin - Which is guiding in its function. 
3rd- Muscles, and Tendons - Which are impelling in their functions. 

PHYSIGNOMICAL ORGANIZATION -
Consists of three distinct forms -

1 st- The Linear Forms, or Limbs, Legs, and Arms- which sustain. 
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2nd- The Spherical, or Cephalic Form, that is, the Head - which guides. 
3rd- The Columnal, or Torsal Form, Trunk of Body - which is the seat of impulsion. 

RELATION BETWEEN BEING AND BODY. 

We predicate of the body, parts, - we predicate of the Being principles,- What 
parts are to the body. Principles are to the Being.- The question therefore arises as to the 
relation of principles of being, to parts of body. 

[Original Page Break.] 
In determining this relation, we are guided by the following natural law - namely -

SIMILARITY OF FUNCTION IMPLIES SIMILARITY OF NATURE, AND 
PRODUCES BY NATURAL SELECTION - ASSOCIATION. 

1st- The Physiological Organization is most intimately associated with the vital, or 
passional, and appetitive principle of the Being. 

2nd-The Physiognomical Organization is most intimately associated with the mental, 
or rational, and guiding principle of the Being. 

3rd- The Anatomical Organization is most intimately associated with the motive, or 
impelling principle of the Being. 

RELATION OF THE BEING TO THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ORGANIZATION. 

Is as follows - -
1st- The Visceral, or Digestive System is most intimately associated with the vital, or 

sustaining principle of the Being. 
2nd- The nervous, or Cerebral System is most intimately associated with the mental, 

or guiding principle of the Being. 
3rd-The Vascular, or Circulatory system is most intunately associated with the 

motive, of selective principle of the Being. 
Relations of the Being to the Physiognomical Organization of the Body, are as 

Follows — 
1st- The Limbs are most intimately associated with the vital, or passional, or sustaining 

principles of the Being.- By the action of the Limbs the passional, or vital 
principle of the Being receives its fiillest manifestations. 

2nd- The Head is most intimately associated with the mental, rational or guiding principle 
of the Being.- By its actions the rational perceptions of the Being receive 
their most complete portrayal. 

3rd- The Trunk, or Torso of the body is most intimately associated with the motive, 
affectional, or impelling principle of the Being.- By its actions its selective, 
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and volitional tendencies, and conditions receive their most perfect 
revelations. 
With tills general understanding of tiie nattire of die Bemg, die organization of die 

body, and the relation between the two, we are prepared to effectually (Sic) investigate, 
and understand the various forms of expression in man. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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2nd Lesson 
FORMS OF EXPRESSION IN MAN. 

There are three distinct forms of expression employed by mankind, which stated 
in order of the evolution, or unfolding in life, are as follows. — 

1st- the Pantomimic Form - or those expressions produced by the bearings, positions, 
and motions of the Head, torso, and limbs. 

2nd- The vocal form - or those inarticulate crises, mflective, and deflective, or the 
human voice, called tones, or sounds. 

3rd- The Verbal Form - or that artificial formation, and articulation of vocal tones 
into symbols called speech. 

S P E E C H 

Is an artificial, or conventional form of Expression, differing with different races. 

VOCALIZATION AND PANTOMIME -
are natural forms of expression, and similar among all races, in all times. 
As pantomime precedes vocalization and speech in nature, we will commence our 

investigations of human expression with the consideration of its pantomimic form. 

P A N T O M I M E , 
is of two distinct species -

1 St. Elliptic Pantomime - which is the manifestation, or revelation by the outward 
action ofthe body, of the inward life of the Being.- It is the objective 
effect of a subjective cause. 

2nd- Descriptive Pantomime - which is the illusttation, or representation by the 
outward actions ofthe body, of some objective thing or action. 

E L L I P T I C P A N T O M I M E 

As this form of pantomime precedes, and qualifies the descriptive form, we 
commence our studies by investigating its phenomena. 

Elliptic Pantomime has three forms of action. 
1 st- Motions, or gestures, which manifest the emotions or intentive of the Being. 
2nd- Positions, or attitudes, which manifest conditions ofthe Being. 
3rd- Bearings, or habitual positions, which manifest habitual or chronic conditions, 

or characteristics ofthe individual Being. 

Gestures are pantomimic verbs. -
Attitudes are pantomimic adverbs, and qualify gestures.-
Bearings are pantomimic adjectives, and qualify individuals, or types of character. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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3rd Lesson 
CONDITIONS ESSENTIAL TO THE PERFECTION OF THE 

PANTOMIMIC CAPABILITIES OF THE BODY 

In expressing an idea, or an emotion, it is necessary to make the expression not 
only tme to nature, but obedient to those abstract principles of order an proportion which 
give beauty, and charm to action. 

Charm, or grace of action, has three distinct, but co-essential elements. 
1st- The element of ease, which gives repose, and suavity to action. 
2nd- The element of precision, which economizes force, and eliminates confusion, 

and obscurity from action. 
3rd- Harmony, which gives completeness, and potency to action. 

When expression is, in its action, at one, and the same time, easy, precise, and 
harmonic, it is perfect in its grace, and irresistible in effect. 

Before it is possible for the artist to acquire the skill essential for powerful 
expression, it is necessary for him, or her, to perfect as far as possible, the mechanical 
adjustments, and activity ofthe pantomimic organization ofthe body. 

In order to assist the student to accomplish this, a series of exercises has been 
invented called -

H A R M O N I C G Y M N A S T I C S . 

Which seek to develope an instinctive, unconscious, effortless, and spontaneous 
obedience, on the part ofthe individual, to those universal laws which develope ease, 
precision, and harmony of motion, and thus sublimate, and potentize expression in man. 

This system of exercises is divided into two classes of motions — 
Ist-Decomposing Motions - Or those whose aim is to decompose the old and vicious 

habits of action in the individual, and to develope that flexibility in the 
pantomimic organization which forms the physical basis of ease. 

2nd- Recomposing Motions - Or those tending to develope in the individual a 
spontaneous obedience to those natural laws which perfect the mechanical 
activity ofthe pantomimic organization, and form the physical basis of 
precision and harmony in expression. 

In the ttaining ofthe student by this method, a programme of exercises in applied 
combining Decomposing, with Recomposing motions, in the order best calculated to 
prepare the organization to fitly (Sic) perform its functions of expression. 

Before either of those classes of motions can be applied with precision, it is 
essential to perfect a common centte, from, to, and about which, both classes of motion 
can freely play. 
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The common centte of all forms of motion in the body, is its centte of gravity, 
when normally erect upon its feet. 

The poise of this centte which most perfectly fits the physical forms for their 
expressive action, is called — 

T H E H A R M O N I C P O I S E 
[Original Page Break.] 

Or that poise ofthe body upon its feet which brings all its different parts into the 
best relations for a subtle precision of harmonic co-operation. 

In order to understand the character, and rationale of this poise, it is necessary to 
carefully observe the action ofthe body when standing upon the feet from three points of 
view-

1st- In profile - in which but one side ofthe body is seen, and in which the elements 
of oneness, or singleness, of action should be maintained. 

Whenever the action ofthe body in profile is such as to break, or intempt (Sic) its 
oneness, either at the neck, the waist, or the knees, and thus emphasize the distinction 
between one part ofthe body and the other, the poise becomes vicious, vulgar, and 
ignobly weak. 

2nd- & 3rd- The front and back ofthe body, in both of which its duality of 
organization becomes apparent.- From these points of view both sides of 
the body, right and left being joined, the predominating idea ofthe poise 
becomes one of plurality, instead of oneness, and the question of harmonic 
unity asserts its importance. 

In the exercises which follow for the establishment of an instinctively harmonic 
poise ofthe body, great care has been taken - -

1st. To develope the mechanical capacity essential to a subtle command of harmonic 
unity in the ttansition ofthe poise ofthe body from one foot to the other. 

2nd- To establish an instinctive obedience to those laws of harmony which sustain 
beauty, and grace of action in expression.. 

HARMONIC POISE FOR UNITY 

1st- Exer. 

Stand erect, with the weight ofthe body home equally upon both legs, feet wide 
apart. 

^Numerical entry at right margin are indicative ofthe page number, within the 
lessons, as numbered by Arthur Loring MacKaye. In all cases these entries follow an 
indication on the previous line of an original manuscript page break. 
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1st- Mo.- Pass the weight ofthe body to the right leg. 
2nd- Mo.- Raise the right arm, elbow sttaight, hand pendant - to earth, directly out 

and up at the side, until the elbow touches the side ofthe head, and the 
hand, still pendant toward earth, is extended horizontally out at the right 
side. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping arm and hand in the same relations to each other, and to the head, 
as those attained at end of last motion, and balancing the body completely 
on the right leg, incline head, and shoulders, to the left, at the same time 
extend the hip out to the right in such a manner as to counter balance the 
weight ofthe shoulders when inclined to the left. 

N.B. - Carry this action as far as possible without endangering the balance ofthe 
body on the right leg, and without causing actual pain to the muscles ofthe hip. 

4th- Mo.- Keeping arm, head, and torso balances in the same relations to the right leg 
as those attained at end of last motion.- Raise left foot, and place its instep 
upon the back ofthe ankle ofthe right leg. 

[Original Page Break.] 
N.B. - Balance the whole body in this poise as long as possible without pain. 

5th- Mo.- Without disturbing the balance or pose ofthe body on the right leg, carry 
left foot back to its former position on earth. 

6th- Mo.-Maintaining balance of body on right leg, carry arm, head, and shoulders 
up sufficiently to the right and throw the right hip in sufficiently to the 
left, to balance the torso erectly (Sic) on the right leg. 

7th- Mo.- Carry arm, elbow sttaight, hand perfectly relaxed, down to its normal 
position at side. 

8th- Mo.-Carry weight ofthe torso equally to both legs, and balance it in the position 
from which the motions ofthe exercise began. 

2nd - Exer. 
Starting from the same poise as that assumed in the beginning ofthe 1st- Exercise, 

pass the weight ofthe body to the left leg, and repeat upon that the motions given in the 
1st- Exercise for the right side ofthe body. 

3rd- Exer. 
Poise body as at begining (Sic) of 1st- Exercise, with arms pendant behind the 

body and the back of one hand held easily in the palm ofthe other. 
1st- Mo.- Keeping the centte ofthe neck, and instep adjusted upon the same 

perpendicular line from the earth, bend the body evenly from neck to heel, 
out to the right side, the hip, or centte ofthe body leading the action to the 
right as far as possible, without disturbing the adjustment of neck and 
instep on the same perpendicular line.-Simultaneously with this bending of 
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the body to the right, incline the head very slightly, and in its due 
proportion to the same side. 

2nd- Mo.- Keeping the head and torso in the same relative inclination to each other, 
and the torso in the same relative inclination to the right leg, as that 
attained at tend of last motion.- Pass the weight ofthe body completely to 
the right leg, thereby freeing the left leg absolutely from all weight ofthe 
body. 

3rd- Mo.- Pass the weight ofthe body back to its original position upon body legs, 
taking care in so doing to have the initial impulse ofthe action appear first 
at the hip, or centte ofthe body, which in straightening to an erect 
position upon both legs, lifts the shoulders and head precisely as a cork is 
lifted upon the top of a wave of water passing undemeath it. 

4th- Exer. 
The same as the third, with the weight ofthe body upon the left, instead ofthe 

right leg. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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4th - Lesson -

5th - Exer. 
Stand with the weight ofthe body home completely on right foot, in harmonic 

poise, with left leg advanced, and at perfect ease. 
1st- Mo.,- Carry the weight of body obliquely forward, until it is bom equally upon 

both feet. 
N.B. - In making this motion the initial impulse must run obliquely through the 

body from the back ofthe right hip, to the front ofthe left hip. 
2nd- Mo.- Pass the weight ofthe body obliquely forward into harmonic poise upon 

left leg. 
N.B. - In this motion the initial impulse mns obliquely through the body as in 1st-

Motion back-
3rd- Mo.- Pass the weight ofthe body obliquely forward until body is equally poised 

on both legs. 
N.B. - In this motion the initial impulse runs obliquely through the body from the 

front ofthe left hip, to the back ofthe right hip. 
4th- Mo.- Pass the weight of body obliquely backward into the harmonic poise on 

right leg. 
N.B. - In this motion the initial impulse is the same as in 3rd- Motion. 

6th - Exer. 
Same as 5th- Exer., beginning upon left leg, in the harmonic poise, right leg 

advanced. 

EXERCISES IN THE HARMONIC POISE FOR ONENESS. 

The body as seen in profile, has the faculty of being poised over the foot, 
anywhere from heel, to toe, this fact leads us to distinguish 3 distinct poises ofthe body 
as seen in profile. 

1st- The neutral, or normal poise, in which the weight ofthe body is poised over the 
centre ofthe instep, exact between heel, and balls of toes. 

2nd- The Passive, or non-elastic poise, in which the weight ofthe body is poised 
directly over the heel. 

3rd- The Active, or Elastic Poise, in which the weight of body is home directly over 
balls of toes. 

1st- Exer. 
Stand, body erect, weight equally upon both legs, heels close together, toes tumed 

out at angles of 20 degrees from each other, in the passive, or non-elastic poise.-
1st- Mo.- Keeping the body erect and absolutely unbroken at any point, radiate the 

centre of gravity over the foot from the passive to the active poise. 
N.B. - In making this motion forward in the lengths be very careful -
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I st- Not to break the oneness from head to heels. 
2nd- Not to break the oneness of rhythm in action, that is to say, the movement 

forward must be evenly made in one time. 
3rd- Not to break the oneness of direction, that is to say, do not adulterate the motion 

forward by any horizontal motion from side to side. 
[Original Page Break.] 

2 
This exercise is only perfecfly made when h combines simultaneously. Oneness 

of Body, Oneness of Rhythm, and Oneness of Direction.. 
2nd- Mo.- Maintaining the oneness of body preserved in the 1st motion, with equal 

oneness of rhythm, and direction, radiate the centte of gravity directly 
backward from the active, to the passive poise. 

2nd - Exer. 
Stand erect as in 1st- Exer, completely in active poise. 

1st- Mo.- Raise the body upon the toes with perfect oneness of rhythm, and with a 
oneness of direction exactly in the perpendicular. 

2nd- Mo.- Preserving the oneness of body, oneness of rhythm, and oneness of 
direction of 1st- Motion, lower body back to its original position. 
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5th- Lesson -

D E C O M P O S I N G IN G E N E R A L 

The muscles by which the various actions ofthe body - Utilitarian, or Expressive -
are produced, are capable of three forms of activity. - -

1st- Expansion-
2nd- Conttaction-
3rd- Smrender, or relaxation. 
The first two forms imply volitional action on the part ofthe individual, in all 

cases not distinctly abnormal; as in the ttemulous, and convulsive movements incident 
either to disease, or those exttaordinary emotional experiences which tend to intermpt the 
normal command of nervous action in the body by the Being. 

The third form of activity in the muscles, implies quiescence, or cessation of 
volitional influence over the muscles. 

By constantly repeating certain expansive, and conttactive actions ofthe muscles, 
we establish certain habits of motion, good, or evil.- The more pertinacious the repetition 
ofthe expansive, and contractive forms of activity in the muscles, the more profound 
becomes the automatic tendency, or habit that is developed. 

In order to overcome, and speedily escape those vicious forms of motion which 
have become habitual in the body, it is necessary — 

Ist-To cultivate to the utmost the faculty of withdrawing the individual will from the 
muscular tissues, and of relaxing them by a complete surrender of their 
fibres to the influence of some extemal force, absolutely distinct from the 
nervous, or will force ofthe individual Being. 

2nd- To ttain the expansive, and conttactive activity ofthe muscles to automatically 
obey those laws which give harmonious proportions, and intelligent 
distinctions to their activities. 

Decomposing Motions are those whose aim is to increase the faculty of relaxation 
in the muscles, or that complete surrender ofthe body to the Being, which tends to most 
speedily break up, and desttoy old habits of motion, and to most perfectly develope that 
flexibility in the muscular organization, which renders it most susceptible to the influence 
of all shades of emotion, and fits it most completely to perform all the subtlest fimctions 
of expression. 

In applying this form of motion to the physical ttaining ofthe body, we 
commence with those portions ofthe pantomimic organization which are most 
superficial, and gradually pass to the centtal agents of expression: these last being the 
most tenacious in their hold on the old habit, and the most difficult therefore, for the will 
to completely surrender. 

The extemal force which most powerfully assists in the cultivation ofthe faculty 
of relaxation in the muscles, is the force of Gravitation, and in all those portions ofthe 
body that are sufficienfly large to be weighty. Gravitation is the sole force to which they 
are surrendered.- In those portions ofthe body, however, which are small, and devoid of 
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much weight, we are often times obliged - specially in the beginning - to supplement the 
force of gravitation with some other force more individual in its character, and more 
easily adjustable to the muscle, or set of muscles, which we desire to relax. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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The more deeply imbedded the old habit is, the more constricted, and stiff the 
muscle becomes, and the more difficult it is to cultivate its flexibility. 

We commence this species of motion in the body at its exttemities - in the hands -
that is to say, by - -

THE D E C O M P O S I N G M O T I O N S OF THE F I N G E RS 

1st - Exer. 
Completely relaxing left hand from wrist, and completely surrendering its fingers 

to extemal influences -
1st- Taking hold of each fmger of left hand by itself, with the fingers ofthe right 

hand, move and manipulate the joints ofthe surrendered fingers up, and 
down, backwards, and forwards, and from side to side, until the 
consciousness of their complete relaxation has been carried as far as 
possible. 

2nd- Taking the relaxed fingers ofthe left hand altogether freely, by a movement 
backwards, and forwards ofthe right hand. 

N.B. - The relaxation ofthe thumb is developed by separate manipulation, and, as 
it is the most intimately associated with the volitional principle ofthe Being, it is the 
most difficult portion ofthe hand to relax, and to render supple. 

3rd- Folding the hand in toward the arm, at the wrist, and holding it firmly in this 
position, relax thumb, and fingers, and by violently agitating the hand with 
the muscles ofthe arm, shake the relaxed fingers, and thumb, freely from 
all the articulations which join them to the body ofthe hand. 

4th- Thoroughly relaxing the whole hand, form the wrist, so the action ofthe latter, 
as though it were the stock of a ship, fling the relaxed hand, and fingers 
freely down, as though they formed, and were as pliable as, the lash of a 
whip. 

2nd - Exer. 
Relaxing the right hand, and fingers, repeat upon it, and with it, the actions 

designated in the 1st- Exer., for the left hand. 

DECOMPOSING MOTIONS OF THE WRISTS 
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1 st - Exer. 
Surrendering left hand completely at wrist, and taking hold ofthe left forearm 

with the right hand, shake the left hand freely, by the action ofthe right hand in the 
following ways — 

1 st- With left hand hanging from wrist, palm down, shake it freely up, and down. 
2nd- With left hand hanging from wrist, palm up, shake hand freely up and down. 
3rd- With left hand hanging with the rim down, the palm perpendicular with the 

earth, shake it freely, up, and down. 
2nd- Exer. 

Repeat the actions designated in the 1st- Exer., for the left hand, with the right 
hand. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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3rd - Exer. 
1st- Raise left arm, elbow straight, hand completely relaxed at wrist, palm down, 

until wrist on a level with the shoulder.- Withdrawing all volition from the 
muscles and tendons ofthe wrist, and keeping elbows sttaight, shake hand 
freely up and down by the action ofthe muscles ofthe shoulder alone. 

N.B. - While making the movement up and down of the arm, carry it at the same 
time, horizontally forward until the hand is directly in front of median line of body. 

2nd- Raise the arm, elbow sttaight, hand completely relaxed at wrist, palm up, until 
wrist is on a level with the shoulder, then shake the hand with the muscles 
ofthe shoulder, as designated in the first action of this exercise. 

3rd- Raise arm, elbow sttaight, hand relaxed, rim down, out at side, until wrist is on a 
level with the shoulder then shake the hand as before designated in the first 
action ofthe exercise. 

4th - Exer. 
Repeat with right arm, and hand, the actions designated in 1st.- Exercise for left 

arm, and hand. 
5th - Exer. 

Repeat with both arms, and hands, simultaneously, the actions designated in the 
1st- Exer., for left arm, and hand. 

D E C O M P O S I N G M O T I O N S OF A N K L E S . 
1st - Exer. 

Sit with back firmly braced, and lift left leg, knee sttaight, foot completely relaxed at 
ankle, sufficiently high from the ground to clear the relaxed foot from it. 

1st- withdrawing all volition from the muscles, and tendons ofthe ankle, shake the 
relaxed foot up, and down, by the action ofthe muscles ofthe upper leg 
only. 

2nd- Withdrawing volition from the muscles, as in 1 st- motion, shake relaxed foot 
freely from side to side, by the action ofthe muscles ofthe upper leg only. 
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2nd - Exer. 

Sitting as in 1st- Exercise, repeat with right leg the actions and motions 
designated in 1st- Exer. for left leg. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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6th- Lesson. 

PREPARATORY ACTIONS FOR WALK. 

That portion ofthe organization which nature has provided to bear and carry the 
body, and which we use in walking, consists ofthe legs - which most perfectly 
accomplish the work they have to do when they cause least intermption to the repose of 
the Torso, the Arms, and the Head. 

The faults that most prevail in walking are as follows -
1st - Horizontal Swaying - or wagging ofthe body - caused by the viciousness ofthe 

poise, or bearing ofthe body when standing. 
2nd - Twisting - or sidelong walk - caused by muscular constriction in the hips. 
3rd - Waddling - caused by indirect, horizontal development (Sic) in the line of 

action when walking. 
4th - Mincing - or dancing walk; caused by the agitation ofthe elastic poise when 

walking. 
5th - Jerky Walk - caused by swaying backwards and forwards ofthe torso when 

walking. 
These are the principle, or typical defects which prevail in the walking of men and 

women in general. 
In order to preserve the serenity ofthe torso while walking, it is necessary to make 

free and flexible the hip joints, and to ttain the legs to move backwards and forwards 
upon one line only in the lengths. The fiirther the mechanical capacity ofthe legs can be 
developed, the greater will be the ease, precision, and certainty with which they will bear 
the rest ofthe body without infringing upon its repose. 

The following exercises aim to so ttain the action ofthe legs, as to enable them to 
maintain the most harmonious poise with the most perfect repose ofthe body. 

1st- Ex. 

Stand in harmonic Poise, right leg, with the left leg completely relaxed, directly at 
the side ofthe left leg. 

1 st- Mo.- Keeping the toe ofthe left leg to the ground, sttaighten the left leg by 
extending it directly, and exactly out in front ofthe median line ofthe 
body. 

N.B. - If this motion is properly made, the knee will be sttaight, and the foot 
unfolded from the leg at the ankle, as to form a parallel line in continuance ofthe sttaight 
line ofthe leg, heel lifted, and toe to the ground. 

2nd - Mo.- Keepmg the whole leg sttaight as at end of 1st. Mo., lift it from the hip 
directly out and up in front ofthe Median Line ofthe body as far as 
possible without pain to its tendons. 

3rd - Mo.- Keeping leg sttaight, retum it to its position as at end of 1st. Mo. 
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4th - Mo.- Gradually relaxing the muscles ofthe left leg, retum it to its position at 
the beginning ofthe 1st. Motion. 

5th - Mo.- Keeping toe to ground extend left leg direcfly out behind Median Line of 
the body, until the foot is fully unfolded from the leg, knee sttaight, heel 
lifted, and toe to ground. 

6th- Mo.-Keeping whole leg straight, as atend of 5th-Mo., raise it directly out and up 
behind the Median line of body , as far as possible without pain to its 
tendons. 

[Original Page Break.] 

7tii- Mo.-
8th- Mo.-

9tii- Mo.-

10-Mo.-

11 - Mo.-
12-Mo.-

13-Mo.-

14-Mo.-
possible 

l5t-Mo.-
16tiiMo. 

Keeping leg sttaight, retum it to its position at end ofthe 5th Mo. 
Gradually relax the muscles of left leg, & retum it to its point of departure 
for 5th- Mo. 
Keeping toes to ground, extend left leg directly out at left side until the 
foot is completely unfolded from the leg, knee straight, and heel lifted. 
Keeping leg straight as at end of 9th- Mo. lift whole from hip, directly up 
& put at left side as far as possible without pain to tendons of leg. 
Keeping whole leg sttaight, retum it to its position at end of 9th- Mo. 
Gradually relax muscles of leg, and retum it to its point of departure for 
9tii-Mo. 
Keeping toe to ground extend leg m front of but close to the right leg, as 
far to left side as possible, with knee straight, foot fully unfolded from leg, 

and heel lifted. 
Keeping whole leg sttaight, carry it up & out at right side as far as 

without bending knee, or causing positive pain to its tendons. 
Keeping whole leg sttaight, retum it to its position at end of 13th Mo. 

• Gradually relaxing the muscles ofthe leg, retum it to its point of 
departure for 13th- Mo. 

2nd - Ex. 
Stand harmonic Poise, left leg, right leg completely relaxed & close to side of left 

leg, repeat with right leg the motions designated in 1st- Ex., for left leg. 

3rd - Ex. 
Stand as in 1st- Exercise. 

1st- Mo.- Keeping left leg well relaxed & supple, fling it out at left side from hip & 
let it fall in a semicfrcle in front of, & to right side of, the body, in such 
manner as to bring toe of left foot out at right side of right foot, knee bent, 
& wound about knee of right leg. 

2nd- Mo.- Keeping leg relaxed as before, fling it as high, up & out at right side, as 
possible, & let it fall in a complete circle about rightleg insuch a manner as 
to bring the toe of left foot slighfly behind but far out to right side of right 
foot, knee bent, & calf of left leg close behind calf of right leg. 
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3rd- Mo.- Keeping leg relaxed, fling it up & out behind, from the hip & let it fall in a 
complete circle about right leg, to its position at end of 1st- Mo. 

N.B. - Repeat 2nd- & 3rd- Mos. one after the other until right leg is fatigued with 
weight of body, then pass to -

4tii - Ex. 
Stand as in 2nd- Ex., and repeat with right leg the motions designated in 3rd- Ex., 

for left leg. 

SPECIAL NOTE 
The value & efficacy ofthe exercises will depend upon the extent to which the 

Harmonic Poise will be retained upon leg bearing the weight ofthe body, without 
disturbing its serenity or repose. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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7th—Lesson 
HARMONIC EXPANSION OF THE HAND. -

All the power ofthe hand grows out ofthe faculty which exists between its thumb 
and its fingers, of folding upon and unfolding from the palm in opposition to each other. 

The fingers unfold outwardly, and fold inwardly upon the palm.- The thumb in its 
folding, and unfolding plays across the palm from side to side.- it is because of this 
mechanical capacity that the thumb and fingers by their co-operative actin, acquire the 
skill to perform a great variety of useful functions. 

If it were not for the faculty of opposition between the thumb and fingers, the 
hand would be a very useless, and impotent member, and it is only insofar as this faculty 
of opposition is emphasized in the expressive action ofthe hand that they are either 
beautiful, or potent in their form. 

The ends ofthe fingers can all play upon the end ofthe thumb in opposition to it, 
but they are incapable ofthe action upon each other;- in short, the thumb bears the same 
relation to the fingers ofthe hand, that the head bears to the limbs ofthe body, the action 
of each finger in tum is intelligent only insofar as each in tum co-operates with, and is 
dominated by, the thumb. 

The exercises for the development (Sic) of an instinctively potent, or harmonious 
expansion ofthe hand, is given for the establishment of an habitual maintenance of 
opposition between the thumb, and the fingers, during all its expressive actions. 

EXERCISE. 
Place the ends ofthe two middle fingers on each side ofthe centte ofthe end of 

the thumb, lay the sides ofthe ends ofthe index, and little fingers alongside ofthe middle 
fingers, and close to the sides ofthe thumb. 

1st.- Keeping the muscular texture ofthe hand as supple as possible, slowly expand 
the thumb and fingers from their common place of meeting, in opposite 
directions from each other, maintaining throughout the whole expansion 
and equal length of evolution from each other, between the index fingers 
and the thumb. 

Carry this expansion as far as the mechanical capacity ofthe hand will permit. 
2nd- Mo.- Conttact thumb and fingers back to their starting point at the beginning of 

the 1st- Mo., thus moving their ends inward toward each other in exact 
opposition.- Observing the same equality of distance between little, and 
index fingers, and thumb in making this involutive action ofthe hand, that 
was observed in making the evolutive action described for 1st- Motion. 

N.B. - Repeat these two motions one after the other, with each hand, and then 
with both hands together, as often as possible without painful fatigue. 

EXPRESSIONS OF THE HAND. 
ATTITUDES. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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There are two species of attitudes -
1 st- Simple Attitudes- or those produced by the folding, or unfolding of any agent of 

expression to, or from its individual centre, under the influence of various 
conditions ofthe Being. 

2nd- Gesture Attitudes - or those resulting at the end of a gesture, and maintained 
according to the duration ofthe emotions, prompting the gesture that 
produce them. 

SIMPLE ATTITUDES OF THE HAND. 
All the simple attitudes ofthe hand are formed by different manners of folding, 

and unfolding the thumb, and fingers upon, or from the palm. 
The limbs, as we have already seen, have a peculiar relation to the vital principle 

ofthe Being, manifesting most clearly the sensitive, or energetic conditions, or emotions 
ofthe same. 

The two opposite poles ofthe vital principle, each of which completes the other, 
is as follows — 

1st- The sensitive pole - by virtue of which we feel. 
2nd - The pole of Force, or Energy - By virtue of which we move. 

Each of these poles tends to excite the other.- Sensation tends to arouse enrage, 
and excite motion, just as energy or motion tends to excite sensation.- In fact, these are 
inseparable elements of consciousness. 

These two poles bear a special relationship to the limbs.- In the arms and hands, 
the element of sensibility predominates over force in expression. 

In the legs and feet, the element of force predominates over sensibility in 
expression.- In the hands therefore, appear various states and degrees of sensibility. 

Ist-Att'de. 
Act.- Hand normal. 
Ex. - Sensibility in repose, or indifference. 

Act. 
Ex.-

2nd - Att'de 
Thumb and fingers slightly expanded. 
Sensibility in gentle animation, appropriate to passions of a gentle or 

tender order. 

3rd - Att'de. 
Act.- Fingers fully expanded close together, thumb well expanded in opposition. 
Ex.- Sensibility in eamestness. 

Act. 
Ex.-

4tii - Att'de 
Thumb and fingers fully expanded from the palm, and each other. 
Sensibility in explosion, or vehemence. 
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5tii - Att'de. 
Act. Thumb and fingers fully expanded from each other, with a tendency of 

contracting at their ends. 
Ex. - Sensibility in avidity, or antagonism, appropriate to passions of a 

vehemently aggressive order. 
[Original Page Break.] 

6th - Att'de. 
Act.- Fingers completely relaxed, thumb relaxed, and falling into palm of hand. 
Ex. - Sensibility in prosttation, insensibility, or death. 

Act 

Ex. 

7th - Att'de. 
Fingers gently folded upon palm, the end ofthe thumb laid over the rim of 

the index finger. 
Sensibility in calm, or unforced concentration, and command - appropriate 

to passions of a dignified, weighty, or authoritative order. 

8tii - Att'de. 
Act. - Fingers firmly conttacted into palm, thumb conttacted, and laid over the 

middle bones ofthe 1st- and 2nd- fingers. 
Ex. - Sensibility in forced, or intense concenttation.- Appropriate to passions of 

a suppressed, or resolute order. 

9tii - Att'de. 
Act. - Thumb and fingers contracted to the centre ofthe palm, with a tendency of 

expansion from each other. 
Ex. - Sensibility in convulsion, or agony. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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8th- Lesson. 

EXPRESSIONS OF THE FEET WITH HARMONIC POISE 

The expressions ofthe feet are produced by the different ways in which they 
cooperate in supporting, or bearing the weight ofthe body. 

The weight ofthe body may be home — 
1st- Equally upon both feet - in which case, the legs are called sttong. 
2nd - Wholly upon one foot - in which case the leg bearing the weight ofthe body is 

called sttong - as the leg that is not cooperating in bearing the weight ofthe body 
is called free. 
In describing the expressive actions ofthe feet it is necessary to use the terms free, 

and sttong leg. 
By the actions ofthe feet the various conditions, and the tendencies ofthe vital 

force, or energy ofthe Being, are revealed. 
The natural law governing the expressive phenomena ofthe feet, is as follows — 

Conscious sttength, or Fullness of Force, assumes weak attimdes - conscious 
weakness, or Feebleness of Force, assumes sttong attitudes. 

That is to say, the less the capacity ofthe force ofthe Being to pervade, and 
command the organization ofthe body, the more the individual resorts to the mere cosmic 
strength ofthe body itself, to sustain & support its attitudes. 

With this general understanding ofthe relations between the principles ofthe 
Being, and that portion ofthe body which we call the feet, we can more readily 
comprehend the relative meaning of their action, or expression, which are as follows — 

Ist-Att'de. 
Act - Both legs sttong, feet close together 
Ex. - (Natural) Force in feebleness as in infancy, old age, and illness 

Expression conventional - Respect 
In nature all feebleness implies inferiority, the assumption of that attitude ofthe 

feet naturally expressive of feebleness is made conventionally as a sign of social 
inferiority as an expression, or rather indication of, respect.- When this is done this 
natural attitude becomes an artificial one, and constitutes what may justly be called a 
pantomimic compliment. 

The expression of feebleness by this action in its natural form is increased 
according to the degree in which the knee is bent. 

In the conventional use of this attitude the knees should be kept as sttaight as the 
natural sttength ofthe individual will permit. 

Naturally this attitude is capable of manifesting infinite modulation of degrees of 
weakness;- Conventionally it is the appropriate attitude of attention ofthe inferior before 
a superior, ofthe servant before his master, or a soldier before his commander, or ofthe 
gentleman in ceremonious salutation. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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2nd - Att'de. 

Act. - Both legs strong, feet wide apart. 
Ex. - Force in fatigue. 

N.B. - This is the attitude in which we take our ease.- It is permissible for us to 
take our ease only under the following circumstances. 

1 st- When we are alone by ourselves 
When in the presence of our inferior. 
When in the presence of an intimate or familiar friend. 
When this attitude is assumed - -
In the presence of a stranger, or of one with whom we should be on terms 

of ceremony, it manifests vulgarity. 
In the presence of our superior it manifests insolence. 

2nd-
3rd-

1st-

2nd-

As a natural attitude it is appropriate to the expression of fatigue of mind 
or body, also of sudden vertigo, or a state of intoxication. 

3rd - Att'de. 

Act- Both legs sttong, one foot in advance ofthe other. 
Ex.- Force in hesitation, appropriate to emotions, or passion of a vacillating 

order, or those implying an undetermined action. 

4tii - Att'de. 

Act. - Sttong leg behind, knee sttaight, free leg in front, knee bent and at perfect 

ease. 
Ex. - Fullness of force in passive repose. 

N.B. - In the energy ofthe free leg in this attitude, there is implied a passional 
excitation which is stmggling with, and antagonistic to, the rational principle-
dominating it, and maintaining the passive form of expression in the feet. 

This attitude is appropriate to passions of an irritated or defiant order. 

6tii - Att'de. 

Act. - Sttong leg behind, knee bent, free leg in front, knee sttaight, and full of 
energy. 

Ex. - Force in prosttation, or recoil, appropriate to passions of a despondent, or 
timid order. 
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7tii - Att'de. 

Act. - Sttong leg in front, knee sttaight, free leg behind, knee bent, and at perfect 
ease. 

Ex. - Fullness of force in active repose, or gentle animation appropriate to 
passions of a gentle or tender order. 

8tii - Att'de. 

Act. - Sttong leg in front, knee bent, free leg behind, knee sttaight, and fiill of 
energy. 

Ex. - Force in explosion appropriate to passions of a vehement or frantic order. 

9th - Att'de. 

Act. - Sttong leg in front, knee sttaight, free leg slightly behind, but extended out 
at the side ofthe sttong leg. 

Ex. - Force in suspense, or ttansition, appropriate to passions of an uncertain, or 
expectant order. 

N.B. - In the 4th - Attitude passion accumulates, in the 8th - attitude, passion 
explodes, and having exploded, its natural tendency is to react into prosttation expressed 
by tiie 6th- Attitude. 
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9th Lesson -

In decomposing, or relaxing the muscles ofthe neck, the head ceases to be erect, 
and becomes suspended, over some portion ofthe body. While thus suspended, the head 
is supported by the relaxed tissues ofthe muscles ofthe neck. As the head is a weighty 
member ofthe body, there arises a danger in practicing the exercises for the relaxation of 
the muscles ofthe neck, which does not exist in those exercises associated with light 
portions ofthe body. 

When the will is withdrawn from the tissues of a muscle any sudden application 
of force to the relaxed muscle is liable to mpture the membrane of its fibres, and thereby 
to make the muscles sore, and to lead to the ultimate adhesion ofthe fibres ofthe 
muscles, thus limiting its capacity for activity and permanently injuring both its 
utilitarian, and expressive functions. 

In order to avoid the possibly ofthe injuries above indicated, it is necessary to 
make the relaxation ofthe muscles ofthe neck as gradual, or slow as possible. 

With this understanding, the student can safely proceed to the practice ofthe 
following exercises. 

1st- Exer. 

Sit in chair affording firm support for the back. 
1st- Mo. Slowly relax the muscles ofthe front ofthe neck connecting the head with 

the chest, and suspend the head backward as far as possible without 
peiinful tension to the tendons ofthe relaxed muscles. 

N.B. - When the relaxation of these muscles is complete the fibres connecting the 
muscles with the bones ofthe chest will be distinctly felt. 

Having thoroughly relaxed these muscles, suspend the weight ofthe head to them, 
until the tension upon their tissues commences to be painful. 

2nd - Exer. 
Sit in chair - Torso erect, but inclined slightly forward 

1st. Mo.- Slowly relax the muscles at the back ofthe neck in such a manner as to 
suspend the head over, and down upon, the chest. 

2nd - Mo.- Having thoroughly relaxed the muscles suspending the head over the 
chest, slowly incline the torso forward until the weight ofthe head is felt 
distinctly at the root of those tissues of those muscles ofthe neck which 
connect the head with the back ofthe body. 

N. B. - Carry these motions as far as possible without pain to the muscular tissue. 

3rd - Exer. 
Sit, body erect, but inclined to the left side. 

1st- Mo.- slowly relax the muscles ofthe neck connecting the right side ofthe head 
with the right shoulder, and suspend the head over upon the left shoulder. 
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2nd- mo.- Having thoroughly relaxed the muscles above described, lean torso well 
over to left side until the tension ofthe weight ofthe head is fiilly felt at 
the roots of muscles of neck at right shoulder. 

[Original Page Break.] 

N.B.- Observe the same precautions in making these motions as in making those 
ofthe other exercises. 

4th - Exer. 
Sit with torso erect, and inclined to the right, and repeat for the relaxation ofthe 

muscles ofthe left side ofthe neck, the motions described in the 3rd- exercise for the 
relaxation ofthe muscles ofthe right side. 

5th - Exer. 
Sit upon a stool, body erect, and inclined forward.- Repeat the motions ofthe 2nd-

Exercise.- Then keeping all the muscles ofthe neck thoroughly relaxed, slowh 
revolve the whole torso from the waist, in a circle, in such a manner as to bring the 
weight ofthe head to bear upon the tissue of each muscle ofthe neck, one after the other 
all the way around. 

N.B.- The actions ofthe head which give it expression are all dependent for the 
precision of their distinction, or for power in their expression, upon the flexibility of all 
muscles ofthe neck.- The grave and nobility ofthe bearing ofthe head, as well as its 
expressiveness, will be in proportion to the suppleness which the persevering practice of 
these exercises will be sure to bestow. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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10th, Lesson. 

DECOMPOSING MOTIONS OF THE SHOULDERS. 

As the muscles ofthe shoulders are in habitual use, they are consequently 
exceedingly susceptible to the influence of nervous force, and thefr automatic tendency to 
move is largely developed, for this reason, they are very liable to be stiff, and constricted, 
and in practicing the following exercises, care must be taken by the student not to deceive 
himself by moving the arms with those muscles, instead of causing the motion ofthe 
arms by the pivotal action ofthe body. 

1 st - Exer. 
Stand 1st- Att'de, feet close together, body erect. 

1st- Mo.- Raise arms, elbows sttaight, hands pendant -up and out at sides until wrists 
are on a level with the top of the head. 

2nd- Mo.- Keeping the wrists at same point in space as that attained at end of last 
motion, unfold the hand as far as possible, from the arms upward. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping wrist as before, let hands hall, completely relaxed, at wrists. 
4th- Mo.- Completely relax the muscles sustaining the arms at the shoulders, and let 

the arms fall lifelessly (Sic) at the sides. 
5th- Mo.- Keeping the muscles ofthe shoulders and arms completely relaxed, and 

the body perfectly erect, pivot the body from the ankles, suddenly at 
the right, thus flinging the arms lifelessly (Sic) out to the right, 
letting them fall as directed by their own weight, & not by any 
muscular action connected with the arms themselves. 

6th- Mo.- Pivot the body suddenly from the ankle, to the left, as far as possible, thus 
flinging the arms, completely relaxed, and lifeless, out at the left side, and 
letting them fall naturally of their own weight, without any direction from 
muscular action connected with them. 

N.B. - Repeat the 5th- and 6th- motions one after the other, taking care that the 
arms are not moved by their muscles but by impelling impetus only ofthe pivotal action 
of the body. 

DECOMPOSING MOTIONS OF THE HIPS. 

The remarks concerning the susceptibility to nervous force ofthe muscles ofthe 
shoulders apply with even more force to those ofthe hips, and the same precautions 
recommended for the practice ofthe decomposing motions ofthe shoulders apply to the 
following exercises. — 
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1st. - Exer. 
Stand in the Harmonic poise ofthe left leg, at the edge of a platform, or stool, in 

such a manner as to permit the right leg to hang down at the side ofthe left leg, without 
touching the floor. 

[Original Page Break.] 
1 

1st- Mo.- Raise the right leg, knee straight, foot pendant at ankle, up and out at side, 
as far as possible, directly from hip. 

2nd- Mo..- Thoroughly relax the muscles which sustain the leg at the hip, and let the 
leg fall lifelessly (Sic) and rebound naturally at the side. 

N.B. - In order to avoid all danger of injury to the foot, or ankle ofthe right leg, it 
is well to place a padding of some kind upon the side ofthe platform or stool upon which 
the student stands. 

2nd - Exer. 
The same at first Exercise, standing on right leg, and repeating the motions 

designated in 1 st- Exercise, for the right leg with the left leg. 

3rd - Exer. 
Stand as in 1st- Exercise. 

1st- Mo.- Raise right leg, knee sttaight, and foot pendant at ankle, directly out, and 
up in front of body, as far as possible. 

2nd- Mo..- Relax all the muscles supporting the leg from the hip, completely, and let 
the leg swing, and undulate at the side, backwards, and forwards, entirely by force of its 
own weight, and not by force of its own muscles. 

4th - Exer. 
Stand on right leg as designated in 1st- Exer., for left leg, and repeat with left leg, 

the motions designate in 3rd- Exercise for right leg. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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11th- Lesson. 
G E S T U R E S OF THE H A N D S 

The gestures ofthe hand are all produced by its various actions at the wrist.- In 
order to describe the various gestures, and the different ways in which they unfold, it is 
necessary to become familiar with the following relations ofthe hand to the arm, and to 
the earth. 

Relations ofthe Hand to the Earth. — 
1 st- WITH EARTH The rim ofthe hand toward the earth, either with the thumb 

up,or down - the palm ofthe hand in either case being at right angles with the earth. 
2nd- TO EARTH - The hand is To Earth when the palm ofthe hand or the ends of 

the fmgers tend toward it. 
3rd- FROM EARTH - The hand is From Earth when the palm ofthe ofthe hand, or 

the ends ofthe fingers tend upward, or from the earth. 

Relations ofthe hand to the Arm. — 
1 st- WITH ARM - the hand is With Arm when it is neither folded to, nor unfolded 

from, but parallel with the arm. 
2nd- TO ARM.- The hand is To Arm when it is folded up toward the forearm. 
3rd- FROM ARM - The hand is From Arm when it is unfolded from the forearm. 

The combination of these simple relations ofthe hand to the arm, and earth, give 
us the following — 

COMPLEX ACTIONS OF THE HAND AT THE WRIST. -
With Arm - with earth. 
With Arm - to earth. 
With Arm - from earth. 

1st-
2nd-
3rd-
4tii-
5tii-
6tii-
7tii-
8tii-
9tii-

To Arm - with earth. 
To Arm - to earth. 
To Arm - from earth. 
From Arm - with earth. 
From Arm - to earth. 
From Arm - from earth. 

Familiarity with these few actions ofthe hand at the wrist enables the student to 
acqmre with great facility the knowledge of all the gestures ofthe hand, and the skill to 
make the significant motions which they imply, with that ease and precision with is 
essential to grace. 

The hand has three distinct sides, each of which performs a different function in 
the modification of its expressions -

1st- The Rim ofthe Hand - or that portion which lies between the palm and the 
back.- This side is indicative, or infinitive. 

2nd- The Palm ofthe Hand - which is revelatory, or demonstrative in its nature. 
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3rd.- The Back ofthe Hand - which is mystic, or secretive in its nature. 
When the rim predominates the expression is definitive. 
When the palm predominates the expression is open, or yielding. 
When the back predominates the expression is secretive, or suppressive in its 

nature. 
[Original Page Break.] 

EXPRESSIONS OF THE HAND - GESTURES. 

GESTURES OF ATTENTION. 
1st-

Ex. - Simple definite attention. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, rises and becomes suspended - with 

arm, with earth. 
N.B. - In proportion to the altitude ofthe suspension ofthe hand in this attitude, 

will be the vivacity ofthe attention or degree of interest manifested by the action. 
2nd-

Ex. - Simple suspensive (Sic) attention. 
Act. - Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises to - with arm, to earth. 

3rd-
Ex. - Simple demonsttative attention. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth pivots to - from arm, to earth. 

4th-
Ex. - Suspensive (Sic) demonsttative attention. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots to - from arm, to earth, and rises -

from arm, with earth. 
5th-

Ex.- Demonstrative suspensive (Sic) attention. 
Act- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises to - with arm, to earth, and pivots - from 

arm, with earth. 
6tii-

Ex. - Vehement demonsttative attention. 
Act- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises to - from arm, from earth. 

7th-
Ex. - Suspensive (Sic), mystic, secretive, or reticent attention. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises to - to arm, with earth. 

APPREHENSIVE ATTENTIONS. 

By apprehensions we mean those forms of timidity or fear which the subject may 
have concerning itself 

All apprehensive gestures imply a radiation ofthe hand, first towards the object 
exciting, or causing the fear. 
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1st-
Ex. - Simple, definite apprehensive attention. 
Act- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, rises - with arm, with earth, toward 

object, and then passes to - to arm, with earth. 

2nd-
Ex. - Suspensive (Sic) apprehensive attention. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises toward object to - with arm, to earth,and 

then tums the rims ofthe hand in this attitude toward the subject 
[Original Page Break.] 

3 
3rd-

Ex. - Demonsttative apprehensive attention. 
Act- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises toward object to - from arm, from earth, 

and then tums rim of hand in this attitude toward subject. 

INDICATIONS -
1st-OF SUBJECT 

GESTURES OF INTENTION 

1st 
Ex. - Humble self indication. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots to-with arm, from earth, & rises-to 

arm, from earth. 

2nd-
Ex. - Exaltive self indication. 
Act. - Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots, and rises obliquely toward subject 

into attitude of- with arm, from earth, rim in. 

3rd-
Ex. - Simple equable self indication. 
Act. - Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, rises to - to arm, with earth. 

4tii-
Ex. - Exaltive mystic self indication. 
Act. - Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots up to - to arm, from earth. 

5tii-
Ex. - Humble, resigned or surrendering, mystic self indication. 
Act- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivot to - from arm, to earth, rises to - to 

arm, from earth, jmd pivots down to - to arm, to earth. 
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2nd- OF OBJECT-
1st 

EX. - Simple definite indication of object. 
Act.- hand pendant - with arm, with earth, rises toward object - with arm, with earth. 

2nd-
Ex. - Emphatic indication of object. 
Act- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, (rises to from arm with earth) is lowered 

down toward object - with arm, with earth. 
3rd-

Ex. - Simple exaltive, or courteous indication of object. 
Act,- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots - from arm, to earth, toward 

object, and rises to - with arm, from earth. 
4th-

Ex. - Submissive, or humble indication of object. 
Act- Hand pendant - to earth, pivots to - to arm, from earth, and passes toward 

object to - with arm, from earth. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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5tii-

Ex. - Pattonizing indication of object. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises toward object to - with arm, to earth. 

6tii.-
Ex. - Dominating, commanding, or authoritative indication of object. 
Act.- Hand pendant-to arm, to earth, rises toward object to-from arm, from earth, 

and passes toward object to - with arm, to earth. 

7tii-
Ex. - Imperative or tyraimous indication of object. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises toward object to - to arm, to earth. 

APPELLATIONS 
OF OBJECT 

1st-
Ex. - Suspensive (Sic), mystic, or ominous appellation. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, goes out to object-with arm, with earth & 

passes to - to arm, with earth. 
2nd-

Ex. - Open, courteous, or humble appellation. 
Act.- hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots toward object to - with arm, from 

earth, and rises - to arm, from earth. 
3rd-

Ex. - Imperative, or tyraimous appellation. 
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Act- Hand pendant-to arm, to earth, rises toward object to-from arm, from earth, 
and passes to - to arm, to earth. 

4th-
Ex. - Secretive appellation. 
Act- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots to - from arm, to earth, rises 

toward object - from arm, with earth, and passes to - to arm, with 
earth. 

N.B. - This action is always made in the oblique, and implies two objects upon 
opposite sides ofthe subject, one of which receives the attention ofthe eye, the other of 
the hand ofthe subject. 

5tii-
Ex. - Appellation of attention. 
Act- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, goes toward object and is lifted well back 

toward subject - with arm, with earth. 

ASSERTIONS 
1st 

Ex. - Definite assertion. 
Act- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, is lifted -with arm, with earth. 

2nd-
Ex. - Demonsttative assertion. 
Ac- Hand pen.- to arm, to earth, rises to, from arm, from earth. 
[Original Page Break.] 

3rd-
Ex. - Mystic assertion. 
Act- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots to - to arm, from earth. 

4tii-
Ex. - Open, sincere assertion. 
Act.- Hand pendant - from arm, to earth, pivots to - from arm, from earth. 

AFFIRMATIONS -
1st 

Ex. - Definite affirmation. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, is first lifted then lowered with earth. 

2nd-
Ex. - Protective affirmation. 
Act- Hand pendant-to arm, to earth, rises to-from arm, from earth, and passes to-

with arm, to earth. 
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3rd-
Ex. - Supportive affirmation. 
Act.- Hand pendant- with arm, with earth, pivots to - from arm, to earth, rises to - to 

arm, from earth, and passes to - with arm from earth. 
4tii-

Ex. - Mystic affirmation. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots to - from arm, to earth, rises to - to 

arm, from earth, and passes to - with arm, from earth. 
5th-

Ex.- Open, sincere affirmation. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots to - from arm, to earth, pivots to -

from arm, from earth, then pivots - from arm, to earth. 
6th-

Ex. - Imperative affirmation. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises to - from arm, from earth, and passes to-

to arm, to earth. 
7th-

Ex. - Resigned affirmation. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots to - to arm, from earth, and passes -

from arm, to earth. 
N.B. - In all assertive gestures, the upward movement is emphasized.- In all 

affirmative gestures, the downward movement is emphasized. 

NEGATIONS 
1st 

Ex. - Simple suspensive (Sic) negation. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises inward - with arm. to earth, and passes 

outward - with arm, to earth. 

2nd 
Ex. - Demonsttative negation. 
[Original Page Break.] 

Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises inward - from arm, from earth, pivots to-
from arm, with earth. 

3rd-
Ex. - Imperative negation. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots - to arm, with earth, thumb up, then 

pivots - to arm, with earth, thumb down. 

N.B. - In all gestures of negation, the movement outward is emphasized. 
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ACCEPTATIONS. 
1st 

Ex. - Simple acceptation as an equal. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, rises to - from arm, with earth, and 

passes suspended to - with arm, with earth. 
2nd-

Ex. - Courteous or humble acceptation, as an inferior. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots to - from arm, to earth, & rises to 

with arm, from earth. 
3rd-

Ex. - Authoritative acceptation as a superior 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, passes - from arm, with earth, rises to -

from earth, and passes to - with arm, to earth. 
REJECTIONS 

1st-
Ex. - Objective rejection. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots to - to arm, with earth, pivots back to -

to arm, to earth, and passes directly to - from arm, from earth. 
2nd-

Ex. - Subjective rejection. 
Act - Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots to - to arm, with earth, and then piv ots 

to - with arm, with earth, thumb down. 
3rd-

Ex. - Tyrannous, haughty, or contemptuous rejection. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots inward - with arm, from earth, then 

pivots downward outward to - with arm, to earth. 
N.B. - In all gestures of rejection, or acceptation, the final motions are sttongly 

emphasized. 

INCLUSIONS -
1st-

Ex. - Simple inclusion - as an equal. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, passes toward object to - from arm, with 

earth, then passes suspended to - with arm, with earth. 

2nd 
[Original Page Break.] 
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Ex. 
Act 

Ex. 
Act. 

2nd-
Pattonizing inclusion - as a superior. 
Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises outward toward object to - with arm, to 

earth, and passes inward toward subject - with arm, to earth. 
3rd-

Courteous inclusion - as an inferior. 
Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots to - from arm to earth, rises 

outward toward object to - with arm, from earth, and passes inward 
toward subject - with arm, from earth. 

EXCLUSIONS 
1st 

Ex. - Simple exclusion - as an equal. 
Act- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots to - to arm, with earth, passes out 

toward object to - suspended with arm, with earth. 
2nd-

Ex. - Authoritative exclusion- as a superior. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises inward to - with arm, to earth, passing 

outward toward object to exactly - with arm, to earth. 
3rd-

Ex. - Courteous exclusion - as an inferior. 
Act- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots - to arm, with earth, then pivots toward 

object to - with arm, from earth. 
N.B. - In all gestures of inclusion, or exclusion, the motion toward the object 

should be emphasized. 

Resignations -
1st 

Ex. - Simple resignation. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots to - from arm, to earth. 

2nd-
Ex. - Empathic, or submissive resignation - as an inferior. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots - to arm, from earth, & passes to -

from arm, to earth. 
3rd-

Ex. - Haughty resignation - as a superior 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises - from arm, from earth, and falls pendant 

to arm, to earth. 

COMPREHENSIONS, OR POSSESSIONS -
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1st-
Ex. - Simple comprehension, or possession - as an equal. 
Act- hand pendant - with arm, with earth, passes - from arm, with earth, then -to 

arm, with earth. 
2nd-

Ex. - Haughty, or imperative comprehension, or possession - as a superior. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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Act.- Hand pendant - from arm, with earth, and peisses to - to arm, to earth, rises -

from arm, from earth, and passes - to arm, to earth. 
3rd-

Ex. - Courteous comprehension, or possession - as an inferior. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots - from arm, to earth, and rises - to 

arm, from earth. 
N.B. - In all gestures of comprehension, or possession, the hand expands with the 

first motion, and contracts with the last. 

DISTRIBUTIONS 
1st 

Ex. - Simple distribution as an equal. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots - to arm, with earth, and passes to -

from arm, with earth. 
2nd-

Ex. - Authoritative distribution - as a superior. 
Act- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises inward - with arm, to earth, passes 

outward - with arm, to earth. 
3rd-

Ex. - Courteous distribution as an inferior. 
Act.- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, rises to - to arm, with earth, and pivots 

outward - with arm, from earth. 
4th-

Ex. - Demonsttative disttibution. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises inward - from arm, from earth, and 

passes outward - from arm, with earth. 
5th-

Ex. - Resigned, or submissive distribution. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, rises - to arm, with earth, & pivots outward -

from arm, to earth. 
N.B. - In all distributions the hand conttacts with 1st outward Mo. and expands with 

2nd outward motion. In all gestures of distribution the action can be sustained, when the 
situation demands it, by continuing the motion from side to side. The last motion should 
be emphasized. 
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DECLARATIONS, EXPOSITIONS, OR REVELATIONS-
1st-

Ex. - Simple impersonal declaration, exposition, or revelation. 
Act.- Hand Pendant - with arm, with earth, rises to - from arm, with earth. 

2nd 
Ex. - Personal declaration, exposition, or revelation. 
Act.- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots to - to arm, with earth, and passes to -

from ann, witii earth. 
3rd 

Ex.- Impersonal, demonsttative, suspensive (Sic), or interrogative declaration, 
exposition, or elevation. 

Act- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots outward, with arm, from earth. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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4tii-

Ex. - Personal demonsttative, suspensive (Sic), or interrogative declaration, 
exposition, or revelation. 

Act- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots to - to arm, with earth, then pivots 
outward - with arm, from earth. 

N.B. - In all these gestures, when they are expositive, or revelatory, the movement 
unfold evenly.- When they are declaratory, and impersonal, the outward, or unfolding 
movement only is emphasized. In all these gestures the inward movement is emphasized 
when the personal element prevails. 

SELF EXAMINATION -

1st-
Ex. - Simple, or positive self examination. 
Act- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots to - with arm from earth, & rises 

to - to arm, from earth. 

2nd-
Ex. - Open, demonsttative, or negative self examination. 
Act- Hand pendant - with arm, with earth, pivots to - with arm, from earth. 

3rd-
Ex. - Mystic, secretive, or interrogative self examination. 
Act- Hand pendant - to arm, to earth, pivots to - to arm, from earth. 

N.B. - All these gestures imply the attention ofthe eye ofthe subject, to the palm 
ofthe hand 

[Original Page Break.] 
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12th Lesson 

TRANSITION OF ATTENTION ON FEET 

In the Transition of attention from one object to another it is essential that the 
subject should clearly distinguish the various degrees of Attention which may be made 
manifest through pantomimic action, & fully appreciate the emotional value of these 
degrees. 

It is also necessary for the subject to acquire the faculty of commanding the 
modulation ofthe these degrees of attention, & of making the transitions of one degree 
into another without any superfluity of motion or undue expenditure of force. 

In order to develope an instinctive precision of modulation in the transition of 
attention from one object to another the following exercises have been invented. 

There are three distinct degrees of attention by which the subject can emphasize 
the extent of his, or her emotional interest in, or respect for, the object. 

1st- By the action ofthe Eyeball, which passes toward the object- This is the 
smallest amount of interest that can be made positively manifest by pantomimic action. 

2nd- By the action ofthe Eyeball, & face, in which both become focused on the 
object 

3rd- By the action ofthe eyeball, face, & torso; in which all three become focused 
upon the object 

The first two degrees of attention do not necessitate any action ofthe feet, in the 
last degree, however, the feet must cooperate in focusing the torso upon the object. In 
this cooperation the less the amoimt of apparent action in the feet while accomplishing 
the desired result, the greater will be the extent ofthe element of repose in action, & the 
greater the possibilities of precision in the expression ofthe different degrees of attention. 

In practicing the following exercises care should be taken by the student to have 
each motion flow into the other as evenly and smoothly as possible. 

TRANSITION OF ATTENTION TOWARD FREE LEG. 

1st-Ex. 
Stand in 4th, attitude. Harmonic Poise, right leg. 

1st- Mo..-Keeping head & torso in complete repose, move eyes slowly & steadily as 
far to the left as is possible without pain to the muscles ofthe eyeballs. 

2nd- Mo..-Keeping eyeballs fixed on an object to left, & the Torso in complete 
repose, pivot head upon neck to left, until face is parallel with eyeballs, & 
fiilly focused upon the object on which the eyes have been fixed. 

3rd- Mo.-Keeping eyes, head, & torso completely in repose pass free leg behind 
body in such a maimer as to produce the seventh attitude. 

4th- Mo.-Keeping eyeballs & face fully focused upon the object, pass from the 7th, 
attitude on right leg to the 4th- attitude on left leg, pivoting in so doing 
just enough upon the toe ofthe left leg while makmg the ttansition ofthe 
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Harmonic Poise, to enable the torso, at the end of said transition, to 
become squarely focused upon the object. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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2nd - Ex. 
Stand in 4th- Att'de Harmonic Poise, on left leg, & carrying the ttansition of 

attention from the left to the right, repeat in reversal the motions ofthe 1st- Exercise. 

TRANSITION OF ATTENTION TOWARD STRONG LEG. 
1st- Ex. 

Stand in 4th, attitude. Harmonic Poise, right leg 
1st- Mo..- Keeping head & torso in complete repose, move eyes slowly & steadily 

as far to the right as is possible without pain to the muscles of the 
eyeballs. 

2nd- Mo..- Keeping the eyeballs fixed on an object to the right & the torso in 
complete repose , pivot head upon the neck to right, until face is 
parallel with eyeballs, & fully focused upon object on which eyes 
have been fixed. 

3rd- Mo..- Keeping eyes, head and torso in complete repose, raise heel of free leg 
from ground. 

4th- Mo.- Keeping eyes, head, & torso in complete repose, pivot heel ofthe free leg 
from its toe to the left. 

5th- Mo.- keeping eyes, & head in complete repose, pass heel of free leg to ground, 
at the same time making the transition ofthe Harmonic Poise from 
4th- Att'de upon left leg. 

N.B. - In making the 4th- Mo, carry it just far enough to ensure the complete 
foculization (Sic) ofthe torso upon the object at the end ofthe 5th, motion. 

In making the 5th, Mo., be carefiil to keep the heel ofthe right leg to the ground 
until the left leg has received completely the weight ofthe body, & then pivoting the right 
leg from the toe of its foot, let it fall into that relation of ease to the left foot essential to 
the graceful poise in this attitude. 

2nd - Ex. 

Stand in 4th, Att'de, Harmonic Poise, on left leg and carrying the ttansition of 
attention from the right to the left, repeat in reversal the motions ofthe 1st. Exercise. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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13th Lesson 

DISTINCTIVE ACTIONS OF THE HEAD. 

All precision of expression in the head depends upon the discriminating 
distinction of each of its actions from every other. 

There is no part ofthe pantomimic organization whose carriage is more important, 
or whose expression is more impressive, than that ofthe head; but the general tendency of 
the majority of people is to vitiate the meaning of one motion ofthe head by coloring it in 
some degree with some other motion ofthe head that does not naturally combine with it 
in expression. 

The following distinct actions ofthe head should be carefully distinguished, not 
only by the perception, but by the performance ofthe pupil.- In practicing them the aim 
ofthe Student should be to make each one of them by itself without any colorable 
combination with any ofthe others. 

The distinct actions ofthe head, each of which can be made without combination 
with the others, are as follows -

I st- Head Normal - In this action the neck is perfectly erect, the head poised evenly 
upon it, that is to say, neither lifted, lowered, inclined, or thrown back. 

2nd- Head Lifted - In this action the neck is perfectly erect, the head teeters upon the 
top ofthe spine in such a manner as to throw the chin forward, and up, and 
the top ofthe head backward, and down.- In making this action, unless the 
Student is exceedingly careful, he will unconsciously incline his neck 
backwards, in which case the motions becomes vitiated with another, and 
loses its distinctive character. 

3rd- Head Bowed - In this action the neck is perfectly erect, and the head teeters 
upon the top ofthe spine in such a manner as to carry the chin down and 
in, and the back ofthe head up, and forward.- in making this movement 
the student must be careful not to incline the neck in any degree forward, 
or he will vitiate the action, and desttoy the purity of its distinction. 

4th - Head Inclined - In this action the neck is perfectly erect, while the head inclines 
from the top to the spine, either to the left or to the right side.- In making 
this action, the tendency will be to adulterate the inclined motion in some 
degree with the pivotal motion: This must be carefully avoided in order to 
acquire the precision of expression possible in this action . 

5th - Head Hung - In this action the head, while home normally upon the top ofthe 
spine, is lowered forward by the relaxation ofthe muscles ofthe neck in 
this direction. In making this motion care must be taken not to lift, or bow 
the head itself, but to keep the plane ofthe face as far as possible 
perpendicular with the earth. 

6th- Head Thrown Back - in this action the muscles ofthe front part ofthe neck are 
relaxed, and both neck and head are suspended over the back ofthe spine. 
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7th- Head Swung - in this action the muscles of one side or the other ofthe neck are 
relsixed, and the head becomes suspended over one shoulder or the other.-
In making this action all pivotal motion ofthe head must be carefully 
avoided. 

[Original Page Break.] 
2 

8th- Head Advemced - In this action the head is poised normally upon the top ofthe 
spin, and is carried forward by the muscular action ofthe neck.- the 
tendency which is most likely to assert itself in making this motion, is the 
same as that which generally prevails in making the 5th- Action. 

9th- Head Drawn Back - In this action the head is poised normally upon the top of 
the spine, and drawn back by contraction ofthe muscles ofthe back ofthe 
neck.- The danger to be avoided in making this motion is any similarity of 
action with the motion made by the neck in throwing the head backward. 

10 - Head Pivoted - In this action the neck is perfectly erect and the head poised 
normally upon the top ofthe spine. In this attitude the head pivots upon 
the top ofthe spine by the conttaction ofthe muscles ofthe neck upon one 
side, and the relaxation ofthe muscles ofthe neck upon the other.- Care 
should be taken in practicing this action to keep the head balanced 
perfectly all around the top ofthe spine. 

This last action ofthe head is the only one that is capable of combination with all 
the others. 

COMPLEX ACTIONS OF THE HEAD. 

1 st- Head inclined, and lifted. 
2nd- Head inclined and bowed. 
3rd- Head hung, and lifted. 
4th- Head hung, and bowed. 
5th- Head swung, and lifted. 
6th- Head swung and bowed. 
7th- Head advemced and lifted. 
8th- Head advanced, and bowed. 
9th- Head drawn back, and lifted. 
10 - Head drawn back, and bowed. 

N.B. - All the complex actions ofthe head can be combined with a pivotal action 
as well as its simple motions. 

The 6th- action ofthe head is the only one that cannot be combined with any of 
the others. 

With these distinctive actions ofthe head clearly understood the student is 
prepared to proceed to the study of its expression. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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14th Lesson 
RADIATION IN GESTICULATION 

In the evolution of gesticulation in the arm, the form ofthe action may be 
modified in three distinct ways-

1st- It may be straight - that is simple & direct in form. 
2nd- It may be circular. 
3rd- It may spiral. 

These different forms of evolution in gesticulation are called radiations, and they, 
each of them, implies a different use ofthe articulations, or joints ofthe arm, in the 
passage of an expression from the shoulder to the hand, & vice versa. 

All of these forms of radiation obey the same laws in becoming Harmonic in 
character. These laws are as follows — 

1st - THE LAW OF ORDER 
This law govems the order in which one articulation shall act in relation to the 

other articulations ofthe arm. In other words, it determines the order in which the 
different joints shall succeed each other in the unfolding, or folding actions ofthe arm in 
gesticulation. 

All unfolding actions ofthe arm are called evolutive, & manifest the evolution of 
an emotion from the centte of consciousness into outward action.- These actions ofthe 
arm are spontaneous in their character. 

All folding actions ofthe arm are called involutive, and manifest the reaction of 
consciousness from the outward surface, or exttemity of action, upon itself- These 
actions are deliberate in their character. 

The law of order in (this) gesticulation (or the arm) is as follows — 
Evolution begins at the shoulder. 
Involution in gesticulation begins at the wrist, and ends at the shoulder. 

2nd - LAW OF REPOSE. 
All motion is measured by the relation ofthe thing moving to some point or thing 

that does not move. 
Two things moving in the same direction, at the same time necessarily divide the 

attention ofthe consciousness, which will pass altemately from one to the other; In 
consequence of this fact the mental effect of (two or more) motions made 
(simultaneously) with another motion in the same direction is one of confusion, and 
(should) consequently be carefully avoided in all expression, the object of which is not to 
confuse, but to make clear the meaning of a motion to the mind. 

No motions should be simultaneous unless they are complimentary in their 
character, that is to say, unless each is necessary to complete the significant form of the 
other. 

The foregomg facts form the rationale ofthe law of repose, which is as follows. 
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In proportion to the repose behind an action will be the precision ofthe for ofthe 
action, the economy ofthe physical force in making it, and the economy the mental force 
ofthe spectator in apprehending its meaning.- Consequently - in all actions following 
one-another in the same direction, the first action should be completed before the second 
action begins: the second should end before the third commences, and so forth to the end 
ofthe successive actions, whether evolutive, or involutive in thefr nature. 

[Original Page Break.] 
3rd - LAW OF TRANSITION. 

In the transition of one action into another, the less superfluity of motion the 
greater the economy of physical force in the performer, and of mental force in the 
spectator ofthe action. 

The elimination of superfluous motion in ttansitive action and the consequent 
perfection ofthe element of precision in ttansition, is obtained by obedience to the 
following mechanical law _ - -

In all ttansitions the exttemes must be fixed when the centtal agent moves, and 
the central agent fixed when the exttemes are moving. 

All the exercises for the development (Sic) of harmonic radiation in gesticulation 
obey the foregoing laws, and develope the utmost the qualities of potent repose, and 
precision in expression. 

The first exercises, because they are the simplest in their nature, are -
EXERCISES IN STRAIGHT RADIATION. 

Stand Harmonic Poise, 4th, Att'de, right leg arms normally pendant at sides. 
1st- Mo.- Evolutive- Keeping elbow sttaight, and hand with arm, pivot palm to the 

front. 
2nd- Mo.- Involutive - Keeping whole arm, from shoulder to wrist, in complete 

repose, fold hand normally to arm. 
3rd- Involutive -Keeping shoulder and upper arm in complete repose, and hand 

normally to arm, fold forearm from elbow upon upper arm until the 
end ofthe fmgers touch the shoulders. 

4th- Mo.- Evolutive -Keeping hand normally to arm, and wrist at same point in 
space as that attained at end of last motion, raise elbow from 
shoulder directly out at side until it is on a level with the chin. 

5th- Mo.- Evolutive - Keeping upper arm from shoulder in complete repose, and 
hand normally folded to arm, unfold forearm from elbow until it is 
completely parallel with the upper arm. 

6th- Mo.- Evolutive - Keeping arm in complete repose from shoulder to wrist, unfold 
hand to - with arm, with earth. 

7th- Mo.- Involutive -Keeping arm in complete repose from the shoulder to the 
wrist, fold hand - to arm, with earth. 

8th- Mo.- Involutive- Keeping arm in complete repose from shoulder to elbow, and 
hand- to arm, with earth, (fold) fold forearm from elbow upon 
upper arm until the ends ofthe fingers touch the shoulder. 
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9th- Mo.- Involutive - Keeping hand to arm, and wrist at same point as that attained 
at end of last motion, fold arm at shoulder directly down at side, 
until the inside ofthe elbow touches the body. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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10 - Evolutive - Keeping arm in complete repose from shoulder to elbow, and hand 
normally to arm, unfold forearm from elbow until it is completely 
parallel with other arm. 

11 - Mo.- Evolutive - Keeping arm in complete repose from shoulder to wrist, unfold 
hand from arm until it is with arm, palm out 

12 - Mo.- Involutive - (( Keeping arm in complete repose from shoulder to wrist,)) 
Relax hand, and let it fold in normally to side. 

((2nd - Exer.)) 
Stand Harmonic Poise, 4th, Att'de, on left leg, Arms normally pendant at side, 

and repeat with the left arm the motion designated in the foregoing exercise for right arm. 

((3rd - Exer.)) 
Standing in 1st- Att'de, feet close together, body erect arms normally pendant at 

side repeat with both arms the motions designated in 1st- Ex, for right arm. 

((4tii)) 2nd - Exer 
Stand 1st- Att'de, feet close together. 

1 st- Mo.- Evolutive- Raise both arms from shoulders, elbow sttaight, hands 
pendant- to arm, to earth, directly out at sides until the wrists 
are on a level with shoulders. 

2nd- Mo.- Evolutive - Keeping arms in complete repose from shoulders to wrists, 
unfold hands to - with arm, from earth. 

3rd- Mo.- Involutive- Keeping arms in repose from shoulders to wrists, relax hands 
and let them fold naturally, until they are pendant - to arm, to earth. 

4th- Mo.- Involutive - Keeping elbows sttaight, let arms fold normally to side. 

((5tii)) 3rd - Ex. 
Stand as in ((4th - Ex.)) Same as 2nd Ex., in front instead ofthe side ofthe body. 

((1st- Mo.- Evolutive - Same as 1st- Mo.- & 4th- Ex. in front ofthe Median line of 
the body. 

2nd- Mo.- Evolutive - Same as 2nd- Mo., of 4th- Ex., in front ofthe Median Line of 
the body. 

3rd- Mo.- Same as 3rd- mo.-, of 4th- Ex. 
4th- Mo.- Same as 4tii- Mo., of 4tii Ex.)) 

((6tii)) 4tii - Ex. 
Stand as in 2nd Ex. Same as 2nd Ex.- as far as possible behind the body. 
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((1st- mo.- Same as 1st- Mo., of 4th- Ex., as far as possible behind the body. 
2nd- Mo.- Same as 2nd- Mo., of 4th- Ex. 
3rd- Mo.- Same as 3rd- Mo., of 4th Ex. 
4th- Mo.- Same as 4th- mo., of 4th- Ex.)) 

((7tii - Ex.)) 
[Original Page Break.] 

((7tii)) 5tii - Ex. 
Stand as in ((6th)) 2nd. - Ex. 

1st- Mo.- Evolutive - Raise arms, elbows sttaight, hands pendant - to arms, to earth, 
near together in front ofthe Median Line ofthe body outward, and 
upward until the wrists are directly over the shoulders. 

2nd- Mo.- Evolutive - unfold hands from wrists until they are with arms, and the 
palms tumed well toward the back ofthe body. 

3rd- Mo.- Involutive - Relax the hands, and let them fold naturally - to arm. to earth. 
4th- Mo.- Involutive - Keeping elbow sttaight, lower arms directly out at sides, until 

they are normally pendant. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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15th - Lesson. -
EXPRESSION OF THE HEAD - ATTITUDES - IMPERSONAL. 

There are two aspects from which the attitudes ofthe head may be regarded - -
1 st - Those which relate it to the Torso, by which the various moods ofthe 

mind are made manifest. 
2nd - Those which relate it to the object; by which the personal element in their 

expressions becomes apparent. 

In the manifestation ofthe various moods of mind, the distinctive actions ofthe 
head, upon and with the neck, are employed. 

In considering these expressions by themselves, no attention whatever is paid to 
those actions ofthe head by which it reveals the personal conditions of affection which 
may exist between subject and object. 

EXPRESSIONS OF SIMPLE MOODS OF MIND. 
Ist-Att'de. 

Act.- Head completely normal. 
Ex. - Mind in serenity or repose - Equable mood. 

2nd - Att'de. 
Act- Head lifted. 
Ex. - Mind in exaltation, or excitement - Vehement, or demonsttative mood. 

3rd - Att'de. 
Act- Head Bowed. 
Ex. - Mind in concenttation - intense mood. 

4tii - Att'de. 
Act.- Head advance. 
Ex. - Mind in inquisition - Eager, or inquisitive mood. 

5tii - Att'de. 
Act- Head drawn back -
Ex. - Mind in readiness, or repulsion - alert, or harsh mood. 

6tii - Att'de. 
Act.- Head inclined. 
Ex. - Mind in relaxation, or subjective surrender - Indifferent or sentimental 

mood. 
7tii - Att'de. 

Act- Head hung. 
Ex. - Mind in prosttation, or objective surrender - Imbecile, or debased mood. 

8tii - Att'de. 
Act- Head thrown back. 
Ex. - Mind in passional prostration-Suspension of mood. 

9tii - Att'de. 
Act.- Head swung. 
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Ex. Mind in chronic suspension. - suspension of mood. 

EXPRESSIONS OF COMPLEX MOODS OF MIND . 
Ist-Att'de. 

Act.- Head advance, and lifted. 
Ex. - Mind in excited inquisition.- Vehement, exaltedly eager mood. 
[Original Page Break.] 

Act. 
Ex. 

mood. 

Act. 
Ex. 

2nd - Att'de. 
Act.- Head advanced and bowed. 
Ex. - Mind in intense inquisition - Concentrated eager mood. 

3rd - Att'de. 
Act.- Head drawn back and lifted. 
Ex. - Mind in exalted readiness, or explosive repulsion-

Vehemently alert, or harsh mood. 
4th - Att'de. 

Head drawn back, and bowed. 
Mind in concenttated readiness, or repulsion- Intense, alert, or harsh 

5th - Att'de. 
Head inclined and lifted. 
Mind in affected relaxation, or exalted subjective surrender -

Demonsttative, indifferent, or sentimental mood. 
6th - Att'de. 

Act.- Head inclined and bowed. 
Ex. - Mind in concentration, with relaxation, or subjective surrender -

Concenttated indifferent, or sentimental mood. 
7th - Att'de. 

Act.- Head hung and lifted. 
Ex. - Exaltationofthe weak mind-Demonsttative feeble mood. 

8th - Att'de. 
Act.- Head hung and bowed. 
Ex. - Mind in complete prostration, concentrated feebleness, or intense 

debasement - Feeble reflective, or cmshed mood. 
9tii- Att'de. 

Act.- Head hung and inclined. 
Ex. - Mind in feeble relaxation, or subjective surrender - Indifferent, or 

sentimental mood ofthe weak. 
lOtii-Att'de. 

Act.- Head hung, inclined, and lifted. 
Ex. - Affected relaxation, or exalted subjective surrender ofthe feeble mind-

Demonsttative indifference, or sentimentality ofthe weak. 
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Act. 
Ex. 

11th-Att'de. 
Head hung, inclined, and bowed. 
Concenttated subjective surrender ofthe weak or debase - Intensely 

sentimental, or sentimentally debased mood ofthe feeble mind. 

The head swung, or thrown back, are both expressive of that suspension of mental 
activity which precludes the idea of complexity in the mood ofthe mind. 

The pivotal action ofthe head can be combined with all ofthe above expression, 
but, as it implies an attention ofthe mind to an object, it is associated with the personal 
element in the expression ofthe head, and the meaning of its motion will be formulated in 
that division of our subject. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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16th- Lesson. 
TRANSITION IN GESTICULATION 

All superfluous motions becloud expression, and create confused impressions.-
Consequently in all gesticulation it is necessary to avoid, in passing from one gesture to 
another, every superfluous action either of arm, or hand. 

The exercises for transition in gesticulation have for their aim the development 
(Sic) of an instinctive precision and accuracy of action in the evolution of one gesture of 
the arm into another. 

All these exercises obey the following general laws, or principles of action. 

1st - In proportion to the mastery ofthe mechanism of expression will be the 
disappearance ofthe material quality and the emphasis, and force of its 
mental meaning. 

2nd - The Being in its nature is mystic, weightless, and unearthlike; consequently all 
action is best fitted to reveal, and most tmly expressive ofthe Being itself, 
when it is least suggestive ofthe weight ofthe material character ofthe 
mechanism. 

The following exercises in order eliminate all superfluity of action from 
gesticulation, and to develope an immaterial or unearthlike quality in its form, obey the 
following mechanical law. -

In order to free the centte, and give precision to its action, fix the exttemes. - To 
free the exttemes, and give precision to their activity, fix the centte. 

FIRST SERIES OF EXERCISES. 

Sttaight Transitions to the Perpendiculeir -
1st- Ex. 

Stand - 4th, Attitude, right leg, arms normally pendant at sides. 
1st- Mo..- Raise right arm, elbow sttaight, hand pendant, - to arm, to earth, directly 

out at side, until the wrist is on a level with the top ofthe head. 
2nd- Mo.- Fixing the middle finger on the same level in space as that attained at the 

end of last motion, lower arm from shoulder, elbow straight, until 
hand is- from arm, from earth. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping hand from arm, from earth, lower arm elbow sttaight, to side. 
4th- Mo.- Drop hand normally to side. 

2nd - Ex. 
Stand as in 1st- Exercise. 

1st- Mo.- Same as 1st- Mo., of 1st, Ex., directly in front ofthe median line ofthe 
body. 

2nd- Mo.- Same as 2nd- Mo., in 1st- Ex., in front ofthe Median line ofthe body. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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3rd- Mo.- Same as 3rd- Mo., of 1st- Ex. 
4th- Mo.- Same as 4tii- Mo., of 1st- Ex. 

3rd - Ex. 
Stand as in 1st Ex. 

1st- Mo.- Raise right arm, elbow straight, hand pendant, - with arm, with earth, until 
wrist is on a level with chin. 

2nd- Mo.- Keeping middle finger on same level in space as that attained atend of last 
motion, lower arm, elbow straight until hand, still with arm, with 
earth, is fiilly lifted. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping hand in same relation to arm attained at end of last motion, lower 
arm, elbow straight, to side. 

4th- Mo.- Same as 4th- Mo., 1st. Ex. 
4th - ex. 

Same as 3rd- Ex., in front of Median Line. 
5th- Ex. 

Stand as in 1st- Ex. 
1st- Mo.- Raise right arm, elbow straight, hand pendant - from arm, to earth, up at 

side until wrist is on a level with the top ofthe head. 
2nd- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger on samelevel in space attained at end of last 

motion, lower arm, elbow straight until hand is - to arm, from earth. 
3rd- Mo.- Keeping hand - to arm, from earth, lower arm, elbow straight, to side. 
4th- Mo.- Drop hand normally to side. 

6tii - Ex. 
Same as 5th- Ex., in front ofthe Median Line. 

Rotary Transitions in the Perpendicular. 

1st- Ex. 
1st- Mo.- Same as 1st- Mo., of 1st- Ex. Sttaight Transitions. 
2nd- Mo.- Keeping middle finger at same point in space as that attained at end of last 

motion, and keeping hand - to arm rotate arm, elbow straight, 
backward and downward from the end ofthe middle finger until the 
hand is - to arm, from earth. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping hand - to arm, from earth, lower arm, elbow straight, to the side. 
4th- Mo.- Drop hand normally to side. 

2nd - Ex. 
Same as 1st- Ex., in front ofthe Median Line. 

3rd - Ex. 
Stand as in 1st-Ex. 

1st- Mo.- Same as 1st- Mo., of 5th- Ex. Sttaight Transitions. 
2nd- Mo.- Fixing end of middle finger at same point in space attained at end of last 

Mo. & keeping hand, from arm, rotate arm, elbow sttaight, from 
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end of middle finger forward and downward until hand is from arm, 
from earth. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping hand from arm, lower it, elbow sttaight to side. 
4th- Mo.- Drop hand normally to side. 

4th - Ex. 
Same as 3rd- Ex., in front of Median Line. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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17th- Lesson 
SECOND SERIES OF EXERCISES 

Sttaight Transitions in the Horizontal. 
1 st - Ex. 

Stand as in 1st- Ex., 1st- Series. 
1st- Mo.- Same as 1st- Ex., 1st- Mo., of 1st- Series. 
2nd- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger on same level in space attained at end of 

last motion, lower arm, elbow straight until hand is - with arm, to earth. 
3rd- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger on same level, and in same linear relation to 

body as that attained at end of last motion, and keeping hand - with 
arm, to earth, carry arm, elbow sttaight, horizontally forward as far 
as the flexibility ofthe wrist will permit 

4th- Mo.,- Keeping hand in same relation to arm attained at end of last motion, carry 
arm, elbow sttaight, horizontally forward and to the left of Median Line as 
far as the flexibility ofthe shoulder will permit, without bending the 

elbow. 
5th- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger on same level, and in same linear relation to 

body, attained at end of last motion, and keeping hand - with arm, to earth, 
carry arm, elbowsttaight horizontally back atside as far as the flexibility of 
the wrist will permit. 

6th- Mo.- Keeping hand in same relation to arm attained at end of last motion, carry 
arm, elbow sttaight, horizontally backward as far as the flexibility ofthe 
shoulder will permit. 
Keeping end of middle finger on same level in space, and in same linear 
relation to body as that attained at end of last motion, lower arm, elbow 
sttaight, until hand is - from arm, from earth. 
Keeping hand - from arm, from earth, lower arm, elbow sttaight, to side. 
Drop hand normally to side. 

7tii- Mo. 

8tii-Mo 
9th- Mo 

2nd - Ex. 
Stand as in 1st- Ex. 

1st- Mo.- Raise arm, elbow sttaight, hand pendant - with arm, with earth, out and up 
at side, until wrist is on level with chin. 

2nd- Mo.- Keepmg end of middle finger on same level in space attained at end of 
last motion, lower arm, elbow sttaight until hand is suspended precisely -
with arm, with earth. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger on same level, and in same linear relation to 
body as attained at end of last motion, carry arm, elbow sttaight, 
horizontally forward until hand is - from arm, with earth. 

4th- Mo.- Keeping hand - from arm, with earth, carry arm, elbow sttaight, 
horizontally forward, and to the left of Median Line, as far as the 
flexibility ofthe shoulder will permit, without bending the elbow. 
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5th- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger on same level, & in same linear relation to 
body attained at end of last motion, carry arm, elbow sttaight, 
horizontally back at side until hand is - to arm, with earth. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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6th- Mo.- Keeping hand - to arm, with earth, carry arm, elbow sttaight, horizontally 
backwards as far as the flexibility ofthe shoulder will permit. 

7th- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger at same point in space attained at end of last 
motion, and hand to arm, rotate arm, elbow sttaight, until hand is -
to arm, from earth. 

8th- Mo.- Keeping hand - to arm, from earth, carry arm, elbow straight, down to 
side. 

9th- Mo.- Drop hand normally to side. 

Stand 
1st-Mo.-

2nd- Mo 

3rd- Mo, 

4th- Mo. 

5th- Mo. 

6tii- Mo. 

7th- Mo. 

8fli- Mo. 
9th- Mo. 

3rd - Ex. 
as in 1st- Ex. 
• Raise arm elbow sttaight, hand pendant - from arm, to earth, until wrist is 

on level with chin. 
.- Keeping end of middle finger at same point in space attained at end of last 

motion, lower arm, elbow sttaight until hand is - with arm, from 
earth. 

- Keeping end of middle finger on same level, & in same linear relation to 
body as that attained at end of last Mo., carry arm, elbow sttaight, 
horizontally forward as far as the flexibility ofthe wrist will permit. 
Keeping hand in same relation to arm attained at end of last motion, carry 
arm, elbow straight, horizontally forward, & to left of Median Line 
as far as flexibility of shoulder will permit, without bending elbow. 

- Keeping end of middle finger on same level, & in same linear relation to 
body as attained at end of last Mo., carry arm, elbow sttaight, 
horizontally back at side as far as the flexibility of wrist will permit. 

• Keeping hand in same relation to arm, attained at end of last motion, carry 
arm, elbow sttaight, horizontally backward as far as the flexibility of 
the shoulder will permit. 

• Keeping end of middle finger at same point in space attained at end of last 
motion, lower arm, elbow sttaight until hand is - to arm, from earth. 

• Same as 8th- Mo. of 2nd- Ex. 
- Same as 9th - Mo., of 2nd- Ex. 

ROTARY TRANSITIONS IN THE HORIZONTAL 

1 st - Ex. 
Stand as in 1st- Ex. Sttaight Transitions. 

1st- Mo.- Same as 1st- Mo., in 1st- Ex., of 1st- Series. 
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2nd- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger at same level in space attained at end of last 
motion, rotate arm, elbow straight down forward until hand is - to 
arm, with earth, thumb down. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping hand in same relation to arm attained at end of last Mo. carry 
arm, elbow sttaight, horizontally forward, & to left of Median Line 
as far as flexibility of shoulder will permit, without bending elbow. 

4th- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger at same point in space attained at end of last 
motion, rotate arm, elbow straight, up, and out at side until hand is 
- to arm, with earth, thumb up. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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5th- Mo.- Keeping hand - to arm, with earth, carry arm, elbow sttaight, horizontally 
backward as far as the flexibility ofthe shoulder will permit. 

6th- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger at same pint in space attained at end of last 
motion, rotate arm, elbow straight, upward until hand is - to arm, to 
earth. 

7th- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger on same level attained at end of last motion, 
lower arm, elbow straight, upward, until hand is - from arm, from 
earth. 

8th- Mo.— Keeping hand - from arm, from earth, lower arm, elbow sttaight, to side. 
9th- Mo.- Drop hand normally to side. 

2nd - Ex.. 

Stand as in 1st- Ex. 
1st- Mo.- Same as 1st- Mo., 5th- Ex., 1st- Series. 
2nd- Mo.- Keeping end of middle finger at same point in space attained at end of last 

motion, rotate arm, elbow sttaight, down forward, until hand is -
from arm, with earth, thumb up. 

Keeping hand - from arm, with earth, thumb up, carry arm, elbow sttaight, 
horizontally forward, and to left of Median Line, as far as the 
flexibility ofthe shoulder will permit, without bending elbow. 

Keeping end of middle finger at same point in space attained at end of last 
motion, rotate arm, elbow sttaight down, and up at side, until hand 
is - from arm, with earth, thumb down. 

- Keeping hand - from arm, with earth, thumb down carry arm, elbow 
sttaight, as far horizontally backwards as the flexibility ofthe 
shoulder will permit. 

- Keeping end of middle finger at same point in space attained at end of last 
motion, rotate arm, elbow sttaight, downwards until hand is - from 
arm, from earth. 

- Keeping hand - from arm, from earth, lower arm, elbow sttaight, to side. 
- Drop hand normally to side. 

3rd- Mo 

4tii- Mo.-

5tii- Mo 

6th- Mo 

7tii- Mo 
8tii- Mo 
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SPECIAL NOTES. 

ht 
Having practiced all the preceding exercises in Transition, in 4th- Attitude, on 

right leg, and with right arm, pass to 4th- Attitude on left leg, and imitate with left arm 
the motions already designated in these exercises for right arm. 

2nd-
Having practiced the preceding exercises, first with the right, then with the left 

arm, repeat them simultaneously with both arms, standing erectly in 1st- Att'de, heels 
close together. 

In practicing with both arms, all motions directed toward the Median Line will 
bring the hands side by side in front ofthe Median line ofthe body. It is obvious 
therefore, that those motions in these exercises, which for the arm alone, are directed to 
be extended in such manner as to cross the Median Line, whenever these exercises are 
practiced simultaneously with both arms, they must be limited to each side ofthe Median 
Line. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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18th Lesson. 
EXPRESSIONS OF HEAD - ATTITUDES - WITH THE PERSONAL ELEMENT. 

The attitudes ofthe head expressive ofthe moods of mind concem the subject 
alone. 

There are actions ofthe head by which the relations existing between the subject, 
and its object, are distinctly and precisely revealed. 

It is only by the action ofthe eyeball in the head, that we can determine the 
relations between subject and object, this is obvious because it is the eye ofthe subject 
that first fixes the position ofthe object; consequently it is only by careftilly observing the 
various actions ofthe eyeball in the head that we can distinguish the significant relations 
existing between subject and object. 

ACTIONS OF THE EYEBALL IN THE HEAD . 
The eyeball moves in but two distinct directions - the horizontal, and the 

perpendicular; it has no movement whatever in the length - It can revolve from side to 
side, and its revolution may also be upward, and downward, but it has no action 
backward, or forward - as that would imply the faculty of moving out of, and into its 
socket. 

By its horizontal action it places the object either dfrectly in front of, or indirectly 
at the side ofthe subject. By its perpendicular action, either below, above, or on a level 
with the subject, consequently we find six distinct relations that may exist between 
subject and object, which are indicated by the action ofthe eyeball in the head as follows-

When the eyes are dfrect - that is, parallel with the Median Line ofthe head - they 
indicate Oneness, Objectivity, or impersonality of regard. 

When the eyes are indfrect, or oblique - that is, moved to and from the Median 
Line ofthe head - they indicate Subjectivity, Secretiveness, Mysticism, or Personality or 
regard. 

When the eyes are lifted toward brows they place the object above the head in the 
plane ofthe superior. 

When the eyes are lowered from the brows they place the object beneath the head 
in the plane ofthe inferior. 

When the eyes are parallel with - that is, neither to nor from the brows- they place 
the object on a level with the subject - or in the plane ofthe equal. 

The combination ofthe horizontal and perpendicular actions ofthe eyeball in the 
head give us the following significant regards - -

Ist-
Ex. - Impersonal regard-of an equal. 
Act. - Eyes direct and level. 

2nd-
Ex. - Impersonal regard of a superior. 
Act- Eyes dfrect and lifted. 

3rd-
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Ex. - Impersonal regard of an inferior. 
Act- Eyes direct and lowered. 

4tii-
Ex. - Personal regard of an equal. 
Act.- Eyes oblique and level. 
[Original Page Break.] 

Ex. 
Act. 

5tii 
Personal regard of a superior. 
Eyes oblique and lifted. 

6tii 
Ex. - Personal regard of an inferior. 
Act- Eyes oblique and lowered. 

The distinction between that which is merely physically above or below, and that 
which is spiritually above or below, must be clearly understood in considering these 
actions ofthe eyeball. 

The spirimal inferiority or superiority ofthe object is revealed only by the 
tendency ofthe eyeball from or to the eyebrow. 

If the object is physically above the subject, its spirimal inferiority or superiority 
ofthe object is revealed only the tendency ofthe eyeball from or to the eyebrow. 

If the object is physically above the subject, its spiritual inferiority or superiority 
can be indicated by lifting, or carrying the head far enough back to enable the eyes to 
become [Sic] during the regard ofthe object, either parallel with, or lowered from the 
brows. 

The spirimal equality or superiority of an object physically below the subject, may 
be indicated by bowing or hanging the head sufficiently to enable the eyes, in regarding 
the object, to become either level with, or lifted to the brows. 

ATTITUDES OF THE HEAD - PECULIARLY PERSONAL IN THE 
CHARACTER OF THEIR EXPRESSION. 

1st-
Neuttal, or indifferent personal regard of equal. 
Head erect-that is, inclined neither to, nor from object- eyes oblique and 

level. 
2nd-

Neuttal, or indifferent personal regard of superior. 
Head erect - Eyes oblique and lifted. 

3rd-
Neuttal, or indifferent personed regard of inferior. 
Head erect - Eyes oblique and lowered. 

4tii-
Ex. - Sympathetic, or tmstful, personal regard of equal. 
Act.- Head inclined toward object. Eyes oblique and level. 

Ex. 
Act-

Ex. -

Act-

Ex. -
Act-
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5tii-
Ex. - Sympathetic, or trustful, personal regard of superior. 
Act.- Head inclined toward object, eyes oblique and lifted. 

6tii-
Ex. - Sympathetic, or trustful, personal regard of inferior. 
Act. - Head inclined toward object, eyes oblique and lowered. 

7th-
Ex. - Antipathetic, or distrustfiil personal regard of equal. 
Act.- Head inclined from object, eyes oblique and level. 

8tii-
Ex. - Antipathetic personal regard of superior. 
Act- Head inclined from object, eyes oblique and lifted. 

9tii-
Ex. - Antipathetic personal regard of inferior. 
Act.- Head inclined from object, eyes oblique and lowered. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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19th Lesson-

DECOMPOSING MOTIONS OF THE ELBOW 

1st-Ex. 
Stand Harmonic Poise, 4th, attimde, right leg. 

1st- Mo.- Raise right arm, elbow straight, hand pendant - to arm, to earth, out and 
up at side until the wrist is on a level with the top ofthe head. 

2nd- Mo.- Keeping wrist at same point in space as that attained at end of last motion, 
raise hand - from arm, from earth. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping wrist at same point in space as that attained during last motion, 
entirely surrender hand at wrist, and let it become thoroughly 
pendant - to arm, to earth. 

4th- Mo.- Keeping elbow at same point in space as that retained during last motion, 
completely relax, and surrender, the whole ofthe forearm, and 
hand, in such a manner as to permit it to fall down, in, & in front of 
the upper arm, and the hand pendant - to arm, to earth. 

5th- Mo.- Keeping hand thoroughly relaxed, and pendant to arm, to earth, and the 
elbow at the same point in space as that retained during last 
motion, sttaighten arm from elbow to wrist, out and up at side. 

6th- Mo.- Same as 4th- Motion. 
N.B. - Repeat 5th, and 6th, motions as often as possible without painfiil fatigue to 

the muscles ofthe upper arm, endeavoring at each repetition ofthe 6th, motion to obtain a 
more complete relaxation, and liberation ofthe forearm from the elbows. 

2nd - Ex. 
Stand in 4th, Att'de, left leg, and repeat with left arm the motions designated in 

1st, exercise for right arm. 

3rd - Exer. 
Stand in 1st, attitude, feet close together, and repeat with both arms the motions 

designated in 1st, Ex. right arm. 

4th - Exer. 
Stand as in 1 st, Exer. 

1st- Mo.- Same as 1st, Mo.-
2nd- Mo.- Same as 2nd, Mo 
3rd- Mo.- Same as 3rd, Mo. 
4th- Mo.- Same as 4th, Mo. 

1st- Ex. 
- 1st-Ex. 
• 1 st- Ex. 
1st- Ex. 

5th- Mo.- Keeping elbow at same point in space as that retained during last motion;-
pivot the bone ofthe upper arm, in its socket at the shoulder, 
forward, in such a manner as to enable the forearm, completely 
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relaxed, to hand from the end ofthe upper arm at the elbow, like 
the lash of a whip from its stock. 

6th- Mo.- Keeping the forearm and hand completely relaxed from the elbow, move 
the upper arm up and down at the side in such a manner asto swing 
the forearm freely out and in at the side. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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8th- Mo. 

7th- Mo.- Keeping forearm, and hand, completely relaxed from the elbows, move the 
upper arm horizontally backwards, and forwards, in such a manner 
as to swing at the side ofthe body. 

Keeping forearm, and hand completely relaxed at elbow, move the elbow, 
or end ofthe upper arm, in a circle from the shoulder, in such a 
manner as to fling the relaxed forearm, and hand, in a complete 
circle at the side ofthe body. 

Repeat 6th- and 7th- & 8th, motions - in each case preserving the 
characteristics of a whip lash in the relaxed forearm, and hand - as often as possible, 
without painful fatigue to the upper arm. 

N.B. 

DECOMPOSING MOTIONS OF KNEES. 

1st-Exer. 

Stand Harmonic Poise, right leg, 1st- Att'de, relaxing free leg completely from 
knee, raise upper leg just enough to clear the ground with the foot. 

1st- Mo.- When conscious ofthe complete surrender ofthe lower leg from the knee, 
to such an extend as to resemble the lash ofthe whip at the end of 
its stock, the, by a quick upward movement ofthe upper leg, fling 
relaxed lower leg, and foot, directly out and up in front ofthe body, 
and let them swing freely backwards, and forwards, of their own 
weight from the knee joint. 

N.B. - Repeat 2nd, motion of 1st, Exer., as often as possible, without painful 
fatigue to the muscles ofthe upper leg. 

2nd - Exer. 
Stand Harmonic Poise, left leg, and repeat with right leg the motions designated in 

1st- Ex., for left leg. 

3rd - Exer. 
Stand as in I st- Exer. 

1st- Mo.- Relaxing lower leg, and foot, completely from the knee ofthe left leg, raise 
upper leg until knee is on a level with the hip. 
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2nd- Mo.- When conscious ofthe lash like character ofthe surrender ofthe lower 
leg, by a quick motion ofthe upper leg from side to side, shake 
lower leg freely from the knee joint 

N.B. - Repeat second motion as often as possible without painful fatigue to the 
muscles ofthe upper leg. 

4th - Exer. 
Stand as in 3rd- Exer., and repeat with right leg the motions designated in 3rd, 

Exer. for left leg. 
[Original Page Break.] 

EXPRESSION OF THE HEAD. 

GESTURES. 

NOTES-
Gesticulation in the head is only permissible under the following circumstances. -

1st- When the nature ofthe emotion is such as to forbid gesticulation in the hand and 
arm - either because the nature ofthe emotion to be expressed 
implies a conttol by master, ofthe passional by the rational 
principle, which necessitates a forced inactivity ofthe limbs,- or 
because the emotion has not sufficient passional force to justify the 

action ofthe limbs. 
2nd- when the intention to be expressed is so distinctly rational in its character as to 

be more appropriately revealed by the action ofthe head alone. 
3rd- When the emotion to be expressed cannot be completely revealed without a co

operative activity between hands, or arms, and head. 

Gestures must never occur simultaneously in the hands and head, except in 
obedience to the thfrd condition above stated.- In all cases of this kind, however, the co
operative activity ofthe head and hands must be always govemed by the HARMONIC 
LAW OF OPPOSITION. 

With this general understanding regarding the value of gesticulation in the head, we 
pass to the notation of its emotional motions, or gesture. 

Act.-
Ex. -

Act-
Ex. -

Act-
Ex. -

I st - Gesture 
Head thrown directly in the perpendicular. 
Assertive acquiescence. 

2nd - Gesture 
Downward inflection of head. 

Affirmative acquiescence. 
3rd - Gesture 

Pivotal inflection of head from side to side 
Negation. 
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4th - Gesture 
Act- Swinging inclination from side to side. 
Ex. - Vacillation, impatient indifference, or assumptive carelessness. 

N.B. - The preceding gestures are predicated ofthe subject by itself, and do not 
necessarily imply the presence of an extemal object Following gestures presuppose 
object as well as subject 

5th - Gesture 
Act- Head pivoted from object is inflected up obliquely toward it. 
Ex. - Vulgar, or contempmous rejection. 

6th - Gesture 
Act- Head pivoted toward object is inflected up obliquely from it. 
Ex. - Vulgar or familiar selection, invitation, or appellation, of object 
[Original Page Break.] 
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20th Lesson 

DECOMPOSING MOTIONS OF TORSO. 

In consequence ofthe great weight ofthe torso care must be observed in making 
the following motions, to relax the muscular fibre so slowly, and gradually, that there will 
be no danger or mpturing the muscular tissue ofthe tendons that are called upon to 
support the weight ofthe body, during these motion. 

1 st- Exer. 
Stand 1st- Att'de, feet close together. 

1st- mo.- Relax hand upon neck until it hangs upon chest. 
2nd- Mo.- Keeping the neck completely relaxed, relax muscles ofthe back ofthe 

torso, from the region ofthe diaphragm to the neck, in such a manner as 
to suspend the chest down upon, and over, the abdomen. 

N.B. - in making this motion relax the arms from the shoulders so that they will 
hand suspended in front ofthe body, and assist in causing that folding across the 
diaphragm which is necessary to secure complete surrender ofthe muscles ofthe upper 
portion ofthe back ofthe torso. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping head, neck, and chest completely relaxed, slowly relax the lower 
muscles ofthe torso, about the small ofthe back, in such a manner as to 
suspend the whole ofthe torso, with the head, and arms in front ofthe 

legs, from the waist. 
N.B. - Relax the muscles ofthe back, retain the positions assumed in doing this, 

each in their above named order, as long as possible , without causing pgiinful fatigue in 
the tendons called upon to support the weight ofthe body. 

2nd - Exer. 
Stand as in 1 st - Exer. 

1st- Mo.- Relax the muscles ofthe neck, and the upper part ofthe torso in front, in 
such a manner as to suspend the head backwards upon the spine. 

2nd- Mo.- Relax the muscles ofthe chest and diaphragm in the front ofthe torso, in 
such a manner as to bend the torso backwards from about the 
centre ofthe back. 

3rd- Mo.- Relax the muscles ofthe abdomen in such a manner as to fold the body 
backwards from the waist, or the small ofthe back. 

N.B. - The special note at end of 1st- Exer., applies with equal force to this and 
all other exercises in the decomposing motions ofthe torso. 

In making the last motions ofthe 1st, & 2nd, Exercises, it is well to bend the 
knees, as in this manner a more complete relaxation ofthe muscles ofthe torso is 
obtained., with less sttain upon the muscles ofthe backs ofthe legs. 

3rd - Exer. -
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Stand Harmonic Poise Right leg, completely relaxing left leg from hip. 
1st- Mo.- Relax the muscles ofthe neck, and suspend the head directly over the left 

shoulder. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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2nd- Mo.- Relax the muscles upon the right side ofthe torso down to the hip, in 

such a manner as to suspend the torso, completely relaxed, down and 
upon the left side. 

4th - Exer. -
Stand Harmonic Poise upon left leg, completely relax the right leg from hip and 

repeat the relaxation ofthe muscles upon the left side ofthe torso, as designated in the 
3rd- Ex. for its right side. 

5th - Exer. -

Stand as in 1st- Exercise. 
1st- Mo.- Same as 1st- Mo., of 1st- Exer. 
2nd- Mo.- Same as 2nd- Mo., of 1st- Exer. 
3rd- Mo.- Same as 3rd- Mo., of 1st Exer. 
4th- Mo.- Keeping the head, neck, torso and arms, fully relaxed from the waist up -

by the action ofthe muscles ofthe legs, throw the left hip out in 
such a manner as to fling the torso suspended to the right side, 
continuing by the action ofthe muscles ofthe legs, carry the 
abdomen forward in such a way as to swing the relaxed torso 
backwards, then throw the right hip out, and up, in such a manner 
as throw the torso suspended to the left side - last - carry the upper 
part ofthe legs backward so as to suspend the relaxed torso in front 
ofthe body.- Repeat the actions in the order designated above, one 
after the other, blending them so far as to make the relaxed torso 
revolve in a circle upon the upper part ofthe legs at the waist. 

N.B. - In all these exercises the arms must be so relaxed as to play freely from the 
shoulders in any direction in which they may be thrown by the action ofthe torso. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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21stLesson-

DECOMPOSING MOTIONS OF JAWS AND LIPS. 

In consequence ofthe almost incessant use of the jaws and lips in the utilitarian 
act of eating, as well as in acts of speech, & pantomimic expression, the automatic 
relation ofthe will to these portions ofthe body become so confirmed and deeply 
imbedded, as time goes, as to render it exceedingly difficult, after the age of maturity, to 
withdraw the unconscious volition from their muscular fibres, and to surrender them fiilly 
while in conscious state.- Time and patience, therefore, are required by the student to 
decompose the automatic constrictions of the jaws and lips. 

EXERCISES OF THE JAW. 
In consequence ofthe great strength, and constriction ofthe muscles of the jaw, 

and the comparatively small amount of weight of the jaw-bone itself, it is necessary at 
first, to employ means more positive, and more easily felt than the force of gravitation in 
developeing (Sic) the relaxing faculty in the fibre of these muscles - therefore in the 
beginning, it is expedient to manipulate the jaw, at the same time that the endeavor is 
made to relax it, as in the following exercises — 

1st- Exer. -
Relaxing the lower jaw as completely as possible, take hold of it with the hand, or 

hands, and make the following motions - -
1st- Mo.- Move it freely up and down, taking care to prevent the muscles ofthe jaw 

from sympathetically cooperating in the least with the action ofthe 
hand. 

2nd- Mo.- Seize the comers ofthe lower jaw beneath the ears, and the chin, with the 
hand, and move the jaw, thoroughly relaxed, as freely as possible, 
backwards & forwards. 

3rd- Mo.- Placing the ends ofthe fingers upon the sides ofthe jaw relax it 
thoroughly, and move it freely with the hands from side to side. 

2nd - Exer. -
Having developed by the 1st- Exer., the faulty of relaxing the jaw, and of 

surrendering it, to a certain extent, to the influence of extemal forces, withdraw the will 
as much as possible from its muscular fibre, and submit it to the influence of gravitation, 
so that it hangs lifelessly pendant from its sockets, then make the following motions — 

1st- Mo.- Move it freely up and down, taking care to prevent the muscles ofthe jaw 
from sympathetically cooperating in the least with the action ofthe 

hand. 
2nd- Mo.- Seize the comers ofthe lower jaw beneath the ears, and the chin, with the 

hand, and move the jaw, thoroughly relaxed, as freely as possible, 
backwards & forwards. 

3rd- Mo.- Placing the ends ofthe fingers upon the sides of the jaw relax it 
thoroughly, and move it freely with the hands from side to side. 
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EXERCISES OF THE LIPS. 
1st- Exer. -

Completely relaxing the lips, manipulate thefr muscular fibre freely with the hand. 
2nd - Exer.-

Setting lower jaw firmly upon upper jaw, completely relax the lips, and by a quick 
pivotal action ofthe head shake them freely from side to side until the connection of their 
fibre with the jaw-bone is distinctly felt. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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22nd Lesson -

SEPARATION OF MUSCULAR ACTION IN THE FACE 

The power of expression in the face is in proportion to the subtlety and precision 
with which each muscle can perform its distinct expressive fimction without arousing any 
undue activity with any other muscle ofthe face whose motion is not essential to the 
completion ofthe expression to be made. 

The utilitarian fimctions ofthe muscles ofthe face tend to produce in time, a 
certain constriction which ultimately excites action in one muscle, when its adjacent 
muscle moves. 

The muscles ofthe face are so constantly called upon both for utilitarian and 
expressive purposes, that they become exceedingly susceptible to the influence of 
nervous force, consequently the influx of this force into one muscle ofthe face is very apt 
to be taken up and absorbed by the adjacent muscle. 

There are two obstacles therefore, which are liable to be produced by the habitual 
activity ofthe face, which tend to vitiate its mechanism for the purpose of expression 

1st- That adhesion ofthe tissue of one muscle to another produced by the hardness 
or constriction occasioned by the predominance ofthe expansive and contractive activity 
ofthe muscles over their relaxing activity. 

2nd- The overflow of nervous force under the impulse ofthe will from the tissue of 
one muscle, into the tissue of another, which is occasioned by that supersusceptibility to 
nervous influence which the muscular tissue acquires by constant use. 

In order to overcome these obstacles to precise & perfect expression through the 
muscular mechanism ofthe face, it is necessary — 

1st- To increase the faculty of relaxation in the muscles ofthe face. 
2nd- To decrease the sympathetic activity of one muscle with another by training 

each muscle independently ofthe other. 
When this is accomplished there is produced that complete separation of muscular 

action in the face which is absolutely necessary to perfect its mechanism for the purposes 
of precise, and subtle expression. 

The following exercises enable the pupil to increase the faculty of muscular 
separation, and to ultimately perfect the expressive mechanism ofthe face. 

1st- Exer. -
1 st- Mo.- Relaxing the muscles ofthe mouth & jaws kneed thefr tissues with the 

fingers slowly and gently, but in such a manner as to carry the relaxation and separation 
of their muscular tissues as deeply as possible into the roots of thefr tendons at the bones. 

2nd- Mo.- Relaxing the muscles of brows & eyelids, kneed them m same manner as 
that prescribed for 1st- Mo. 

N.B. - In kneading the muscles connected with the nose at its root where it joins 
the eyebrow, & about the nostrils, kneed them as prescribed in 1st- Mo. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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2nd - Exer. -
1st- Mo.- Relaxing the lips completely, move the jaw backwards & forwards, and 

from side to side, & down; carry each motion in its own direction 
as far as possible without pain. 

2nd- Mo.- Keeping the muscles ofthe jaw in a normal, and quiescent state, carry the 
lips by their muscles. 

1 st- Outwards, and inwards. 
2nd- Sttetch the right comer ofthe mouth backwards as far as possible then the left 

comer, then both comers. 
3rd- Raise the right, then the left, then both comers ofthe mouth as far as possible. 
4th- Depress or lower first the left, then the right, then both comers ofthe mouth as 

far as possible. 
5th- Keeping the lips sttaight, as much as possible draw the comers in toward each 

other on the centte. 

N.B. - In making all the motions of this exercise, bear in mind that their efficacy 
will be in proportion to the extent to which each can be carried without association with 
any ofthe others, & without exciting muscular actions in any portion ofthe face adjacent 
to that portion being exercised. 

This note will apply with equal force to all the exercises following this one. 

3rd - Exer. -
Keeping the muscles ofthe brows and lids in a state of complete normal repose, 

make the following actions ofthe eyeball, taking care not to carry them so far in any 
direction as to cause pain. 

1st- Mo.- Move to the right side on a level, then to the left as far as possible. 
2nd- Mo.- Lift, and lower them as far as possible. 
3rd- Mo.- Endeavor to carry the right eye to the right, & the left to the left as far as 

possible at the same time. 

4th - Exer. -
Starting with brows and eyelids at normal repose, make the following series of 

motions. 
1 st- Series -

Keeping brows in normal repose, make the following motions ofthe lids -

1st- Mo.- Lower and raise upper lids as far as possible without disturbing repose of 
brows, or lower lids. 

2nd- Mo.- Raise lower lids at centte without disturbing normal repose of upper lids, 
or brows. 

3rd- Mo.- Raise lower lids at inner comers without disturbing attitude of brows, or 
lids. 
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2nd SERIES -
Raise brows normally in the centte, & maintaining this att'de, repeat with 

hds motions of 1st- SERIES. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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3rd- SERIES -

Raise brows at inner comers only, & retaining this att'de, repeat motions of lids 
prescribed in 1st- SERIES. 

4th- SERIES -
Raise brows at outer comers only, & while conserving this Att'de make the same 

motions of lids as 1 st- SERIES 
5th- SERIES-
Conttact brows at inner comers, & retaining this att'de, repeat motions of 1st-

SERIES with eyelids. 
6th- SERIES-
Raising brows, both at their centres, and their inner comers, and preserving this 

attitude, repeat the motions ofthe lids indicated in 1st- SERIES 
7th- SERIES-
Raising the brows both at their centre, & their outer comers, & preserving this 

attitude, repeat the motions ofthe eyelids prescribed in 1st- SERIES. 
8tii- SERIES-
Conttacting brows normally down at thefr inner comers, repeat the motions ofthe 

eyelids of 1st-SERIES. 

5th - Exer. -
1st-SERIES 
Keeping the radical muscle ofthe nose in repose, make the following series of 

motions. — 
1st- mo.- Conttact the nostrils normally, that is to say, without lifting or lowering 

them. 
2nd- Mo.- Expand them normally. 
3rd- Mo.- Lift them normally; that is to say, without conttacting or expanding them. 
4th- Mo.- Lower them normally. 
5th- Mo.- Lift first one nostril, then the other, each by itself 
6th- Mo.- Lower and conttact the nostrils. 
7th- Mo.- Lift and conttact the nostrils. 
8th- Mo.- Lower, and expand the nostrils. 
9th- Mo.- Lift, and expand the nostrils. 
10 - Mo.- Lift & conttact first one nostril, then the other. 
11 - Mo.- Lift & expand ffrst one nostril, then the other. 

2nd- SERIES-
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Conttacting the radical muscle ofthe nose, & while maintaining its contraction, 
repeat motions of 1st- SERIES. 

The student will discover in endeavoring to practice the foregoing exercises, that 
many of them will prove so difficult as to appear at first hnpossible. Perseveiing effort, 
however, will soon convince the eamest worker that they are all possible. & capable of 
becoming easy of production. In order that the smdent may not become discouraged it is 
necessary for him, or her to remember that the slightest motion of certain muscles, 
especially centtal ones, like the radical muscle ofthe nose, those ofthe nostrils, & lower 
lids give very deep revelations of psychic conditions.- Those who acquire skill to 
command them attain marvelous power in expression. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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23rd Lesson -

E X P R E S S I O N S OF T O R S O . 

A T T I T U D E S . 

Precisely as the limbs reveal vital conditions, and the head mental conditions, so 
we find that the actions ofthe Torso are especially forcible in the revelation ofthe motive 
conditions ofthe Being. 

ATTITUDES RELATING TO THE SUBJECT ALONE. 

1 - Att'de 
Act.- Normally erect 
Ex. - Motivity in fullness of force-reposeful temper. 

2 - Att'de 
Act- Torso expanded. 
Ex. - Motivity in excitement - Vehement or explosive temper. 

3 - Att'de 
Act.- Torso relaxed. 
Ex. - Motivity in prosttation - Imbecile indolent temper. 

4 - Att'de. 
Act- Torso conttacted. 
Ex. - Motivity m repression - Suppressed temper. 

5 - Att'de 
Act- Torso erect, with predominance of abdominal region. 
Ex. - Motivity in sensuality - Animal temper. 

6 - Att'de 
Act.- Torso erect, with predominance of chest 
Ex. - Motivity in rationality - Manly temper. 

N.B. - In the 5th- Att'de, the domination ofthe appetites over the will is made 
manifest;- in the 6th- Att'de the domination of will, by the rational principle is revealed. 

7 - Att'de 
Act- Torso normally erect, shoulders drawn back. 
Ex. - Motivity in activity - Aggressive, or audacious temper. 

8 - Att'de 
Act.- Torso normally erect, shoulders drawn forward. 
Ex.- Motivity in passivity, or endurance - Patient temper. 

9 - Att'de 
Act.- Torso normally erect, shoulders drawn up. 
Ex. - Sensibility in motivity - Excitable, or splenetic temper. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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10-Att'de 
Act.- Torso normally erect, shoulders drawn down. 
Ex. - Motivity in indifference - Phlegmatic temper. 

COMPLEX ATTITUDES OF TORSO IN RELATION TO SUBJECT ALONE. 

1 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso expanded, shoulders drawn back. 
Ex. - Passional fullness of force, with aggressive temper in motivity. 

2 - Att'de. 
Act- Torso expanded, shoulders drawn forward. 
Ex. - Passional fullness of force, with conttol, or patient temper in motivity. 

3 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso expanded, shoulders drawn up. 
Ex. - Passional fiillness of force, with explosive temper in motivity. 

4- Att'de 
Act.- Torso expanded, shoulders drawn down. 
Ex. - Passional fullness of force, with phlegmatic temper in motivity. 

5 - Att'de. 
Act- Torso expanded, with predominance of abdomen. 
Ex. - Passional fullness of force, with sensuality, or bmtal temper in motivity. 

6 - Att'de. 
Act- Torso expanded, with predominance of chest. 
Ex. - Passional fullness of force, with rational, or manly, temper in motivity. 

7 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso expanded, abdom (Sic), predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn back. 
Ex. - Passional fullness of force, with audacity - shameless sensuality of temper 

in motivity. 
8 - Att'de. 

Act- Torso expanded, abdom (Sic),, predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn up. 
Ex. - Passional fiillness of force, with ardent excitable sensuality - Licentious 

temper in motivity. 
9 - Att'de. 

Act- Torso expanded, abdom (Sic)., predom (Sic)., shoulders forward. 
Ex. - Passional fiillness of force, with timid sensuality of temper in motivity. 

10-Att'de. 
Act- Torso expanded, Abdom (Sic)., predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn down. 
Ex. - Passional fullness of force, with phlegmatic temper in motivity. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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Act-
Ex. -

Act.-
Ex. -

Act-
Ex. -

Act. 
Ex. 

Act 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act 
Ex. 

Act 
Ex. 

Act.-
Ex. -

Act.-
Ex. -
[Original 

11 - Att'de. 
Torso expanded chest predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn back. 
Passional fullness of force, with manly audacity of temper in motivity. 

12-Att'de. 
Torso expanded, chest predom (Sic)., shoulders forward. 
Passional fiillness of force with manly endurance of temper in motivity. 

13-Att'de. 
Torso expanded with predom (Sic)., of chest, shoulders raised. 
Passional fullness of force, with manly ardor, or endurance of temper in 

motivity. 
14-Att'de. 

Torso expanded, chest predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn down. 
Passional fiillness of force, with manly coolness of temper in motivity. 

15-Att'de. 
Torso relaxed, shoulders drawn back. 
Careless, or reckless, audacity of temper in motivity. 

16-Att'de 
Torso relaxed, shoulders drawn forward. 
Indolent resignation, or patient resignation of temper in motivity. 

17-Att'de. 
Torso relaxed, shoulders drawn up. 
Weakness, with sensibility of temper in motivity. 

18-Att'de. 
Torso relaxed, shoulders drawn down. 
Complete prosttation, or idiot temper in motivity. 

19-Att'de. 
Torso relaxed, with abdom (Sic)., predom (Sic). 
Careless, or imbecile, sensuality of temper in motivity. 

20 - Att'de. 
Torso relaxed, with chest predom (Sic). 
Careless rationality of temper in motivity. 

21 -Att'de. 
Torso relaxed, abdom (Sic)., predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn back. 
Shameless sensuality, with impotence, or recklessness of temper in 

motivity. 
22 - Att'de. 

Torso relaxed, abdom (Sic)., predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn forward. 
Timid imbecility, with sensuality of temper in motivity. 

23 - Att'de. 
Torso relaxed, abdom (Sic)., predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn up. 

Careless sensuality, with explosive temper in motivity. 
Page Break.] 
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24 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso relaxed, abdom (Sic)., predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn down. 
Ex. - Idiotic sensuality of temper in motivitv. 

25 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso relaxed, chest predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn back. 
Ex. - Prostration, or fatigue, with manly openness of temper in motivity. 

26 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso relaxed, chest predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn forward. 
Ex. - Prostration, or fatigue, with manly patience of temper in motivity. 

27 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso relaxed, chest predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn up. 
Ex. - Fatigue, or prostration, with manly sensibility of temper in motivity. 

28 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso relaxed, chest predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn down. 
Ex. - Completecollapseofmanly temper in motivity. 

29 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso contracted, shoulders drawn back. 
Ex. - Repressed audacity of temper in motivity. 

30 - Att'de 
Act.- Torso contracted shoulders drawn forward. 
Ex. - Painful enduring temper in motivity. 

31-Att'de 
Act.- Torso contracted, shoulders drawn down. 
Ex. - Motivity in convulsion, or agony. 

32 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso contracted, with predominance of chest. 
Ex. - Excitability, with intense repression of temper in motivity. 

33 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso conttacted, with predominance of chest. 
Ex. - Intense repression with manly temper in motivitv. 

34 - Att'de.-
Act- Torso contracted, chest predom (Sic)., shoulders drawn back. 
Ex. - Intense repression, with manly audacity of temper in motivity. 
[Original Page Break.] 

35 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso contracted, chest predom (Sic)., shoulders forward. 
Ex. - Intenserepression, with manly endurance of temper in motivity. 

36 - Att'de. 
Act.- Torso contracted, chest predom (Sic)., shoulders raised. 
Ex. - Intenserepression, with manly ardor of temper in motivity. 
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ATTITUDES OF TORSO RELATING SUBJECT TO OBJECT. 

1st-DIRECT ACTION 

Act 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act.-
Ex. -

Act. 
Ex. 

Ist-Att'de. 
Neither to nor from object. 
Neuttal impersonality of temper 

2- Att'de. 
Leaning directly from object. 
Repelled impersonality of temper in motivity. 

3 - Att'de 
Direct leaning toward object. 
Activity of impersonal interest, or attracted temper in motivity. 

4 - Att'de. 
Leaning, or bowing before object. 
Submissive temper in motivity. 

2nd - INDIRECT ACTION. 

Ist-Att'de. 
Neither to, nor from the object in the oblique. 
Neutral, or suspensive temper in personal motivity. 

2nd - Att'de. 
Leaning from object in the oblique. 
Antipathetic temper in personal motivity. 

3 - Att'de. 
Act.- Leaning toward object in the oblique, 
Ex. - Sympathetic temper in personal motivity. 
[Original Page Break.] 

EXPRESSIONS OF THE TORSO - GESTURES. 

All gesticulation in the Torso is indicative of pettiness and weakness in the 
individual. 

In proportion to the centtality ofthe agent of expression will be the predominance 
ofthe element of attitude over that of gesticulation in the agent 
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All emotions in the Being are more or less passing in their nature & are, so to speak, 
superficial radiations from some centtal condition.- In the manifestation ofthe Being 
through the body, attimdes in the central agents qualify gestures in those which are more 
superficial.- The more permanent the attimdes in the central agents, the more clear the 
causes of gesticulation become, & therefore the more forcible & effective are their forms. 

The Torso is the supremely centtal agent of expression in the pantomimic 
organization.- The more positive its repose the greater the precision ofthe expression of 
its radii the head, & the limbs. 

The Will is the centtal substance ofthe Being, & that immutable centte which is 
the cause of all motion.- It impels the energy which gives all propulsion to the 
organization;- when it in any degree becomes vacillating there ceases to be force & 
intelligence in the actions of which it should be the impelling cause. 

The torso is that agent of expression which is most intimately associated with the 
will;- all gesticulation in this portion ofthe organization manifests feebleness, & lack of 
firmness in the motivity ofthe Being. - The following gesticulations ofthe torso 
therefore are to be strictly avoided in daily life, & only to be employed in art in typifying 
weak and worthless individuals. 

1 st - Gesture -
Act.- Torso swings from side to side dfrectly from the hips. 
Ex. - Carelessness, heedlessness, vacillation, indicating weakness of will 

characteristic of undecided types of character. 
2nd - Gesture -
Act- Sudden movement upward, and backward from the hips. 
Ex. - Imbecile assertion. 

3rd - Gesture -
Act- Sudden movement downward of torso produced by bending of knee. 
Ex. - Imbecile affumation. 

4th - Gesture -
Act- Swaying movement upward, & downward in the perpendicular. 
Ex. - Utter demoralization ofthe Will, characteristic ofthe despair ofthe weak. 

5th - Gesture -
Act- Torso swings in a cfrcle from the hips, with an accentuation ofthe forward 

and backward movements. 
Ex. - Passional helplessness ofthe imbecile. 
6th - Gesture -
Act- Torso is pivoted quickly from side to side. 
Ex. - Petty childish impatience. 

7th - Gesture -
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Act- Downward movement of Torso from hips. 
Ex. - In its nature - Abject submission, abdication of one Will in favor of 

another. 
Conventionally used to express supreme homage or respect. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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24th Lesson -

E X P R E S S I O N OF THE EYES. 

The eye has two distinct sets of expressive agents, each of which performs a 
fimction peculiarly its own — 

1 st- The eyeball. In which we find three distinct zones -
The Zone ofthe White ofthe Eye -
The Zone ofthe Pupil ofthe Eye-
The Zone ofthe Iris ofthe Eye-

This set of agents is entire passive in its expressive fimction, simply indicating the 
direction from which an impression is received, or to which an expression is directed. 

Its action manifests only the relations which may exist between the subject and its 
object;- all the emotional condition growing out ofthe relations between the subject and 
its object, & all the impressions which the object may have produced upon the subject, 
are revealed only by — 

2nd- The active set of agent - Consisting of — 
The upper lids ofthe Eyes -
The lower lids ofthe Eyes -
The brows -. 

RELATIONS OF THE EYES TO THE PRINCIPLES OF THE BEING. 

Careful investigation of all the phases of expression which appear most distinctly 
in the eyes, demonsttates the fact of a very large preponderance ofthe purely rational 
over passional, or motive element in its expressive actions. In short - the eye, considered 
from the utilitarian point of view, is a purely guiding agent in action;- it has no executive 
faculty whatever by itself, serving only as a guide to the executive activities ofthe head 
and limbs.- Observed from the point of view of its expressive capacity, while it manifests 
sensibility, and volition, with very great cleamess, it reveals those psychic conditions 
only in thefr association with the mental principle in the purest and most positive 
conscious activity. 

As we have afready seen, the actions ofthe head manifest principally, the moods 
ofthe mind;- the head, as an elemental member ofthe pantomimic organization, being 
distinctly a mental agent of expression.- The eye, considered in is relation to the head, is 
the most emphaticjdly mental agent of expression, and reveals with the most exquisite 
subtlety, and definiteness (Sic) all those phases of thought, or ratiocination which may 
have tended to produce the mood of mind manifested by the action ofthe head. 

The eye as a whole then, is the most perfect agent of expression in the pantomimic 
organization.- Close investigation of its expressive organization clearly unfolds the 
significant relations which its distinct cooperative parts bear to the constituent principles 
ofthe Being.- These relations are as follows — 
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RELATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES OF THE BEING 
to 

THE PASSIVE AGENTS OF THE EYE 
[Original Page Break.] 

2 
The white ofthe eyeball is that portion which the physician examines when he 

desire to investigate as far as is possible in the eye, the visceral condition ofthe 
physiological organization of his patient 

Physiognomically considered, we find that in proportion to the exposure ofthe 
white ofthe eyeball by the action ofthe eyelids, is the vital energy expressed in the eye. 

In the study of natural history we find no exposure ofthe white ofthe eye in the 
lower order of animals, and very little exposure of this portion ofthe eyeball in any but 
the human species.- In short, the more the element of mental energy is developed in the 
creature, the greater is the extent to which the white ofthe eyeball is exposed by the 
normal action ofthe eyelids. 

The pupil ofthe eyeball is that portion directly associated with the nervous system 
ofthe organization, and in seeking such indications ofthe mental condition ofthe 
individual as the eyeball affords - the physician limits his attention to the pupil ofthe eye. 

The temperament, or tendency of temper, in the individual is created by the 
predominating characteristics ofthe motive principle ofthe race, or 2mcestry, from which 
the individual descends.- In proportion to the passional tendency in the motivity ofthe 
race, is the increase of arterial, over veinous activity in the vascular system; the 
revelation of this organized proportion is made in the eyeball by that portion of it which 
is called the Iris. 

THE RELATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES OF THE BEING 
to die 

ACTIVE AGENTS OF THE EYE. 

Close investigation ofthe distinctions in the functions performed by the active 
agents of expression in the eye demonsttates that — 

1st- the upper eyelids are the motive agents of expression;- manifesting by their 
activity various degrees of volition in the mind.- The amount of interest, or 
desire to know, with which the mind ofthe subject attends to the object, is 
revealed in the eye only by the action ofthe upper lid.- In proportion to 
the awakening of activity ofthe will-element in the mind is the energy 
revealed by the upper lids. In proportiontotheprosttationof the will-
element in the mind, which we see in various phases, and degree of 
somnolence, or drunkenness - is the relaxation, or surrender, and therefore, 
the subsidence of energy in the eyelid. 

2nd- the brows are the mental agents in the eye, by their actions manifesting the 
condition, or subjective and objective tendencies of those mental faculties 
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by which perception and reason are evolved in consciousness. In other 
words, the expression ofthe brows when bereft of all association with the 
activity ofthe upper lid, manifest more the nature or character ofthe 
mental action than the amount of interest or volitional energy with which 
the mental action is performed. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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3rd- The lower lids are the vital agents of expression in the eyes, manifesting by their 
activity the energy with which the sensitive, or passional principle tends to 
influence the mind.- In fact, it is by the action ofthe lower lids only that a 
distinctly sensitive tension ofthe mind, pleasant, or unpleasant, is 
revealed. 

In considering the expressions ofthe eye we will proceed to not -

1st- The precise expressions of each individual agent by itself 
2nd- the expressions resulting from the various cooperations ofthe separate agents. 

EXPRESSIONS OF TFIE EYEBALLS. 

We have already noted the fact that the eyeball is merely an indicative agent, 
indicating the dfrection from which an impression is received, or to which an expression 
is dfrected. The indications to which it is capable are as follows — 

1st-
Indications ofthe relations, physical, and spiritual, existing between the subject 

and its object.- As these relations have already been tteated, in noting those expressions 
ofthe head, which are dependent for their interpretation upon the observation ofthe 
actions ofthe eyeballs in the head, it is not necessary to repeat the notation of those 
actions in detail here;- it is quite sufficient to note the following facts. — 

1st- The perpendicular action ofthe eyeball is indicative ofthe relative rank between 
subject and its object. 

2nd-The horizontal action ofthe eyeball is indicative ofthe various degrees to which 
the purely personal relations between the subject and its object may be 
emphasized. 

2nd-
Indications ofthe tendency, extemal, or intemal, ofthe attention ofthe mind.-

These are as follows 
1st- the inttospective action ofthe mind is that which engages its attention to the 

presentation of ideas, or images in consciousness, which derive their origins 
from purely subjective sources.- when the attention ofthe mind is 
completely absorbed in the contemplation of this subjective phenomenon, if 
the eyelids are raised under the influence of that motive excitement which 
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always accompanies a sttong interest in the mind in the phenomena which 
arrests its attention - the eyeballs become exactly parallel with the Median 
Line ofthe body;- that is to say, instead ofthe pupils ofthe eye tending to 

converge toward each other in some degree, their longitudinal 
diameters become exactly parallel to each other. 

2nd- Whenever the attention ofthe mind is occupied with phenomena in 
consciousness, the origin of which has an objective source - or which is 
produced by extemal objects - The indication of this exterior tendency in 
mental attention is made by the concenttation ofthe eyeball upon the object 
causing the phenomena in consciousness which received the attention of 
the mind.-

[Original Page Break.] 
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When the eyes are concentrated upon any object, their longitudinal diameter cease to 
be parallel, and tend to converge;- that is, if continued forward far enough they will 
exactly meet upon the object receiving the attention ofthe mind. 

EXPRESSIONS OF THE UPPER EYELIDS. 
We begin the consideration ofthe expressions ofthe active agents in the eye with 

that ofthe upper lids because in all conscious, or voluntary expressive action this is the 
1 st, agent to move. 

By conscious or voluntary expression in the eye we mean that action resulting 
from an impression which has been previously received through the eye, or is caused by 
the memory of some impression previously received through the eye.- It is obvious that 
before an impression can be received though the eye, the activity ofthe upper lids must 
be sufficiently excited to uncover the pupils. 

The upper lid may be aptly called - The Thermometer of Volition in the Eye- for 
in proportion as it rises it indicates the activity ofthe will-element in the mind. 

There are three general attitudes ofthe upper eyelid -
1st- The normal, or neuter attitude - in which the eyelid is raised just enough to fiilly 

expose the pupils ofthe eye. 
2nd- Active attitudes - in which the lid tends to rise from the top ofthe pupil. 
3rd- Passive attitudes - in which the lid tends downward from the top ofthe pupil. 

There are nine attitudes ofthe upper lid which can be definitely distinguished;-
they are as follows 

Ist-Att'de. 
Act.- Upper lid raised to exactly the top ofthe pupil ofthe eye, when its expanded 

under the influence of a normal or medium light- when there is no 
abnormal excitement ofthe nervous system, the pupil ofthe eye expands 
in a medium light just enough to leave on each side of itself, between its o 
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outer edge, and the outer edge ofthe iris, a space equal to its own 
diameter;- this attitude is the absolute neuter att'de ofthe eyelid. 

Ex. - Mental volition in serene, reposeful, or simple, attention. 

2nd - Att'de. 
Act- Eyelid raised one-thfrd ofthe distance between the top ofthe pupil and the top 

ofthe iris. 
Ex. - Mental volition in interested attention. 

3rd - Att'de. 
Act.- eyelid raised two-thirds ofthe distance between the top ofthe pupil, and the 

top of the iris. 
Ex. - Mental volition in animated attention. 

4th - Att'de. 
Act- Eyelid raised to top ofthe iris. 
Ex. - Mental volition in eamest attention. 

5th - Att'de 
[Original Page Break.] 

5th - Att'de. 
Act- Eyelid raised slightly above top of iris, partially exposing the white ofthe 

eyeball above the iris. 
Ex. - Mental volition in eager attention. 

6tii - Att'de. 
Act- Eyelid fully raised, exposing all the white ofthe eye that is possible above the 

iris. 
Ex. - Mental volition in frantic attention. 

7tii - Att'de. 
Act- Eyelid one-third the distance between the top ofthe pupil and its centte. 
Ex. - Mental volition in indifference, or inattention.- Uninterested attention. 

8tii - Att'de. -
Act- Eyelid at centte of pupil. 
Ex. - Mental volition in prosttation, somnolence, or intoxication. 

9tii - Att'de. 
Act.- Lid anywhere between the bottom ofthe pupil, and bottom of iris. 
Ex. - Mental volition in objective rejection, subjective attention, of absolute 

suspension of sleep, or death. 
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The 1st- Att'de is the normal, or neuter one. 
The 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, & 6th, are active attimdes. 
The 7th, 8th, & 9th are passive attitudes. 
The upper lid is centtal agent from which all expression in the face, or form, 

radiates and takes its justification.- The degree of energy with which any ofthe other 
agent of expression may manifest by thefr activity, must be only in proportion to the 
degree of energy first revealed in the action ofthe upper lid.- The primal, or initial 
movement in all active pantomimic expression occurs in the eyelid;- when its attitudes 
are passive all the rest ofthe pantomimic action ofthe body must be predominantly 
passive in its character:- and only in proportion to the elevation ofthe eyelid into its 
active attimdes can the pantomimic movements ofthe rest ofthe organization become 
distinctly active, and passionately energetic in its character. Even when the eyelid 
manifest great energy of volition in mind, the attitudes ofthe rest ofthe body may remain 
in their concentric, or passive form whenever the suppression of passion is to be 
suggested;- in no case, however, can the pantomimic organization assume any actions of 
the explosive, or vehement form when the attitudes ofthe eyelids are distinctly passive in 
thefr character, unless the eyelids are affected by disease, or paralysis, and there fore 
incapable of responding to the influence ofthe emotional energy which causes the 
activity ofthe rest ofthe pantomimic organization. 

EXPRESSIONS OF THE LOWER LIDS. 

The upper lid has only a perpendicular activity, while the lower lid has, in 
addition, to a perpendicular activity, a slight capacity for the horizontal activity. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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The perpendicular activity ofthe lower lids is the thermometer of sensitive 
tension in the mind, and measures by the degrees of its altitude the extent to which this 
tension is developed in consciousness. 

The horizontal activity ofthe lower lid indicates the nature ofthe sensitive tension 
in the mind, and manifests the tendency of that tension toward approval, or disapproval of 
the phenomena in consciousness causing the tension. 

It is only by the action ofthe lower lid that any ofthe distinctly sensitive 
conditions - pleasant, or painful - ofthe mind are made manifest in the eye. 

There is one abnormal, and there are four normal attitudes ofthe lower eyelid -
these are as follows — 

Ist-Att'de. 
Act.- Lower eyelid relaxed in such a manner as to become pendant in the centte, and 

to largely expose the white ofthe eye beneath the iris. 
Ex. - Suspension of sensitive tension in the mind - abnormally calm, and phlegmatic 

temperament. 
This is an abnormal action ofthe lower lid. 
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2nd - Att'de. 
Act- Normally suspended in such a manner as to just touch with its centre the 

bottom ofthe iris. 
Ex. - Serene sensitive tension in the mind. 

3rd - Att'de 
Act- Lid normally raised in the centre. 
Ex. - In proportion to the altitude ofthe above action will be the manifestation of 

simple or neutral sensitive tension in the mind. 

4th - Att'de 
Act.- Lids drawn horizontally up toward inner comers of eyes. 
Ex. - Disapproving, or sinister sensitive tension in mind. 

5th - Att'de 
Act- Lids drawn horizontally up toward outer comers of eyes. 
Ex. - Approving, pleasurable, genial, kindly sensitive tension in the mind. 

All those actions, either ofthe upper, or lower lids, that have been designated by 
references to relations ofthe lids to the pupils, the irises, or whites ofthe eyeballs, imply, 
in doing this, a head normally erect upon the neck, and an eyeball normally direct in its 
socket.- These same actions ofthe lids with the head and eyeballs in any but the normal 
and direct attitudes, while they will express the same emotion will not, of course, bear the 
same relations to the different parts ofthe eyeball, as those, which for the purposes of 
definite distinction in action, we have opted in the formulation ofthe above, and 
foregoing attitudes. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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EXPRESSIONS OF THE EYEBROWS. 

The actions ofthe eyebrows manifests the various conditions ofthe purely mental 
faculties. 

The brows have a perpendicular activity, both at their centtes and their exttemes -
in this respect they resemble the lower lids. 

Precisely as the upper lid is indicative volitional, and the lower lid of sensuous 
activity in the mind - so we find that the attitudes ofthe brows reveal the distinctly 
rational activity ofthe mind. 

There are five simple - three complex - and one abnormal actions ofthe eyebrows, 
which are as follows — 

SIMPLE ACTIONS 
Ist-Att'de. 

Act- Brows completely normal. 
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Ex. - Mentality in repose, or quiescence. 

2nd - Att'de. 
Act- Brows normally drawn down at inner comers. 
Ex. - Mentality in rational concentration. 

3rd - Att'de. 
Act- Brows normally drawn up at outer comers. 
Ex. - Mentality in imaginative, or vehement excitement. 

4th - Att'de. 
Act. - Brows normally raised at their centtes. 
Ex. - Mentality in extemal demonstrative attention. 

5tii - Att'de. 
Act- Brows drawn up, and together at thefr inner comers. 
Ex. - Mentality in confusion, or perplexity, chaotic, or irtational activity in the mind. 

Act 
Ex. 

Act 
Ex. 

COMPLEX ACTIONS -
Ist-Att'de. 

Brows drawn down at inner comers, and raised at outer comers. 
Mentality in antagonism, conflict between rational, and passional tendencies in 

the mind. 
2nd - Att'de. 

Brows lifted, with the inner comers raised, and drawn together. 
Mentality in demonsttative perplexity, confusion, or anxiety. 

3rd - Att'de. 
Act.- Brows lifted, with the irmer comers raised, and drawn together, and the outer 

comers in excessive activity. 
Ex. - Mentality in vehement anxiety, or terror. 

ABNORMAL ACTION 
[Original Page Break.] 
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ABNORMAL ACTION -

This action ofthe brow is only produced by that organic change in the 
muscular tissue that raises the outer comer ofthe brow which is caused by paralysis of 
the nerves that influence its action. - The result of this paralysis is a drooping ofthe outer 
comers ofthe brows, which gives to them an expression of mental timidity, and 
impotence. 

When the normal brow ofthe uidividual droop at the outer comer in such a 
manner as to make the line ofthe brow form an acute angle with the Median Line ofthe 
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face, it is indicative of a timid mental temperament in the individual,- and in stage art can 
only be produced by the alignment ofthe brow with a pencil, as it is impossible to 
sufficiently relax the muscles ofthe outer comers ofthe brow to produce this effect 
naturally in cases where the brow is either normally at right angles with, or forming an 
obtuse angle with the nose. 

With the foregoing attitudes ofthe lids and brows distinctly and thoroughly 
mastered, the student is prepared to clearly understand, and to readily produce those 
complex expressions ofthe eyes which are produced by the cooperative activity ofthe 
lids, and brows. 

Continued in COMPLEX EXPRESSIONS ofthe EYES. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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25th Lesson -

COMPLEX EXPRESSIONS OF THE EYES. 
1 st- SERIES -

Combining the Actions ofthe Brows & Upper Lids. 

1 st - Expres. 
Act.- 1st- Attimde of lid, 1st- attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in quiescent serenity of attention. 

2nd - Expres. 
Act- 1st- Attimde of lids, 3rd- attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in concentrated serenity of attention. 

3rd - Expres. 
Act- 1st Attimde of lids, 3rd- attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in imagmative serenity of attention. 

4th - Expres. 
Act- 1 st- Attimde of lids, 4th- attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in demonstrative, objective serenity of atten (Sic). 

5th - Expres. 
Act- 1st- Attitude of lids, 5th- attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in confused serenity of attention. 

6th - Expres. 
Act.- 1st- Attimde of lids, 1st- complex attimde of brow. 
Ex. - Mentality in conflicting, or morose serenity of atten (Sic). 

7th - Expres. 
Act- 1st- Attitude of hds, 2nd- complex attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in demonstrative, objective, confused, serenity of attention. 

8th - Expres. 
Act- 1st- Attitude of lids, 3rd- complex attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in demonstrative, objective, imaginative serenity of attention 

9th - Expres. 
Act- 2nd-Attimde of lids, 1st-attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in quiescent interested attention. 

10th- Expres. 
Act.- 2nd- Attimde of lids, 2nd- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in concentrated interested attention. 

11th - Expres. 
Act- 2nd- Attitude of lids. 3rd- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in imaginative interested attention. 

12th- Expres. 
Act- 2nd- Attimde of lids, 4th- attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Demonstrative, objective interested attention. 

13th- Expres. 
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Act- 2nd- Attitude of lids, 5th- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in confused interested attention. 
[Original Page Break.] 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 

14 - Expres. 
2nd- Attimde of lid, 1st- Complex attimde of brows. 
Mentality in conflicting, or concentrated imaginative interested attention. 

15 - Expres. 
2nd- Attitude of lids, 2nd- complex attimde of brows. 
Mentality in demonsttative confused interested attention. 

16- Expres. 
2nd- Attimde of lids, 3rd- complex attimde of brows. 
Mentality in demonsttative, imaginative interested attention. 

17 - Expres. 
3rd- Attitude of lids, 1st- attimde of brows. 
Mentality in quiescent animated attention. 

18 - Expres. 
3rd- Attitude of lids, 2nd- attimde of brows. 
Mentality in concentrated animated attention. 

19 - Expres. 
3rd- Attitude of lids, 3rd- attitude of brows. 
Mentality in imaginative animated attention. 

20 - Expres. 
3rd- Attitude of lids, 4th- attitude of brows. 
Mentality in demonstrative animated attention, 1 st degree of surprise. 

21 - Expres. 
3rd- Attitude of lids, 5th- attitude of brows. 
Mentality in confiised animated attention, 1st- degree of perplexity, or mental 

anxiety. 
22 - Expres. 

3rd- Attitude of lids, 1st- complex attitude of brows. 
Mentality in conflicting, or concentrated imaginative animated attention.- 1st-

degree of antagonistic excitement. 
23 - Expres. 

3rd- Attitude of lids, 2nd- complex attimde of brows. 
Mentality in demonstrative, confused, animated attention.- 1st- degree of 

perplexed, or anxious surprise. 
24 - Expres. 

3rd- Attitude of lids, 3rd- complex attitude of brows. 
Mentality in demonstrative, imaginative, animated attention.- 1st- degree of 

surprise. 
25 - Expres. 

4th- Attitude of lids, 1st- attitude of brows. 
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Ex. - Mentality in quiescent eamest attention.- 1st- degree of stupor. 
[Original Page Break.] 

26 - Expres. 
Act.- 4th- Attitude ofthe lids, 2nd- attimde ofthe brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in concenttated eamest attention.- 1st- degree of scmtiny, or 

resolution, 
27 - Expres. 

Act- 4th Attitude of lids, 3rd- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in imaginative eamest attention.- 1st- degree of passional attention, 

or intention. 
28 - Expres. 

Act.- 4th- Attitude of lids, 4th- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in demonsttative eamest attention.- 2nd- degree of surprise. 

29 - Expres. 
Act- 4th- Att'de of lids, 5th- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in confiised eamest attention. - 2nd- degree of perplexity, or mental 

anxiety. 
30 - Expres. 

Act.- 4th Attitude of lids, 1 st- complex attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in conflicting eamest attention.- 2nd- degree of antagonistic 

attention, or intention. 
31 - Expres. 

Act.- 4th- Attitude of lids, 2nd- complex attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in conflicting eamest attention.- 2nd- degree of perplexed, or 

anxious surprise. 
32 - Expres. 

Act- 4th- Attitude of lids, 3rd- complex attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in demonsttative, imaginative eamest atten (Sic). 2nd- degree of 

passional surprise. 
33 - Expres. 

Act.- 5th- Attitude of lids, 1st- attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in quiescent eager attention.- 2nd- degree of stupor. 

34 - Expres. 
Act.- 5th- Attitude of lids, 2nd- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in contorted eager attention.- 2nd- degree of scmtinizing attention, 

or resolute intention. 
35 - Expres. 

Act- 5th- Attitude of lids, 3rd- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in imaginative eager attention.- 2nd- degree of passional attention, 

of intention. 
36 - Expres. 

Act.- 5th- Attitude of lids, 4th- attimde of brows. 
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Ex. - Mentality in demonstrative eager attention.- 3rd- degree of surprise. 
37 - Expres. 

Act- 5th- Attitude of lids, 5th- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in confiised eager attention.- 1st- degree of mental anguish. 
[Original Page Break.] 

Act.-
Ex. -

Act-
Ex. -

perplexed 

Act-
Ex. -

Act 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act.-
Ex. -

Act.-
Ex.-

Act-
Ex.-

Act.-
Ex. -

Act-
Ex. -

38 - Expres. 
5th- Attitude of lids, 1st- complex attitude of brows. 
Mentality in conflicting eager attention.- 3rd- degree of antagonistic attention, 

or intention. 
39 - Expres. 

5th- Attitude of lids, 2nd- complex attitude of brows. 
Mentality in demonstrative confused eager attention.- 3rd- degree of 

of anxious surprise. 
40 - Expres. 

5th- Attitude of lids, 3rd- complex attitude of brows. 
Mentality in demonsttative imaginative eager attention. 3rd- degree of 

passional surprise. 
41 - Expres. 

6th- Attitude of lids, 1st- attitude of brows. 
Mentality in quiescent frantic attention.- Complete stupefaction. 

42 - Expres. 
6th- Attitude of lids, 2nd- attitude of brows. 
Mentality in concenttated frantic attention.- 3rd- degree of scmtinizing atten 

(Sic)., or resolute inten (Sic). 
43 - Expres. 

6th- Attitude of lids, 3rd- attitude of brows. 
Mentality in imaginative frantic attention.- 3rd- degree of passional attention, 

or intention, in sane mental excitement. 
44 - Expres. 

6th- Attitude of lids, 4th- attitude of brows. 
Mentality in demonsttative frantic attention.- amazement. 

45 - Expres. 
6th- Attitude of lids, 5th- attitude of brows. 
Mentality in confused frantic attention.- 2nd- degree of mental anguish.-

Complete agony of mind. 
46 - Expres. 

6th- Attitude of lids, 1st- complex attitude of brow. 
Mentality in conflicting frantic attention.- Rage. 

47 - Expres. 
6th- Attitude of lids, 2nd- complex attimde of brows. 
Mentality in demonstrative confused frantic attention.- Terror. 

48 - Expres. 
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Act- 6th- Attitude of lids, 3rd- complex attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in demonsttative, imaginative, frantic attention.- Wonder. 

49 - Expres. 
Act- 7th- Attitude of lids, 1 st- attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in quiescent, uninterested attention. 
[Original Page Break.] 

5 
50 - Expres. 

Act- 7th- Attitude of lied, 2nd- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in concenttated uninterested attention.- Bored, annoyed. 

51 - Expres. 
Act- 7th- Attitude of lids, 3rd- attimde of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in inconsistency - no expression. 

52 - Expres. 
Act.- 7th- Attitude of lids, 4th- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in demonsttative inattention.- Contempt. 

53 - Expres. 
Act- 7th- Attitude of lids, 5th- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in irritated, uninterested attention. 

54 - Expres. 
Act.- 7th- Attitude of lids, 1st- complex attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in inconsistency - no expression. 
55 - Expres. 
Act- 7th- Attitude of lids, 2nd- complex attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in demonsttative, irritated, uninterested attention.- Bored, 

contempt. 
56 - Expres. 

Act.- 7th- Attitude of lids, 3rd- attitude of brows, complex. 
Ex. - Mentality in inconsistency - no expression. 

57 - Expres. 
Act.- 8th- Attitude of lids, 1st- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in quiescent subjectivity, or simple prosttation. 

58 - Expres. 
Act.- 8th- Attitude of lids, 2nd- attitudes of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in concenttated subjectivity. 

59 - Expres. 
Act- 8th- Attitude of lids, 3rd- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in imaginative subjectivity. 

60 - Expres. 
Act.- 8th- Attitude of lids, 4th- attitude of brows. 
Ex. - Mentality in suspensive subjectivity, or demonstrative prosttation, in the latter 

case expressive on intoxication. 
61 - Expres. 
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Act. 
Ex. 

Act 
Ex. 

8th- Attitude of lids, 5th- attimde of brows. 
Mentality in confiised, or irritated subjectivity. 

62 - Expres. 
8th- Attitude of lids, 1st- complex attitude of brows. 
Mentality in conflicting, or antagonistic subjectivity. 

[Original Page Break.] 
6 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

63 - Expres. 
8th- Attitude of lids, 2nd- complex attitude of brows. 
Mentality in irritated suspensive subjectivity, or irritated demonsttative 

prosttation.- The last characteristic ofthe confiision of intoxication. 
64 - Expres. 

8th- Attitude of lids, 3rd- complex attitude of brows. 
Mentality in terrified subjectivity. 

N.B.- When the actions ofthe brows are combined with the 9th- attimde ofthe 
lids, they manifest the same conditions of mind as those expressed by their combinations 
with the 8th- attimde ofthe lids, except only, that the subjective, or interior attention of 
the mind is more completely emphasized. No combinations ofthe brow, except the 1st-
attitude, can be consistently made with the 9th- attitude ofthe lids, when the action ofthe 
lids imply mental prosttation, or suspension, instead of mere interior, or subjective 
attention. 

With the above facts distinctly understood, it becomes unnecessary to formulate 
in detail the expression ofthe eyes produced by combining the action ofthe brows with 
the 9th- attitude of tiie lids. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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27th Lesson -
HARMONIC FOLDING OF HEAD AND TORSO. 

By the Harmonic folding is implied that Folding which prevents all discordant 
action in the co-operative movements in the two parts. 

1st- Exercise-
• Att'de feet close together, arms normally pendant at side 
Bow head on erect neck. 
• Keeping head in same relation to neck as in last motion, fold neck down 

toward chest. 
Keeping had & neck in same relation attained in last motion fold chest 

from diaphragm down toward the abdomen. 
Keeping head, neck, & chest in same relations as attained in last motion, 

bow the whole torso from the hips as far as possible without 
sttaining the muscles, or bending the knees. 

Keeping head, neck & chest in same relations as those retained during last 
motion, raise the torso until it is erect from diaphragm down to the 
hips. 

Keeping head & neck in same relations to chest as those retained during 
last Mo., unfold chest from diaphragm until the whole torso is 
erect 

Keeping head in same relation to neck as that retained during last Mo., 
raise neck from chest until it is erect upon torso. 

Raise head from neck to its normal position. 

Stand 1st 
1st-
2nd 

3rd-

4tii-

Mo.-
-Mo. 

Mo.-

Mo.-

5th- Mo.-

6th- Mo.-

7tii- Mo.-

8tii. Mo.-

N.B. -This exercise obeys implicitly the law of order in the involution of evolution 
of gesticulation. 

Stand 
1st-Mo.-
2nd- Mo 
3rd- Mo. 

4th- Mo 

5tii-Mo 
6th- Mo. 
7tii-Mo 

CIRCULAR RADIATION IN GESTICULATION, 
in Harmonic Poise on right leg; relax right arm thoroughly from shoulder. 

Pivot eye of elbow outward to side. 
- Relaxing forearm from elbow, rise elbow out at side to height of shoulder. 
- Keeping upper arm in complete repose, and relaxing hand from wrist, raise 

forearm from elbow, hand pendant - to arm, to earth, directly out at 
the side. 

- Keeping upper and forearm in as much repose as possible raise and pivot 
hand at wrist dfrectly out at side until hand is - with arm, from 
earth. 

- Relax arm at wrist & let it fall- to arm, to earth. 
- Relax forearm at elbow & let it hand down at side. 

Relax whole arm at shoulder and let it fall normally at side. 
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2nd- Exercise-
Stand in Harmonic Poise, 4th Att'de on left leg; repeat with left arm the motions 

designated in 1st.- Ex. for the right arm. 

3rd- Exercise-
Stand in 1st- Att'de, feet close together; repeat with both arms the motions ofthe 

1 st- Exercise. 

4th- Exercise-
Stand in Harmonic Poise, 4th- Att'de, on right leg; relax right arm. 
[Original Page Break.] 

2 
completely from shoulder. 

1st- Mo.- Pivot eye of elbow as far to the front as possible. 
2nd- Mo.- Relaxing arm completely at elbow from shoulder directly out in front of 

the body. 
3rd- Mo.- Keeping arm in repose and relaxing hand completely at wrist raise 

forearm directly out in front of body, hand pendant - to arm, to 
earth. 

4th- Mo.- Keeping fore & upper arm in as complete repose as possible raise & 
pivot hand directly out in front of body until it is - with arm, from 
earth. 

5th- Mo.- Relax hand at wrist & let it fall - to arm, to earth. 
6th- Mo.- Relax forearm, and hand from elbow & let them fall directly in front of 

the body. 
7th- Mo.- Relax whole arm from shoulder and let it fall normally to side. 

Stand in 

Stand in 

Stand as 
1st-
2nd 
3rd-

4th-
5tii-
6tii-

Mo.-
-Mo.-
Mo.-

Mo.-
Mo.-
Mo.-

5th-Exercise-
Harmonic Poise 4th- Att'de, on left leg, & repeat with left arm the 

motions designated in 4th- Ex., for right arm. 
6th-Exercise-

1st- Att'de feet close together, repeat with both arms the motions of 
4th- Ex. 

7th-Exercise-
in 4th- Ex. 
Same as 1st- Mo., of 4th- Ex. 
Same as 2nd- Mo., of 4th- Ex. 
Carry elbow from shoulder, keeping forearm pendant from the front of 

the body horizontally in a circle as far back as possible. 
S2ime as 3rd- Mo., of 1st- Ex. 
Same as 4th- Mo., of 1st- Ex. 
Same as 5th- Mo., of 1st- Ex. 
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7th- Mo.- Same as 6th- Mo., of 1st- Ex. 
8th- Mo.- Same as 7th- Mo., of 1st- Ex. 

8th- Exercise-
Stand as in 2nd- Ex., - Repeat with left arm the motions of 7th- Ex. 

9th-Exercise-
Stand as in 3rd- Ex. & repeat with both arms the motions of 7th- Ex. 

1 Oth-Exercise-
Stand in 4th- Ex. 

1st. Mo.- Same as 1st- Mo.- of 4th- Ex. 
2nd- Mo.- Raise elbow from shoulder in front of body as high as possible in such a 

manner as to carry rim of index finger directly in front of median 
line of body, forearm and hand being completely pendant from 
body. 

3rd. Mo.- Keeping arm completely pendant from wrist, raise forearm directly up 
from elbow, taking care not to disturb the repose ofthe upper arm, 
In making this Mo., keep the end ofthe index finger, as far as is 
possible, with a relaxed hand, directly in front ofthe median line of 

the body. 
4th- Mo.- Keeping fore & upper arm in repose, raise hand directly out at right side. 

[Original Page Break.] 
3 

5th- Mo.- Relax hand at the wrist and let it fall directly toward median in line of 
body. 

6th- Mo.-Relax forearm at elbow, letting it fall directly in toward median line ofthe 
body. 

7th- Mo.- Relax arm at shoulder and let it fall normally at side 

Stand as 

Stand as 
Ist-Mo.-
2nd- Mo.-
3rd- Mo.-

4th- Mo." 

5tii- Mo.-
6th- Mo.-

1 Ith-Exercise-
in 5th- Ex., and repeat with left arm the motions of 10th- Ex., for right 

arm. 
12th- Exercise-

in 4th- Exercise. 
Same as 1st- Mo., of 4th- Ex. 
Same as 2nd- Mo., of 10th- Ex. 
Keeping the wrist at the point in space attained in last motion, hand 

pendant, drop the arm until the elbow is on a level with the 
shoulder at the side. 

Keeping elbow at the level in space attained in last motion, hand 
pendant - to arm raise forearm from elbow directly up and out at 
side until it is completely unfolded from elbow - hand - to arm, 
from earth. 

Unfold hand from wrist until it is - with arm, from earth. 
Relax hand at wrist and let it fall - to arm, to earth. 
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7th- Mo.- Relax forearm at elbow & let it hemg down at side. 
8th- Mo.- Relax whole arm at shoulder and let it fall normally at side. 

14th- Exercise. 
Stand as in 5th- Ex., & repeat with left arm the motions designated in the 

13th- Ex. for right arm. 

15th- Exercise-
Stand as in 13th- Ex. 

1st-Mo.- Same as 1st-Mo.-of 13th Ex. 
2nd- Mo.- Same as 2nd- M., of 13th- Ex. 
3rd- Mo.- Keeping wrist at same point in space as that attained in last motion, 

lower elbows directly down in front of body until it is on a level 
with the shoulder, in such a manner as to throw the hand, pendant 
at the wrist, directly over the shoulder. 

4th- Mo.- Keeping elbow at point in space attained in last motion, hand pendant to 
arm at wrist; unfold forearm from elbow directly out in front of 
body until the elbow is straight hand- to arm, to earth. 

5th- Mo.- Same as 5th- mo., 13th- Ex. 
6th- Mo.- Same as 6th- Mo., 13th- Ex. 
7th- Mo.- Surrender forearm from elbow 2md let it swing directly in front ofthe 

body. 
8th- Mo.- Same as 8tii- Mo., Of 13tii- Ex. 

[Original Page Break.] 
4 

17th- Exercise. 
Stand as in 14th Ex. & repeat with the left arm the motions designated in 16th Ex. 

for right ann. 

18th- Exercise 
Stand as in 15th- & repeat with left arm the motions designated in 16th- Ex., for 

right arm. 

19th- Exercise. 
Stand as in 16th- Ex. 

1st- Mo.- Same as 1st- Mo., of 16th- Ex. 
2nd- Mo.- Same as 2nd- Mo., of 16th- Ex. 
3rd- Mo.- Keeping wrist in same point in space attained in last motion lower elbow 

directly to side from shoulder in such a manner as to bring the 
fingers ofthe hand, pendant from wrists, on a level with and 
directly in front ofthe shoulders. 

4th- Mo.- Keeping hand in same relation to arm as that attained at end of last 
motion; and the elbow at the same point in space, unfold forearm 
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from elbow until it is directly down at side, hand to arm, fingers 
directly out in front. 

5th- mo.- Unfold hand from wrist until it is - with arm, palm directly out in front. 
6th- Mo.- Surrender the whole arm from shoulder so that it shall hand normally to 

side. 

20th- Exercise-
Stand as in 17th- Ex., & repeat with left arm the motions designated in 19th- Ex., 

for right arm. 

21st- Exercise-
Stand as in 18th- & repeat with both arms the motions designated in 19th- Ex. 

right arm. 
for 

22nd- Exercise-
Stand as in 19th- Exercise. 

1st- Mo.- Pivot palm in front of body. 
2nd- Mo.- Keeping hand in same relation to arm as that attained in last motion, 

raise arm, to earth, until wrist is on a level with shoulder. 
3rd- Mo.- Keeping hand in same relation to arm as that attained at end of last 

motion, fold forearm from elbow, directly up and in until wrist is 
over the shoulder. 

4th- Mo.- Relax hand at wrist until it falls - to arm, to earth. 
5th- Mo.- Keeping wrist at same point in space attained in last motion, & relaxing 

hand completely at wrist, carry elbow horizontally from the front to 
the side ofthe body in such a manner as to force the hand to 
become pendant directly in front of, instead of over the shoulder. 

6th- Mo.- Keeping elbow at same point in space attained in last motion; hand 
pendant - to arm, to earth, unfold forearm from elbow until the arm 
is sttaight to wrist. 

7th- mo.- Keeping wrist at space attained in last motion, raise and pivot hand until 
it is with arm, with earth, thumb down. 

[Original Page Break.] 

8th- Mo.- Relax hand completely at wrist until it is - to arm, to earth. 
9th- Mo.- Relax forearm completely at elbow until it hangs pendant at side. 
10th- Mo.- Relax arm completely at shoulder until it falls normally at side. 

23rd- Exercise. 
Stand as in 20th- Ex., & repeat with the left arm the motions designated in 22nd-

Ex., for right ann. 
24th- Exercise. 

Stand as in the 21st- Ex., and repeat with both arms the motions designated in 
22nd- Ex., for right arm. 
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25th- Exercise 
1 st- Mo.- Same as 1 st- Mo., of 22nd Ex. 
2nd-Mo.- Same as 2nd-Mo., of 22nd Ex. 
3rd-Mo.- Same as 3rd-Mo., of 22nd Ex. 
4th- Mo.- Same as 4th- Mo., of 22nd Ex. 
5th- Mo.- Same as 5th- Mo., of 22nd Ex. 
6th- Mo -Keeping elbow and wrist at same level as that attained at end of last 

motion, hand pendant - to arm, to earth, unfold whole arm 
from the shoulder directly out in front of body, hand to arm, 
to earth. 

7th- Mo.- Same as 7th- Mo., of 22nd Ex. 
8th- Mo.- Same as 8th- Mo., of 22nd Ex. 
9th- Mo.- Relax arm at elbow until it hangs in front of body. 
10th- Mo.- Same as 10th- Mo., of 22nd- Ex. 

26th- Exercise. 
Stand as in 23rd- Ex., and repeat with left arm the motions designated in 25th-

Ex., for right arm. 
27th- Exercise. 

Stand as in 24th- Ex. and repeat with both arms the motions designated in 25th-
Ex., for right arm. 

28th- Exercise 
Stand as in 26th- Exercise. 

Ist-Mo.-
2nd- Mo.-
3rd- Mo.-
4th- Mo.-
5th- Mo.-

6th- Mo. 

7th- Mo. 

8th- Mo.-
9th- Mo.-

Same as 1st- Mo., of 25th- Ex. 
Same as 2nd- Mo., of 25th- Ex. 
Same as 3rd- Mo., of 25th- Ex. 
Same as 4th- Mo., of 25th- Ex. 
Keeping wrists at point in space attained in last Mo., and hand 
completely pendant - to arm, to earth, carry elbow obliquely out at 
side and up until it is above shoulder. 
Keeping elbow at point in space attained in last Mo., unfold 
forearm, keeping hand pendant, until arm is sttaight from shoulder 
up hand pendant - to arm, to earth. 
Keeping wrist at same point in space attained in last Mo., unfold 

and pivot hand at wrist until it is with arm, and palm direct 
out at side. 

Relax hand at wrist and let fall - to arm, to earth. 
Relax forearm at elbow until hand hangs directly in front of 

[Original Page Break.] 

10-Mo.-
shoulder 
Relax whole arm at shoulder until it falls to side. 

29th- Exercise. 
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Stand as in 26th- Ex. and repeat with left arm the motions designated 28th- Ex., 
for right ami. 

30th- Exercises.-
Stand as in 27th- Ex., and repeat with both arms the motions designated in 28th-

Ex. for right arm. 
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28th Lesson 
SPIRAL RADIATION IN GESTICULATION 

The form of gesticulation combines sttaight and circular radiation and is 
appropriate only to the poetic and ideal form of expression. 

1st Exercise. 
Stand in Harmonic Poise, 4th- Att'de on right leg - arm normally pendant at side. 

1 st- Mo.- Raise right arm, elbow sttaight, hand pendant directly in front of Median 
Line ofthe Body, until wrist is on a level with chin. 

2nd- Mo.- Keeping wrist at same point in space attained by last motion raise hand 
to- from arm, from earth. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping wrist as same point in space as that regained during last motion, 
and keeping hand - from arm, pivot it in a semicircle out at side, 
and down in front until it is - from arm, to earth. 

4th- Mo.- Keeping wrist at same point in space retained during last motion raise 
hand to arm, from earth. 

5th- Mo.- Keeping hand - to arm, and in same relation to forearm, as that attained 
at end of last motion, and keeping wrist on the same level as that 
retained during last motion, fold forearm on upper arm, carrying 
elbow perpendicularly downward until ends of fingers touch the 
shoulder. 

6th- Mo.- Keeping wrist at the same point in space as that attained at end of last 
motion, and hand completely relaxed, carry elbow up and out at 
side until it is on a level with shoulder, and the hand becomes 
pendant - to arm, to earth. 

7th- Mo.- Keeping wrist at the same point in space as that attained during last 
motion, carry elbow down and in at the side in such a manner as to 
throw the relaxed and pendant hand directly out in front of forearm. 

8th- Mo.- Keeping wrist on same level as that retained during last motion unfold 
and straighten, the arm directly out in front ofthe Median Line of 
the body, at the same time lifted the hand to - from arm, from earth. 

N.B. - The actions ofthe hand and arm, in this last motion must begin and end at 
exactly the same time. 

9th- Mo.- Same as the 3rd- Mo. 
10th-Mo.- Same as the 4th-Mo. 
11th- Mo.- Same as the 5th- Mo. 
12th-Mo.- Same as the 6th-Mo. 

[Original Page Break.] 
7. 

13th- Mo.- Same as 7th- Mo., except the relaxed and pendant hand is thrown out at 
the side of, instead of in front ofthe forearm. 

14th- Mo.- Same as 8th- Mo., directly out at side, instead of in front ofthe body. 
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15tii- Mo.- Keeping hand - from arm, from earth, lower arm, elbow sttaight to its 
normal position at the side. 

16th- Mo.- Relax hand and let it drop normally to side. 

2nd- Exercise.-
Same as 1st- Ex., Standing in Harmonic Poise, 4th- Att'de on the left leg, and 

making the motions with the left instead of with the right arm. 

3rd- Exercise.-
Same as the 1st- Ex., in 1st- Att'de of feet close together and with both arms. 

4th- Exercise.-
Stand in Harmonic Poise, 4th- Att'de, right leg. 

1st- Mo.- Raise forearm, pendant from elbow, with hand pendant and its palm 
pivoted to the front, directly up and out in front ofthe Median Line 
ofthe Body until the elbow is on a level with the shoulder. 

2nd- Mo.- Keeping elbow at same point in space as that attained at the end ofthe 
last motion, unfold the forearm until the whole arm is sttaight from 
the shoulder, at the same time pivoting the hand, which is - from 
arm, in a complete circle, ending its pivotal action at the same 
moment the arm becomes sttaight by bringing the hand with arm, 
from earth. 

3rd- Mo.- Keeping the wrist at the same point in space as that attained at end of 
last motion, fold hand to arm, from earth. 

- Same as 5th- Mo., of 1st- Ex. 
- Same as 6th- Mo., of 1st- Ex. 
- Keeping elbow at same point in space as that attained at end of last 
motion, unfold arm, sttaight out at side, at the same time pivoting 
hand completely in a circle, completing its pivotal action at the 
same moment that the arm becomes sttaight with the hand in the 
gesture attitude of- with arm, from earth. 
- Keeping wrist at same pint in space as that attained at end of last motion, 
fold hand - to arm, from earth. 
- Same as 5th- Mo., of 1st- Ex., at the side, instead of in front ofthe body. 
Keeping wrist at same point in space as that attained at end of last 

motion, raise elbow until it is on a level with the shoulder, at the 
same time pivoting the hand - to arm, until it is with earth, thumb 
down, and the ends ofthe fmgers in front ofthe shoulder. 

10th- Mo.- Keeping end ofthe nuddle finger on the same level in space as that 
attained at the end of last motion, unfold arm directly out in front of 
Median Line ofthe body, until it is straight from the shoulder, at 
the same time pivoting the hand at the wrist in such a manner as to 
bring it at the end ofthe motion ofthe arm, with arm, from earth. 

4th- Mo. 
5tii- Mo. 
6th- Mo. 

7th- Mo. 

8tii- Mo. 
9tii-Mo. 
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[Original Page Break.] 
8. 

11th- Mo.- Relax and let it fall - to arm, to earth. 
12th- Mo.- Relax whole arm from shoulder, and let it fall normally to side. 

5th- Exercise.-
Same at 4th- Ex.. in Harmonic Poise of 4th Att'de. on left leg and with left arm. 

6th- Exercise-
Same as 4th- Ex., Body erect in 1st- Att'de. of feet, heels close together, motions 

made with both arms. 

7th- Exercise.-
Same as in 4th- Ex. 

1st- Mo.- Same as 1st- Mo.- of 4th- Ex. 
2nd- Mo.- Same as 2nd- Mo., of 4th- Ex. 
3rd- Mo.- Keeping the palm of hand - from earth and the ends ofthe fingers 

pointing dfrectly out in front ofthe forearm, and keeping the wrist 
on the same level in space as that Attained at end of last motion, 
carry elbow dfrectly down at side at same time thereby folding the 
inside of forearm upon upper arm. 

4th- Mo.- Keeping hand in same relation to forearm at wrist, as that attained at end 
of last motion, and the end ofthe index finger at exactly the same 
point in space as that it attained at the end of 
last motion, raise elbow up and out at side until it is on a level with 
the shoulder. 

5th- Mo.- Keeping the end ofthe index finger at same point in space as that 
retained during last motion, and the elbow at same point in space as 
that attained at end of last motion, raise the wrist by pivoting the 
arm between these two points until hand is - To arm, to earth. 

6th- Mo.- Keeping elbow and wrist at same points in space as those retained, and 
attained, at end of last motion, pivot hand to - to arm, with earth, 
thumb down. 

7th- Mo.- Keeping end of index fmger on same level at that attained at end of last 
motion, and the elbow at the same point in space as that retained 
during the last motion, straighten the arm dfrectly out at side, from 
the shoulder to the end ofthe index fmger, bringing the hand at the 
end ofthe motion to - with arm, with earth, thumb down. 

8th- Mo.- Keeping elbow at same point in space as that retained during last motion, 
and the end ofthe index finger on the same level, and in the same 
radial relation to the body, as that attained at end of last motion, 
fold forearm from elbow toward upper arm with the back ofthe 
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wrist to the front, until the hand is - to arm, with earth, thumb 
down. 

9th- Mo.- Keeping elbow at same point in space as that retained during last motion, 
and the hand in the same relation to arm, as that attained at the end 
of last motion, fold the back ofthe forearm horizontally in toward 
the shoulder, until the index finger points directly to the front ofthe 
body. 

10th- Mo.- Keeping the index finger on the same level in space and in the same 
radial relation, to the body, as that attained at the 

[Original Page Break,] 
10. 

TRANSITION IN CIRCULAR RADIATION. 
It[n] circular radiation the evolution of expression first affects the shoulder, 

moving upper arm, the elbow, moving forearm, last wrist unfold hand.- It implies and 
relaxes forearm, and hand when upper arm is in action therefore - in all ttansitive motions 
in circular gesticulation the expression ofthe first gesture passes entirely from hand and 
forearm, these becoming relaxed from elbow, before the new motion radiates into a new 
gesture. The order of actions in circular transition is as follows — 

1st- Arm radiates in circular form to its first gesture, from normal position at side. 
2nd- In ttansition from first to following gesture hand first becomes relaxed from 

wrist then forearm from elbow, the elbow passes to pint in space essential 
to proper radiation in circular form on the new gesture, forearm and hand 
then successively unfolding as new motion may determine. 

TRANSITION IN SPIRAL RADIATION. 
In precisely the same as in circular form with this difference, that in relaxing 

forearm from elbow the palm tends to pivot to the front- the new gesture then radiating 
from point in space to which elbow has passed preparatory to new gesture in the form 
appropriate to spiral radiation. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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29th Lesson-
MECHANICAL ACTION OF LEGS, AND TEST IN WALKING 

The principle function ofthe legs is to support, and convey the body from one 
place to another. 

The action ofthe legs in poising the body has already been considered, & treated 
in the exercises for the Harmonic Poise. 

The object ofthe exercises which follow is to perfect the mechanical action ofthe 
legs when in the act of walking. 

In order to rightly understand the nature & rationale of their action it is necessary 
to remember 

The nature ofthe relations existing between the legs, & the torso which they 
support. 

The torso is the sovereign centre ofthe pantomimic organization, the head & 
limbs are its subservient radii. 

In proportion to the fixedness & repose ofthe torso, as the centtal agent of 
pantomimic expression, the greater will be the freedom & impressiveness ofthe actions 
ofthe head & limbs. When the activity ofthe head & limbs infringes upon, & disturbs, 
the repose ofthe torso, it detracts from, or destroys, the dignity & presence ofthe 
individual, & renders impossible that precision of expression in head, & limbs, essential 
to eliminate all confiision from the impression produced in the mind ofthe spectator, 
regarding the meaning ofthe motions ofthe head, & limbs.- Therefore, those actions of 
the legs which tend, in walking, to mar the serenity ofthe poise ofthe torso, are strictly to 
be avoided, & only those actions cultivated, which combine to maintain intact the 
immobility ofthe torso as the centre of pantomimic expression. 

The principle intermption to torsal repose, are these occasioned by the following 
defects in the pantomimic organization. 

1st- An inharmonious, or imperfect poise ofthe body. 
In walking the body is poised first upon one leg, & then upon the other, 

consequently any defect in the poise, when standing in repose, is carried into & injures 
the action ofthe body when walking. 

When the form ofthe Harmonic Poise is departed from, it tends to give a swaying, 
or wagging motion to the torso in the walk. The first step therefore, to the perfection of 
the walk is the acquisition ofthe habit ofthe Harmonic Poise when in repose. 

2nd- Constriction ofthe articulations, or joints, ofthe legs especially ofthe hips, 
which in proportion to their stiffness will tend to twist, & jar, the body when walking. 

3rd- Duplexity of linear direction in the action ofthe feet when walking, the result 
of which is to give a waddling action to the torso. 

4th- Inequality of rhythm in the action ofthe legs which gives a jerkiness to the 
action of the torso. 

5th- Exaggeration ofthe elastic poise in the action ofthe legs, which gives a 
dancing, or mincing action to the torso. 
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6th- An exaggeration ofthe passive poise in the action ofthe legs, which gives a 
hesitating intermption to the continuity ofthe rhythm in the action ofthe torso. 

All the above named ways of bearing the body with the legs are defective, & to be 
carefully avoided. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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Having perfected the Harmonic character ofthe Poise, freed the articulations of 
the legs by the decomposing motions ofthe ankles, hips, knees, & having increased the 
mechanical capacity ofthe legs to move freely in all dfrections by the exercises 
designated as "Preparatory Actions for the Walk" the student is thoroughly prepared to 
attain an ideal perfection by walking, by the observance ofthe following mles. - -

1st-
In bearing the body backward, or forwards, keep the torso perfectly erect, & at 

right angles with the earth, that is to say, preserve the oneness of its mass as seen in 
profile. 

2nd-
In the ttansition ofthe poise ofthe body from one leg to the other in walking, 

keep its unity with the sttong leg constantly Harmonic in character. 

3rd-
In placing the foot ofthe free leg to the ground let it be always extended in front 

ofthe median line ofthe body, tumed out at an angle of about 10 degrees with that line, 
& 

placed squarely upon the ground, that is to say, the ball ofthe foot, & the heel 
touching the ground at the same time, with knee perfectly straight. 

4tii-
In the forward ttansition ofthe poise ofthe body from one leg to the other, the 

moment that the weight has passed as far as the passive poise ofthe front leg, let the hind 
leg become relaxed & a» the body passes into the normal, or centtal poise on the foot, 
bring the relaxed free leg to side of sttong leg, ready to advance as directed in the 4th-
mle, & last, as body radiates into elastic poise on foot of sttong leg let foot of free leg 
advance, according to 4th- mle, to the ground, for the reception ofthe weight ofthe body. 

5tii-
In all the actions ofthe body upon the legs either in moving backward, or forward, 

the ttansition ofthe poise from one leg, to the other, should be so far blended with the 
radiation ofthe poise from its passive to its active pose as to make the forward movement 
ofthe torso absolutely one in rhythm, as well as one in mass, & one in dfrection. 

6tii-
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In walking backward the poise ofthe body, as regards the oneness, must be the 
same, but the action ofthe limbs will be reversed; the body radiating the poise from 
active to passive pose on the foot, the freed leg at same moment passing close to sttong 
leg, reached the ground exactly behind Median Line, toe touching the earth first, the knee 
immediately sttaightening so as to fling the heel to the ground, the weight ofthe body 
passing from heel of front foot, to toe of foot behind. The movement ofthe body should 
have the same continuity of rhythm, & oneness of mass, & direction, as that already 
indicated in 6th- mle, to be observed in forward movement of body. 

In all actions ofthe legs in walking, the more elastic & supple their muscular 
fibres are, & the more subtle & precise the flow transition of poise into radiation of poise, 
& again, of radiation in to transition ofthe poise, the more absolute will be the repose of 
the torso, & the more spiritual, ethereal, & charming the quality ofthe walk itself 

[Original Page Break.] 
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With these general direction & mles clearly understood, in the mind, let the 
Student with careful obedience to the same practice the following - -

EXERCISES 
After fixing a straight line upon the floor, stand on said line with body at right 

angles with it, poised Harmonically upon the right leg, in the centtal, or neuttal pose over 
the foot - left leg fiilly relaxed, close to, & parallel with the right leg. 

1st.- Mo.- Carry left leg forward directly in front of Median Line, according to 4th-
mle, at same time radiating poise to its active point on right foot. 

2nd- Mo.- Make transition of poise from active poise on right, to passive poise on 
left leg. 

3rd- Mo.- Relax right leg, & pass it - knee bent - close to, & directly at side of, left 
leg, at same time radiating poise from passive to neuttal point on 
left foot. 

4th- Mo.- Same as first motion, with right instead of left leg. 
5th- Mo.- Same as 2nd- Mo., from toe of left, to heel of right leg. 
6th- Mo.- Same as 3rd- Mo., with left instead of right leg. 

2nd- Ex. 
Stand in 1st-Ex. 

1st- Mo.- Carry left foot directly behind Median line of body, toe to ground, knee 
straight. 

2nd- Mo.- Make the ttansition ofthe poise backwards from the passive point ofthe 
right foot to the active point ofthe left, at the same time carrying 
heel of left foot to the ground. 

3rd- Mo.- Relaxing right leg, carry it back close to, & direcfly at side of, left leg, at 
same time radiating the poise on left foot from its passive, to its 
neuttal point. 

4th- Mo.- Same as 1st- Mo., with the right leg. 
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5th- Mo.- Same as 2nd- Mo., from heel of left, to toe ofthe right leg. 
6th- Mo.- Same as 3rd- Mo., with left instead of right leg. 

If the line upon the floor is long enough, the 1st- & 2nd exercises can be extended 
forwards, or backward, by simply passing from the 6th- Mo., in each exercise, to the 1st-
Mo., & continuing through to the 6th- Mo., again. This passing from the 6th- to the 1 st-
Motions, can be repeated as often as the length ofthe sttaight line upon the floor will 
permit. 

EMOTIONAL ACTION IN WALK. 

The manifestation of emotion in the walk is effected by the modifications of its 
rhythm, its poise, and the length of its stride. 

The velocity, or rhythm, ofthe walk may be modified in the following ways 

1st-
Act.- One in rhythm, but slow in action. 
Ex. - Calm, or commanding deliberation. 
[Original Page Break.] 

2nd 
Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

One in rhythm, normal in velocity. 
Emotional repose. 

3rd 
One in rhythm, quick in velocity. 
Emotional vivacity. 

4th-
Increasing velocity. 
Passional, or vehement tendency in expression. 

5tii-
Decreasing velocity in action. 
Rational, or suppressive tendency in emotion. 

The Poise in walking may be modified in the following manner — 
1st-

Act.- Body advanced, constantly sustained in the elastic poise. 
Ex. - Impetuous emotional tendency. 

2nd-
Act.- Backward tendency in the poise ofthe body, or permanency ofthe peissive 

poise in action. 
Ex. - Timid, or cautious tendency. 

3rd-
Act.- Permanency ofthe neuttal, or centtal poise in action. 
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Ex. - Command, or serenity in the emotional tendency. 

The stride in walking may have the following modifications 
1st-

Act.- Abnormally short stride. 
Ex. - Pettiness, or impotence. 

Act.- Abnormally long stride. 
Ex. - Importance, or potence (Sic). 

2nd-

3rd-
Act.- Normal stride. 
Ex. - Equanimity. 

COMPLEX- EMOTIONAL ACTION IN WALK. 
1st-

Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise elastic. 
Ex. - Concentration, or intensity of emotion in walk. 

2nd-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise passive. 
Ex. - Cautious, or secretive. 

3rd-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise neutral. 
Ex. - Calm serenity, or indifference. 

4th-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, stride short. 
Ex. - Indolent. 

5th-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, stride long. 
Ex. - Potent, commanding, authoritative. 

6th-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, stride normal. 
Ex. - Normal deliberation. 

[Original Page Break.] 

7th-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise elastic, stride short. 
Ex - Hesitancy, petty animation, or curiosity. 

8th-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise elastic, stride long. 
Ex. - Potent, suppressed impetuosity. 

9tii-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise elastic, stride nonnal. 
Ex. - Impetuosity with calm control. 
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10-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise passive, stride short. 
Ex. - Hesitating tunidity. 

11-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise passive, stride long. 
Ex. - Cautious importance, or oracular character in walk. 

12-
Act.- Rhythm one 7 slow, poise passive, stride normal 
Ex. - Calm cautious deliberation. 

13th-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise normal, stride short: 
Ex. - Complete indifference, nonchalance, or carelessness. 

14-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise normal, stride long. 
Ex. - Potence (Sic), or authority m deliberate command. 

15-
Act.- Rhythm one & slow, poise normal, stride normal 
Ex. - Calm deliberation, unmoved deliberation. 

16-
Act- Rhythm one & quick, poise elastic. 
Ex. - Impetuous vivacity. 

17-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick. Poise passive. 
Ex. - Secretive, or cautious vivacity. 

18-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, poise neutral. 
Ex. - Simple vivacity. 

19-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, stride short. 
Ex. - Petty vivacity. 

20-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, stride long. 
Ex. - Potent, or commanding vivacity. 

2 1 -
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, stride normal. 
Ex. - Normal vivacity. 

22-
Act- Rhythm one & quick, poise elastic, stride short. 
Ex. - Petty inquisitive vivacity. 

23-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, poise elastic, sttide long. 
Ex. - Potent explosive vivacity. 

24-
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Act- Rhythm one & quick, poise elastic, stride normal. 
Ex. - Simple impetuous vivacity. 

25-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, poise passive, stride short. 
Ex. - Timid hesitating vivacity. 
[Original Page Break.] 

26-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, poise passive, stride long. 
Ex. - Cautious potence (Sic) in vivacity. 

27-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, poise passive, stride normal. 
Ex. - Normal caution in vivacity. 

28-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, poise normal, stride short. 
Ex. - Serene vivacity. 

29-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, poise normal, stride long. 
Ex. - Potent command in vivacity. 

30-
Act.- Rhythm one & quick, poise normal, stride normal. 
Ex. - Unemotional, or utilitarian vivacity. 

31-
Act.- Rhythm one & nonnal, poise elastic. 
Ex. - Simple, active or impetuous tendency. 

32-
Act- Rhythm one & normal, poise passive. 
Ex. - Simple, timid, or cautious tendency. 

33-
Act- Rhythm one & normal, poise neutral. 
Ex. - Complete serenity, or indifference. 

34-
Act.- Rhythm one & normal, stride short. 
Ex. - Simple pettiness, or impotence. 

35-
Act.- Rhythm one & normal, stride long. 
Ex. - Simple serene potence (Sic). 

36-
Act.- Rhythm one & normal, stride normal. 
Ex. - Simple emotional repose. 

37-
Act.- Rhythm one & normal, poise elastic, stride short. 
Ex. - Simple impetuous petty tendency. 
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38-
Act- Rhythm one & normal, poise elastic, stride long. 
Ex. - Potent commanding, active, or impetuous tendency. 

39-
Act.- rhythm one & normal, poise elastic, stride normal. 
Ex. - Simple active emotional tendency. 

40-
Act- Rhythm one & normal, poise passive, stride short. 
Ex. - Simple petty timidity. 

4 1 -
Act.- Rhythm one & normal, poise passive, stride long. 
Ex. - Simple cautious potence (Sic), or impotence. 

42-
Act.- Rhythm one & normal, poise passive, stride normal. 
Ex. - Calm caution, or reticence. 

43 -
Act.- Rhythm one & normal, poise normal, stride short. 
Ex. - Simple undisturbed impotence, or indifference in repose. 

44-
Act.- Rhythm one & normal, poise neutral, stride long. 
Ex. - Simple undisturbed potence (Sic). 

45-
Act.- Rhythm one & normal, poise neutral, stride normal. 
Ex. - Calm undisturbed serenity. 

[Original Page Break.] 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act. 
Ex. 

Act 
Ex. -

Act 
Ex. -

Act 
Ex. • 

46-
Poise elastic, with increasing velocity. 
Impetuous explosion. 

47-
Poise passive, with increasing velocity. 
Caution, with increasing excitement. 

48-
Poise neutral, with increasing velocity. 
Command, v^th increasing excitement. 

49-
Stride short, with increasing velocity. 
Petty vehemence. 

50-
Stride long, with increasing velocity. 
Potent vehemence. 
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5 1 -
Act.- Stride normal, with increasing velocity. 
Ex. - Vehemence in control. 

52-
Act- Poise elastic, stride short, with increasing velocity. 
Ex. - Petty explosiveness. 

53-
Act.- Poise elastic, stride long, with increasing velocity. 
Ex. - Potent explosiveness. 

54-
Act.- Poise elastic, stride normal, with increasing velocity. 
Ex. - Impetuous vehemence, with control. 

55-
Act.- Poise passive, stride short, with increasing velocity. 
Ex. - Excited hesitating timidity. 

56-
Act.- Poise passive stride long, with increasing velocity. 
Ex. - Cautious impotence, with vehement tendency. 

57-
Act.- Poise passive, stride normal, with increasing velocity. 
Ex. - Cautious control, with excitable tendency. 

58-
Act.- Poise normal, stride short, with increasing velocity. 
Ex. - Indolence, with excitable tendency. 

59-
Act.- Poise normal, stride long, with increasing velocity. 
Ex. - Potence (Sic) in command, with excitable tendency. 

60-
Act.- Poise normal, stride normal, with increasing velocity. 
Ex. - Self possessed excitable tendency. 

6 1 -
Act.- Poise elastic, with decreasing velocity. 
Ex. - Impetuosity in subsidence; that is with subsidency tendency. 

62-
Act.- Poise passive, with decreasing velocity. 
Ex. - Timidity in subsidence. 

63 -
Act.- Poise neutral, with decreasing velocity. 
Ex. - Simple, rational, or subsidency tendency. 

64-
Act- Stride short, with decreasing velocity. 
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Ex. - Pettiness in subsidence. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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65 

Act.- Stride long, with decreasing velocity. 
Ex. - Potence (Sic) in subsidence. 

66-
Act.- Stride normal, with decreasing velocity. 
Ex. - Command in subsidence. 

67-
Act.- Poise elastic, stride short, with decreasing tendency. 
Ex. - Petty animation, with subsiding tendency. 

68-
Act- Poise elastic, stride long, with decreasing tendency. 
Ex. - Potent impetuosity in subsidence. 

69-
Act.- Poise elastic, stride normal, with decreasing tendency. 
Ex. - Impetuosity in command, with subsiding tendency. 

70-
Act.- Poise passive, stride short, with decreasing tendency. 
Ex. - petty timidity with subsiding tendency. 

7 1 -
Act.- Poise passive, stride long, with decreasing tendency. 
Ex. - Cautious potence (Sic), with subsiding tendency. 

72-
Act.- Poise passive, stride normal, with decreasing velocity. 
Ex. - Cautious command, with subsiding tendency. 

73-
Act.- Poise normal, stride short, with decreasing velocity. 
Ex. - Indolence with subsiding tendency. 

74-
Act.- Poise normal, stride long, with decreasing velocity. 
Ex. - Potence (Sic) in command with subsiding tendency. 

75-
Act.- Poise normal, stride normal, with decreasing velocity. 
Ex. - Simple rational command with subsiding tendency. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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30th Lesson 

S T A G E B U S I N E S S 

1st- Lesson 

In the study of Stage Business we have to consider, and reconcile two things:-

1st- The natural expression ofthe different persons on the stage. 

2nd- The artistic presentation of these expressions in such a manner as to most 
clearly reveal the relative rank ofthe different persons in the scene, as well as the relative 

importance ofthe different emotions each may have to expres (Sic). 

There are three distinct species of rank to be illustrated on the stage. -

1st - Social Rank- or the purely conventional relations established by the customs 
ofthe society in which the different persons in the play are placed. 

2nd - Natural Rank - or the degrees of intrinsic worth established by nature between 
the different types of character in the play. 

3rd - Emotional Rank - or the relative degree of importance existing at any moment 
during the play between the emotions to be expressed by the different characters in a 
scene. 

The first two forms of rank are more or less permanent; the last is a completely 
passing form of rank. 

One person on the stage may be of inferior social rank, but of vastly superior natural 
rank as regards the intrinsic worth of his character. 

Another person may be socially, and naturally inferior, but the passing emotion of 
the moment may fill him with a temporary power and importance that will give him, for 
the time being, and emotional superiority to those about him. 

The altemate, and appropriate emphasis of these different species of rank by the 
action ofthe play constitutes the art ofthe Stage Manager - and creates the various 
problems in Stage Business which we may be called upon to solve. 

To assist him in this work, the following general principles of stage action have been 
marked out. 
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF STAGE BUSINESS 

The various degrees of attention which one person may show another reveal with 
the greatest precision the relative ranks - Social - Natural - or Emotional, that may exist 
between them. 

These are four degrees of attention established by the action ofthe body; one of 
which is negative, and three of which are positive. 

The negative degree of attention is that ofthe ear. 
[Original Page Break.] 

2 
This is the least amount of attention it is possible for one person to give another. -

Not to give EAR to their speech is to leave them entirely unheeded. 

The positive degrees of attention, are — 

1st - Attention ofthe Eye- In this degree, the eye only ofthe subject is tumed 
toward the object. 

2nd- Attention of Eye, and Head.- In this degree the eye and head only ofthe subject 
tum toward the object- evincing an increase either of interest, or respect. 

3rd- Attention of Eye, Head, and Body.- In this degree eye, head, and body ofthe 
subject tum toward the object.- evincing a completeness of interest or respect. 

N.B.- The extent to which the ear, eye, head, or body, ofthe subject are focused 
upon the object makes the sttength and intensity ofthe relative degrees of attention. 

G E N E R A L R U L E S ,-

Regulating the action ofthe subject in its relation to the object - in order to 
accurately distinguish different degrees of social, natural, or emotional rank existing 
between them. 

1st-RULE-
Complete, and eamest interest, or respect. 

1st- By Inferior to Superior - Eyes, Head, and Body of subject equally focused on 
object. 

2nd- By Equal to Equal - Eyes, and Head of subject fully focused- Body partially 
focused on object. 

3rd- By Superior to inferior Eyes of subject fully focused - Head and Body partially 
focused. 
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2nd- RULE 
Simple unaccentuated interest, and respect. 

1st- Inferior to Superior - Eyes, and Head of subject fully focused - Body partially 
focused on object. 

2nd- Equal to Equal - Eyes of subject fiilly focused, Head partially focused. Body 
parallel with object. 

3rd- Superior to Inferior - Eyes only of subject ftilly focused on object. 

3rd- RULE 

Indifferent attention. 
1st- inferior to Superior - Eyes of subject fiilly focused - Head partially focused, 

Body parallel with object. 
2nd- Equal to Equal - Eyes only of subject focused on object. 
3rd- Superior to Inferior - Ear only of subject focused on object. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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4th- RULE 

Turning the Back. 
By Superior on Inferior - emphasizes indifference. 
By Equal on Equal- indicates aversion. 
By Inferior on Superior - manifests insolence. 

The foregoing mles apply only to the relation of subject and object on the stage, 
without regard to the relation of either of them to the audience. 

The stage picture, however, is seen by the public entirely from one side - namely -
that ofthe auditorium where the spectator is seated - and it is this fact that forces the artist 
to submit all natural expression to artificial condition. 

Every person speaking, or listening on the stage must assume natural attitudes, 
expressive ofthe emotions that prompt their speech, or that should be excited by their 
listening - but these natural attitudes must be presented most advantageously to their 
public- If the subject is in front of their object on the stage, that is, nearer than the object 
to the public, then in any eamest address ofthe subject to its object it must tum its face 
and body from the public. 

Now all those expressions which are most clear and powerflil are formed in the 
face, hand, and arm, in a work, in the front ofthe body, it is obvious that anyone having 
an important emotion to express to the public must labor under a disadvantage when 
forced to tum away from the auditorium. 

An inferior must always face his superior; therefore, if the superior is up stage, no 
matter how important the speech or pantomime ofthe inferior may be, he must tum his 
back on the public in addressing his object.- But the superior is at perfect liberty to tum 
his back on the inferior, and only give so much ofthe attention of eyes, head, or body as 
the intensity of his emotions dictates. 
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Therefore if the superior is down stage, he may listen to an address of an inferior 
up stage, without necessarily turning his face of body entirely away from the public- For 
this reason the plane ofthe stage in which the subject is nearer than the object to the 
public, is called the Plane ofthe Superior. 

For it is only on this plane that as a superior the subject can address earnestly his 
object without partially, or wholly turning his face from the public. 

When two persons are on a line parallel with the public, they are on the plane of 
the equal; for on this plane each may observe all the proprieties dominating the relations 
of equals and still keep eyes, head, and body, well before the public. 

The plane of inferiority on the stage is that in which the subject is behind the 
object, or fiirthest from the public, because in this plane only can the inferior observe all 
the proprieties of his rank, and still deep eyes, head, and body well in view ofthe public. 

There are exceptions, however to the foregoing mles. 
Great passions tend to wipe out ranks, that is when the inferior has the natural 

power to excite great passion in the superior - then the natural power ofthe inferior 
subordinates the rank ofthe one conventionally superior, for a time, and the inferior for a 
moment represents nature instead of society. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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In this case the superior is justified in taking the stage above his object in the 
expression of some great emotion. 

When the superior finds himself up stage in his relation to his object, he must be 
careful in addressing, to tum away eyes, head and body - unless the intensity ofthe 
emotion he has to express justifies him in focusing these agents of expression on his 
object. 

The socially inferior under the influence of some great emotion- or in order to 
emphasize the superiority of his emotion to his position, may forget the attentions 
conventionally due to his superior, and temporarily assume the relations of social equal -
or even social superior, to his object 

The socially inferior, in order to assert the superiority of his own nature to the 
social superiority of his object, may also assume the relations of social equal, or of social 
superiority to this object, according to the degree of ignobility in the object. 

With these general principles clearly fixed in the mind, the student is prepared to 
understand the following diagrams. 

EMPHASIS OF RANK ON THE STAGE 

In order to understand the charts illustrating this phrase of stage art, the following 
explanations of figures in diagrams are essential. 
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Fig. 1 Represents the Object. 

Fig. 2 Represents the Subject. 

Fig. 3 - Dotted - Focal Lines.- Subject to Object. 

Fig. 4 - Broken Lines - Planes of rank relating Subject to Object. 

In the figure representing the subject, the triangle indicates the head ofthe subject. 

The ellipse -designates the body ofthe subject. 
And the little pin - at either comer ofthe triangle ofthe eye ofthe subject. 
The relations of these three parts ofthe figure to each other, to the Focal Lines, 

and to the Planes of Rank, denote the action ofthe subject in various degrees of attention 
as Superior, Inferior, or Equal. 

The Subject is always the Student, or Artist who is considering his most 
appropriate relation to his interlocutor, or object on the stage. 

[Original Page Break.] 
5 

In the diagram of social rank the object is always supposed to be making some 
degree of effort, little, or great, to secure the attention ofthe subject. 

D I A G R A M OF S O C I A L R A N K . 

Audience 

No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, 

No. 4, No. 5, No. 6, 

No. 7, No. 8, No. 9, 
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No. 1 - Complete Attention & Interest of Superior to Inferior. 
No. 2 - Same - Equal to Equal. 
No. 7 - Same - Inferior to Superior. 

No. 2 - Attention, with partial interest of Superior. 
No. 5 - Same, of equal. 
No. 8 - Same, of Inferior. •vs 

No. 3 - Attention with indifference of Superior. 
No. 6 - Same, of Equal. 
No. 9 - Same, of Inferior. 

GENERAL RULES GOVERNING SOCIAL RANK. 

The Superior may tum his back on the Inferior in giving his attention.- The Equal 
can never tum his back in giving respectfiil attention - unless he is on familiar terms with 
his Equal. 

The Inferior must never under any circumstances tum his back on his superior in 
giving respectfiil attention. 

The Equal may tum his back on Equal who is a stranger, in giving his attention, 
only where the situation, or character requires him to be mde. 

The Inferior may tum his back on the Superior only when the situation, or 
character requires him to be insolent. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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31st- Lesson. 
S T A G E B U S I N E S S . 

CONTINUATION -
DIRECTIONS -

Unless the actor keeps his body away from his interlocutor he cannot graduate his 
attention.- He has nothing to go from. 

But if the artist is sitting down, eye, head, and body, focused on the auditorium, 
then he can give ear, eye, head, and body, - (Remember, each successive term includes all 
that precedes,) successively, and each with various degrees. 

In this way a performer by the manner of listening, can make wonderflil points for 
the interlocutor, though neither he, nor the audience may give him credit for it. 

The person sitting down can also rise from his chair as a part ofthe development 
(Sic) of his attention. . 

The novice on the stage has a great temptation to "nose" their interlocutor. 
Actors have a great desire to be up stage - and call this the Plane ofthe Superior.-

Here they constantly face the audience, not knowing enough of expression to use the 
other plane effecutally (Sic). 

G E N E R A L R U L E S . 

For the actions ofthe legs and arms on the stage - regulating their best relation to 
the stage picture as seen from the auditorium. 

1st - On facing the public, either leg may be strong. 
2nd- With the side to the public - When the strong leg is behind, it must be the next 

the auditorium.- Where the strong leg is in front, it must be the one removed from the 
auditorium. 

3rd- In gesticulating, the arm next the interlocutor should be the one most active in 
all actions directly appealing, repellent, affirmative, or assertive. 

4th - Indirect expression, or secretive gestures, should be made by the arm fiirthest 
from the interlocutor. 

5th - As far as the preceding mles will permit, the cooperative action of arms and 
legs should be govemed by the law of opposition.- That is, where the left leg is behind, 
the left arm should be in front, and tend to action, and vice versa. 

DOMINATION OF INTERLOCUTOR IN STRONG EMOTION. 

1st - If the emotion to be expressed by the listener is more important than that to be 
expressed by the speaker, then the listener should be more central, & have his face 

to the public, more than to the speaker. 
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2nd - If tiie emotion ofthe speaker is of more importance to the moment ofthe play, 
or situation, than the emotion ofthe listener, then the speaker should be the more centtal, 
and face the public more than the listener. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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3rd - Where the emotion of each is of equal importance they should equally divide 
the facilities existing on the stage for the presentation of their stage picture to the public. 

4th - If, in listening, or speaking, the important effect to be produced by the 
modulation of expression, then the artist should be so placed as to more clearly show the 
public the gradual growth of his passion. 

5th - If, in listening, or speaking, the important effect is to be one of surprise, then 
the artist can afford to be with his back to the public, and to conceal the growth of passion 
until the situation calls for the expression of passion which is to excite the surprise 
desired. 

6th - The artist may dominate his interlocutor, and his public at the same time, by an 
opposition of action between his head and torso.- He may tum his body to the public, and 
his face to the interlocutor, or vice versa.- It being distinctly understood that these 
actions are subject to the mles goveming the social rank of subject and object on the 
stage. 

7th - When the rank ofthe emotion is so great that the rank socially may be 
forgotten, the superior may take the plane ofthe inferior, and dominate both his 
interlocutor, and his public, by going up stage, and turning his face to the auditorium. 

8th - In scenes occurring between character of equal social rank, the question of 
emotional rank govems completely, and either one may, technically, "Take the Stage", 
that is, to go up centre in order to dominate with the greatest power, both interlocutor, 
and public, at the same time. 

9th - When the attention ofthe listener to the superior, whose emotion is important, 
must be full, and complete, in order to meet the demands ofthe situation, then the 
following mles must be observed: - -

1st-

The listener, if an equal, must stand with his profile to the public. 

2nd-

If an inferior, he may stand with back to public 

3rd 

If a superior, he need only deep his face full upon the speaker. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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S T A G E I L L U S I O N . 

The stage illusion is created by the skill with which the artist conveys the idea that 
everything occurring is spontaneous and accidental. 

1st. - In entering, the artist should always clearly indicate his surprise at anything, 
however trivial, that is unexpected. 

2nd - In entering he must never appear to know exactly where the various 
personages are whose action cannot have been observed by himself. 

3rd -In speaking he should be so carefiil to punctuate his speech by pantomime as to 
first indicate clearly to the eye ofthe public, the condition, or emotion, of 
the Being from which the words come. 

4th - In delivering his lines, the velocity with which they are spoken should be in 
proportion to the triviality, or passional excitement ofthe character; and 
should halt, hesitate, and pause, more or less, whenever any change if the 
nature, or direction ofthe thought, is to be expressed by words. 

In this manner the artist not only imitates most nearly nature itself; but, by a 
slight exaggeration of this natural manner, emphasizes the impression that 
he is speaking his lines for the first time, and that they are the product of 
the accidental circumstances ofthe moment, and not a deliberate outcome 
from memory alone. 

The emotional cause of all verbal expression must be made apparent by the 
pantomime ofthe artist, to the eye ofthe public, before the words 
themselves are delivered to the ear ofthe public. 

5th -The artist must be carefiil in listening to, or looking at, anything going on in his 
scene, to show by this manner all the interest the nature ofthe situation 
should demand of him. 

If any incident occuning in the play fails to produce its adequate effect upon 
those engaged in the scene itself, it certainly cannot be expected to excite 
its proper effect upon the audience; for if those in the story, who are 
supposed to be livingly interested in its occunences , are not affected 
thereby; it is absurd to expect the mere spectator of these occunences 
having no interest in the catastrophe ofthe play, to become interested. 
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If, for instance, the action, or speech of a player is intended to excite tenor, and 
those in the play do not express the tenor adequately, the effect ofthe 
speech, no matter how well it may be delivered by the actor, will fall short 
of its due effect upon the audience. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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Thus it is that the actor is dependent upon the art of every other for the complete 
realization of his effect upon the audience, and thus it becomes necessary 
that the listener should modulate the manifestations and character of his 
interest in the speech, and actions of his interlocutor with delicacy and 
precision, from indifference, or respectfiil attention, throughout the whole 
gamut of emotion, to the intensest (Sic) and wildest state of interest that 
the evolutions ofthe passion ofthe scene may demand. 

6th - The study ofthe smallest detail is very essential in order to keep the magic 
illusion ofthe scene unbroken. 

Every unnecessary motion, either in listening, or speaking, misleads the mind ofthe 
spectator from the real intention, or purpose, ofthe character ofthe scene. 

To listen with complete adequacy of interest without superfluous starts, and with 
that repose which never intmdes upon the eye ofthe audience in such a 
manner as to destroy, or weaken the force of anything that at the moment 
may be addressed to its ear, is one ofthe most difficult, and at the same 
time, one ofthe most important lessons for the artist to leam and for the 
stage manager to enforce. 

In order to anive at proper skill in listening, it is essential for the actor to develope 
to his utmost his command ofthe resources of expression in his face, as 
that portion of his organization should perform very much more in 
listening, than the rest ofthe body. 

7th - The action ofthe listener must nearly always be completely subordinate to the 
action ofthe speaker; and the action ofthe speaker should almost always 
dominate the action ofthe listener. 

The action ofthe listener should be to the action ofthe speaker as a sort of 
emotional background. That is, as the background of a picture fills in, 
justifies, & satisfies the foreground, without detracting from its superior 
force;- so in the emotional perspective ofthe play, should the expression 
ofthe emotion ofthe listener keep its place in subjection to the emotional 
expression ofthe speaker. 
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In listening we have to reveal by our action impressions received, and therefore 
must be comparatively passive in our expression; but in speaking, we are 
are called upon to manifest that active state of Being which results fromthe 
effects of impressions upon the spiritual substance of character itself-
Thus revealing, by its actions, its susceptibilitytoimpressions, or its lack of 
this; its uncontrolled responsiveness to impression, or its command of its 
own sensitive substance, and its power to subdue, or conceal the effects of 
the impression it has received. 
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32nd-Lesson. 
EXPRESSIONS OF THE ARMS. 

There are two elements in gesticulation that depend extirely(Sic) upon the arm for 
their existence - -

1st- The element of extension in gesticulation, or the degree to which any significant 
action ofthe hand may be radiated from the body. 

2nd- The element of altitude, or the degree to which any significant action ofthe 
hand may be radiated from the earth. 

These elements each modify the meaning ofthe motions ofthe hand in a manner 
peculiarly their own. 

In order to understand the rationale, or natural reason, which underlies the 
modification ofthe meaning of gesticulation by these elements, it is necessary to consider 
the relation ofthe pantomimic organization. - -

1 st- As to its subjective, interior essence, which we call the Being. 
2nd- As to its objective, exterior movement. 

THE RATIONALE OF EXTENSION ESf GESTICULATION. 

The human body, or organization, is supplied by the operation of those laws which 
govem its physiological fimctions with a certain amount of cosmic force, or energy, 
which is stored up throughout its whole tissue.- This energy propels and effects all those 
activities ofthe body to which we give the name of expression.- The impulse, and 
guidance to the activities of expression proceeds from the psychic influence ofthe 
Being.- The psychic influences which flow from the subjective side of man toward the 
objective, or extemal side, tend to excite a radiation of energy from the centre ofthe body 
outwardly into space.— It is this tendency that produces that element in gesticulation 
which we call extension. 

Carefiil observation ofthe forms of motion produced by the psychic influence ofthe 
different principles ofthe Being reveals the following elemental facts 

1 st- The vital, or passional influence, excites motion from the centre- that is to say -
tends to expand the various agents of pantomimic expression in man. 

2nd- The mental, or rational influence, excites motion towards the centre, that is to 
say, tends to contract the various agents of pantomimic expression in man. 

3rd- The motive, or affectional influence, keeps motion with the centre, that is to 
say, tends to conserve a normal, or temperate activity in the various agents 

of pantomimic expression in man which lies just between the 
extremes of expansive, and contractive activity. 

This last from of activity which we call the normal form, implies a possession ofthe 
Being by itself at the centre, and reveals the power ofthe will to maintain, and conserve 
its serenity. 

Starting from that mean, or central form of activity in expression which we call the 
normal, we percieve(Sic) that in proportion to the predominance ofthe passional psychic 
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influence gesticulation will extend outwardly from the normal centre, & that in 
proportion to the dominance ofthe rational influence gesticulation will intend toward its 
normal centtes. 

These facts bring us to the recognition of — 
[Original Page Break.] 

2 
THE LAW OF EXTENSION IN GESTICULATION. 

Extension in gesticulation is in proportion to the force ofthe vital influence ofthe 
Being, and the sunender ofthe motive principle, to the influence of that force. 

The extent to which extension in gesticulation will be actually carried under the 
influence ofthe vital excitement, will be in proportion to the susceptibility ofthe 
organization to the influence ofthe Being, and to the flexibility, and freedom ofthe 
physical agents affected by this susceptibility. 

Age, and education generally tend to develope a predominance ofthe rational over 
the passional principle;- consequently extension in gesticulation will tend to decrease in 
proportion to the culture, and age ofthe individual. 

THE RATIONAL OF ALTITUDE IN GESTICULATION. 

The human body with that organization of cosmic force, which gives it animation, 
stands upon the earth under the increasing influence ofthe law of gravitation, which tends 
to prostrate the organization to the earth. 

There is a constant conflict between the animating energy ofthe body, and that 
form of energy in its environment, to which we give the name of gravitation.- In other 
words, the cosmic force ofthe individual organization is etemally opposed to the cosmic 
force of its universal environment. This opposition of individual to universal cosmic 
force, establishes the rational of altitude in gesticulation. 

In proportion to the sunender ofthe individual force to the universal force, is the 
tendency ofthe body toward the earth. 

In proportion to the resistance ofthe individual force to the universal force, will 
be the tendency ofthe body from the earth. 

It is obvious therefore that the lower the plane of gesticulation the less will be the 
assertion ofthe individual activity. 

In proportion to the veracity, and positiveness ofthe conviction ofthe mind, and 
the sense of importance, and rank ofthe emotion which exists in the mind, will be the 
assertive tendency in the individual. 

These facts bring us to the recognition of— 

THE LAW OF ALTITUDE IN GESTICULATION. 
In proportion to the force of conviction in the mind ofthe individual will be the 

altitude ofthe gesticulation which it prompts, that is to say, positive conviction lifts 
gesticulation, negativeness of conviction lowers gesticulation. 
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Under the influence of this law we are enabled to distmguish with ease the 
following nine degrees of conviction in tiie ahittide of gesticulation. 

1st- Degree of positive tendency - Possibility - Neuttality in conviction.-
Plane ofthe ABDOMEN. 

2nd- Degree of positive tendency - Probability - Favorable conviction -
Plane ofthe DIAPHRAGM. 

3rd- Degree ofthe positive tendency - Belief- Tmst in conviction. -
Plane ofthe CHEST. 

4th- Degree ofthe positive tendency- Assurance - Confidence in Conviction -
Plane ofthe CHIN. 

[Original Page Break.] 
[following is hand written note facing p.3, lesson 32] 

(The Focal action of the arm 
implies a existing [unclear word] personal element 
in its Expression -

In Expressions (Sic) ofthe arm 
distinctly impersonal [unclear word]- there 
is no focal action in the arm.) 

[Original Page Break.] 

5th- Degree ofthe positive tendency - Faith - Evidence in conviction -
Plane ofthe BROW. 

6th- Degree ofthe positive tendency - Certainty - Absolute acceptance in 
conviction- Plane ABOVE THE HEAD. 

1st- Degree (Sic) ofthe negative tendency - Improbability - Disbelief in conviction -
Plane ofthe THIGH. 

2nd- Degree ofthe negative tendency.- Denial - Absence of conviction -
Plane ofthe THIGH AT SIDE. 

3rd- Degree of negative tendency - impossibility - Absolute rejection in conviction -
Plane ofthe THIGH BEHIND BODY. 

FOCALIZATION IN GESTICULATION. 
In gesticulating the arm radiates from, and to, certain significant centres in the 

pantomimic organization.- These centres are the focal points from which gesticulation 
departs or to which it arrives, in its folding, or unfolding activity.- These focal points 
indicate the sources of emotions which prompt gesticulation, and must first be clearly 
perceived, and understood before precision of expression in gesticulation can be attained. 

The focal centre from, and to which, gesticulation radiated are certain portions of 
the torso and head, and are divided into three classes. — 
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1st- TORSAL CENTRES- Which are motive in tiiefr nattire. 
2nd- FACIAL CENTRES- Which are mental in tiiefr nattire. 
3rd- CEPHALIC CENTRES- Which are vital in their nattire. 
The Torsal Centres are as follows 

1st- The Abdomen, or appetitative centre.- This vito motive in its nature. 
2nd- The Chest, or moral centre.- This is mento motive in its nature. 
3rd- The Heart, or affectional centte.- This is moto motive in its nature. 

The Facial Centres are as follows. — 
1st- The Chin, and region ofthe mouth, or sensuous centre.- Which is vito mental in 

its nature. 
2nd- The Forehead, and region ofthe brow, or rational centre. Which is mento 

mental in its nature. 
3rd- The Nose, and region ofthe cheek, or self conscious centre.- Which is moto 

mental in its nature. 

N.B. - This last, or self conscious centre, has a double aspect which is peculiar to 
itself- The nose is an egotistical centre of self-consciousness.- The cheek is a 
sympathetic centre of self consciousness. 

The Cephalic Centres are as follows — 
1st- The base ofthe brain in the region ofthe Medulla, or the centre of animal 

instincts- Which is vito vital in its nature. 
2nd- The region ofthe head around , and about the ear, the centre ofthe speculative, 

or practical instincts that are peculiarly human in their character.- This centre is mento 
vital in its nature. 

3rd- The top ofthe head, or the centre ofthe moral instincts, which are distinctly 
divine in their nature. 

With these elemental facts clearly perceived, we are prepared to fiilly understand the 
Expressions ofthe Arms. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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33rd- Lesson. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE ARM 

The first thing essential in observing the expressions ofthe arm, is to obtain a clear 
idea ofthe organization ofthe various agents of expression in the arm, and the distinct 
fimctions which each of these agents performs in gesticulation. 

The arm has three separate parts, and three distinct articulations, or joints, by means 
of which its parts are united to each other, and to the torso - -

1st- The Humerous[Sic], or upper arm with the shoulder joint, which unites the arm 
to the torso. 

2nd- The Forearm, composed ofthe radius and ulner (Sic) bones, with the elbow 
joint, bywhich the Forearm is united to the upper arm. 

3rd- The hand, and the wrist joint, by which it is united to the forearm. 

Observation ofthe functions which each of these portions ofthe arm performs in its 
expression, demonstrates the following facts — 

1st- The shoulder is the seat of vital activity in the arm, and the thermometer of 
passional excitement in the Being.- In proportion to its upward tendency is the ardor of 
the passion or emotion expressed by the action ofthe whole arm. 

2nd- The wrist is the seat of mental activity in the arm, and the indicator ofthe 
rational character ofthe emotion expressed;- its outward, or supinative activity indicates 
an open, or demonstrative tendency in the mind;- its inward, or pronative tendency, 
indicates a secretive, or suppressive tendency in the mind. 

3rd- The elbow is the seat ofthe motive activity in the arm.- It is peculiarly 
associated with the ego in the individual, and is the revelator of self-consciousness in the 
arm. Its outward tendency manifests assertive self-consciousness,- its inward tendency 
manifests humble, or yielding self-consciousness. 

ATTITUDES OF THE ARM. 

The attitudes ofthe arm receive most of their significance from the various 
relations which it assumes to the torso to which it bears the same relation organically, that 
the fingers do to the palm ofthe hand.- Precisely as the attitudes ofthe hand are created 
by the relaxation with, expansion from or contraction to the palm of its fingers, so the 
attitudes ofthe arm are produced by the various ways in which the arms are suspended 
with, or play upon, the torso. 
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Ist-Att'de 
Act.- Arms normally suspended at sides. 
Ex. - Sensibility in imdisturbed repose. 

2nd - Att'de 
Act.- Arms normally suspended at sides, wrists pivoted inward, backs of hands to 

the front. 
Ex. - Sensibility in secretive, or concenttated repose. 

3rd - Att'de 
Act.- Arms normally suspended at side, palms pivoted to front. 
Ex. - Sensibility in demonstrative repose. 
[Original Page Break.] 

4th - Att'de 
Act.- Arms suspended behind body, backs of hands resting upon the small ofthe 

back ofthe torso. 
Ex. - Sensibility in subjective attention. 

5th - Att'de 
Act.- Arms raised in front, the forearm resting upon the abdomen. 
Ex. - Sensibility in objective attention. 

N.B. - In the hand the element of executive action finds its fullest development 
(Sic).- In that species of attention which is most completely removed from extemal 
intention, the hands, with the arms, instinctively withdraw from that sphere of extemal 
executive activity which lies in front ofthe body, and tends to repose behind the body, as 
in the 4th - Attitude.- Whenever the attention ofthe mind becomes distinctly objective 
and tends to the evolution of executive action, the hands instinctively rise to repose in 
front ofthe body, thus unconsciously developing readiness to enter upon the executive 
activity toward which the attention ofthe mind is tending.-

This last state ofthe mind tends to produce the 5th- Att'de. 

6th - Att'de 
Act.- Palms of hands resting upon hips, elbows normally out at sides. 
Ex. - Sensibility in fatigue, and at ease. 

7th - Att'de 
Act.- Palms of hands on hips, elbows thrown back. 
Ex. - Sensibility at ease, with subordination of self 

8th - Att'de 
Act.- Backs of hands resting on hips, elbows thrown forward. 
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Ex. - Sensibility at ease, with self-assertion, or sense of power. 
N.B. - These last three attitudes conespond with the 2nd- Attitude ofthe feet, and are 

govemed by the same general principles of propriety which tend to give, under certain 
circumstances , the color of vulgarity, or insolence to their action. 

9th - Att'de 
Act.- Arms folded across breast the palm of one hand supporting the elbow of 

opposite arm, the palm ofthe other hand resting at ease upon the elbow of 
its opposite arm. 

Ex. - Sensibility in calm concentration;- conesponding with the 7th- Att'de ofthe 
hand. 

10th-Att'de 
Act.- Arms folded and intertwined, the one within the other across the chest. 
Ex. - Sensibility in intense concentration;- conesponding with 8th - Att'de ofthe 

hand. 

11th-Att'de 
Act- Arms lifted, forearms resting upon top of head. 
Ex. - Sensibility in extreme fatigue, or demonsttative ease. 

N.B. - This attitude belongs to same group as 6th- 7th- & 8th Att'des, & is subject 
to same mles. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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12th-Att'de 
Act.- Hands placed upon abdomen. 
Ex. - Consultation, or caress of, or appeal to the appetites. 

13th-Att'de 
Act.- Hands placed upon chest. 
Ex. - Consultation, or caress of, or appeal to, the moral sense, manhood, self-

respect, or honor ofthe individual. 

14tii-Att'de 
Act.- Hands placed upon heart. 
Ex. - Consultation, caress of, or appeal to, the affections. 

15th-Att'de 
Act.- Ends of fingers placed upon region of mouth. 
Ex. - Consultation, caress of, or appeal to, the senses. 
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16th-Att'de 
Act.- Ends of fingers laid upon forehead, or region of the brow. 
Ex. - Consultation, caress of, or appeal to, the perceptions. 

17th-Att'de 
Act.- Ends of fingers laid upon the cheeks. 
Ex. - Consultation, caress of or appeal to, the sympathies. 

18th-Att'de 
Act.- Fingers laid upon the nose. 
Ex. - Consultation, caress of, or appeal to, the ego, or consciousness of self 

19th-Att'de 
Act- Hands placed upon the back ofthe head, in region about the base ofthe skull. 
Ex. - Consultation, caress of, or appeal to, the bmtal instincts. 

20th - Att'de 
Act.- Hands laid upon the side ofthe head in the region about the ear. 
Ex. - Consultation, caress of, or appeal to, the selfish, or crafty instincts. 

21st-Att'de 
Act.- Hands laid upon the top ofthe head. 
Ex. - Consultation, caress of, or appeal to, the moral, or conscientious instincts. 

All these attitudes may be assumed by either, or both hands.- When the attitude is 
assumed by one hand, it does not manifest that complete absorption of, and possession 
by, the emotion expressed, that is implied by the simultaneous activity of both arms in 
assuming these attitudes. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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34th- Lesson. 

GESTICULATION OF THE ARM. 

In the arm as a whole, we can distinguish four centtes of radial action — 

1st- The primary joints ofthe fingers where they join the palm ofthe hand. 
2nd- The wrist. 
3rd- The Elbow. 
4th- The shoulder. 

To the gestures which have already been described as those ofthe hand, the elbow 
and the shoulder bring different degrees of altitude and extension. 

Those gestures ofthe hand which radiate simply in the perpendicular, and horizontal 
directions, and that do not demand the pivotal action at the wrist, can all be easily, and 
naturally reproduced by each finger ofthe hand- the index finger, however, being always 
the one in which this form of gesticulation is most natural, and least forced. 

To the gestures ofthe hand, the elbow and shoulder give magnitude and saliency, 
while the gesticulation ofthe finger gives subtlety, and incisiveness, to those forms of 
expression of which it is capable. 

The gestures ofthe arm as a whole, are precisely the same as the gestures ofthe 
hand, the only difference being, as we have already noted, in the degrees of altitude, or 
extension, in fact, the activity ofthe shoulder and elbow, in gesticulation, is simply 
preparatory for the full and definite evolution ofthe emotion in the evolution ofthe 
hand.- In the consideration of gesticulation in the arm, therefore, our attention is given, 
not so much to the emotional expression, as to the varying forms that govem the radiation 
ofthe emotion into the hand. 

RADIAL FORMS IN GESTICULATION 

There are three distinct radial forms by which a gesture may be evolved. 
1st- The straight form, which is in tum directly evolutive, or involutive in its nature.-

In this form the gesture unfolds either from the shoulder, or elbow or wrist, 
directly to its ultimate form, or infolds from the surface directly to the centre, 
which the nature & degree of emotion dictates. 

2nd- The circular form, which is entirely evolutive in its nature, in this form the 
gesture unfolds directly from the shoulder through the elbow to the wrist, & hand, 
or starting from the elbow, unfolds directly to the wrist & hand. 

3rd- The spiral form, which is simultaneously evolutive, and involutive, combining a 
radial action from the shoulder, with a pivotal action at tiie wrist 
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In the sttaight form the radiation may start either from the wrist, elbow, or 
shoulder.- In the circular form the radiation may start either from elbow or shoulder.- In 
the spiral form the whole arm is necessarily in action. 

Thus we see that the elements of extension, and altitude must prevail most in the 
spiral form; while both of those elements may receive their most complete limitation in 
the straight form. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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Each of these forms modifies the style ofthe gesticulation, and characterizes a 
distinct type of individuality. 

TYPICAL CHARACTER OF RADIAL FORM. 

The straight form is vital in its nature;- direct, but more or less angular in its type.-
It is appropriate to individualities ofthe savage, or uncultured origin. 

The circular for is mental in its nature;- suave, and reposeful in its type, and 
characteristic of individualities in which mental culture predominates largely over 
muscular development (Sic). 

The Spiral form is motive in its nature, harmonic and ideal in its type;- it 
characterizes individualities which are dominated by the poetic, or aesthetic instinct. 

The Straight form, which may be called the natural, or material form, is the most 
mechanical, and distinctly muscular of them all. 

The Circular form is the most distinctly rational, which the Spiral form is 
essentially mystic and spiritual in its nature. 

When the student is perfectly familiar with the gesticulations ofthe hand, and has 
acquired by continuous practice the faculty of making straight, circular, and spiral 
radiations with the arm, he, or she is prepared to make all possible gesticulations with the 
arm, with any one of three distinct types that may be desired. 

The aim ofthe student in gesticulating with the arm, should be to acquire the 
faculty of commanding easily, and instinctively, any gesticulation ofthe hand, of any 
degree of extension, or altitude, in combination with any form of radiation that may be 
desired.- To acquire this faculty it is necessary to take each gesture ofthe hand by itself, 
and practice it. -

1st- With different degrees of extension, and the distinct form of radiation which is 
called straight. 

2nd- With the different degrees of extension appropriate to the circular form. 
3rd- With the degree of extension appropriate to the spiral form. 

Having practiced the gestures ofthe hand in such a manner as to acquire 
instinctive sense ofthe emotional, and typical values of extension, and form, in 
gesticulation, the student should then practice them with these forms, and degrees of 
extension in the various degrees of altitude, and thus acquire the faculty of combining the 
instinct of a typical, and emotional value, with that ofthe rational value of conviction. 
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Conscientious practice of this kind will enable the student to acquire a profound 
understanding ofthe meaning of all possible gesticulation in the arm, and the skill to 
impress every subtle or salient shade of those meanings upon the mind ofthe spectator. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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35th Lesson 

EXERCISES OF THE NASAL MUSCLES. 

There are but five distinct actions ofthe nose by which it becomes expressive. 
While the expressions ofthe nose are very limited in quantity- they more than 

make up in the potency ofthe quality, what they lack in variety. 
so important, and so powerful are all the subtle modifications of action in the 

nose, that the student is well repaid for all the labor necessary to enlarge its muscular 
capacity, and to increase his command thereof 

Pertinacious practice ofthe following exercises will develope the muscular 
activity ofthe nose, and bestow a great command of all the subtie phases (Sic), and 
degrees of its expression. 

1st-Exer. 
Draw the nostrils together upon the centte ofthe nose in such a way as to intermpt 

the respiratory function of this organ. 

2nd- Exer. 
Expand the nostrils fromthe centre ofthe nose, as far as possible, in such a way as 

to increase to the utmost the respiratory possibilities of this organ. 

3rd - Exer. 
Without contracting, or expanding the nostrils, lift the right nostril, by itself at its 

inner comer, as high as possible.- Relax right nostril, and then lift 
the left in the same manner as the right has been lifted.- After 
repeating the lifting motions with the nostril, on after the other, lift 
them simultaneously as high as possible at their inner comers 
without either contracting, or expanding them. 

5th - Exer. 
Contract the muscle at the root ofthe nose where it joins the brows, as much as 

possible, at the same time endeavor to avoid all lifting, contraction, 
or expansion ofthe nostril. 

N.B. - The efficacy of these exercises will be in proportion to the slowness with 
which they are executed, and the extent to which each action is carried without 
combination in any degree with the other actions ofthe nose. 

Having faithflilly practiced these exercises which increase the mechanical capacity of 
this agent to perform all its expressive function, the student is prepared to make those 
gamuts of expression in this portion ofthe face, by which he develops (Sic) a 
spontaneous, and easy command of all the most delicate modulations of emotional 
meaning that is possible to its activity. 
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In order to do this it is necessary to obtain a clear and definite idea of - -

THE EXPRESSIONS OF THE NOSE 
The nose bears the same relation to the face as a whole, as the torso does to the 

entire pantomimic organization. - It is the motive agent of expression in the face, and by 
its activity it manifest the volitional conditions for the selective tendencies ofthe motive 
principle ofthe Being. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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This portion ofthe pantomimic organization is entirely devoid of gesticulation, its 
expressiveness being limited to that pantomimic form termed attitude. 

In accordance with a law which we have already recognized in nature as tending 
to increase mutability in the extreme, of superficial agent of expression, and to decrease 
the mutable tendency in proportion to the centrality ofthe agent - we find that a very 
slight degree of energy in any ofthe distinctive actions ofthe nose manifests a very great 
degree of activity in that principle ofthe Being with which it is most intimately 
associated. 

As the muscle at the root ofthe nose is the most central active portion ofthe most 
central feature ofthe face - therefore, the smallest degree of motion in this muscle is 
exceedingly difficult to excite independently, and without sympathetic activity in other 
muscles ofthe nose.- Every minute movement of this muscle however, manifests most 
forcibly its peculiar meaning;- therefore, it the student finds it exceedingly difficult to 
develope, or command any great amount of independent motion in this muscle, he, or 
she, must not be either surprised, or discouraged.- There is not portion ofthe pantomimic 
organization in which it is so difficult to excite one action, with perfect freedom from 
every other, as in the nose;- but there is not part ofthe pantomimic organization that 
expresses so much that is deep and essential in the spiritual nature ofthe Being with so 
slight an amount of motion as does the nose. - This becomes evident the more we 
observe, and discover those meaning of its motions manifested by - -

THE EXPRESSIONS OF THE NOSE 

1st-Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils conttacted. 
Ex. - Motivity in rejection, suppression, or that insensibility which indicates that the 

individual is not easily touched, affected or moved; but on the conttary, is 
inclined to be hard, and cmel.- when this action becomes chronic it is a 
very sinister sign of character, and appears very prominently in selfish, 
harsh, and murderous types. 
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Act.-
Ex. -

Act.-
Ex.-

2nd - Att'de 
Nostrils Expanded. 
Motivity in excitement - indicating sensitive energy in volition.- When this 

action becomes habitual, it denotes great energy, or sensibility in the 
motive temperament ofthe individual. 

3rd - Att'de 
Both nostrils lifted. 
Motivity in sensuous estimation.- This action is characteristic of a testing, or 

tasting activity in the motive principle.- When this action is extteme, or 
chronic, it indicates sensuality, or lasciviousness in the individual. 

4th - Att'de 
Act.- One nostril lifted. 
Ex. - Partiality in motive estimation, or contempt.- Generally characteristic of an ill 

natured disposition. 
[Original Page Break.] 

5th - Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils drawn down at their inner comers. 
Ex. - Poverty, weakness, or prostration of motive energy Generally characteristic of 

a timid, weak, or yielding disposition. 

6th - Att'de 
Act.- Radical muscle ofthe nose contracted. 
Ex. - Motivity in irritation, antagonism, or aggression.- Any activity of this muscle 

implies depth of combative motive energy in the Being, and when chronic 
denotes an aggressive, irritable temper. 

COMPLEX EXPRESSIONS OF THE NOSE. 

1st-Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils lifted, and contracted. 
Ex. - Sensual motivity in suppression. 

2nd- Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils lifted, and expanded. 
Ex. - Sensual motivity in excitement. 

3rd - Att'de. 
Act- One nostril lifted and contracted. 
Ex. - Motivity in intense contempt. 
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4th - Att'de. 
Act.- One nostril lifted, and expanded. 
Ex. - Motivity in passionate contempt, or scom. 

5th - Att'de. 
Act.- Nostrils drawn down, and contracted. 
Ex. - Cmel, or non-sensitive motivity ofthe tunid, or weak. 

6th - Att'de. 
Act- Nostrils drawn down, and expanded. 
Ex. - Passionate motivity ofthe timid, or weak. 

7tii - Att'de. 
Act.- Nostrils lifted, and contracted, with conttaction of radical muscle. 
Ex. - Sensual motivity in suppression, with aggressive temper. 

8th - Att'de. 
Act.- Nostrils lifted, and expanded, with contraction of Radical Muscle. 
Ex. - Sensual motivity in excitement, with aggressive temper. 

9tii - Att'de. 
Act.- One nostril lifted, and contacted, with contraction of Radical Muscle. 
Ex. - Motivity in intense contempt, with aggressive temper. 

10th-Att'de. 
Act.- One nostril lifted, and expanded, with conttaction of Radical Muscle. 
Ex. - Motivity in passionate contempt, or scom, with aggressive temper. 
[Original Page Break.] 

11 - Att'de. 
Act.- Nostrils drawn down, and conttacted, with contraction of Radical Muscle. 
Ex. - Cmel motivity - ofthe timid, or weak - with aggressive temper. 

12 - Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils drawn down, and expanded, with conttaction of Radical Muscle. 
Ex. - Passionate motivity - ofthe timid, or weak - with aggressive temper. 

E N D OF E X P R E S S I O N S OF THE N O S E 

[Original Page Break.] 
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E V O L U T I O N OF E X P R E S S I O N 

IN THE F A C E . 

SIMPLE GAMUT. 

In practicing the following gamut of expression - the aim ofthe Student should be 
to deepen - and subtilize the mastery of muscular action in the face.- In order to 
accomplish this, it is necessary to make all the motions ofthe gamut very slowly, and to 
blend the flow of one muscular action into another, in such a manner as to conceal 
absolutely the ttansitions of one expression into another. 

As we have noted before, - the Eye is the centte from which all Expression 
radiates in the face, and the extent to which the energy of any action in the face will be 
naturally developed, will be in proportion to the animation ofthe upper Eyelid. 

Beginning with complete repose in the eye, and the whole ofthe face - develope 
very slowly the following expression - in the features - So subtilizing the flow of motion 
form one feature to the other, as to give an unbroken unity of action in the evolution of 
the gamut. 

1st-PHASE-
Simple Attentions -

Starting from - Absolute Repose - the motions beginning in the eye. 
1st- Degree - Positive - Upper Lid in attitude of absolute neutrality -

Expression of serene attention. 
2nd- Degree- Positive - Pass upper lid to simple interested attention. 
3rd- Degree - Positive - Upper Lid to animated attention. 

2nd - PHASE -
Simple Astonished Attention 

Motions simultaneous. 
4th - Degree - Positive - Upper Lid rises to eamest attention. 

Brow rises slightly at centte. 
3rd - PHASE -

Wonder -
Motions simultaneous. 

5th - Degree - Positive - Upper Lid rises to eager attention. 
Brow rises completely at centre. 
Jaw, and lips relaxed to simple suspense. 

4th - PFLASE -
Amazement -

Motions simultaneous. 
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6th - Degree - Positive - Upper Lid rises to frantic attention 
Brow rises completely at centte,- outer edge slightly raised. 
Jaw, and Lips - normally opened wide. 

Nostrils normally expanded. 
5th - PHASE -

Slowly retum to 3rd- Phase. 
6th- PHASE 

Slowly retum to 2nd- Phase. 
[Original Page Break.] 

7th - PHASE -
Slowly retum to 1st- Phase. 

8th - PHASE -
Simple Inattentions. 

1st- Degree - Negative - Upper Lid relaxed to uninterested attention. 
2nd- Degree - Negative - Upper Lid relaxed to sonmolence. 

9th - PHASE -
Sleep 
Motions simultaneous. 

3rd- Degree - Negative - Upper Lid relaxed to absolute suspension. 
Mouth normally relaxed. 

10th-PFLASE-
Slowly retum to 8th- Phase. 

11th- PHASE -
Slowly retum to 1st- Phase. 

E N D OF S I M P L E G A M U T . 

[Original Page Break.] 
COMPLEX EXPRESSIONS OF THE NOSE. 

1st-Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils normo, normal. 
Ex. - Motivity in complete serenity, or repose. 

2nd - Att'de. 
Act.- Normo contracted. 
Ex. - Motivity in simple sensitive suppression - or exclusive insensibility - of 

cmelty,- characteristic of a secretive, and tteacherous temperament. 
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Act.-
Ex. -

3rd - Att'de. 
Nosttils, normo, expanded. 
Mottvity in simple sensitive excitement - characteristic of an open and loyal 

temperament. 

4th - Att'de 
Nosttils normo, lifted. 
Ex. - Motivity in simple estimative activity -mere physical sense action, and sensual 

in its nature. 

5th - Att'de. 
Act.- Nostrils normo, lowered. 
Ex. - Motivity in simple impotence. 

6th - Att'de. 
Act.- Nostrils contracted, and lifted. 
Ex. - Motivity in estimation, plus exclusion - passional cmelty. 

7tii - Att'de. 
Act.- Nostrils contracted, and lowered. 
Ex. - Motivity in impotence, sensitive suppression. 

8th- Att'de. 
Act.- Nostrils expanded, and lifted. 
Ex. - Motivity in sensual excitement. 

9th- Att'de. 
Act.- Nostrils expanded, and lowered. 
Ex. - Motivity in impotence and torment. 

10th-Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils normo normal, with Radical muscle contracted. 
Ex. - Motivity in calm aggression - necessarily a chronic attitude ofthe radical 

muscle - and therefore a bearing. 

11 - Att'de. 
Act.- Nostrils normo contracted, with radical muscle conttacted. 
Ex. - Motivity in cmel aggression - cold blooded detestation. 

12-Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils normo expanded - with radical muscle contracted. 
Ex. - Motivity in excited aggression. 
[Original Page Break.] 
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13-Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils normo lifted - with radical muscle conttacted. 
Ex. - Motivity in sensual aggression - rage. 

14 - Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils normo lowered - with radical muscle contracted. 
Ex. - Motivity in impotent aggression - also a mere bearing. 

15-Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils conttacted, and lifted, with radical muscle conttacted. 
Ex. - Motivity in passionate cmel aggression - hate. 

16-Att'de 
Act.- Nostrils conttacted and lowered, with radical muscle conttacted. 
Ex. - Motivity in impotent cmel aggression. 

[Original Page Break.] 
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